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Preface to ”Food, Health and Safety in Cross Cultural

Consumer Contexts”

The global food and food technology markets are rapidly growing, and food investment is

central in many governments’growth plans. A core focus is on the food industry’s ability to

maintain and strengthen its position and to exploit the unique opportunities for export-driven

growth, especially in the exportation of high-quality food with relevant sensory, health, and safety

properties as key elements. Thus, the concept of cross cultural perspectives in research in food is

critically important particularly in relation to human perception in food and health. Food concepts are

very different across different jurisdictions. Different markets and cultures have varying perspectives

on what is considered a palatable, acceptable, or useful food or food product; in simple terms, one size

does not fit all in the majority of cases. Specific markets thus need targeted food design from a myriad

of perspectives. In this Special Issue anthology, ”Food, Health and Safety in Cross-Cultural Consumer

Contexts”, we bring together articles that show the wide range of studies from fundamental to

market applicability currently in focus in sensory and consumer science in food, health, and safety

contexts. The studies included highlight the importance of considering the human senses, consumer

preference, and perception across the food stakeholder chain in several cross-cultural contexts.

Overall, it is clear that there is a need for much knowledge in specific spaces and that this leads to

better positioned food and food products when looking at world markets. In conclusion, the human

senses, consumer acceptance, and preferences are core to future food design via integrating human

perception and this will continue to be critical to the success of food transfer in modern cross-cultural

contexts.

Derek V. Byrne

Editor
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1. Introduction

The global food and food technology market is in rapid growth, and food investment
is central in many governments’ growth plans. A core focus can be said to be on the
food industry’s ability to maintain and strengthen its position and exploit the unique
opportunities for export-driven growth, especially in the export of high-quality food with
relevant sensory health, safety, and sustainability properties as key elements. Thus, the
concept of cross-cultural perspectives in research in food per se is critically important, none
more so than in relation to the human perception area in food and health. Food concepts
are very different, of course, in different jurisdictions, with respect to different markets and
cultures having very different perspectives on what is considered a palatable, acceptable,
or useful food or food product. In simple terms, one size does not fit all in the majority
of cases.

Cross-cultural studies have been in focus for some time in the food space and in
particular in relation to food design via the senses and from a consumer-driven perspective.
From one of the earliest overviews by Prescott and Bell (1995) [1], which reviewed the liter-
ature on basic cross-cultural determinants of food acceptability focusing on chemosensory
perceptions and preferences from the point of view of their ability to explain differences in
food selection in different cultures [1]. On to one of the latest perspectives by Rodrigues
et al. (2019) on consumers’ food decisions and eating habits as well as cross-cultural eat-
ing focusing on the application of virtual reality, mobile applications, and social media,
amongst other areas [2]. It is, of course, the case that the space over the last 25 years up to
the present anthology collection in “Food, Health and Safety in Cross-Cultural Consumer
Contexts” is peppered with a collection of works addressing perspectives linked to the
senses, and cross-cultural applicability of note would be, e.g., linking the senses to psychol-
ogy [3], cross-cultural differences in cross-modal correspondences [4], and measurement of
food preference and reward in cross-cultural contexts [5], to consumers’ associations with
wellbeing in a cross-cultural studies [6].

Specific areas of research presented as relevant for the scope of this Special Issue
indicate, clearly, the ever-widening area of cross-cultural research with respect to sensory
and consumer science regarding food and health. Areas that were in focus for the special
issue and cross-cultural research were as follows. (1) Food quality, processing, and pro-
duction: focusing on understanding food processing, quality, and perception via a synergy
of multisensory human food analysis, combined with novel and sustainable production
techniques. (2) Microbial food safety and hygiene: dealing with microbial food safety
behaviors and focusing on the knowledge to detect foodborne pathogens, sources of out-
breaks of foodborne diseases, and novel strategies to ensure food safety for the consumer.
(3) Food business, marketing, and the consumer: focusing on research on the development,
marketing, and distribution of foods to generate insight into consumer behavior for the
benefit of food industries and public policy. (4) Food economics and the supply chain:

Foods 2021, 10, 965. https://doi.org/10.3390/foods10050965 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/foods
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dealing with research in logistics and supply chain management regarding the concepts
around economic thinking in food production, trade, and the management of food quality
and safety across the supply chain. (5) Food sociology and eating: the sociological elements
of food safety and quality, including research around the social and cultural aspects of
eating, production, and new technologies, as well as the role of legal frameworks and
regulations. (6) Nutrition and health: focusing on the effects on health of specific food,
food components, and supplements in health and disease prevention, the rationale for
nutritional recommendations, and food and nutrition security.

The present Special Issue’s focus overall was food, health, and safety in cross-cultural
consumer contexts” for innovative food solutions to meet global food challenges, which
can be best addressed by research-based synergies linking, e.g., different jurisdictions,
countries, and continents in the food area.

Ultimately, in this special issue we have included contributions that encompass key
current research on food, health and safety in cross-cultural consumer contexts with respect
to food science synergies for sustainable, healthy, and high-quality food supply, security,
and consumption scenarios across the entire food chain from “farm to fork” in cross-cultural
contexts. Specifically, we have brought together articles that encompass the wide scope
of cross-cultural multidisciplinary research as alluded to above with perspectives in the
space related to the determination of the key factors involved. The articles included can
be considered to cover stakeholders in cross-cultural perception, from the senses, with
respect to differences in sensitivity [7–9], on to consumer preferences [10–12], food pleasure
and appetite [13,14], perception of food quality and safety [15–17], and finally key factors
in relation to consumer adoption and label information in the market itself [18,19]. This
collection of articles is in essence a snapshot of the wide focus and general relevance of
sensory and consumer science in cross-cultural studies in food health and safety and we
hope it inspires researchers to consider this very interesting and ever-growing space in
their future work.

2. A Synopsis of Special Issue Research

2.1. Sensory Differences

Thus, with respect to sensory differences, Junge et al. (2020) performed research in
the area of sweetness and sour interaction [7]. The authors indicated that tastes interact
in almost every consumed food or beverage, yet many aspects of interactions, such as
sweet–sour interactions, were not well understood. The study investigated the interaction
between sweetness from sucrose and sourness from citric and tartaric acids, respectively,
in a cross-cultural consumer study conducted in China and Denmark. Overall, it was
determined that culture did not impact the suppression of sweetness intensity ratings of
citric or tartaric acids, whereas it did influence sourness intensity ratings. While the Danish
consumers showed similar suppression of sourness by both acids, the Chinese consumers
were more susceptible toward the sourness suppression caused by sucrose in the tartaric
acid–sucrose mixture compared to the citric acid–sucrose mixture. These results indicated
that individual differences in taste perception might affect perception of sweet–sour taste
interactions, at least in aqueous solutions.

Moreover, in relation to sensory differences, authors Nóbrega et al. (2020) looked at
two segments within the rather large Brazilian food service industry with respect to best-
selling coffees and serving temperatures with respect to health and safety [8]. The serving
temperatures of best-selling coffee beverages in 50 low-cost food service establishments
(LCFS) and 50 coffee shops (CS) were studied. The bestsellers in the LCFS were dominated
by 50 mL shots of sweetened black coffee served in disposable polystyrene (PS) cups from
thermos flasks. In the CS, 50 mL shots of freshly brewed espresso served in porcelain cups
were the dominant beverage. The serving temperatures of all beverages were on average
90% and 68% above 65 ◦C in the LCFS and CS, respectively. Furthermore, the cooling peri-
ods of hot water systems were investigated. When median temperatures of the best-selling
coffees are considered, consumers should allow a minimum cooling time before drinking
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of about 2 min at both LCFS and CS. Nóbrega et al. (2020) concluded that further studies to
complete a nationwide picture of coffee consumption habits and the temperature at which
consumption commonly occurs in Brazil could also present an excellent opportunity for an
esophageal cancer risk assessment for hot coffee beverage consumption.

Lastly, in a study of texture preference of Chinese, Korean, and US consumers by
Wong et al. (2020) [9], the authors aimed to understand the drivers of liking dried apple
and pear chips with various textures. The possibility of hedonic transfer from snack texture
preferences to fruit-chip texture preferences was also investigated among Chinese and
Koreans. Consumers rated their level of liking for each sample and then they performed
hedonic-based projective mapping with the same samples. In the hedonic texture transfer
investigation, consumers rated their acceptance of nine snacks with various textures but
possessing similar textures to those of dried fruit samples. Most consumers disliked
samples with a soft or jelly-like texture and liked samples with a crispy texture. Cross-
cultural differences were observed in the liking of puffy samples, with both Chinese and
Koreans liking puffy samples as much as crispy ones for their melting characteristics in
the mouth, while US consumers perceived the puffy samples as being Styrofoam-like
and disliked them. Hedonic transfer was observed from snack texture preferences in
fruit chips. Individual texture preferences for snacks seemed to significantly affect the
texture preferences for fruit chips. Wong et al. (2020) concluded that the overall impact of
the study was the potential to predict the potential market in the chosen countries using
hedonic-based projective mapping.

2.2. Consumer Preferences

In relation to choice, per se, in cross-cultural contexts, Profeta et al. (2021) looked
at consumer preferences for meat hybrids (referred to as meathybrids) in Germany and
Belgium [10]. The authors’ basis for the study was high levels of meat consumption are
increasingly being criticized for ethical, environmental, and social reasons. Plant-based
meat substitutes have been identified as healthy sources of protein that, in comparison to
meat, offer a number of social, environmental, and health benefits and may play a role
in reducing meat consumption. In meathybrids, only a fraction of the meat product (e.g.,
20% to 50%) is replaced with plant-based proteins. Profeta et al. (2021) demonstrated that
in many countries, consumers are highly attached to meat and consider it as an essential
and integral element of their daily diet. For consumers that are not interested in vegan or
vegetarian alternatives as meat substitutes, meathybrids could be a low-threshold option
for a more sustainable food consumption behavior [10]. The authors showed that more
than fifty percent of consumers substitute meat at least occasionally. Thus, about half of
the respondents reveal an eligible consumption behavior with respect to sustainability and
healthiness, at least sometimes. The applied discrete choice experiment demonstrated that
the analyzed meat products are the most preferred by consumers. Nonetheless, the tested
meathybrid variants with different shares of plant-based proteins took the second position
followed by the vegetarian-based alternatives. Therefore, meathybrids could facilitate
the diet transition of meat-eaters in the direction toward a more healthy and sustainable
consumption. The analyzed consumer segment was more open-minded to the meathybrid
concept in comparison to the vegetarian substitutes [10].

Further to consumer preference in the cross-cultural space, Garvey et al. (2020) looked
at perception and liking among Irish, German, and US consumers for salted butter pro-
duced from different feed systems [11]. Overall, it was presented there was no significant
difference in overall liking of the butters among any of the consumers, although cross-
cultural preferences were evident. Sensory attribute differences based on animal diet
were evident across the three countries, as identified by German and Irish assessors and
trained US panelists, which were likely influenced by familiarity. Of volatiles measured,
Garvey et al. 2020 indicated that the abundance of specific volatile aromatic compounds,
especially some aldehydes and ketones, were significantly impacted by the feed system
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and may also contribute to some of the perceived sensory attribute differences in these
butters.

Additionally, in relation to preference in relation to a protected geographical indication
(PGI) product in the European Union, authors Kelly et al. (2020) investigated the PGI
product called Waterford Blaa, which is a bread product specific to Ireland’s East Cost,
traditionally [12]. This study aimed to determine whether cultural background/product
familiarity, gender, and/or age impacted consumer liking of three Waterford Blaa products
and explored product acceptability between product-familiar and product-unfamiliar
consumer cohorts in Ireland and the UK, respectively. Familiarity with Blaa impacted
consumer liking, particularly with respect to characteristic flour dusting, which is a unique
property of Waterford Blaa. UK consumers felt that all Blaas had too much flour dusting.
Flavor was also important for UK consumers. Irish consumer liking was more influenced
by the hardness of the Blaas, with harder products being less preferred. Age and gender did
not impact liking for Blaas within Irish consumers, but gender differences were observed
among UK consumers, males liking the appearance significantly more than females. In
cross-cultural contexts, such PGI products which have largely fixed formats and properties,
it is critical to determine if they can at all cross borders in terms of sensory and consumer
acceptance or will they simply be niche, linked to only diaspora or food-curious individuals.

2.3. Appetite Pleasure and Ingestion Sensations

Another area that has emerged of late as a focus for cross-cultural food design is
the area of a food’s influence on appetite through pleasure and ingestion sensations. In
the present volume, Duerlund et al. (2020) investigated post-ingestive sensations and
how they drive perceived food pleasure [13]. The authors aimed to compare Chinese and
Danish consumers in their post-ingestive drivers of post-ingestive food pleasure (PIFP).
Duerlund et al. (2020) define PIFP as a “subjective conscious sensation of pleasure and joy
experienced after eating”. Key results revealed perceived satisfaction as well as mental,
overall and physical wellbeing to be highly influential on PIFP in both countries. Moreover,
Danish consumers perceived appetite-related sensations, such as satiety, hunger, desire-to-
eat and in-need-of-food, to be influential on PIFP, which was not the case in China. In China,
more vitality-related sensations, such as energized, relaxation and concentration, were
found to be drivers of PIFP. These results suggest similarities but also distinct subtleties in
the cultural constructs of PIFP in Denmark and in China. Duerlund et al. (2020) overall
suggested that focusing on food pleasure as a post-ingestive measure provides valuable
output, deeper insights into what drives food pleasure, and, importantly, takes us beyond
the processes only active during the actual eating event.

Furthermore, in the present volume, Laaksonen et al. (2020) in Finnish and Chinese
contexts looked at oat product concepts [14]. The authors present that oats and oat-based
products were increasingly popular among consumers and the food industry, and whilst
studies exist on the sensory characteristics of oats as such, previous studies focusing
specifically on the pleasantness of oats, and especially investigations of a wide range
of oat products eaten by European and Asian consumers, are scarce. A questionnaire
revealed that Finnish consumers rated the pleasantness and familiarity of several oat
product categories, such as breads and porridges, higher compared to participants from
other cultures. Further, Laaksonen et al. 2020 indicated that sensory tests showed both
similarities, e.g., porridges were described as “natural,” “healthy,” and “oat-like,” and
differences between countries, e.g., sweet biscuits were described as “crispy” and “hard”
by Finnish consumers and “strange” and “musty” by Chinese consumers. Sweet products
were unanimously preferred. Moreover, authors indicated that the culture had an important
role affecting the rating of pleasantness and familiarity of oat product categories, whereas
food neophobia and health interest status also had an influence [14].
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2.4. Perception of Quality and Safety

In relation to food safety and quality, authors Haas et al. (2021) investigated perception
differences in the western Balkans [15]. The authors present that domestic food markets
are of significant importance to Kosovar and Albanian companies because access to export
markets is underdeveloped, partly as a result of the gaps in food safety and quality
standards. Identifying Kosovar and Albanian consumers’ use of food safety attributes
and an evaluation of the quality of domestic food versus imported food were the research
objectives of this study. Haas et al. 2021 concluded that despite the prevalent problems
with food safety, consumers in both countries considered domestic food to be safer as well
as of higher quality than imported products. Kosovars were more likely than Albanians to
perceive domestic food products to be significantly better than imported products. Female
and better-educated consumers used information related to food safety more often. Expiry
date, domestic and local origin, and brand reputation were the most frequently used safety
and quality cues for both samples. International food standards, such as ISO or HACCP, are
less frequently used as quality cues by these consumer groups. Haas et al. (2021) concluded
that though this is a good result for these nations internally to have these perceptions, it
is important to strengthen the institutional framework related to food safety and quality
following best practices from EU countries, which could ultimately perhaps enable further
development of export markets [15].

Moreover, in this special issue volume, Wang and Yueh (2020) investigated the area of
food safety cognition with respect to consumer behavior, comparing students in Taiwan
and mainland China [16]. The purpose of the study was to investigate how optimistic bias,
consumption cognition, news attention, information credibility, and social trust affect the
purchase intention of food consumption. Results showed that Taiwanese college students
did not display optimistic bias, but Chinese students did. The models showed that both
Taiwanese and Chinese students’ consumption cognition significantly influenced their
purchase intentions, and news attention significantly influenced only Chinese students’
purchase intentions. The results revealed that optimistic bias can be reduced in different
social contexts. This study also confirmed that people had optimistic bias on food safety
issues based on which recommendations were made to increase public awareness of food
safety as well as to improve the government’s certification system [16].

In relation to the area of high-risk food handling behaviors and consumer perception
of food safety issues in these contexts, Cho et al. (2020) investigated behaviors and risk
perceptions across time in South Korea among primary food handlers [17]. The authors
gathered data in 2010 and 2019, and present that 2010 was characterized by a consumers’
risk perception–behavior disconnect, that is consumers believed they knew very well what
the safest methods for food handling were, but responses regarding their behaviors did
not support their confidence in the actual safety of their food. Such that consumers did not
wash/trim foods before storage, thawed frozen foods at room temperature, and exposed
leftovers to danger zone temperatures. Interestingly, these three particular trends were
found to be similar when assessed again in 2019. The year 2010 was also characterized by
other common high-risk behaviors: 70.0% of consumers divided a large portion of food
into smaller pieces for storage, but few consumers (12.5%) labeled divided foods with
relevant information, and they excessively reused kitchen utensils. Whereas in 2019, more
consumers (25.7%) labeled food and usage periods for kitchen utensils were shortened.
Consumers usually conformed to general food safety rules in both 2010 and 2019 in the
following ways: separate storage of foods, storage of foods in the proper places for the
proper periods, washing fruits/vegetables before eating, washing hands after handling
potentially hazardous foods, and cooking foods and reheating leftovers to eat. Cho et al.
2021 concluded that their findings provided resources for understanding consumers’ high-
risk behaviors/perceptions at home, highlighting the importance of behavioral control.
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2.5. Consumer Adoption and Label Information

In this final section, we look at research included on consumer adoption and labeling.
Nathan et al. (2021) indicated as a backdrop in the organic labeling area that in order
to meet the rising global demand for food and to ensure food security in line with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 2, the elimination of hunger, technological
advances have been introduced in the food production industry [18]. The organic food
industry has benefitted from advances in food technology and innovation. However, there
remains skepticism regarding organic foods on the part of consumers, specifically on
consumers’ acceptance of food innovation technologies used in the production of organic
foods, and this can be extrapolated to different cultural contexts. In the present volume,
Nathan et al. (2021) measured factors that influence consumers’ food innovation adoption
and subsequently their intention to purchase organic foods. Organic foods purchase
behavior of Malaysian and Hungarian consumers was compared to examine differences
between Asian and European consumers. The findings showed food innovation adoption
as the most crucial predictor for the intention to purchase organic foods in Hungary, while
the social lifestyle factor was the most influential in Malaysia. Other factors, such as
environmental concerns and health consciousness, were also examined in relation to food
innovation adoption and organic food consumerism. Overall, Nathan et al. (2021) present
key differences between European and Asian organic foods consumers and provided
recommendations for stakeholders interested in these markets going forward [18].

The remaining article in our special issue by Magalhaes et al. (2021) profiles knowl-
edge, utility, and preference for beef traceability labeling between Spain and Brazil [19]. The
consumer environment determined consumers’ buying behavior and product preferences,
and understanding these factors would allow businesses in the industry to identify market
demands. The authors contended that in both countries there were existing differences in
the consumption of beef, in the production and the regulatory process concerning beef,
and, in particular, in relation to the traceability systems. Having a traceability system is in
fact mandatory in Spain and voluntary in Brazil. From these perspectives, Magalhaes et al.
(2021) carried out a cross-cultural study through a self-administered questionnaire aimed at
comparing and understanding familiarity with bovine traceability systems and traceability
information on labels as a food security indicator. The authors concluded that traceability
information was well received by consumers as an attribute of credibility, and consumers
were interested in ensuring that the item they buy is of known and reliable origin. However,
the authors contended that more incentives may help clarify the advantages of purchas-
ing food with certified traceability, making it more effective for consumers to use this
knowledge in different jurisdictions [19].

3. Conclusions

Overall, the research included in this volume covers a wide range of studies, from
fundamental research to market applicability, with respect to sensory and consumer studies
in food health and safety contexts. Groupings of the studies have been made to point out the
diverse and core need to consider the human senses, consumer preferences and perception,
across the food stakeholder chain in cross-cultural research. Several of the studies noted the
need for more knowledge in their specific spaces and contended that this will lead to better-
positioned food and food products when looking at world markets. An overall conclusion
with respect to this collection would be that the human senses, consumer acceptance, and
preferences are core to future food design with respect to understanding human perception
of key aspects critical to the success of food transfer in modern cross-cultural contexts.
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Abstract: Tastes interact in almost every consumed food or beverage, yet many aspects of
interactions, such as sweet-sour interactions, are not well understood. This study investigated
the interaction between sweetness from sucrose and sourness from citric and tartaric acid, respectively.
A cross-cultural consumer study was conducted in China (n= 120) and Denmark (n= 139), respectively.
Participants evaluated six aqueous samples with no addition (control), sucrose, citric acid, tartaric
acid, or a mixture of sucrose and citric acid or sucrose and tartaric acid. No significant difference
was found between citric acid and tartaric acid in the suppression of sweetness intensity ratings
of sucrose. Further, sucrose suppressed sourness intensity ratings of citric acid and tartaric acid
similarly. Culture did not impact the suppression of sweetness intensity ratings of citric or tartaric
acid, whereas it did influence sourness intensity ratings. While the Danish consumers showed similar
suppression of sourness by both acids, the Chinese consumers were more susceptible towards the
sourness suppression caused by sucrose in the tartaric acid-sucrose mixture compared to the citric
acid-sucrose mixture. Agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis revealed clusters of consumers
with significant differences in sweetness intensity ratings and sourness intensity ratings. These results
indicate that individual differences in taste perception might affect perception of sweet-sour taste
interactions, at least in aqueous solutions.

Keywords: cross-culture; individual differences; taste mixtures; model matrix; taste primaries;
taste-taste interactions; basic tastes; hierarchical clustering

1. Introduction

Taste is an important part of our perception of foods and beverages. Taste perception in humans is
considered to consist of the five canonical basic taste qualities: sweet, sour, salt, bitter, and umami [1].

These basic taste qualities interact in almost every consumed food or beverage [2]. Taste interactions
occur when at least two tastants are presented simultaneously and affect the perception of each other.
Taste interactions can either be enhancing or suppressing, depending on both the taste quality, specific
tastants in play, and tastant concentrations [3,4]. Taste interactions are complex, and, even though the
interactions between tastes have been extensively researched and reviewed [3–5], the mechanisms are
still not well understood [6].
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This also applies for sweet-sour taste interactions, where both suppression and enhancement have
been proposed for both tastes. The general consensus is that sweetness and sourness suppress each
other [3,4,7]; however, sweetness enhancement by acids have also been reported [8–10]. Only a few
studies have investigated other sour stimuli than citric acid in taste interactions with sweetness [11,12].
Moreover, also, very few studies have looked at tartaric acid, but with inconclusive results. Early reports
found a sweetness enhancing effect of tartaric acid [8], a claim not supported by later research that
has found tartaric acid consistently suppressing sweetness [11,12]. To our knowledge, Fabian and
Blum’s [8] is the only study comparing the taste of citric acid and tartaric acid in relation to sweet-sour
taste interactions. These authors found a suppression effect of the sourness of both tartaric- and citric
acid by sub-threshold levels sucrose. In the same study, they found an unexpected enhancing effect
from sub-threshold levels of both tartaric- and citric acid on the sweetness of sucrose.

This inconsistency in findings both related to suppression or enhancement between sourness and
sweetness, and to different tastants, could be ascribed to differences in test protocols [3]. Fabian and
Blum [8] used the tastant concentrations below taste threshold for the interacting tastant, whereas
most others [9–16] use supra-threshold concentrations for both affected and interacting tastant.
As Puputti et al. [17] argued, supra-threshold concentrations of both tastants are the most relevant
levels in which to investigate taste perception.

A further reason for inconsistencies might be individual differences in perception of taste
interactions. Individual differences have not been well studied for taste interactions. McBride and
Finlay [18] investigated the effect of sensory training on sweet-sour taste interactions, in a study
comparing novices with experienced trained sensory panelists. They found generally high correlations
between the two groups for both sweetness suppression by citric acid and sourness suppression by
sucrose. Only for the highest concentration of both citric acid and sucrose did they find a difference
in sweetness response between the two groups with novices showing higher suppression. The same
was not the case for sourness. This indicates low degrees of individual differences in sweet-sour taste
interactions. On the other hand, individual differences have been shown to affect taste interactions
in other taste combinations. Prescott et al. [7] showed that differences in bitterness sensitivity to
6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) correlated with bitter compounds’ effectiveness in suppressing sweetness,
indicating that individual differences might affect taste interactions. In contrast to taste interactions,
individual differences in basic taste perception is better understood. Puputti et al. [17] found
substantial differences in the perception of basic tastes between individuals. Further, they found
evidence suggesting a correlation between supra-threshold taste response to different tastes in one
individual, but they suggested, as others before [19], that there is a degree of independent variation in
supra-threshold taste response to different tastes in individuals. Studies have found a range of factors
that explain some part of supra-threshold taste response, such as genetic differences, age, gender,
and weight [20–22]. This could potentially also affect taste interactions.

Another group of individual differences that could also influence taste interactions are cultural
differences. As for individual differences in general, there are only few studies investigating the effect
of culture on taste interactions. Two studies, Prescott et al. [14] and Prescott et al. [15], indicated
that even though taste intensities are perceived similarly between Australian and Japanese panelists,
some taste interactions might vary with nationality. Again, there is more evidence related to basic
tastes than with taste interactions. For example, differences in supra-threshold taste response has
been shown in different ethnic groups [23,24]. Williams et al. [23] found both African-American and
Hispanic individuals to have a higher supra-threshold taste response than White individuals for
all four tastes included in their study. Risso et al. [24] investigated four different vaguely defined
ethnic groups, namely Italians, Northern Europeans, Mahgrebis, and Lankans. They investigated
the relationship between ethnicity and supra-threshold taste response to mono-sodium glutamate
and different bitter compounds. Even though they did find evidence for differences between the
ethnic groups in taste sensitivity, no clear pattern in taste sensitivity was seen. Bertino et al. [25]
investigated supra-threshold taste response in American and Taiwanese students and found that
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sweetness of sucrose were influenced by ethnicity both in complex matrices and a simple model matrix,
with Taiwanese students ratings sweetness higher than American students.

Conducting cross-cultural comparisons of differences of sweet-sour taste interactions are important
as it enables an investigation of whether these established taste interactions, and their magnitudes,
are culturally unique or culturally universal [26]. Therefore, the present study had two aims. The first
aim was to investigate the effect of different acids, namely citric and tartaric acid, on sweetness-
and sourness taste intensity interactions. The second aim was to investigate the perception of taste
interactions between sweetness and sourness in a cross-cultural setting. By using sucrose as sweet
stimulus and citric and tartaric acid as sour stimuli, all in aqueous solutions, the suppression effect of
sweetness on sourness, and the suppression effect of sourness on sweetness were thus investigated
using Chinese and Danish consumers. These cultures were chosen as they represent two quite different
cultures with very different eating habits [27,28], thus making it more likely that if there indeed are
cross cultural differences in taste interactions, they will be present in this context.

When conducting cross-cultural research, a definition of which culture, and which cultures are
investigated, is important. Often, cross cultural studies in sensory and consumer science define culture
from a geographical point [29–31]. As the cross-cultural difference in food perception is thought to
be related to eating habits [27,28], being at a certain place at the time of study might not be sufficient
to adhere to that food culture. Thus, to further narrow down the cultural differences, nationality is
also included in the cultural definition used in this study. Thus, respondents that were both located in
Denmark at the time of the study and described their culture as Danish were in this study defined
as having a Danish culture. Similarly, respondents that were both in China at the time of study and
described themselves as Chinese were considered to have a Chinese culture.

2. Materials and Methods

Taste interaction effects between sucrose, citric acid and tartaric acid were investigated using
a 2x3 full factorial design resulting in six samples in total. Relatively low but readily perceivable
concentrations of sucrose and acids were chosen in order to make them acceptable for consumers.
The concentrations of sucrose and citric acid were chosen based on an internal pilot-study indicating
that these concentrations were similar in magnitude of intensity of sweetness and sourness, respectively.
The procedure of the internal pilot-study where five internal employees tasted different solutions of
citric acid and a sucrose solution with the chosen level of sucrose. After tasting, they indicated which
citric acid solution, if any, had similar magnitude as the sucrose solution. To determine equal levels of
sourness between citric acid and tartaric acid samples, an iso-sourness study was conducted using a
trained sensory panel with eight assessors (7 female, age 42–60), following a protocol adapted after
the Sucrose-Sweetener Combined protocol for sweetness by Reference [32], using citric acid as the
stereotypical sourness agent. Five different concentrations of both citric acid (0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16,
0.18% w/v) and tartaric acid (0.80, 0.11, 0.14, 0.17, 0.20% w/v) were presented. Panelists were provided
with three sourness references (being the lowest, medium, and highest concentrations of the citric acid
samples) as anchors on the 15 cm line scales used for sourness intensity rating. The anchors were
placed at 1.5, 7.5, and 13.5 [7].

A study was conducted afterwards to validate that the sourness of the chosen concentrations of
citric and tartaric acid was indeed equal. A trained panel of 10 assessors (9 female, 42–60) evaluated the
samples for sourness intensity. No significant differences in sourness intensity were found. Both the
iso-sourness study and the validation study were conducted at the sensory facilities at the Department
of Food Science, Aarhus University, Aarslev, Denmark.

The six samples were then evaluated by Danish (21st May 2019) and Chinese (24th September
2019) consumers to investigate the effect of culture on the taste interactions.
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2.1. Samples

Samples were aqueous solutions of either sucrose (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), citric acid
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) or tartaric acid (L-(+)-Tartaric acid) (Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St. Louis,
MO, USA), or combinations of these, as shown in Table 1. Water for the aqueous solutions was San
Benedetto, still natural mineral water (San Benedetto S.p.A., Scorzè, Italy). The tastants were weighted
out and transferred to 2000 mL volumetric flasks. Tastants were dissolved in approximately 1 L of
water. When all tastant was dissolved, the volumetric flask was filled.

Table 1. Sample names and concentrations of tastants. Samples are Water (W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric
acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric acid (ST).

Sample Sucrose(% w/v) Citric Acid (% w/v) Tartaric Acid (% w/v)

W - - -
C - 0.140 -
T - - 0.114
S 2.50 - -

SC 2.50 0.140 -
ST 2.50 - 0.114

After production, 20-mL sample was dispensed into opaque sample tubes with red lids (Fisher
Scientific, Roskilde, Denmark), coded with random three-digit numbers. Samples were stored at 5 ◦C
until evaluation, which was at room temperature. The samples were served the day after production.

2.2. Consumer Studies

A consumer study was conducted at Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark, and at Tianjin Institute
of Industrial Biotechnology, Tianjin, China. At both locations, participants were recruited through
convenience sampling; thus, both students and staff were recruited to participate in the study and
rewarded with a minor gratuity for participation. The consumer characteristics can be found in Table 2.
In both places, the consumers conducted the evaluation in a canteen-like area outside eating hours.

Table 2. Baseline characteristics of Danish and Chinese consumers. Provided p-values of Student’s
t-test for difference between Danish and Chinese consumer groups. The age range is presented in
parenthesis. Sweet Foods Liking and Sour Foods Liking rated in 7-point Likert scale (7 =most liked).

Denmark (n = 139) China (n = 120) p-Value

Mean Age (years) 23.24 (19–30) 25.34 (21–30) <0.01
Number of Female 88 (62.9%) 79 (65.3%) 0.59
Mean BMI 1 23.37 21.47 <0.01
Sweet Foods Liking 5.28 5.06 0.23
Sour Foods Liking 5.03 4.25 <0.01

1 BMI is Body Mass Index.

Since all ingredients were commercially available food grade products, and the study was
conducted in an aqueous model system, the study was exempted from the need of formal ethical
approval. However, the panelists did give their verbal consent prior to participation. After consumers
agreed to participate in the study, they were asked to complete the questionnaire on their smartphone
or on a provided iPad. Consumers received the six samples and were provided with a glass of San
Benedetto water.

The participants were given a short verbal introduction to the questionnaire and instructed to
check and ensure that the three-digit codes on the tubes matched the ones in the questionnaire, as well
as to drink a sip of water between the samples. Consumers were asked to evaluate one sample at a
time, and samples were served randomly in accordance with a Williams Latin Square design. All data
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was collected using the software Compusense (Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada), which also
instructed consumers to cleanse their mouth and wait at least 30 s between the samples.

The questionnaire contained five sample-related questions and nine none-sample related questions.
The sample related questions were ratings of sourness and sweetness intensity evaluated on 9-point
scales with anchors “Not at all” and “Extremely” [27]. Liking and Just About Right (JAR) for both
sourness and sweetness were also evaluated. The questions were presented in the following order:
sourness intensity, JAR of sourness, sweetness intensity, JAR of sweetness, and liking. The results from
liking and JAR questions are not presented as the focus of this paper is on sweet-sour taste interactions.

Not sample-related questions were culture, gender, age, weight, height, and a 4-question battery
of questions using a 7 point Likert scale about general sweet and sour food liking (“I like to eat sweet
foods”, “I like to eat sour foods”, “I like to drink fruit juices”, “I like to drink soft drinks”) ranging
from “Strongly disagree” corresponding to 1 and “Strongly agree” corresponding to 7. These were all
asked after all samples had been evaluated.

Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated based on consumer height and weight (kg)/(height (m)2).

2.3. Statistical Analysis

All data analyses were performed using R [33] and RStudio [34]. Data formatting and plotting was
conducted using the Tidyverse package [35]. In accordance with the aim only consumers with Danish
or Chinese culture were included in the analysis. Further, the age ranged was narrowed to only include
consumers in the age 18–30 years of age to ensure a more homogeneous consumer sample. Student’s
t-tests for comparison of baseline characteristics were conducted using the R package FactoMineR [36].

2.3.1. Overall Sample Evaluation Analysis

To provide an overview of the ratings for sourness intensity and sweetness intensity, means
were calculated using R package SensoMineR [37] and Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences (HSD)
were used to evaluate pairwise significant differences between samples, considering sample effects
as fixed effects and consumer effects as random effects. HSD was determined using the R package
lmerTest [38]. Furthermore, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted as a mixed model ANOVA
using R package SensMixed [39], with Mixed Assessor Model (MAM) to adjust for scaling. Similar to
the HSD, in this model, sample effects are considered fixed effects, and consumer effects are considered
random effects.

2.3.2. Effect of Acid Quality on Sourness and Sweetness Taste Perception

To investigate the effect of different acids on the sweet-sour taste interaction, interaction plots
for the interaction between acid and sucrose for sweetness intensity ratings and sourness intensity
ratings, respectively, were compiled. These plots were constructed using R packages lsmeans [40] and
ggplot2 [41].

2.3.3. Overall Effect of Culture

Differences in sourness intensity and sweetness intensity, between Danish and Chinese consumers
are presented visually using the ggplot2 package in R [42]. They are shown as differences in
estimated marginal means between the two groups. Significant differences were calculated using
pairwise comparison of estimated marginal means and p-values shown are adjusted using Bonferroni
corrections [43]. These were calculated using R packages rstatix [44] and emmeans [45].

2.3.4. Effect of Culture on Sweetness- and Sourness Intensity Ratings

To investigate the effect of culture on taste interactions, ratings of sweetness- and sourness
intensities were analyzed as follows. Dummy variables were constructed for sucrose and acids
indicating whether samples contained this or not. The effects of acid, sucrose, culture and the
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interactions between these on either sweetness or sourness ratings were analyzed using Mixed model
ANOVA with MAM. In the model, the effects of acid, sucrose, and culture were considered as fixed
effects, and consumer effects were considered random effects. To further investigate the three-way
interactions between acid, sucrose and culture for sourness these were presented visually. This plot
was constructed similarly as the interaction plot for the effect of different acids.

2.3.5. Cluster Analysis on Sweetness and Sourness Ratings

Two separate cluster analyses were performed on the ratings of sweetness intensity and sourness
intensity, respectively. In both cases, we used Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering with Euclidean
distances and Wards method using the R package cluster [46]. The number of clusters were determined
using NbClust package [47] using the majority rule.

Characteristics of consumers in each cluster were summarized, and differences in culture and
gender were evaluated using χ2-tests, whereas gender, BMI, sweet food liking, and sour food liking
were evaluated with ANOVA. Mean ratings of the different samples were calculated for each cluster,
and HSD and ANOVA test for significant differences between clusters for each sample were performed.
Mean calculation and HSD were performed similarly to the Overall Sample Evaluation Analysis.
ANOVA was performed as one-way ANOVA between samples and clusters for each of the two taste
intensity ratings. Lastly, consumers were plotted in PCA, showing both their culture and cluster
number using the R package ggfortify [48].

3. Results

3.1. Sample Evaluation

For an initial overview, all sample means and significant differences in ratings of sweetness and
sourness of samples are shown in Table 3. For sweetness ratings, the sample only containing sucrose
(S) was highest, followed by the ones containing both sucrose and an acid (SC or ST). This indicates a
suppression effect as expected. Interestingly, the sample containing only citric acid (C) was evaluated
higher in sweetness ratings than pure water (W), indicating a small sweetness enhancing effect of citric
acid. The sample containing only tartaric acid (T) was placed between the two and were not different
from neither W nor C.

Regarding the sourness ratings, the expected suppression of sourness by sucrose occurred.
The samples containing only acid (C or T) were rated higher in sourness than those containing both
sucrose, as well as an acid (SC and ST). As expected, there was no difference between W and S in terms
of sourness ratings.

Table 3. Means of sweetness and sourness ratings for all samples, as well as F- and p-values for Analysis
of Variance model. Samples are Water (W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and
Citric acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric acid (ST). Letters are to be read row-wise, and they indicate
significant differences between samples based on Honest Significant Differences (HSD).

W C T S SC ST F-Value p-Value

Sweetness 1.53a 1.90b 1.82ab 6.32d 4.53c 4.49c 505.34 <0.001
Sourness 1.49a 6.42c 6.36c 1.51a 4.79b 4.70b 496.78 <0.001

3.2. Effect of Acid Quality on Sour and Sweet Taste Interaction

Two different acids were evaluated in this study, namely citric acid and tartaric acid. This was
done in order to investigate if there is a difference in the taste interactions between sucrose and different
acids. In Figure 1, the results for sweetness and sourness intensity ratings are presented.
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Figure 1. Interaction plots showing the means for the interaction between acids and sucrose.
(A) Sourness intensity ratings; (B) sweetness intensity ratings. Means are full dots. Surrounding faded
lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Both sourness intensity (Figure 1A) and sweetness intensity (Figure 1B) ratings were not
significantly different for the two acids (see Table 3 for significance test). Figure 1A shows that,
as expected, citric and tartaric acid differs from the No acid condition, but they are not different
from each other. The similarity between the two acids both show that they were rated similarly in
sourness intensity but also that citric and tartaric acid had similar sourness suppression by sucrose at
the tested concentrations.

In Figure 1B, as expected, the No acid condition differed from the acids when sucrose was present,
indicating a sweetness suppression by acids (see Table 3 for significance test). But, also, for sweetness
intensity, the acids gave a similar response, indicating a similar suppression effect from both citric
and tartaric acid. The citric acid increased sweetness significantly in the No acid condition (Table 3),
but Figure 1B shows that the effect of the acids on sweetness intensity ratings are much larger when
sucrose is present.

3.3. Effect of Culture on Sweet and Sour Taste Interaction

Figure 2 shows differences from the mean in sweetness intensity ratings and sourness intensity
ratings (significant differences indicated below) between Danish and Chinese consumers for all samples.

For sweetness intensity ratings, Danish consumers rated the samples consistently higher than
the Chinese consumers. This difference is largest for the sucrose containing samples (S, SC, and ST),
but still significant for the samples without sucrose (W, C, and T).

There is no clear trend in the differences in the ratings of sourness intensity. Danish consumers
rated W and ST highest in sourness intensity, whereas, for T and SC, Chinese consumers rated the
highest in sourness intensity. No significant differences were found for C (p = 0.15) and S (p = 0.40).
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Figure 2. Deviations from means of ratings for sweetness intensity and sourness intensity for Chinese
(red dots) and Danish (green dots) consumers, respectively. Samples are Water (W), Citric acid (C),
Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric acid (ST). Significant
differences are pairwise comparison of estimated marginal means corrected using Bonferroni corrections:
ns = not significant, * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 0.001.

3.3.1. Effect of Culture on Sweetness Ratings

The effect of culture on sweet taste ratings was further evaluated by ANOVA. Results can be seen
in Table 4.

Table 4. F- and p-values for mixed model Analysis of Variance for Sweetness Intensity Ratings.
Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05) are marked in bold.

F-Value p-Value

Acid 53.98 <0.001
Sucrose 848.55 <0.001
Culture 70.87 <0.001
Acid × Sucrose 112.98 <0.001
Acid × Culture 0.31 0.74
Sucrose × Culture 9.01 <0.01
Acid × Sucrose × Culture 1.55 0.21

The Acid × Sucrose × Culture-interaction was not significant (p = 0.21), indicating that there
was no effect of culture on the suppression of sweetness intensity ratings by acids. This is further
underpinned by the insignificance of the Acid × Culture-interaction ((p = 0.74), showing that culture of
the consumers did not impact the effect of acids on sweetness intensity ratings.

For interactions involving the culture term, only the interaction between culture and sucrose is
significant (p < 0.01). This means that Chinese and Danish consumers rated the sweetness intensity
differently. This was also indicated in Figure 2.

The significant interaction between acid and sucrose for the sweetness intensity ratings (p < 0.001)
indicates a sweetness suppression effect by acids across the two cultures. This was expected from the
results seen in Table 3, where the sweetness intensity of sucrose was suppressed significantly by the
acids by a reduction of sweetness intensity ratings.

3.3.2. Effect of Culture on Sourness Ratings

A similar ANOVA was conducted to investigate cultural effects on sour taste ratings (Table 5).
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Table 5. F- and p-values for mixed model Analysis of Variance for Sourness Intensity. Significant effects
(p ≤ 0.05) are marked in bold.

F-Value P-Value

Acid 1274.37 <0.001
Sucrose 131.60 <0.001
Culture 0.02 0.90
Acid × Sucrose 53.72 <0.001
Acid × Culture 12.74 <0.001
Sucrose × Culture 0.01 0.91
Acid × Sucrose × Culture 8.93 <0.01

The table shows that the Acid × Sucrose × Culture-interaction term is significant (p < 0.01),
indicating that there was an effect of culture on the suppression of sourness intensity ratings by sucrose.
To investigate this interaction further, the model is presented graphically in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Interaction plot showing the means of the interaction between acids and sucrose for sourness
intensity rating for Chinese and Danish consumers, respectively. Means are full dots. Surrounding
faded lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

When investigating Figure 3, two differences between the Danish and Chinese consumer groups
should be noted. First, even though the sourness intensity ratings of the two acids appear similar
when presented alone, citric and tartaric acid behave differently when combined with sucrose in the
two consumer groups. Whereas the Chinese consumers had a significantly higher suppression of the
sourness ratings of tartaric acid than of citric acid by sucrose, the Danish consumers do not experience
any differences, as the confidence intervals overlap. There might be a trend towards the opposite
suppression for the Danish consumers compared to the Chinese consumers, namely that the sourness
ratings of citric acid might be more suppressed by sucrose than tartaric acid is.

The other thing that comes to mind is that even though the two consumer groups had similar
ratings of sourness when sucrose was present, Chinese consumers found the No acid, No sucrose
condition less sour than the Only sucrose condition, whereas Danish consumers seemed to find the No
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acid, No sucrose condition more sour than the Only sucrose condition. Both seem to be trends and,
thus, might not be significant.

3.4. Cluster Analyses across Culture

The cluster analyses are shown below and reveals patterns of individual difference in ratings of the
taste intensities, thus enabling an investigation of differences between different groups of individuals.

3.4.1. Cluster Analysis on Sweetness Intensity

A cluster analysis was performed on sweetness ratings of all consumers to further investigate
the differences in sweetness ratings. Three clusters were found, and PCA was performed to further
visualize these clusters. PC1 accounts for 35.28% of the variance, and PC2 for 18.22% of the variance,
respectively. This can be seen in Figure 4, where both the three clusters are identified, and the culture
of the consumers are visualized.

Figure 4. PCA biplot showing consumers sweetness ratings. Both their relation to clusters and culture
are visualized. Samples are Water (W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric
acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric acid (ST).
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As can be seen in Figure 4, the clusters differentiate rather clearly, even though it should be kept
in mind that only slightly more than 50% of the variance is explained by the PCA plot. Further, there
might be a visible distinction between Chinese and Danish consumers, where Danish consumers
seemed to cluster to the right and Chinese consumers seemed to cluster to the left, though this was not
very distinct.

Characteristics of the three clusters are shown in Table 6. The clusters were significantly different
for culture (p < 0.001) and age (p < 0.01). The percentage of female consumers (p = 0.35), the BMI
(p = 0.73), and the liking of sweet (p = 0.49) and sour foods (p = 0.56) were not significantly different
between the different clusters. There was an over-representation of Chinese consumers in Sweet Cluster
1, and an over-representation of Danish consumers in Sweet Cluster 2. It was similar for age, where
Sweet Cluster 1 is higher in mean age and Sweet Cluster 2 was lower in mean age. The difference in
mean age between those two clusters might be driven by the difference in mean age among the Danish
and the Chinese consumer groups.

Table 6. Cluster characteristics and means of ratings for Sweetness in Sweet clusters. Samples are Water
(W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric
acid (ST). P-values for cluster culture and gender are for χ2 analysis of difference, whereas p-values
for Age, BMI, and Sweet and Sour Food Liking are from ANOVA. P-values for Sweetness Intensity
are derived from mixed model Analysis of Variance. Letters are to be read row wise, and indicate
significant differences between samples based on Honest Significant Differences (HSD). Note that, even
though the Analysis of Variance find significant differences between clusters for sample S, HSD fail to
identify differences. Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05) are marked in bold.

Sweet Cluster 1 Sweet Cluster 2 Sweet Cluster 3 p-Value

Total Consumers in cluster 110 85 64 -
Mean of Age 24.9 23.6 23.9 <0.01
Number of Chinese (%) 78 (70.9) 18 (21.2) 24 (37.5) <0.001
Number of Female (%) 76 (69.1) 52 (61.2) 38 (59.4) 0.35
BMI 22.3 22.8 22.4 0.73
Sweet Food Liking 5.2 5.2 5.3 0.49
Sour Food Liking 4.7 4.8 4.5 0.56

W 1.08a 2.35b 1.20a <0.001
C 1.26a 3.04b 1.50a <0.001
T 1.26a 2.88b 1.36a <0.001
S 5.80a 6.75a 6.62a <0.01
SC 3.25a 5.27b 5.73b <0.001
ST 3.09a 4.95b 6.28c <0.001

Regarding the sweetness intensity ratings, the clusters do differ (Table 6). Sweet Cluster 1 generally
had low sweetness ratings and a high degree of sweetness suppression effects by acids (difference
between S and SC/ST) compared to the other clusters. Sweet Cluster 1 had the lowest sweetness
intensity ratings of all clusters for the samples containing both sucrose and acid (ST and SC).

Sweet Cluster 2 differed from the other clusters by on average having higher sweetness ratings for
the non-sucrose containing samples. For the samples containing sucrose, the sweetness ratings are
higher than Sweet Cluster 1 for both acid-containing samples. For the sucrose and tartaric acid sample
(ST), sweetness ratings for Sweet Cluster 2 lies in between Sweet Cluster 1 and Sweet Cluster 3.

Lastly, Sweet Cluster 3 is similar to Sweet Cluster 1 in the average sweetness ratings of the
non-sucrose containing samples, and the sucrose only sample. At the same time, Sweet Cluster 3 has
higher sweetness intensity ratings of both sucrose and acid-containing samples than Sweet Cluster
1, and, for the sample containing both sucrose and tartaric acid (ST), it has the highest sweetness
intensity rating of all clusters. As Sweet Cluster 3 has low sweetness ratings of sucrose-free samples
and similarly high ratings of sucrose-containing samples both with and without acids, this cluster
shows low suppression effect of sweetness by acids.
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3.4.2. Cluster Analysis on Sourness Intensity

Similar to sweetness, a cluster analysis was performed on sourness ratings of all consumers
to further investigate the differences in sourness ratings. The PCA shown in Figure 5 depicts the
consumers in relation to their sourness ratings. PC1 account for 32.45% of the variance and PC2 for
18.55% of the variance. The consumers do not separate in culture, though there might be a tendency
that Chinese consumers are somewhat more to the upper part and Danish consumers in the lower
part. On the other hand, the three clusters are very clearly separated. Sour Cluster 3 is a group of
more scattered and, in general, fewer consumers than Sour Cluster 1 and Sour Cluster 2. The loadings
indicate that Sour Cluster 3 is explaining variance related to the water-only sample. In Table 7, it is
seen that this is due to high sourness intensity ratings of this particular sample by Sour Cluster 3.

Figure 5. PCA biplot showing consumers sourness ratings. Both their relation to clusters and culture
are visualized. Samples are Water (W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric
acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric acid (ST).

In Table 7, the characteristics of the three clusters are shown. In baseline characteristics, the three
sour clusters are only significantly different in consumer culture (p < 0.001). Only Cluster 3 differs by a
very high prevalence of Danish consumers. Thus, the age (p = 0.70), BMI (p = 0.79), and their liking of
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sweet (p = 0.20) and sour foods (p = 0.05) are rather similar for all clusters. Further, it should be noted
that Sour Cluster 3 is rather small, with only 30 consumers in this cluster.

Table 7. Cluster characteristics and means of ratings for Sourness Intensity in clusters. Samples are Water
(W), Citric acid (C), Tartaric acid (T), Sucrose (S), Sucrose and Citric acid (SC), and Sucrose and Tartaric
acid (ST). P-values for cluster culture and gender are for χ2 analysis of difference, whereas p-values
for Age, BMI, and Sweet and Sour Food Liking are from ANOVA. P-values for Sourness Intensity
are from mixed model Analysis of Variance. Letters are to be read row wise, and indicate significant
differences between samples based on Honest Significant Differences (HSD). Significant effects (p ≤ 0.05)
are marked in bold.

Sour Cluster 1 Sour Cluster 2 Sour Cluster 3 P-Value

Total Consumers in cluster 164 65 30 -
Mean of Age 24.4 24.1 23.6 0.70
Number of Chinese (%) 84 (51.2) 34 (52.3) 2 (6.7) <0.001
Number of Female (%) 108 (64.0) 39 (60.0) 19 (63.3) 0.70
BMI 22.5 22.3 22.8 0.79
Sweet Food Liking 5.3 4.9 5.1 0.20
Sour Food Liking 4.6 4.8 5.2 0.05

W 1.07a 1.03a 4.77b <0.001
C 7.29b 4.06a 6.80b <0.001
T 7.27c 4.18a 6.10b <0.001
S 1.60b 1.11a 1.90b <0.01
SC 4.88a 4.77a 4.33a 0.43
ST 4.87b 3.97a 5.30b <0.01

The sourness intensity ratings certainly differ between the clusters. Sour Cluster 1 and Sour
Cluster 2 differ such that Sour Cluster 2 has lower sourness intensity ratings than Sour Cluster 1.
This is the case for the two acid-only containing samples (C and T), as well as for the sucrose only
containing sample (S) and the sucrose and tartaric acid-containing sample (ST). Interestingly, in Sour
Cluster 2 the sourness intensity ratings were not affected by sucrose. Sour Cluster 1 and Sour Cluster 3
only differ in samples W and T. Both Sour Cluster 1 and Sour Cluster 3 have lower sourness intensity
ratings of samples containing both sucrose and acids than those just containing acids, indicating a
sourness intensity suppression effect from sucrose. Sour Cluster 1 has higher sourness intensity ratings
of sample T than Sour Cluster 3. The difference between Sour Cluster 3 and Sour Cluster 1 is mainly
due to the oddity of a rather high degree of sourness intensity rating of the water-only sample in Sour
Cluster 3.

Interestingly, Sample S is much lower than W in sweetness for Sour Cluster 3, indicating the
rated sourness of pure water by Sour Cluster 3 is more or less suppressed by sucrose. It was further
investigated whether the high sourness rating of the sample W in Sour Cluster 3 could be due to order
effects, but no order pattern were found to be more prevalent in Sour Cluster 3 than in Sour Cluster 1
and 2, indicating that it is not an order effect (data not shown). This was investigated in relation to
which number the in W-sample was presented and which sample preceded sample W.

4. Discussion

This study investigated taste interactions between sweetness and sourness in Danish and Chinese
consumers. Further, it investigated if, and how, these interactions are dependent on sour tastant,
thus determining whether citric and tartaric acid give similar sweet and sour responses. An overall
significant suppression effect of sweetness from sucrose by both citric and tartaric acid was found.
Likewise, overall suppression effect of sourness from both citric and tartaric acid by sucrose was found.
Below, the dynamics of these interactions will be discussed in relation to acid quality, as well as both
cultural and individual differences.
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4.1. Effect of Acid Quality on Sweet-Sour Taste Interaction

The effect of citric acid and the effect of tartaric acid were found to be the same both related
to sweetness intensity and sourness intensity. Both acids were susceptible to sourness intensity
suppression by sucrose to a similar extent, which is consistent with earlier findings [8]. Likewise,
both acids suppressed sweetness intensity of sucrose to the same extent. This is in disagreement with
the findings of Reference [8], who found sweetness enhancing effects of both acids. This discrepancy
might be due to differences in protocols on acid concentration. The concentrations of acids used by
Reference [8] were below the taste threshold, thus being well below the concentrations used in this
study. Further, studies using a similar concentration of either citric acid [2,49,50] or tartaric acid [12,51]
as this study have shown suppression effects similar to those found in this study.

Both sub-threshold and supra-threshold protocols provide valuable information for food
perception. Concentrations of tastants as those used in the present study are in the ranges found in
beverages, such as fruit drinks [52]. Other beverages, such as soft drinks, might contain considerably
higher amounts, which, again, could influence the taste interactions occurring.

4.2. Cultural Differences in Taste Interactions

An effect of culture on taste interactions of sweetness on sourness was found but not of sourness
on sweetness. Similarities across cultures in taste interactions of sweetness on sourness were also
found in an earlier study conducted with Australians and Japanese respondents [15].

Danish consumers, on average, gave higher sweetness intensity ratings than Chinese consumers
did. Moreover, an interaction effect was found between sucrose and culture, meaning culture affected
the sweetness ratings of sucrose. These effects did not result in effects on taste interactions. This is
in agreement with results by Prescott et al. [15], who found a higher sweetness rating by Japanese
respondents than Australian respondents but also failed to find taste interactions on sweetness by
sourness. Only looking at the taste intensity ratings, and not taste interactions, Bertino et al. [25]
similarly found that Taiwanese respondents had a lower sweetness rating than American respondents
of aqueous solutions but a higher sweetness response in a complex food matrix.

In contrast to the results found in this study, Prescott et al. [14] did not find cultural differences
in taste interactions of sweetness on sourness. The effect found in this study relates to the fact that
Chinese consumers displayed a higher sourness suppression by tartaric acid when compared to citric
acid, whereas citric and tartaric acid showed the same sourness suppression in Danish consumers.
As cultural differences in taste interactions for different acids have not earlier been studied, this is an
interesting finding that should be investigated further to see if there are differences for other acids, and
if this is similar for other sweeteners.

Besides the difference in susceptibility to sourness suppression of citric and tartaric acid, there was
seemingly no consistent effect of culture on sourness ratings.

It is interesting that this study displayed comparable patterns between Danish and Chinese
consumers, as Reference [14,15] did between Australians and Japanese respondents. Besides the vague
notion of “east versus west”, it is difficult to interpret Australian and Danish respondents as similar
culture [31]. The same is evident for Japanese and Chinese respondents. This being said, there have
been suggestions that taste sensitivity differs between ethnicity, and Yang et al. [53] found an Asian
population to have higher overall taste sensitivity than a Caucasian one.

4.3. Individual Differences in Taste Interactions

The cluster analysis for sweetness intensity ratings showed differences between clusters on
two parameters, namely sweetness intensity ratings of sucrose-containing samples and sweetness
suppression by acids. A possible mechanism could be that these differences could have relation to
supra-threshold taste responses. Individual differences in taste response have been reported for all
tastes [40,52]. Thus, Sweet Cluster 1 may be said to consist of consumers whom have a lower sweetness
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sensitivity, as consumers in this cluster respond less to sweetness and experience a higher degree of
sweetness suppression from acids. Sweet Cluster 1 includes a larger proportion of Chinese consumers
than Danish, indicating that Chinese consumers display a lower supra-threshold taste response.
No studies have earlier compared these two groups, but other studies have generally found higher
supra-threshold taste response for sweetness in Asian populations [25], and lower in Non-Hispanic
White populations [23], indicating the opposite correlation. This could be due to differences in tested
concentrations of sucrose, as both Bertino et al. [25] and Williams et al. [23] investigated higher sucrose
concentrations than this study.

Further, the low degree of sweetness suppression in Sweet Cluster 3 might be explained by low
supra-threshold taste response to sourness, thus affecting lower impact on sweetness. This is more
in line with the findings of Williams et al. [23]. Indeed, a relationship between supra-threshold taste
response and binary taste interaction have earlier been demonstrated related to PROP sensitivity [7].

Similarly, three factors separate the clusters in the sourness analysis. Here, the main factors are
differences in sourness ratings of acids, in suppression of sourness by sweetness, and the surprising
sourness of water in Sour Cluster 3. Again, it could be speculated that the differences in sourness
is due to differences in taste sensitivity. Sour Cluster 2 show both low sourness response but also
low suppression of sourness by sweetness, indicating low sensitivity to both sourness and sweetness.
Similarly, Sour Cluster 1 showed high response to sourness and high suppression, which could be an
indication of high sensitivity to both sweetness and sourness. This corresponds well to earlier findings
that supra-threshold taste response to different tastes for the same individual correlates [54].

The high sourness of water (sample W) in the predominantly Danish Sour Cluster 3 was surprising
and difficult to explain. The cluster was somewhat small, so there is a risk that it is just modeling
random noise. The effect of order was ruled out by subsequent analysis. Interestingly, the sourness of
the water was suppressed by sweetness of sucrose, but Sour Cluster 3 still rated sample S the highest
in sourness. As Sour Cluster 3 is only the highest of the clusters in sourness ratings in three of the six
samples, it is also unlikely to be an effect of differences in scale use.

This inconsistency in findings both related to suppression or enhancement between sourness
and sweetness, as well as to different tastants, could be ascribed to differences in test protocols [3].
Fabian and Blum [8] used the tastant concentrations below taste threshold for the interacting tastant,
whereas most others [9–16] use supra-threshold concentrations for both affected and interacting tastant.
As Puputti et al. [17] argued, supra-threshold concentrations of both tastants are the most relevant
level to investigate taste perception in.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the effect of different acids on sweet-sour taste interactions. It was shown
that citric and tartaric acid both showed a similar overall suppression effect of sweetness from sucrose.
Likewise, sucrose showed an overall suppression effect of sourness from both citric and tartaric acid.
The effects on sourness from citric and tartaric acid were similar.

Further, this study investigated the perception of taste interactions between sweetness and sourness
in a cross-cultural setting with Danish and Chinese consumers. An effect of culture on taste interactions
of sweetness on sourness was found, but not of sourness on sweetness. Further analysis revealed that
sucrose suppressed sourness of tartaric acid to a larger degree in Chinese than Danish consumers.

Lastly, cluster analysis showed differences in taste interactions for both sweetness and sourness
between different clusters, with little cultural selection into the groups.

These findings build to the evidence that differences in the perception of taste interactions in
beverages are due to the individual rather than cultural differences. Thus, with a focus in the beverage
industry to the diversification of the product range, it might be fruitful to investigate not only different
demographic and hedonic consumer segments but also perceptual segments.
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Abstract: The International Agency for Research on Cancer has classified the consumption of “very
hot” beverages (temperature>65 ◦C) as “probably carcinogenic to humans”, but there is no information
regarding the serving temperature of Brazil’s most consumed hot beverage—coffee. The serving
temperatures of best-selling coffee beverages in 50 low-cost food service establishments (LCFS) and
50 coffee shops (CS) were studied. The bestsellers in the LCFS were dominated by 50 mL shots of
sweetened black coffee served in disposable polystyrene (PS) cups from thermos flasks. In the CS, 50 mL
shots of freshly brewed espresso served in porcelain cups were the dominant beverage. The serving
temperatures of all beverages were on average 90% and 68% above 65 ◦C in the LCFS and CS,
respectively (P95 and median value of measurements: 77 and 70 ◦C, LCFS; 75 and 69 ◦C, CS).
Furthermore, the cooling periods of hot water systems (50 mL at 75 ◦C and 69 ◦C in porcelain cups;
50 mL at 77 ◦C and 70 ◦C in PS cups) to 65 ◦C were investigated. When median temperatures of the
best-selling coffees are considered, consumers should allow a minimum cooling time before drinking
of about 2 min at both LCFS and CS.

Keywords: coffee; temperature; risk; food service industry; Brazil

1. Introduction

It is well established that Brazil is the world’s largest producer and exporter of coffee [1,2],
but coffee consumption aspects in the country are less known. It has been reported that coffee amounts
to 71% of total revenue in the hot drinks market (coffee, tea and cocoa) [3] and is the most commonly
consumed food in Brazil after rice [4]. With regard to per capita intakes of the beverage in Brazil,
however, data are scattered, limited and not as straight forward to obtain as coffee production and
exports. One study, though, based on a 2008–2009 dietary survey, estimated a daily coffee intake
of 163 mL per person in Brazil [5] while another, based on data from the Brazilian Coffee Industry
Association, estimated the value in 2016 as 220 mL [6] (p. 65). However, these intake values taken
alone are out of perspective. Since two key data—namely the annual coffee consumption in kg by
regions/selected countries and corresponding populations by age groups—are available [7,8], it is
possible to put estimates of Brazilian per capita daily intakes into perspective.

Assuming coffee consumption data from the International Coffee Organization [7] is in green
coffee form, we applied a 1.19 conversion factor to roasted coffee (1.19 kg green coffee = 1.0 kg of
roasted coffee) [9], then a coffee-to-water ratio of 1 to 12.5 (8 g roasted coffee/100 mL water) [10,11]
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(p. 25, p. 3) and distributed the values across populations aged 15 years and older [8] over 365 days.
Taking these considerations into account, we estimate Brazilian per capita daily coffee intakes of 223
and 226 mL in 2015 and 2019, respectively. By applying the same approach to other areas, it can be
stated with reasonable confidence that coffee intakes in Brazil were above all world regions in 2015
and 2019, for instance, Europe (144 and 153 mL), South America (140 and 140 mL) and Asia-Oceania
(17 and 17 mL). Brazilian intakes are also higher than in countries such as the USA (169 and 177 mL),
Japan (121 and 117 mL) and neighboring coffee producing Colombia (84 and 77 mL), but lower than
Switzerland (251 and 262 mL) and Norway (343 and 348 mL) (see Supplementary Table S1).

In Brazil, retail prices of roasted coffee products reflect their quality certifications (in particular
those issued by private coffee associations), such as “traditional” (lower price), “gourmet” and
“especial“/specialty coffee (upper prices). Prices of coffee beverages in the Brazilian food service
industry also vary with the segment. For instance, a 50 mL shot of espresso—which is typically brewed
with “gourmet” or “especial” coffee—costs about BRL 6 in coffee shops; on the other hand, a 50 mL shot
of filtered black coffee—commonly brewed with “traditional” coffee or even non-certified coffee—costs
around BRL 1 in ordinary (low-cost) food service establishments. In the context of coffee consumption,
these considerations are relevant because Brazil, an upper middle-income economy according to the
World Bank [12], has a relatively low monthly household income per capita (BRL 1479 or USD 375 in
2019) [13] and 26.5% of its population live below the national poverty line income [14].

In 2016, the WHO’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified the consumption
of “very hot” beverages (temperature > 65 ◦C) as “probably carcinogenic to humans” (IARC group
2A), with esophageal cancer particularly associated with the drink habit in human epidemiological
studies [6,15]. IARC classifications indicate the weight of the evidence as to whether an agent is capable
of causing cancer (technically called “hazard”) but it does not measure the likelihood that cancer will
occur (technically called “risk”). Category 2A is used for an agent when there is limited evidence of
carcinogenicity in humans and sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in experimental animals [16]. It is
important to highlight that 29 human epidemiological studies (on esophageal cancer and drinking very
hot beverages) served as scientific evidence for the IARC classification in 2016, most of which related to
the consumption of hot tea [6] (p. 451–465). Two prospective cohort studies published after the IARC
classification, one by Yu et al. in 2018 [17] and another by Islami et al. in 2020 [18], again with tea,
have further strengthened the association between consumption of very hot beverages and increased
esophageal cancer risk; however, while the former study reported a positive association between hot
tea drinking and esophageal cancer only among those with tobacco or heavy alcohol use, the latter
found that the association was independent of these risk factors.

With regard to the risk of very hot beverages to humans, an important cancer risk assessment
using the margin of exposure approach (considered the gold standard for assessing agents that are
both genotoxic and carcinogenic) was published in 2018. The margin of exposure (MOE) is defined
as the ratio between the point on the dose response curve which characterizes low but measurable
harmful effects in animal studies (typically, the benchmark dose, or BMD, for a benchmark response of
10%) and the estimated human exposure to the agent, or simply put: MOE = BMD/exposure (clearly,
the lower the MOE, the larger the risk for humans and a threshold of 10,000, or higher, is generally
considered a low public health concern). The estimated MOE in the 2018 hot beverage study, using the
BMD dose, was <1 (meaning that the human exposure had exceeded the dose that may cause a 10%
cancer incidence in experimental animals) for individuals that drink as little as 60 mL of very hot
beverages five times per week (calculated for a 60 kg person), suggesting very hot beverages pose a
significant esophageal cancer risk even for the moderate drinking population [19].

According to Brazil’s National Cancer Institute (INCA), a specialized body of the Ministry
of Health, the age-standardized incidence rates of esophageal cancer in Brazil (2020 estimates) are
approximately seven and three cases in 100,000 men and women, respectively. Furthermore, esophageal
cancer is the sixth most common cancer site among men in Brazil (excluding non-melanoma skin
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cancer) and projections for 2020 indicate 8690 total new cases. The habits listed by INCA as risk factors
for the disease are alcohol consumption, smoking and drinking very hot beverages [20] (p. 52; p. 42).

Although drinking a cup of hot coffee is such a common habit in many countries, there are only a
very limited number of investigations of the actual serving or dispensing temperatures of the beverage
in places such as households, food service industry and workplace, but two publications are worth
mentioning. One is a study published in 2007 on the recorded serving temperatures of 164 samples of
black coffees in quick service restaurants in the USA, including well-known chains such as McDonald’s,
Burger King, Wendy’s and KFC; the measured temperatures of all samples were on average 9 ◦C
above the IARC threshold for very hot beverages (mean and median of all measurements: 74 ◦C;
standard deviation: 13 ◦C) [21]. The other is a German study published in 2018 on the recorded serving
temperatures of 356 coffee beverages in the food service industry and the dispensing temperatures
of 110 coffees in private households; the measured temperatures were on average 10 ◦C above the
IARC threshold temperature both in the household and in the food service industry (mean value of all
measurements: 75 ◦C; standard deviation: 5 ◦C) [22]. These high serving temperatures are probably
related to the commonly recommended temperature of ~93 ◦C for brewing coffee [23].

Interestingly, it has been reported by several studies that the most preferred or recommended
drinking temperatures of black coffee are often well below the mean serving temperatures encountered
in the two mentioned studied (~75 ◦C), for instance (decimals were rounded to the near whole number),
68 ◦C [24], 72 ◦C [25], 60 ◦C [26], 58 ◦C [27] and 63 ◦C [28].

Based on the previous considerations, the aim of this paper is to provide an initial set of data
on the serving temperatures of best-selling coffee-based hot beverages (e.g., espresso, cappuccino,
filtered black coffee, etc.) from two socio-economic segments of the Brazilian food service industry:
coffee shops and low-cost food service establishments. The results are mainly discussed in terms of the
IARC threshold temperature and in light of practical recommendations for coffee consumers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Laboratory

Experiments described in Sections 2.3 and 2.5 were conducted in the beverage lab of the Department
of Food Engineering, UFPB University, Brazil. The laboratory is fully climatized with a controlled air
temperature and its GPS coordinates are 7◦08′32′′ S 34◦50′58′′ W.

2.2. Field Work (Food Service Industry)

Experiments described in Section 2.4 were carried out between October and December 2019 in
100 food service establishments situated in João Pessoa, capital of the northeastern state of Paraíba,
Brazil, which has a population of about 800,000. To obtain a reasonable representation of Brazilian
coffee consumers from different socio-economic backgrounds, we sampled equal proportions of two
segments of the food service establishments: coffee shops (CS) and low-cost food service establishments
(LCFS). The selection process involved research using internet searches and site visits to identify
potential establishments in a circular geographic area of approximately 250 km2 from the laboratory
(radius = 9 km).

LCFS were predefined as having these main characteristics: lower-price (up to BRL 2.00 per cup
of coffee), a limited offer of coffee-based beverages (typically, no more than 3 types), counter or table
service (typically counter service only) and located in lower middle- or lower-income neighborhoods
(the typical choice was establishments within or surrounding open air markets or farmers markets).
On the other hand, CS were predefined as having a large number of coffee options on the menu
(typically more than 10), table service, prices up to BRL 15.00 per cup and located in upper middle- or
high-income neighborhoods. All 100 sampled establishments were outside the university campus.
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2.3. Calibration Checking of Thermometers

Temperatures were measured using a digital food thermometer device “El Corte Inglés”
(EAN:2401662264904) with a stainless steel sensor, heat-resistant cable, range 0 to +300 ◦C and
LCD display (El Corte Inglés, Madrid, Spain).

We assessed the calibration of the digital thermometer using a Braun thermostatic bath model
18 BU coupled with a Thermomix BM-S (B. Braun Biotech International, Melsungen, Germany),
internal tank dimensions (length, width, height; mm) 500 × 290 × 130, filled with 14 L deionized water,
and regulated at four different temperatures (55, 65, 75 and 85 ◦C). These temperatures were selected
for calibration checking of the digital food thermometer because they cover the range of coffee serving
temperatures found in the German food service industry [22].

Given possible inaccuracy in the water bath temperatures, we used, as a standard thermometer,
a calibrated mercury filling glass thermometer (−10 ◦C to +110 ◦C range; 1 ◦C division; 303 mm length;
Alla France, Chemillé, France) in parallel with the digital thermometer. The calibration of the glass
thermometer was checked and confirmed in advance through 5 measurements of boiling ethanol
(99.9% purity, boiling point 78 ◦C, J. T. Baker, Mexico) and chloroform (99.8% purity, boiling point
61 ◦C, Alphatec, Brazil).

Water bath temperatures from the glass thermometer (calibration standard) and the digital food
thermometer were collected in 10 intraday replicate measurements at the same time and proximity in
the thermostatic bath, and the coefficient of variation (CV) never exceeded 0.3%. By plotting the data
(glass thermometer, x-axis; digital thermometer, y-axis) in a Microsoft Excel 2013 XY scatter graph,
a mathematical relationship was obtained and expressed by the linear equation y = 1.037x − 2.151,
with R2 = 0.9998. The coefficient of determination, or R2, indicates how well the trend line corresponds
to the data (the closer the R2 to 1, the better the fit). Although the results from the digital thermometer
almost perfectly matched the standard glass thermometer, we decided to use the equation to make
minor corrections in the temperatures from the digital thermometer (i.e., for a given “y” value,
a corrected “x” value was obtained from the equation). Thus, the data from the digital thermometer
stated in the results section are already corrected by the equation.

2.4. Temperature Measurements of Best-Selling Coffee-Based Hot Beverages in the Food Service Industry

On arrival at the coffee shop (CS) or low-cost food service establishment (LCFS), the research
staff, acting as customers, either sat at a table (CS) or stood at the counter (LCFS), asked the attendant
what the most frequently ordered coffee-based beverage (type and volume) was. The “bestselling”
beverage was then ordered. The thermometer’s sensor was immersed in the beverage as soon as
it was handed over. Once the temperature in the thermometer stabilized (i.e., reached a plateau
and started to fall; this took approximately 1 min), the upper value was recorded (one measure
per coffee per establishment). No sugar, sweetener, milk or water was added to the beverage and
therefore it represents the usual serving temperature, or immediate consumption temperature, in a
“worst-case scenario”. Besides coffee type/volume and temperature, information such as cup material
(porcelain, glass, paper, plastic, etc.), beverage price, addition of sugar in the preparation of the
beverage (sweetened or unsweetened), type of storage (in cases where the bestselling beverage had
been brewed previously and stored ready-to-serve, a procedure typically used in LCFS), type of coffee
machine (portafilter machine, capsule machine, etc., typically used in CS for coffee brewing) and
ambient temperature were also recorded. Regarding specific construction materials of disposable
plastic cups, the information was collected from plastic abbreviations (polypropylene, PP; polystyrene,
PS, etc.) which is stamped at the bottom of every cup. The work’s main objective (“to investigate
the usual serving temperatures of coffee in the food service industry”) was given to the attendant or
manager afterwards. All ordered coffee beverages were paid for by the research staff.
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2.5. Cooling Profile of Hot Water Systems to the IARC Threshold Temperature and Beyond

According to the Brewing Control Chart of the Specialty Coffee Association [29], the solubles
concentration in brewed coffee ranges from 0.8% to 1.60%, with a median concentration of 1.20% (1.2 g
in 100 mL), which corresponds to the brew strength that should be present in the so called “golden
cup standard“ [30]. By assuming 1.2% soluble concentration as the reference, a cup of brewed coffee
is about 99% water, therefore pure water is a reasonable model to simulate brewed coffee in cooling
behavior studies. Moreover, recent experimental results from Langer et al. [31] show that coffee has a
similar cooling behavior as hot water.

Cooling behavior studies (temperature as a function of time) to 65 ◦C, and beyond, were carried
out using hot deionized water under different conditions (water temperature, cup construction material
and ambient temperature) to simulate hot coffee beverages found in the field work. A water volume of
50 mL was used for all cooling studies. As the working cup volume and materials, a 50 mL disposable
white polystyrene (PS) cup (SM-050 model, Copobras S/A, João Pessoa, PB, Brazil; top external diameter
= 52 mm; base external diameter = 34 mm; height = 41 mm; wall thickness ~0.3 mm) and a 50 mL white
porcelain cup (prisma model, Schmidt Porcelain, Pomerode, SC, Brazil; top external diameter = 58 mm;
base external diameter = 34 mm; height = 57 mm; wall thickness ~4.9 mm) were chosen. Initial water
temperatures in PS cups of 77 ◦C and 70 ◦C, both under an ambient temperature of 30 ◦C, were chosen
to represent higher and median coffee temperatures found in the low-cost food service establishments.
Initial water temperatures in porcelain cups of 75 ◦C and 69 ◦C, both under ambient temperature of
25 ◦C, were chosen to simulate higher and median coffee temperatures found in the coffee shops.

We managed to achieve the mentioned initial water temperatures by placing the cup filled with
50 mL water in the thermostatic bath regulated at the specific temperatures. As the water tank depth
was higher than the cup’s height, we managed to keep it surrounded by water and at the same time
stabilized by raising the tank bed with a support. Once the cup was stable, the sensor of the digital
thermometer sensor was fixed in it. As the desired temperature in the cup was reached (77, 75, 70
or 69 ◦C), a chronometer was initiated and, right after, the cup was removed from the tank, wiped with
a paper towel (external surface) and placed on the lab bench. Next, the sensor was fixed again in the
cup and the cooling temperatures collected in one minute intervals up to 10 min. The procedure for
each model system (initial temperature, cup type and ambient temperature) was carried out in three
replicates and the CV never exceeded 1.9%.

3. Results

3.1. Coffee Temperatures in Low-Cost Food Service Establishments and Coffee Shops

Table 1 presents an overview of the bestsellers’ serving temperatures from 50 low-cost food service
establishments (LCFS). Detailed results from each establishment, such as coffee volume, price, type of
storage (thermos flask or electric dispenser) and cup material, are presented in Table A1 (Appendix A).

Table 1. Summarized results of bestsellers’ serving temperatures (◦C) in 50 low-cost food service
establishments (LCFS), according to coffee type 1.

Coffee Type 2 Min. 3 Max. 4 Mean ± SD 5 Median 6 P95 7 %

>65◦C 8

Total 62 78 70 ± 4 70 77 90
n = 50

Sweetened black 62 78 69 ± 4 70 76 88
n = 34

Unsweetened black 66 77 71 ± 3 71 77 100
n = 13
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Table 1. Cont.

Coffee Type 2 Min. 3 Max. 4 Mean ± SD 5 Median 6 P95 7 %

>65◦C 8

Sweetened milk coffee 64 74 69 ± 4 69 74 67
n = 3

1 For additional information on data collected from each LCFS (bestseller coffee, volume, price, cup material,
etc.), see Table A1 in Appendix A; average ambient temperature in LCFS was 31 ◦C and all establishments
were non-climatized (not equipped with a controlled air temperature). 2 The ordered beverage was always the
establishment’s bestseller, according to information provided by the attendant previously. 3 Minimum temperature
(◦C). 4 Maximum temperature (◦C). 5 Mean temperature ± standard deviation (◦C). 6 Median temperature (◦C).
7 95th percentile (◦C). 8 Percentage of samples with serving temperatures above 65◦C.

According to Table 1, the temperature range and median value of all best-selling coffees were
62–78 ◦C and 70 ◦C, respectively. A total of 90% of the collected values exceeded the IARC threshold of
65 ◦C. The 95th percentile was 77 ◦C (95% of temperature data are below this value) and it represents a
reasonable estimate of a particular high temperature found in the LCFS. The bestsellers in the LCFS
were dominated by sweetened black coffee (68% of total) followed by unsweetened black (26%) and
sweetened milk coffee (6%).

It is of interest to highlight that all ordered best-selling coffees in the LCFS had been brewed in
advance and stored ready-to-serve in either a thermos flask (82% of samples) or an electric hot coffee
dispenser (28%). The mean ± standard deviation of all serving coffee volumes and prices (in Brazilian
reais, BRL) was 86 ± 44 mL (median = 50 mL) and BRL 0.84 ± 0.45 (median = BRL 0.50), respectively.
Regarding the serving cup material, 66% were made of disposable plastic (40%, polystyrene; 26%,
polypropylene), 26% of glass and 8% of porcelain (Table A1).

With respect to the most common coffee in LCFS—sweetened black coffee (34 samples)—62% were
ordered in 50 mL shots and 38% in 125–150 mL. The majority of the 50 mL shots of sweetened black
coffee were served in 50 mL (approximate working volume) polystyrene (PS) cups (48%), followed by
polypropylene (PP) of the same working volume (38%). Thus, a 50 mL shot of sweetened black coffee
served at 70 ◦C in 50 mL PS cups is probably the best representative of the bestseller coffee in LCFS
establishments (Table A1).

An overview of the bestsellers’ serving temperatures from 50 coffee shops (CS) is shown in Table 2.
Detailed results from each CS establishment, such as coffee volume, price, type of machine (used for
coffee brewing) and cup material, are presented in Table A2 (Appendix A).

Table 2. Summarized results of bestsellers’ serving temperatures (◦C) in 50 coffee shops (CS), according to
coffee type 1.

Coffee Type 2 Min. 3 Max. 4 Mean ± SD
5 Median 6 P95 7 %

>65◦C 8

Total 52 85 67 ± 7 69 75 68
n = 50

Espresso 54 77 68 ± 6 69 75 76
n = 33

Cappuccino 52 85 68 ± 9 71 79 57
n = 14

Other coffee drinks 57 65 60 ± 3 59 64 33
n = 3

1 For additional information on data collected from each CS (bestseller coffee, volume, price, cup material, etc.),
see Table A2 in Appendix A; average ambient temperature in CS was 25 ◦C and all establishments were fully
climatized. 2 The ordered beverage was always the bestseller, according to information provided by the attendant
previously. 3 Minimum temperature (◦C). 4 Maximum temperature (◦C). 5 Mean temperature ± standard deviation
(◦C). 6 Median temperature (◦C). 7 95th percentile (◦C). 8 Percentage of coffee samples with serving temperatures
above 65◦C.
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According to Table 2, the temperature range of all best-selling coffees in CS was 52–85 ◦C. Median
(69 ◦C) and 95th percentile (75 ◦C) were close to the values found in LCFS. However, in comparison
to LCFS, a smaller percentage (68%) of the collected temperatures exceeded the IARC threshold of
65 ◦C. With respect to cappuccino, particularly high maximum values (85 ◦C) and P95 (79 ◦C) were
observed; it is noteworthy that hot beverages spills that occur over approximately 82 ◦C are clearly
hazardous and likely to lead to mid-dermal burns which can be serious [32]. The bestsellers in the
CS were dominated by espresso (66% of total) followed by cappuccino (28%) and other coffee-based
beverages (6%) (Table 2).

All best-selling coffees in CS were freshly brewed on ordering and portafilter machines (espresso
machine) were the dominant type (90%) in the establishments. The mean ± standard deviation of all
serving coffee volumes and prices (in Brazilian reais, BRL) was 85 ± 59 mL (median = 50 mL) and BRL
5.41 ± 1.95 (median = BRL 4.50), respectively. Regarding the serving vessel material, 88% were made
of porcelain and 12% of glass (Table A2).

With respect to the most common coffee in CS (espressos, 33 samples), most of them (97%) were
ordered in 50 mL shots while the sizes of cappuccinos (14 samples) were more diverse (150–160 mL,
50%; 225–250 mL, 29%; 50 mL, 21%). A total of 94% of the espressos were extracted in portafilter
machines. Regarding cup material, 88% of ordered coffees were served in porcelain, 12% in glass
and all 50 mL shots of espresso were served in 50 mL (approximate working volume) porcelain cups.
A 50 mL shot of espresso served at 69 ◦C in 50 mL porcelain cups is therefore the best representative of
the bestseller coffee in CS establishments (Table A2).

3.2. Cooling Behavior of Hot Water Systems to the IARC Threshold Temperature and Beyond

Given that drinking beverages with temperatures above 65 ◦C is a habit classified by the
IARC as “probably carcinogenic to humans”, this section aimed to obtain practical results for coffee
consumers regarding safe drinking. To achieve that, we studied the cooling behavior of hot water
system representatives of coffees served at LCFS and CS, and these included variations in cup
materials (disposable PS plastic and porcelain), ambient temperatures (30 ◦C and 25 ◦C) and initial
temperatures (medians and P95). As the cooling process of a hot liquid poured into a drinking vessel
is influenced by factors such as the thermal conductivity of the cup material, wall thickness of the cup,
liquid temperature, cooling surface areas (of both the cup and open surface of the liquid) and ambient
temperature, differences were expected to arise in the results.

Figure 1 shows the cooling behaviors of two hot water system representatives of coffees served at
the LCFS. The two LCFS scenarios consisted of 50 mL water in PS cups at initial temperatures of 77 ◦C
(P95) and 70 ◦C (median), both under a controlled ambient temperature of 30 ◦C.

Figure 2 presents the cooling behaviors of two hot water system representatives of coffees served
at the CS. They consisted of 50 mL water in porcelain cups at initial temperatures of 75 ◦C (P95) and
69 ◦C (median), both under a controlled ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.

Despite the variations in factors affecting heat transfer in our systems, a relatively small difference
was observed when the systems were studied at the P95 zone (77 ◦C/PS and 75 ◦C/porcelain). In this
higher zone of temperature, the cooling time to the safe threshold (65 ◦C) was 3:12 min (Figure 1)
and 2:48 min (Figure 2) in the PS and porcelain cup systems, respectively. Furthermore, when the
initial temperatures of the systems were at the median zone (70 ◦C/PS and 69 ◦C/porcelain), the cooling
behavior of the PS and porcelain cup systems were similar: both systems took 1:36 min to 65 ◦C
(Figures 1 and 2), which may be rounded up to 2 min.
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Figure 1. Cooling behaviors (temperature as a function of time) of hot water systems from 77 ◦C and
70 ◦C, both in disposable 50 mL polystyrene (PS) cups and at a constant ambient temperature of 30 ◦C.
Temperatures of the water systems were collected in one minute intervals up to 10 min. Point values
are shown as the mean of 3 repetitions ± standard deviations of each experiment and the coefficient of
variation never exceeded 1.9%.

Figure 2. Cooling behaviors (temperature as a function of time) of hot water systems from 75 ◦C and
69 ◦C, both in 50 mL porcelain cups and at a constant ambient temperature of 25 ◦C. Temperatures
of the water systems were collected in one minute intervals up to 10 min. Point values are shown as
mean of 3 repetitions ± standard deviations of each experiment and the coefficient of variation never
exceeded 1.0%.
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Although the results suggest similar to close cooling behavior from the porcelain and PS systems,
the thermal conductivities of porcelain and PS are 1.5 W m−1 K−1 [33] and 0.12 W m−1 K−1 [34],
respectively, thus PS insulates about 12 times better than porcelain. On the other hand, the wall
thickness of the porcelain and PS vessels in our study are 4.9 and 0.3 mm, respectively, therefore the
porcelain cup would have a 16-fold insulation capability advantage in this respect. To complicate
comparisons further, the ambient temperatures under which the systems were studied and the shapes
of the cups (hence their cooling surface areas to the outer surface) are different. However, in an attempt
to clarify the differences in insulation capabilities of the PS and porcelain cups used in our study,
we decided to carry out an experiment in which all factors affecting heat transfer remained constant
(initial temperature and ambient temperature) except the cups themselves. Figure 3 shows the cooling
behaviors of two hot water systems from 77 ◦C in 50 mL porcelain and polystyrene (disposable) cups,
both at an ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.

Figure 3. Cooling behavior (temperature as a function of time) of hot water systems from 77 ◦C in
50 mL porcelain and polystyrene (disposable) cups, both at ambient temperature of 25 ◦C. Temperatures
of the water systems were collected in one minute intervals up to 10 min. Point values are shown as
mean of 3 repetitions ± standard deviations of each experiment and the coefficient of variation never
exceeded 1.6%.

Under our experimental conditions and once the temperatures of the water and the cups are
equalized, Figure 3 shows that the porcelain cup is a better insulator than the PS cup. The cooling time
from 77 ◦C to 65 ◦C was about 3:12 min and 4:00 min in the PS and porcelain cup systems, respectively
(48 s difference). Interestingly, the differences in insulating capabilities of the cups over time (up to
10 min) were more noticeable; for instance, the cooling time to 60 ◦C was approximately 4:48 and
6:00 min in the PS and porcelain cup systems, respectively (1:12 min difference). In brief, the results in
Figure 3 suggest that the larger wall thickness of the porcelain cup probably played a major role in
compensating the higher thermal conductivity of porcelain (compared to the PS material). However,
for a proper and detailed comparison of the insulation capabilities of the cups, their shape would have
to be the same, but this is beyond the scope of the present study.
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4. Discussion

This study recorded the serving temperatures of the best-selling coffee-based beverages in 100 food
service establishments (50 low-cost food service and 50 coffee shops) in Brazil. The bestsellers in the
low-cost food service establishments (LCFS) were dominated by 50 mL shots of sweetened black
coffee, which were stored ready-to-drink in thermos flasks and typically served in 50 mL disposable
polystyrene cups. In the coffee shops (CS), a 50 mL shot of freshly extracted espresso from portafilter
machines, served in 50 mL porcelain cups, was the dominant beverage. The results show that the
majority of best-selling coffee beverages are served very hot (>65 ◦C) in both segments of the food
service industry, but a much larger proportion was observed in the LCFS (90%) than in the CS (68%).

This is the first published study on the serving temperature of coffee beverages in the Brazilian
food service industry, thus comparisons to previous local studies are not possible at present. In the
last 20 years, two research papers on the serving temperature of coffee beverages in food service
establishments have been published, one carried out in Germany [22] and the other in the USA [21],
but the German establishments seem to be the only ones that bear resemblances to the CS segment
studied here (the establishments assessed in the USA were quick service restaurants, such as McDonald’s,
Burger King and KFC). However, the other segment of the Brazilian food service industry—the LCFS—is
probably unique and therefore incomparable to the German and American establishments.

The mean value (± standard deviation) of the measured temperatures in the Brazilian CS
(67 ± 7 ◦C; 50 samples) was below the value found in the German food service industry (75 ◦C ± 5 ◦C;
356 samples) and, as a result, the latter achieved a higher percentage of samples above 65◦C (98%) [22].
Although the German study measured a much larger number of samples, the types of coffees were
not disclosed, therefore specific comparisons cannot be made. However, since 83% of the machines
used for coffee brewing in the German food service industry were either portafilter (37%) or fully
automated machines (46%), the measured samples were probably Americano, Café crème, espressos or
milk-based espresso drinks, such as cappuccinos and lattes. The coffee samples obtained specifically
from portafilter machines showed an even higher mean value (77◦C ± 5 ◦C) in the German study;
a proposed explanation was the fact that the portafilter machines exhibited pressure tank settings of
extremely high temperatures (120 ◦C), information which is not available in the CS.

Although the majority of the coffee samples in the CS were above the IARC threshold of 65 ◦C,
it can be said that, with differences between the German study and this research kept apart, the Brazilian
CS scenario of coffee temperatures is less worrying for consumers than the situation found in the
German food service industry. Moreover, most coffee (68%) drunk in the CS were espressos (arithmetic
mean, 68 ◦C; median, 69 ◦C), therefore it is likely that by simply adding sugar to the beverage (a very
common habit in the Brazilian coffee culture), the temperature will drop from 69 ◦C to below 65 ◦C.
However, in a worst-case scenario (i.e., no addition of sugar and no waiting time once the drink is
handed over), the serving temperatures in the CS still pose a hazard to Brazilian consumers.

Regarding the hazard, our findings on the cooling time of water systems representing a typical
coffee in the CS (50 mL shot of espresso served at 69 ◦C in 50 mL porcelain cups and at an ambient
temperature of 25 ◦C) show that consumers should allow a minimum cooling time to 65 ◦C of 1:36 min,
as seen in Figure 2. However, by taking into consideration the recent suggestion showing that
consumers perceive coffee most preferable at temperatures of about 63 ◦C [28], compounded by the
fact that the coffee roast beans used in the CS are probably of high sensory quality (“gourmet” or even
“specialty” coffee beans), consumers of espresso in CS would enjoy the beverage to the maximum
by waiting 2:12 min instead of 1:36. All things considered, including a certain level of uncertainty,
a minimum cooling time before drinking of approximately 2 min is recommended.

In comparison to the CS, the distinction of the coffee commonly served in the LCFS (sweetened
black coffee stored in thermos flasks) seems to present an increased hazard to Brazilian consumers,
as discussed next.

It has been reported by a cross-sectional population-based survey that the most common coffee
preparation method in Brazilian households is filter brewing (86%), with a reusable cloth strainer as the
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dominant type of filter (63%) followed by disposable paper (23%) [35]. The survey also reported that in
many circumstances, coffee is prepared in family-size quantities and stored with sugar in thermos
flasks in households, a situation we also found in the LCFS establishments.

Although the preparation methods behind the coffees were not specifically targeted in this research,
it is reasonable to assume that the sweetened black coffee offered in the LCFS follows the brewing
procedure typically carried out in many Brazilian households (i.e., cloth filter brewing, sugar addition
and storage in thermos), but details on the preparation were not quite clear. However, a search in a
video-sharing platform for “traditional Brazilian cloth-filter brewing coffee recipes”, associated with
the addition of sugar and storage in thermos flasks, offered some details of the procedure. In brief,
a standard recipe for such coffee typically consists of the following: (1) add ~750 mL water into a pot;
(2) heat the pot on a stove until the contents simmer; (3) add ~35 g of ordinary ground coffee (fine to
medium-fine grind size) and ~120 g granulated sugar to the simmering water and stir; (4) bring the
brew to boiling or near boiling (the mixture will froth up at this point); (5) remove the pot from the heat
and (6) pour the sweetened hot coffee brew through a reusable cloth strainer (with the handle) directly
into a thermos flask of adequate volume. After straining, the yield is about 700 mL of cloth-filtered
sweetened black coffee. Instead of adding the sugar together with the coffee into the pot, it may be
added between steps 5 and 6. Moreover, a paper filter in a holder may be used instead of a cloth strainer.
According to the recipes, the concentration of sugar is about 15 g in 100 mL and the coffee-to-water
ratio is 1 to 21 (4.7 g ground coffee/100 mL water). It is of interest to mention that in some LCFS
establishments, there were the alternatives of sweetened milk coffee and unsweetened black coffee
ready-to-serve in thermos flasks (in parallel to sweetened black coffee), thus we understand that these
beverages probably follow the brewing procedure of the sweetened black coffee with minor changes in
the recipe.

Due to the nature of the coffee normally used in the traditional recipe of sweetened black coffee
(lower price; lower sensory grades of certifications or even non-certified coffee; dark to very dark
roasts; etc.), compounded by the brewing procedure itself, the resulting beverage would probably taste
quite bitter had no generous quantities of sugar been included in the recipe. Thus, the likely role of
sugar in the recipe besides bringing sweetness is to balance the harshness of the brew.

The procedure likely adopted in LCFS for sweetened black coffee brewing poses two main
problems for consumers. The first is that the thermos is likely filled with filtered sweetened black
coffee in scalding temperatures, thus the first consumers may experience an extremely hot beverage,
particularly if the thermos is preheated with boiling water. The second is that the beverage is prepared
to be ready to serve and ready to drink, therefore once poured into a cup, there will be no impacting
cooling aid into the system (for instance, the addition of sugar) other than the heat loss from the cup
system over time. Cold milk was not mentioned as a cooling aid because in Brazil, contrary to many
European countries, if milk is to be added to a cup of black coffee, it is often heated beforehand.

Regarding the heat loss, when coffee is poured into a cup, it undergoes a complex transient
cooling process, which is determined by the following superimposed sub-processes: heat transfer to
the inner surface of the cup, heat conduction and heating and subsequent cooling of the cup material,
heat transfer to the outer surface of the cup by convection and radiation and heat transfer to the open
surface of the coffee by convection, radiation and evaporation [22]. In turn, the heat transfer processes
are influenced by factors such as the type of cup material, its width, the heat transfer area of the cup
and the ambient temperature.

Our findings on the cooling time of water systems representing a typical coffee in the LCFS
(50 mL shot of sweetened black coffee at 70 ◦C in 50 mL PS cups) show that consumers should allow a
minimum cooling time to 65 ◦C of approximately 2 min, as seen in Figure 1.

Although the cooling studies of water systems at 77 ◦C has showed that a standard 50 mL
disposable PS cup cools down more easily than a standard 50 mL porcelain cup, it should also be
considered that in a real coffee system, the presence of generous quantities of sugar in the beverage
(such as the case of sweetened black coffee served in the LCFS) may have an impact on heat loss. This is
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because the thermal conductivity of an aqueous solution decreases as the concentration of sucrose
increases. For instance, the thermal conductivity of pure water at 60 ◦C is 0.654 W m−1 K−1 [33] (p. 694)
while that of a 20% (m/m) sucrose solution at same temperature is 0.581 W m−1 K−1 [36] (p. 560).
It would be interesting to carry out further cooling investigations on the effect of sugar (already present
in a solution or by adding it afterwards) in hot water systems.

Apart from additional investigations of the effect of sugar on cooling, a number of future researches
may be carried out from this point. First, and most importantly, data collection on coffee temperature
should be expanded to Brazilian households and workplaces, but a second round of data from the
food service industry, preferably in a different Brazilian location, would also be interesting to confirm
our initial findings. In addition, research should be done on the drinking behaviors of Brazilian coffee
consumers (how many cups, how fast it is drunk, what is the frequency, what is added to the coffee and
how much, where it is drunk, among others). Finally, wherever possible, future research should also
investigate the coffee method preparations on all consumption segments (food service, households and
workplace), so that a full picture of coffee consumption can be drawn with corresponding intervention
measures proposed.

A more complete picture of coffee consumption habits and the temperature at which consumption
commonly occurs in Brazil would also present an excellent opportunity for an esophageal cancer risk
assessment of hot beverages consumption in the country, with special consideration to coffee.
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countries and world regions, 2015 and 2019.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Serving temperatures and other information of best-selling coffee beverages in 50 LCFS.

LCFS Coffee Type 1 V (mL) 1 Price (BRL) 2 Storage 3 Cup Material 4 T (◦C) 5

01 Sweetened milk coffee 125 0.50 Thermos f. Glass 69
02 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Glass 68
03 Sweetened milk coffee 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 74
04 Sweetened black 125 0.50 Thermos f. Porcelain 67
05 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 75
06 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Electric d. Porcelain 70
07 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 77
08 Unsweetened black 50 1.00 Thermos f. Polystyrene 71
09 Sweetened milk coffee 125 0.50 Thermos f. Glass 64
10 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 70
11 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 78
12 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Glass 63
13 Unsweetened Black 80 0.50 Electric d. Glass 70
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Table A1. Cont.

LCFS Coffee Type 1 V (mL) 1 Price (BRL) 2 Storage 3 Cup Material 4 T (◦C) 5

14 Unsweetened Black 50 0.50 Electric d. Polystyrene 77
15 Sweetened black 125 1.00 Electric d. Glass 68
16 Sweetened black 150 1.50 Thermos f. Glass 72
17 Sweetened black 50 1.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 71
18 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polypropylene 75
19 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 67
20 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 64
21 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polystyrene 68
22 Sweetened black 150 1.50 Thermos f. Glass 71
23 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 74
24 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 73
25 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 70
26 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polypropylene 71
27 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 69
28 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Glass 68
29 Sweetened black 50 1.00 Thermos f. Polypropylene 72
30 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 71
31 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 72
32 Sweetened black 150 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 71
33 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polypropylene 68
34 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 69
35 Sweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 70
36 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polystyrene 67
37 Unsweetened black 150 0,50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 66
38 Sweetened black 125 1.00 Thermos f. Glass 62
39 Unsweetened black 125 1.00 Thermos f. Glass 67
40 Unsweetened black 50 0.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 72
41 Unsweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polystyrene 71
42 Unsweetened black 50 1.50 Electric d. Polystyrene 73
43 Unsweetened black 50 0.50 Electric d. Polystyrene 76
44 Unsweetened black 50 1.00 Electric d. Polypropylene 69
45 Unsweetened black 125 2.00 Electric d. Porcelain 70
46 Sweetened black 150 1.00 Thermos f. Polypropylene 68
47 Unsweetened black 125 2.00 Thermos f. Glass 71
48 Sweetened black 50 1.50 Thermos f. Polystyrene 68
49 Sweetened black 125 1.50 Electric d. Glass 63
50 Unsweetened black 50 2.00 Thermos f. Porcelain 73
1 The ordered beverage (type and volume) was always the bestseller, according to information provided by the
attendant previously. 2 Unit price in Brazilian reais (BRL or R$). 3 All best-selling beverages were brewed previously
and stored ready-to-serve in a thermos flask (thermos f.) or electric hot coffee dispenser (electric d.) 4 Plastic cups
were disposable. 5 Corrected temperatures in ◦C, according to a previous calibration curve.

Table A2. Serving temperatures and other information of best-selling coffee beverages in 50 CS.

CS Coffee Type 1 V (mL) 1 Price (BRL) 2 Machine 3 Cup Material T (◦C) 4

51 Brigadeiro coffee 5 170 10.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 59
52 Filtered coffee 120 4.50 Filter m. Porcelain 65
53 Filtered coffee 50 4.50 Capsule m. Porcelain 57
54 Cappuccino 50 5.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 74
55 Cappuccino 250 5.50 Portafilter m. Glass 70
56 Cappuccino 150 8.00 Portafilter m. Glass 85
57 Cappuccino 150 8.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 75
58 Cappuccino 225 8.00 Portafilter m. Glass 63
59 Cappuccino 50 6.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 63
60 Cappuccino 50 5.50 Portafilter m. Glass 75
61 Cappuccino 160 8.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 75
62 Cappuccino 160 11.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 71
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Table A2. Cont.

CS Coffee Type 1 V (mL) 1 Price (BRL) 2 Machine 3 Cup Material T (◦C) 4

63 Cappuccino 150 8.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 61
64 Cappuccino 150 8.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 57
65 Cappuccino 150 8.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 57
66 Cappuccino 225 10.00 Portafilter m. Glass 52
67 Cappuccino 225 8.00 Capsule m. Glass 71
68 Espresso 150 4.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 70
69 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 71
70 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 61
71 Espresso 50 4.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 62
72 Espresso 50 6.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 72
73 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 57
74 Espresso 50 5.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 73
75 Espresso 50 5.80 Portafilter m. Porcelain 70
76 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 60
77 Espresso 50 4.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 72
78 Espresso 50 4.00 Capsule m. Porcelain 66
79 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 71
80 Espresso 50 3.20 Portafilter m. Porcelain 71
81 Espresso 50 4.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 71
82 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 77
83 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 69
84 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 75
85 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 68
86 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 69
87 Espresso 50 5.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 66
88 Espresso 50 4.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 69
89 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 65
90 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 70
91 Espresso 50 4,00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 67
92 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 66
93 Espresso 50 5.50 Portafilter m. Porcelain 74
94 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 73
95 Espresso 50 5.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 55
96 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 69
97 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 74
98 Espresso 50 4.00 Capsule m. Porcelain 68
99 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 56
100 Espresso 50 4.00 Portafilter m. Porcelain 54

1 The ordered beverage (type and volume) was always the bestseller, according to information provided by the
attendant previously. 2 Unit price in Brazilian reais (BRL). 3 Machine type used in coffee brewing. 4 Corrected
temperatures, according to a previous calibration curve. 5 According to menu, “brigadeiro coffee” is a beverage
consisting of espresso, milk and a typical Brazilian sweet made from cooked condensed milk and cocoa powder.
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Abstract: The present study aimed to understand the drivers of liking dried apple and pear chips with
various textures among Chinese (n= 58), Korean (n= 58), and US (n= 56) consumers. The possibility of
hedonic transfer from snack texture preferences to fruit-chip texture preferences was also investigated
among Chinese and Koreans. Fourteen fruit-chip samples with four textural properties (crispy, puffy,
soft, and jelly-like) were selected. Consumers rated their level of liking for each sample, and then they
performed hedonic-based projective mapping with the same samples. In the hedonic texture transfer
investigation, consumers rated their acceptance of nine snacks with various textures but possessing
similar textures to those of dried fruit samples. The data were analyzed by ANOVA and multiple
factor analysis. Most consumers disliked samples with a soft or jelly-like texture, while liked samples
with a crispy texture. Cross-cultural differences were observed in the liking of puffy samples, with
both Chinese and Koreans liking puffy samples as much as crispy ones for their melting characteristics
in the mouth, while US consumers perceived the puffy samples as being Styrofoam-like and disliked
them. Hedonic transfer was observed from snack texture preferences to fruit-chip. Individual texture
preferences for snacks seem to significantly affect the texture preferences for fruit chips.

Keywords: fruit chips; hedonic based projective mapping; hedonic transfer; cross-culture;
consumer liking

1. Introduction

One of the problems facing Korean agricultural businesses is the steady decrease in the consumption
of fresh domestic fruits, including apples and pears, which is partly due to increases in the amount of
fruit being imported [1]. Specifically, imported bananas and oranges are replacing the consumption
of domestic apples and pears [1,2], and so the fruit industry in Korea is actively seeking strategies to
increase the consumption of these traditionally grown domestic fruits. Value-added fruit products are
a very attractive marketing concept since they meet increasing consumer demands for healthy and
natural products [3–5]. Efforts are being made to develop novel fruit products utilizing innovative
processing techniques [6–10]. Dried fruit chips have recently become one of the most prominent
product categories due to them being marketed as convenient and healthy snack alternatives [11],
and the compound annual growth rate of fruit snacks is anticipated to exceed 8% between 2019 and
2025 [12]. Mainland China and US are especially attractive markets for Korea since these two countries
are two of the top three countries importing Korean food products [13].

Drying not only extends the shelf life of fresh fruit but also concentrates health functional
substances such as antioxidants [14]. Moreover, the sensory characteristics of dried fruit products can
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be altered markedly even within the same fruit type by using different drying methods [15]. This could
create numerous opportunities for fruit industries to develop a broad spectrum of products with
various flavor and texture properties. The quality parameters for fresh fruits such as pear and apple
are relatively straight forward. Optimal sugar to acid ratio, juiciness, and firmness are some of the key
attributes influencing consumer acceptance positively [16,17]. On the contrary, the drivers of liking for
dried fruit chips can be less predictable since various textures as well as flavors can be created through
different processing methods mentioned above.

Texture is an extremely important sensory modality influencing the liking of a solid food product.
Attributes such as crispiness, crunchiness, and viscosity have been reported as key factors affecting the
liking of snacks, fruits, and dairy products [18]. Zou et al. [19] reported that a pleasant crispy mouthfeel
was one of the reasons for the increased popularity of fruit chips among consumers. Although many
researchers adopted cross-cultural designs to understand consumer’s liking for various foods, most
previous studies have focused on flavor rather than texture aspects due to the native characteristics of
target food products [10,20–23].

Various hypotheses have been proposed for the reasons underlying consumer preferences for
certain foods. For example, the relationships between consumer genetic sensitivities to specific tastants
and food liking have been extensively studied [24,25]. Familiarity with a certain sensory quality is
frequently reported to be a prominent factor for explaining food preferences [26–28]. Familiarity (or
previous experience) for a food product, flavor, or texture has been a useful component for delineating
the cross-cultural discrepancies in food acceptances. Cross-cultural differences in liking are often
observed when the familiarity for the target food items differs among different countries. In contrast,
cross-cultural agreement in liking are reported when the target food (i.e., fresh apple and apple juice)
item is consumed commonly in different countries [16,29].

Additionally, it has been demonstrated that liking a specific taste can serve as an effective predictor
for the acceptance of a foodstuff that exhibits the corresponding taste at a high level [30]. For example,
likers of sweetness were shown to give higher acceptance scores for sweet foodstuffs with higher sucrose
concentrations. In the present study we defined this phenomenon as hedonic transfer, with consumer
preferences for certain modalities (e.g., sweetness or bitterness) not being restricted to a specific food
category, but instead transferring to other product categories. It may be worth investigating whether
such hedonic transfer can also be observed in the context of texture, where the preference for a specific
texture in snacks can serve as a predictor for fruit-chip texture preferences.

General projective mapping (also called Napping) [31,32] and variants of this method have been
used widely to understand the perceptual configuration of consumers toward target products based on
the similarities and dissimilarities [33] when there is a relatively large number of products to investigate.
Projective mapping combined with ultraflash profiling (UFP) has become a widely accepted method for
profiling the sensory characteristics of target products from the perspective of consumers. Projective
mapping using a hedonic framework was recently introduced by several researchers and shown to be
effective in identifying the drivers of liking for certain product categories [34,35].

The present study investigated the acceptance as well as the perceptual configuration of dried
apple and pear chips with various texture properties among Chinese, Korean, and US consumers,
with the aim of understanding the key attributes that drive the liking of fruit chips in a cross-cultural
context. Additionally, the possibility of hedonic transfer from snack texture preferences to fruit-chip
texture preferences was studied among Chinese and Korean consumers. We hypothesized that the
consumers with different cultural background will differ in the acceptance of and the drivers of liking
for fruit chips. Additionally, the occurrence of hedonic transfer from snack texture to fruit chip texture
was hypothesized.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Overview

This study performed two subexperiments. The first part of the study (Experiment 1) investigated
the cross-cultural liking of dried fruits among consumers from China, South Korea, and the US.
Consumers were asked to evaluate two types of fruit (apple and pear) produced as fruit chips with four
textural properties (crispy, jelly-like, puffy, and soft) in terms of liking and the reasons for liking and
disliking by means of hedonic projective mapping. Fourteen samples were evaluated by the Chinese
and Korean consumers while the US consumers evaluated 13 samples (1 sample was not available).
Thus, 13 products commonly tasted by all consumers were cross-culturally compared for their liking
and perceptual configuration.

The second part of the study (Experiment 2) investigated whether the preference for a certain
texture in one product category (snack texture preference) would transfer to the texture preference in
another product category (dried fruit). Nine types of snack samples with various texture characteristics
but sharing texture properties similar to those of the dried fruit samples (i.e., crispy, jelly-like, and
puffy) were selected. The same Chinese and Korean consumers who participated in Experiment 1 were
asked to evaluate their acceptance of the nine snack samples. Based on the texture preferences for
snacks, consumers were grouped into likers of a crispy, jelly-like, or puffy texture. The significance of
the relationships between their snack texture preferences and their liking of fruit-chip textures were
then analyzed.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Ewha Womans University,
Seoul, South Korea (IRB No.: 164-29). The hypotheses of the experiments and analytic plans were
specified prior to the actual data collection and statistical analysis.

2.2. Consumers

This study used online community bulletin boards to recruit 172 consumers from Korea, China,
and the US who were interested in participating in consumer taste tests of dried fruits. Fifty-eight
Korean consumers (8 males and 50 females) and 58 Chinese consumers (7 males and 51 females)
ranging in age from 21 and 37 years who resided in Seoul, South Korea were recruited. The taste
testing experiments were performed in Seoul. Fifty-five US consumers (12 males and 43 females)
aged between 18 and 37 years were recruited in the community of Corvallis, OR, USA, where the
taste testing experiments were conducted. All participants from Korea and US were citizens of South
Korea and USA, respectively. Chinese participants consisted of subjects from Mainland China (81.1%),
Taiwan (15.5%), and Hong Kong (3.4%). The mean ages of the Chinese, Korean, and US consumers
were 24.7 (STD ± 2.7), 25.1 (±3.1), and 24.2 (±3.7) years, respectively. After completing the taste testing,
all consumers received a small token of appreciation for their participation.

2.3. Samples

2.3.1. Experiment 1: Cross-Cultural Drivers of Liking for Dried Fruit Chips

Fourteen types of fruit chips (seven pear and seven apple chips) with four textural properties
(crispy, jelly-like, puffy, and soft) were selected as the products of interests in the hedonic mapping
experiments. All of the dried fruit chips from Korea, China, and the US were purchased online.
The textural properties of the dried fruit products were affected by the drying method applied in
their production: the crispy dried fruits were either baked or fried after air drying, jelly-like dried
fruits were dried using wind or forced air, puffy dried fruits were made using freeze-drying, and soft
dried fruits were made by combining air drying and microwaving. Chinese and Korean consumers
evaluated all 14 samples, while the US consumers evaluated 13 samples since sample Crisp_P_SNC
was not available for the experiments performed in the US (Table 1). Detailed information about the
samples is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Product information for the dried fruit chips.

Fruit Type Product Name Origin Manufacturer

Pear

Northwest pear chips
(Crisp_P_SF) USA Sisters Fruit Company,

Cornelius, OR, USA.

Seneca pear chips
(Crisp_P_SNC) USA Seneca Foods Corp., New York,

NY, USA.

Ichibiya freeze-dried pear
chips (Puff_P_ICBY) South Korea Dami Dry Food Industry.

Mungyeong, South Korea.

Heswim pear chips
(Puff_P_HS) South Korea Good Food Co., Ltd. Naju,

South Korea.

Starbucks real fruits pear
(Soft_P_STBS) South Korea Midm Agricultural Union Co.,

Pyeongtaek, South Korea.

GugGu miao li gan
tiao(Jelly_P_GGM) China Ji ning shi gu gu miao Food

Company, Jining, China.

Yi cun nong fu (Jelly_P_YCNF) China Qing zhou shi ting you fu Food
Company, Qingzhou, China.

Apple

Northwest apple chips
(Crisp_A_SF) USA Sisters Fruit Company,

Cornelius, Oregon, USA.

Seneca apple chips
(Crisp_A_SF) USA Seneca Foods Co. New York, NY,

USA.

Ichibiya freeze-dried apple
Chips (Puff_A_ICBY) South Korea Dami Dry Food Industry.

Mungyeong, South Korea.

Apple ring (Puff_A_AR) South Korea Shingi Farm, Mungyeong, South
Korea.

Ibisak apple chips
(Soft_A_IBS) South Korea Hephzibah Food and Beverage,

Naju, South Korea.

Sol to sa rang apple chips
(Soft_A_STSR) South Korea Daon Food, Seoul, South Korea.

Kyeong chang nong won
apple chips (Crisp_A_KCNW) South Korea Safe Food, Busan, South Korea.

In order to maintain the freshness of the produced fruit chips, the samples were opened 30 min
prior to the testing sessions. All samples were cut into bite size (3 × 3 × 0.1~0.3 cm), and 2~5 g of each
sample was served. The cut dried fruit chips were put in white disposable plastic cups (diameter of
7.0 cm and height of 4 cm; Samboopack Corporation, Incheon, Korea) and lidded. The samples were
coded with 3-digit random numbers and were served in room temperature. The serving orders of the
samples were determined by a Williams Latin square design [36]. Bottled spring water and unsalted
crackers (Carr’s Original Table Water, United Biscuits, Carlisle, UK) were provided to the consumers
for cleansing the palate between sample evaluations.

2.3.2. Experiment 2: Hedonic Transfer of Texture Preference

All 14 types of dried fruit-chip samples in Experiment 1 and 9 types of snacks were selected as
the products of interest. Nine types of snacks with various textural properties (i.e., crispy, jelly-like,
and puffy) corresponding to those of the dried fruit-chip samples were selected and purchased online
(Table 2). Additionally, sweet/sour-flavored rather than savory snacks were chosen for the experiment
in order to minimize the influence of the flavor factor when investigating the relationships between
the general preferences of the consumers for snack and fruit-chip textures. The sample preparation
method, serving size, serving order, serving methods, and evaluation protocol for the snacks were
identical to those for the fruit-chip samples.
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Table 2. Product information for the snacks.

Product Name Origin Manufacturer

Honey butter maple syrup chips
(Crisp_MS)

South Korea Haitai Confectionery & Foods Co., Seoul,
South Korea

Terra sweet potato chips (Crisp_SP2) USA The Hain Celestial Group, Inc, New York,
NY, USA

Coconut chips (Crisp_C) Thailand Thitinan Bee Food Co., Bangkok, Thailand

Korea sweet potato chips (Crisp_SP1) South Korea Lotte Confectionery Co. Seoul, South
Korea ood Food Co., South Korea

Apple and yogurt cubes (Puff_A) South Korea GoodFood Co. Naju, South Korea.

Handmade meringue-white, non-artificial
pigment (Puff_M2)

South Korea Miacake, Busan, South Korea

Aramonde meringue (Puff_M1) South Korea Aramonde, Seoul, South Korea

Fruit by the foot jelly -grape and green
grape flavor (Jelly_G)

USA General Mills, Minneapolis, MN, USA

Juicy mango soft jelly (Jelly_MG) China Fuijia Foods Co., Quanzhou, China

2.4. Procedure

2.4.1. Experiment 1: Cross-Cultural Drivers of Liking for Dried Fruit Chips

The consumers from the three countries evaluated the fruit-chip samples using projective mapping
with a hedonic framework [31] in order to compare the perceptual configurations of sample liking
and reasons for liking/disliking. The projective mapping evaluation consisted of three sessions: (1) a
projective mapping learning session, (2) sample evaluation concerning the liking level and reasons for
liking/disliking, and (3) the main projective mapping task with fruit chips using a hedonic framework.

As recommended in previous studies [37], a learning session for the overall projective mapping
procedure was held to help consumers understand the evaluation method prior to participating in the
main experiment. Consumers practiced performing projective mapping with a hedonic framework
using photographs of 10 different flowers during the learning session. In the second session, consumers
tasted and rated the liking (overall, appearance, flavor, and texture) of 14 dried fruit-chip samples
(13 samples for the US consumers) on a 9-point hedonic scale whose anchor words were ‘dislike
extremely’ to ‘like extremely.’ Consumers were also asked to freely write their reasons for liking
and disliking each sample. During the third session, consumers performed projective mapping with
a hedonic framework on a sheet of paper (40 × 60 cm). That is, they positioned the 14 samples
(13 samples for the US consumers) based on the similarities of overall liking levels and reasons for
liking or disliking as evaluated during the previous session. Consumers then tasted the samples again
to remember and confirm their evaluation from the second session. This procedure resulted in samples
being located closer to each other if their liking levels and reasons for liking or disliking were similar,
and vice versa. After placing all of the samples on the sheet of paper, consumers were asked to replace
the samples with the corresponding three-digit coded stickers and write down the reasons for liking
and disliking directly beside each sample on the sheet.

2.4.2. Experiment 2: Hedonic Transfer of Texture Preference

The consumers from Korea and China who participated in Experiment 1 were also asked to taste
and rate the nine types of snack samples on the same 9-point hedonic scale on another day in terms of
their overall liking, appearance liking, taste/flavor liking, texture liking, and familiarity.
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2.5. Demographic Information

The consumers filled in a questionnaire on demographic information after completing all of the
tests. The questionnaire queried their age, gender, nationality, and general liking and frequency of
consumption of fresh fruit, dried fruit chips, and snacks. In the case of measuring the general liking of
these products, consumers were asked to list top 3 favorite products in rank order for each of fresh
fruit, fruit chip, and snack category.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

2.6.1. Experiment 1: Cross-Cultural Drivers of Liking for Dried Fruit Chips

Statistical analysis was carried out with data obtained from 13 samples commonly evaluated by
all consumers in the three countries. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) using a general linear model
(GLM) was used to determine the effects of sample, consumer nationality, and the interaction between
nationality and sample on the scores for overall liking, appearance liking, taste/flavor liking, and
texture liking. The following GLM was applied: fruit chip acceptance = dried fruit texture type +
nationality + dried fruit texture type × nationality + nationality × panelist. Duncan’s multiple-range
test was applied as a post-hoc test when a sample was significant for a specific sensory attribute.
The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 21, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

Multiple factor analysis (MFA) was used to visually summarize the perceptual sample
configuration of the consumers from the three countries. The descriptive terms generated by UFP to
express the reasons for liking and disliking each sample were analyzed as supplementary variables in
the MFA. For the hedonic projective mapping data, the position of stickers on the sheet of paper were
measured as X and Y coordinates relative to the bottom-left corner of the sheet, which were entered as
X and Y values in a contingency table. Text mining was used to analyze UFP data by calculating the
number of occurrences of each term mentioned by the consumers to describe the reasons for liking
and disliking each sample. Comments with long sentences were first shortened to words (e.g., “it
is sweet” was simplified to “sweet”) and terms with similar meanings were combined (e.g., “skin
or peel” was shortened to “skin”). During this preliminary process, two native speakers of each of
Chinese, Korean, and English reviewed, discussed and transcoded the descriptors. After refining the
terms for statistical analysis, terms that were mentioned by more than 10% of the consumers in each
country were chosen for further analysis. A cut off value of 10% was used to disclose the drivers of (dis)
liking since many attributes commented for (dis)liking reasons showed frequencies between 10%~20%.
Korean and Chinese descriptors were translated into English, and the finalized descriptors were used
as the supplementary variables in MFA. This analysis was performed with the FactoMineR package in
R Studio software [38].

2.6.2. Experiment 2: Hedonic Transfer of Texture Preference

As in Experiment 1, ANOVA using a GLM was applied to the data obtained from the consumer
acceptance tests of snacks and dried fruits. In the case of dried fruits, all 14 samples were subjected
for analysis since Chinese and Koreans evaluated these samples. To find the correlation between
snack and dried fruit texture preferences, the snack texture preference of each consumer was identified
(i.e., crispy, jelly-like, or puffy texture) based on the highest mean texture liking scores among crispy,
jelly-like, and puffy snacks. The data from consumers with no particular snack texture preference were
removed prior to the analysis. For example, the data were removed if the consumer’s mean texture
liking scores of crispy and puffy snacks were identical and scored the highest. Based on this criterion,
data from five Chinese and two Korean consumers were removed. ANOVA using a GLM was then
conducted with the following model: fruit chip texture acceptance = snack texture preference + dried
fruit texture type + nationality + dried fruit texture type × nationality + snack texture preference ×
nationality + snack texture preference × dried fruit texture type + snack texture preference × dried
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fruit texture type × nationality + snack texture preference × nationality × panelist. IBM SPSS Statistics
software (version 21, SPSS) was again used to analyze these data.

3. Results

3.1. Consumption Frequencies of Fresh Fruits, Dried Fruits and Snacks

The favorite dried fruit (Figure 1) of the Chinese consumers was mango (29.3%), followed by
apple and banana (10.3%) and durian (8.6%). The Korean consumers mostly preferred mango (31%),
followed by banana (12.1%) and apple/coconut/persimmons/strawberry (6.9%). Similar to the Chinese
consumers, US consumers mostly preferred dried mango (23.6%) and apple (21.8%), followed by
apricot/banana/raisin (9.1%). The consumption frequencies of dried fruit were slightly higher for
US consumers than for Chinese and Korean consumers. Dried fruits were eaten at least monthly by
approximately 70%, 55%, and 35% of the US, Chinese, and Korean consumers, respectively.

Figure 1. Top ranked dried fruits preferred by Chinese, Korean, and US consumers.

The top-three snacks among Chinese consumers were chips (39.7%), extruded snacks (12.1%),
and chocolate (8.6%), while those were extruded snacks (39.7%), chips (36.2%), and chocolate snacks
(6.9%) among Korean consumers. Unlike the Chinese and Korean consumers, the US consumers liked
crackers (27.3%) the most, followed by chips (20%) and a dried fruit snack mixture.

3.2. Cross-Cultural Drivers of Liking for Dried Fruit Chips

3.2.1. Cross-Cultural Comparisons of Consumer Acceptance of Dried Fruit Chips

A GLM was used to analyze the effects of consumer nationality, sample, and the interaction
between nationality and sample on the acceptance scores (i.e., overall, appearance, taste/flavor, and
texture) (Table 3). US consumers generally gave significantly higher scores for the attributes compared
to Chinese and Koreans (mean overall liking scores [OLs] of 5.2a, 5.4a, and 5.7b (values sharing a same
alphabet are not significantly different among countries) for Chinese, Korean, and US consumers,
respectively); the main exception was for texture liking (OL = 5.1a, 5.4b, and 5.4b, respectively).
The nationality and sample interaction effect differed significantly in all of the attributes. Overall, crispy
type fruit chips made from apple were commonly scored high in overall liking among consumers in
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all three countries (Table 4). Nevertheless, cross-cultural differences were observed for the specific
acceptance levels of several samples; for example, sample Crisp_A_SNC was liked significantly more
by Korean and US consumers than by Chinese consumers, while sample Soft_A_STSR was liked by US
consumers but disliked by Chinese and Korean consumers.

Table 3. F- and p- values associated with statistical significance for 13 types of dried fruit.

Factor Attributes F-Value p-Value

Sample Overall liking 33.092 0.000
Appearance liking 51.220 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 18.295 0.000
Texture liking 40.588 0.000

Nationality Overall liking 5.131 0.007
Appearance liking 3.755 0.025
Taste and flavor liking 7.817 0.001
Texture liking 1.358 0.260

Nationality × Sample Overall liking 3.596 0.000
Appearance liking 8.340 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 2.881 0.000
Texture liking 3.318 0.000

Nationality × Panelist Overall liking 3.193 0.000
Appearance liking 3.189 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 3.141 0.000
Texture liking 3.634 0.000

× refers to interaction effect of the independent factors

Specifically, in terms of overall liking, the Chinese consumers liked samples Crisp_A_SF and
Puff_A_AR significantly more than the other samples, but disliked all of the soft dried fruit samples
regardless of their fruit type (OL = 4.3, 4.1, and 4.5 for samples Soft_A_IBS, Soft_A_STSR, and
Soft_P_STBS, respectively) and also disliked sample Jelly_P_YCNF (OL = 4.4). Korean consumers liked
crispy apple samples (OL = 6.3 and 6.2 for samples Crisp_A_SNC and Crisp_A_SF, respectively), all of
the puffy apple and pear samples (OL = 6.0, 6.1, 6.1, and 6.2 for samples Puff_A_AR, Puff_A_ICBY,
Puff_P_HS, and Puff_P_ICBY, respectively), and sample Jelly_P_GGM (OL = 5.8). All of the other
samples were rated below 5.0, with scores clustered between 4.0 and 4.8. US consumers noticeably
liked sample Crispy_A_SF (OL = 7.6) among all of the samples. The scores were relatively low for
sample Puff_A_ICBY (OL = 5.4), soft dried fruit samples (OL = 4.9 and 4.8 for samples Soft_A_IBS and
Soft_P_STBS, respectively), and sample Jell_P_YCNF (OL = 4.7).

A GLM was separately applied to each of the pear and apple chip data sets to investigate whether
the consumer liking of chips was affected by their texture type. The results (Appendix A) showed
that texture type significantly affected (p < 0.05) all attributes for both apple and pear chips in all
three countries. Overall, US consumers gave clearly higher mean liking scores for crispy than other
texture types for apple and pear chips for most of the attributes (Table 4). In contrast, the Chinese and
Korean consumers commonly gave higher liking scores for puffy than for other types of dried fruits.
In addition to puffy, the Chinese consumers also liked crispy samples.
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3.2.2. Multiple Factor Analysis of the Consumer Perceptual Configuration of Dried Fruit Chips

Liking and Disliking Terms Generated for Profiling Dried Fruit Samples

The Chinese, Korean, and US consumers used 293, 240, and 241 terms, respectively, to describe
their reasons for liking the samples. These terms were merged into, 85, 98, and 80 terms, respectively,
for the initial analysis. In the case of disliking terms, Chinese, Korean, and US consumers initially used
345, 352, and 380 terms, respectively, which were reduced to 84, 81, and 89 terms. As mentioned above,
the combined terms commonly chosen by more than 10% of the consumers were further selected as
supplementary variables in the MFA. Thus, 37 terms (19 liking and 18 disliking) for Chinese consumers,
41 terms (18 liking and 23 disliking) for Korean consumers, and 31 terms (13 liking and 18 disliking) for
US consumers were used in the final MFA (Table 5). Concerning the terminology used, consumers from
all three countries frequently answered “none” as the reasons for liking when the sample was disliked,
and also “none” as the reasons for disliking when the sample was liked. The usage frequencies of this
term were strongly correlated with the levels of liking and disliking the samples.

Cross-Cultural Comparison of Consumer’s Perceptual Configuration of Dried Fruit Chips

Overall, the MFA map of all three countries defined factor 1 (F1) axis by the degree of liking
the samples (higher rated samples on the positive and lower rated samples on the negative axis,
respectively) and factor 2 (F2) axis by the texture type of the samples. MFA roughly clustered the
samples into three groups: crispy, puffy, and soft/jelly.

A total of 47.9% variance was explained by Factor 1 (30.4%) and Factor 2 (17.5%) for Chinese
consumers (Figure 2). F1 was mainly defined by the degree of liking of the samples. Thus, most of
the crispy and puffy samples with OL > 5.5 were located on the positive F1 axis, while most of the
soft and jelly-like samples as well as sample Crisp_A_KCNW were positioned on the negative F1.
The crispy and puffy samples on the positive F1 axis showed strong positive correlations with liking the
attributes of appearance and texture and no disliking. The jelly-like and soft samples showed strong
positive correlations with off taste, looks unfresh, no liking, unappetizing, and generally disliking the
appearance. F2 mainly indicated the contrast between the crispy samples on the positive axis and
the puffy samples on the negative axis. Crispy samples with relatively high acceptance scores were
characterized by liking reasons of crispiness, sourness, and sweetness/sourness, and disliking reasons
of too sour, artificial taste, and sticking to the teeth. Puffy samples showed strong positive correlations
with the liking reasons of soft, fresh fruit texture, clean appearance, natural fruity flavor, and melting
in the mouth.

The MFA for Korean consumers showed that 45.2% of the variance was explained by F1 (29.5%)
and F2 (15.7%) (Figure 3). Similar to the results for Chinese consumers, F1 was mainly defined by the
degree of liking of the samples. The samples located on the positive F1 axis were characterized by
liking attributes of appearance and appropriate sweetness and no disliking reasons, while those on the
negative F1 axis were characterized by strange flavor, sticky, disliking the appearance/taste, and no
liking reasons. The F2 axis was mainly defined by the level of crispiness present in the sample. Most
of the crispy samples were positioned on the positive F2 axis, and the jelly-like and puffy samples
were mainly on the negative F2 axis. The crispy samples were liked for their crispiness, thin size, and
fresh taste, but disliked for their sour taste. Puffy samples located on the positive F1 and positive F2
axes were specifically described as melting in the mouth and soft as reasons for liking, while their
sponginess was both liked and disliked. The soft and jelly-like samples located on the negative F1 and
negative F2 axes were delineated by their stickiness, looking unfresh, toughness, not crisp, soggy, and
browning as reasons for disliking.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. MFA plot of 13 dried fruit chips (a) and the reasons for liking and disliking them (b) among
Chinese consumers.
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(a)

 
(b) 

Figure 3. MFA plot of 13 dried fruit chips (a) and the reasons for liking and disliking them (b) among
Korean consumers.
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A total of 40.8% of the variance was explained by F1 (21.8%) and F2 (19.0%) in the MFA of US
consumers (Figure 4). Similar to the consumers in the other two countries, the samples that the US
consumers scored higher than 6.0 points for overall liking were positioned on the positive F1 axis, while
other samples tended to be loaded on the negative F2 axis. These well-liked samples were commonly
characterized by liking attributes of sweetness and appearance. The crispy samples were additionally
liked for their crispy and crunchiness, whereas sample Jelly_P_GGM was liked for its color but disliked
for tasting too sweet. F2 was mainly defined by the presence of a chewy texture. The soft and jelly-like
samples were located on the negative F2 axis and showed a strong positive correlation with chewiness,
which was both liked and disliked. Sticking to teeth and general taste/flavor were additional reasons
for disliking the samples. Crispy and puffy samples were positioned on the positive F2 axis. Puffy
samples were specifically characterized by the disliking attributes of dissolving too fast in the mouth
and tasting like Styrofoam.

 
(a) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 4. MFA plot of 13 dried fruit chips (a) and the reasons for liking and disliking them (b) among
US consumers.

3.3. Hedonic Transfer of Texture Preference

The second aim of the study was to determine whether the preference for certain textures would
transfer across different product categories. The individual texture preferences of consumers within the
snack category were identified and their significance on delineating the fruit-chip texture acceptance
was investigated using GLM analysis. Based on the snack texture preference, both Chinese and Korean
consumers were grouped into likers of crispy, jelly-like, and puffy textures. The numbers of consumers
who preferred crispy, puffy, and jelly-like snacks were similar in China and Korea. More than half of
the consumers were classified as liking a crispy texture (27 Chinese and 32 Korean consumers), while
smaller numbers of consumers were grouped into likers of a puffy texture (14 and 15, respectively)
followed by likers of a jelly-like texture (12 and 9, respectively).

The results obtained when the GLM was applied separately to apple and pear chips showed that
the OLs and texture liking (TL) scores were significantly affected by the interaction effect of snack
texture preference and fruit texture type for both sample types (Table 6). The relationship between
snack texture preference and the liking of apple and pear chips of various textures among Chinese and
Korean consumers are shown in Figure 5a,b.
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Table 6. F- and p-values associated with statistical significance for seven types of dried apple and
pear chips.

Apple Pear

Factor Attributes F-Value p-Value F-Value p-Value

Texture preference of
snack

Overall liking 1.117 0.331 0.970 0.382
Appearance liking 1.669 0.193 0.342 0.711
Taste/flavor liking 0.208 0.813 1.848 0.162
Texture liking 2.761 0.068 1.142 0.323

Dried fruit texture type

Overall liking 35.642 0.000 15.185 0.000
Appearance liking 58.803 0.000 22.827 0.000
Taste/flavor liking 17.929 0.000 9.990 0.000
Texture liking 47.874 0.000 12.850 0.000

Nationality

Overall liking 0.513 0.475 0.188 0.666
Appearance liking 0.160 0.690 0.341 0.561
Taste/flavor liking 0.526 0.470 0.000 0.984
Texture liking 0.732 0.394 0.993 0.321

Dried fruit texture type
× Nationality

Overall liking 0.948 0.388 2.541 0.055
Appearance liking 0.745 0.475 1.694 0.167
Taste/flavor liking 0.857 0.425 2.009 0.111
Texture liking 0.577 0.562 1.922 0.125

Texture preference of
snack × Nationality

Overall liking 1.435 0.243 0.090 0.914
Appearance liking 0.928 0.398 0.675 0.511
Taste/flavor liking 1.528 0.222 0.842 0.434
Texture liking 1.661 0.195 0.566 0.569

Texture preference of
snack × Dried fruit
texture type

Overall liking 3.773 0.005 2.393 0.027
Appearance liking 1.371 0.242 4.107 0.000
Taste/flavor liking 2.935 0.020 1.012 0.417
Texture liking 3.425 0.009 2.731 0.013

Texture preference of
snack × Dried fruit
texture type ×
Nationality

Overall liking 0.634 0.638 0.393 0.883
Appearance liking 1.443 0.218 0.469 0.831
Taste/flavor liking 0.758 0.553 0.777 0.588
Texture liking 0.612 0.654 0.857 0.526

Texture preference of
snack × Nationality ×
Panelist

Overall liking 2.767 0.000 2.391 0.000
Appearance liking 1.955 0.000 2.487 0.000
Taste/flavor liking 2.606 0.000 2.085 0.000
Texture liking 2.720 0.000 2.444 0.000

× refers to interaction effect of the independent factors.

In the case of Chinese consumers, likers of a crispy texture scored the texture of crispy dried apple
chips higher (TL = 5.7) than did the likers of puffy (TL = 5.2) and jelly-like (TL = 3.5) textures. Likers of
a puffy texture scored the puffy dried fruit chips the highest for both apple and pear chips. Likers of a
jelly-like texture gave a higher liking score than the other two groups for soft apple and pear dried
fruit, although soft chips were still the least-preferred samples. For dried pear chips, Chinese likers of
a crispy texture generally gave lower texture liking scores than likers of a jelly-like or puffy texture.
In contrast, likers of a jelly-like texture tended to give higher scores for jelly-like fruit or compared to
the other consumer groups.

The fruit-chip texture liking tendencies were slightly different for Korean consumers (Figure 5b).
These likers of a jelly-like texture gave lower texture liking scores for crispy apple chips, puffy apple
and pear chips compared to the other two groups, while likers of a puffy texture gave the highest score
to all puffy fruit chips and a higher score to soft dried apple than did the other two groups. The texture
likings of crispy or jelly-like dried pear were not strongly affected by their texture preferences, while
likers of a jelly-like texture gave the highest score to soft dried pear.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. Effects of interaction between snack texture preferences and dried fruit-chip texture on the
texture liking of dried apple and pear among Chinese (a) and Korean (b).

4. Discussion

Many studies have investigated the drivers of food liking within a cross-cultural context. However,
most of these studies have focused on flavor rather than texture aspects of foodstuffwhen investigating
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their acceptance, partly due to the nature of the product (e.g., beverages, sauces, and yogurts)
but also due to the critical role that flavor quality plays in determining the acceptance level of a
foodstuff [26,39–42]. Only a few studies have focused on the cross-cultural acceptance of foods with
various texture properties [27,43]. The present study specifically performed experiments designed to
understand the effect of texture characteristics on the perceptions of and preferences for fruit chips in
a cross-cultural context. Although the flavors of the chips were intentionally varied by testing both
apple and pear fruit chips together, flavor characteristics seemed to play a smaller role than texture
since the variation in the acceptance score was smaller between apple and pear chips than among the
different texture types.

We observed noticeable cross-cultural differences between Asian (Chinese and Korean) and US
consumers in terms of fruit-chip liking. US consumers tended to give higher mean liking scores than
Chinese and Korean consumers, which might be due to US consumers consuming fruit chips more
frequently. Concerning the preferences for specific textures, general agreements were observed in the
preference patterns for crispy and soft samples, with most consumers from all three countries giving
higher acceptance scores to chips with crispy textures and lower scores to chips with soft textures.

In contrast, cross-cultural differences were found for the liking of puffy samples. The Chinese
and Korean consumers liked puffy fruit chips as much as crispy ones, while US consumers gave
significantly lower liking scores to puffy than crispy samples. When MFA was applied to the
hedonic-based projective mapping with UFP, Chinese, Korean, and US consumers all described that
the crispiness was the reason for liking crispy samples. This universal liking of a crispy texture is
consistent with previous studies identifying this as one of the most important texture characteristics
in snacks and fresh fruits [18,44,45]. Their appearance and the characteristic of melting in the mouth
were the main drivers of liking puffy samples among Chinese and Korean consumers. However, US
consumers disliked puffy samples because they considered that the samples dissolved too fast in the
mouth and tasted like Styrofoam.

While familiarity per se was not frequently mentioned as a driver of liking or disliking in UFP,
the consumers tended to find fruit chips more acceptable if the texture was familiar to them in the
category of fruit chips or in terms of a broader snack category. That is, not only the familiarity with
the fruit-chip texture itself, but also the contextual familiarity of the fruit-chip texture with that of the
snacks available in the local markets of China, Korea, and the US seemed to play an important role in
determining the cross-cultural differences in the liking of certain fruit-chip textures. Similar results
were found in a cross-cultural acceptance study of yackwa, a traditional Korean sweet cookie [27].
Cross-cultural disagreements were shown for the types of texture preferred by Japanese, Korean,
and French consumers. Consumers with different cultural backgrounds tend to like samples that
have characteristics similar to those of products that they have consumed previously. As mentioned
above, the US consumers in the present study generally consumed more fruit chips than did the Asian
consumers. Moreover, the snacks with the largest market share in the US are chips (e.g., potato and
tortilla), while extruded snacks have the largest share in the Chinese and Korean markets [46–48].
Chinese and Korean consumers are therefore more likely to be frequently exposed to extruded snacks
eliciting puffy texture than are US consumers. Thus, consumers may have used the frame of reference
constructed for fruit chips if they were frequent consumers of fruit chips, but also used the frame of
reference for the broader snack category to evaluate their liking of fruit chips. However, this specific
hypothesis remains to be validated in the future.

One of the similarities among the three consumer groups in this study is that they all disliked
the soft dried fruits, using similar descriptions of being too chewy, soggy, and soft. These lower
scores for soft dried fruits might be influenced by the frame of reference of the consumers for the fruit
chips, which were crispy and crunchy. Josh et al. (2011) reported that consumers generally favored
crispy-fried apple snack over less crispy one [49]. Similarly, in an investigation of the relationship
between oral breakdown patterns and the preferences for biscuits, the 50 panelists demonstrated a
consistent dislike of the softened samples, which could be seen from the results of the preference map
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of the biscuits [50]. Additionally, not all of the crisp samples were liked, and the consumers from all
three countries described sample Crisp_A_KCNW being too hard as the reason for disliking it despite
them liking crispy samples. The appropriateness of certain texture intensity was also the main criterion
used by the consumers in the evaluations. Similarly, Jaworska and Hoffmann [51] found that the level
of consumer acceptance of potato chips was only affected by the crispy texture intensity of the chips.

Previous studies have attempted to use the liking status for a certain flavor (e.g., sweetness or
bitterness) as a predictor for the liking of food in another category that has similar sensory qualities.
For example, Kim et al. [26] classified consumers based on their liking of sweet taste (as measured
using sucrose solutions) and investigated the correlation with sweetness liking for orange juice as well
as with the liking behavior in other food categories. Harwood et al. [52,53] classified consumers based
on the self-declared liking status for milk chocolate versus dark chocolate, and used this to identify the
rejection level of bitterness in chocolate-flavored products. These studies successfully demonstrated
hedonic transfer from one product category to another; that is, significant differences in the acceptance
level for different sweetness or bitterness of samples were observed among consumers with different
sweetness or bitterness liking statuses, respectively. The present study also observed hedonic transfer
from snack textures to fruit-chip textures. The presence of different texture liking statuses significantly
affected the liking of consumers for the fruit-chip texture. For example, consumers who liked a puffy
texture in a snack also gave higher liking scores for puffy fruit-chip samples.

While some successful cases of hedonic transfer have been described above, the liking status for
specific attributes does not always effectively delineate how consumers will behave toward similar
attributes. Several studies have attempted to use the sweet liking status to predict the consumption
frequencies of sweet foods among children as well as adults [30,54]. Overall, the link between the
sweet liking status and sweet food consumption has varied depending on the food category examined.
Clearer hedonic transfer from one product category to another was observed if the product categories
shared similar sensory characteristics or similar contextual product usage (e.g., from a water solution to
orange juice, from solid chocolate to chocolate ice cream, or from snacks to fruit chips) [26,48]. Further
investigations are necessary before drawing reliable conclusions about the food product categories in
which hedonic transfer occurs.

Recently, Jeltima et al. (2015) classified consumers into four groups based on their oral behavior
(cruchers, chewers, smooshers, and suckers) and proposed that these differences in oral behavior
may influence the preference for food texture [55]. Our study has classified consumers into likers of
crispy, jelly-like, or puffy texture, and shown that the liking of fruit chips was significantly affected by
the consumer’s texture liking status of snacks. Investigating the oral behavior of the likers of crispy,
jelly-like, or puffy texture may provide another way of understanding the hedonic transfer of textures
in different product categories.

The present study carries several limitations to generalize the findings to a wider population
due to a relatively small number of consumer participants from each country, a narrow age range
of these participants (mostly in their 20s), and an imbalanced female to male ratio. Conducting a
hedonic transfer experiment with only Asian consumers is another weakness of the study. Additionally,
a lack of physico-chemical measurements (i.e., aroma compounds, free sugar content, total acidity,
texture profile analysis, etc.) of the samples confines the interpretation of our findings on the drivers of
(dis)liking for fruit chips from the practical perspective of product developers.

5. Conclusions

This study was designed to cross-culturally compare the acceptance and perceptual configuration
of dried fruit chips among Chinese, Korean, and US consumers with the aim of predicting the potential
market in these countries using hedonic-based projective mapping. The possibility of hedonic transfer
concerning texture preferences across different product categories was also investigated. The key
drivers of the liking of dried fruit chips was their crispness among the consumers from all three
countries, with soft dried fruits being the least preferred dried fruits. Cross-cultural differences were
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observed in the acceptance of puffy fruit chips, with Chinese and Korean consumers liking puffy chips
significantly more than did US consumers. These differences were mainly attributed to different degrees
of familiarity with the texture in the context of fruit chips or snacks. Hedonic texture transfer from
snacks to fruit chips was observed, with individual snack texture preferences significantly affecting the
fruit-chip texture preferences of the consumers.
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Appendix A

Table A1. F- and p- values associated with statistical significance for dried fruit texture types on the
liking ratings of apple and pear chip samples.

Fruit Type Factor Attributes F-Value p-Value

Apple

Dried fruit texture type

Overall liking 57.759 0.000
Appearance liking 42.182 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 34.661 0.000
Texture liking 87.569 0.000

Nationality

Overall liking 5.965 0.003
Appearance liking 12.009 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 7.824 0.001
Texture liking 1.451 0.237

Dried fruit texture type ×1

Nationality

Overall liking 4.799 0.001
Appearance liking 13.194 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 2.623 0.033
Texture liking 3.053 0.016

Nationality ×1 Panelist

Overall liking 2.042 0.000
Appearance liking 1.766 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 2.058 0.000
Texture liking 2.152 0.000

Pear

Dried fruit texture type

Overall liking 17.353 0.000
Appearance liking 41.936 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 8.850 0.000
Texture liking 22.692 0.000

Nationality

Overall liking 2.070 0.129
Appearance liking 0.075 0.928
Taste and flavor liking 3.100 0.047
Texture liking 0.151 0.860

Dried fruit texture type ×1

Nationality

Overall liking 5.156 0.000
Appearance liking 12.378 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 2.383 0.027
Texture liking 7.124 0.000

Nationality ×1 Panelist

Overall liking 1.804 0.000
Appearance liking 1.915 0.000
Taste and flavor liking 1.895 0.000
Texture liking 1.922 0.000

×1 refers to interaction effect of the independent factors.
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Abstract: High levels of meat consumption are increasingly being criticised for ethical, environmen-
tal and social reasons. Plant-based meat substitutes have been identified as healthy sources of protein
that, in comparison to meat, offer a number of social, environmental and health benefits and may
play a role in reducing meat consumption. However, there has been a lack of research on the role they
can play in the policy agenda and how specific meat substitute attributes can influence consumers to
partially replace meat in their diets. This paper is focused on consumers’ preferences for so-called
meathybrid or plant-meathybrid products. In meathybrids, only a fraction of the meat product (e.g.,
20% to 50%) is replaced with plant-based proteins. Research demonstrates that in many countries,
consumers are highly attached to meat and consider it as an essential and integral element of their
daily diet. For these consumers that are not interested in vegan or vegetarian alternatives as meat
substitutes, meathybrids could be a low-threshold option for a more sustainable food consumption
behaviour. In this paper, the results of an online survey with 500 German and 501 Belgian consumers
are presented. The results show that more than fifty percent of consumers substitute meat at least
occasionally. Thus, about half of the respondents reveal an eligible consumption behaviour with
respect to sustainability and healthiness, at least sometimes. The applied discrete choice experiment
demonstrated that the analysed meat products are the most preferred by consumers. Nonetheless,
the tested meathybrid variants with different shares of plant-based proteins took the second posi-
tion followed by the vegetarian-based alternatives. Therefore, meathybrids could facilitate the diet
transition of meat-eaters in the direction toward a more healthy and sustainable consumption. The
analysed consumer segment is more open-minded to the meathybrid concept in comparison to the
vegetarian substitutes.

Keywords: meat substitute; meathybrid; consumer preference; plant-based proteins

1. Introduction

There are more than 7.7 billion people on this planet, with forecasts predicting the pop-
ulation to grow to 9.7 billion by 2050 [1]. Securing a sustainable food supply for humankind
is therefore becoming a major challenge. Diets with a high share of animal proteins must be
adapted in order to ensure that demand is not outstripping production [2,3]. Furthermore,
the consumption of meat and meat products in larger portions is associated with higher
risk of cardiovascular, coronary and cerebrovascular diseases, stroke, diabetes type 2 and
colorectal cancer [4].

In addition to these health issues, meat production chains have a considerable impact
on the environment through the use of land, the application of fertilisers, greenhouse
emissions and water consumption, resulting in the loss of biodiversity and enhancing
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climate change [5–8]. It causes more emissions per unit of energy compared with plant-
based foods because energy is lost at each trophic level. Meat production is the most
important source of methane, which has a relatively high global warming potential, but a
lower half-life in the environment compared with that of CO2 [9]. The carbon footprint of
plant-based foods on average is twice as low as the impact of pork [10], while the impact
in some other categories can be more than 60 times lower [11]. We also highlight that
meat and meat products are associated with severe animal welfare issues, such as pigtail
docking, poultry debeaking, calve separation and mistreatment in slaughterhouses [12,13].

Integrating new protein sources into the diet as a solution for the mentioned problems
means overcoming barriers such as traditional meat consumption across many cultures [14].
Recent research put forward the idea that consumers have an affective connection with
meat (meat attachment) that may play a role in their willingness to change consumption
habits [15]. It is argued that the affection towards meat may represent a continuum
in which one end refers to disgust (i.e., negative affect and repulsion, related to moral
internalization), while the other shows a pattern of attachment (i.e., high positive affect and
dependence towards meat, as well as feelings of sadness and deprivation when considering
abstaining from meat consumption) that may hinder a change in consumption habits [15].
Likewise, food neophobia, which refers to the reluctance to eat unfamiliar foods [16], may
represent a barrier for a transition to a more sustainable diet. According to Apostolidis and
McLeay [17], low levels of acceptance of meat substitutes have been associated with high
levels of the construct food neophobia.

For increasing the share of plant proteins in the diet, there are several options. An ap-
proach could be the usage of textured soy protein, mushrooms, wheat gluten, pulses, etc.,
as a complete substitute for animal protein. Another opportunity is to replace only a
fraction of the meat product (e.g., 20% to 50%) with plant-based proteins [18]. As men-
tioned in many countries, consumers are highly attached to meat and consider it as an
essential and integral element of their daily diet [15]. So-called meathybrids may be an
option for the broad consumer segment that is not interested in totally vegan or vegetarian
alternatives to meat. Therefore, meathybrids could serve as a low-threshold offer for this
group, facilitating the transition in the direction toward a more healthy and sustainable
diet. In this context, it has to be mentioned that consumer preferences are in particular
affected by the products’ sensory characteristics. An inferior or low sensory quality can
constitute a critical barrier for the market entry of meat substitutes [19,20]. Therefore, meat
substitutes, respectively meathybrids, must catch up with real meat products concerning
sensory characteristics.

As with many novel technologies, consumers’ lack of understanding of hybrid meat
products may lead to scepticism and ultimately to the rejection of these. Through early
integration of consumer demand and preferences into the development process, more
suitable hybrid products can be designed. Understanding the decision-making process will
help to develop tailored communication messages that highlight its benefits as a sustainable
and healthy alternative to regular meat products.

The study aims at identifying consumer attitudes and preferences for meat alternatives
such as meathybrids. Based on a concise literature overview, a representative online survey
was carried out in Germany and Belgium including a Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE)
for four product categories (meat balls, chicken nuggets, salami, and mortadella).

2. Data Collection and Methods of Data Analysis

Consumer data were collected using a quantitative online survey approach. The
respondents were panellists and were recruited by the market research company Savanta
(London, UK). The questionnaire comprised questions about general meat consumption,
on the one hand, and specific questions concerning preferences for meat substitutes, on the
other.

So-called choice experiments were integrated in the survey for measuring the importance
and preference of different levels of plant-based protein shares in mortadella, salami, chicken
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nuggets, and meat balls. Choice experiments have been shown to reduce social desirability
bias [21], as individuals often display socially desirable preferences in surveys [22].

The online survey was carried out in Germany with 500 and in Belgium with 501 re-
spondents. Participants had to be meat eaters, and thus, vegetarians and vegans were
sorted out a priori. Furthermore, the participants had to be 50% responsible for food
shopping in the household. Concerning the age, respondents had to be in the range of 18 to
69 years. Data collection took place in the time period from 8 November until 19 November
2019 (see Table 1). Both samples are approximately representative in relation to gender and
the region of residence (federal states). For the age, we highlight that the age group from
50–59 years was somewhat under-represented, whereas the age group from 60–69 years
was over-represented in both countries.

Table 1. Sample.

Germany Belgium

Sample pop. * Sample pop. *

Attribute Characteristics n % % n % %

gender male 245 49.0 49.5 245 48.9 50.0
female 255 51.0 50.5 256 51.1 50.0

federal state

Baden-Württemberg |Bruxelles 66 13.2 12.9 62 12.4 10.8
Bayern | Brabant wallon 75 15.0 15.9 27 5.4 3.5
Berlin | Hainaut 22 4.4 4.4 68 13.6 11.7
Brandenburg | Liège 15 3.0 3.0 44 8.8 9.7
Bremen | Luxembourg 5 1.0 0.8 13 2.6 2.5
Hamburg | Namur 10 2.0 2.2 27 5.4 4.4
Hessen | Antwerpen 37 7.4 7.4 88 17.6 16.2
Mecklenburg-Vorp.| Provincie Limb. 10 2.0 1.9 20 4.0 7.8
Niedersachsen | Oost-Vlaand. 50 10.0 9.7 58 11.6 10.6
Nordrhein-Westfalen | Vlaams-Brab. 114 22.8 22.0 60 11.9 10.0
Rheinland-Pfalz | West-Vlaand. 20 4.0 5.1 34 6.8 10.3
Saarland 5 1.0 1.2
Sachsen 26 5.2 4.9
Sachsen-Anhalt 15 3.0 2.6
Schleswig-Holstein 15 3.0 3.4
Thüringen 15 3.0 2.6

age

18–29 years 95 19.0 20.6 106 21.2 19.3
30–39 years 88 17.6 18.7 98 19.6 20.3
40–49 years 84 16.8 18.4 106 21.2 20.6
50–59 years 88 17.6 23.9 76 15.2 21.8
60–69 years 145 29.0 18.3 115 23.0 18.1

education

no school qualifications 2 0.4 22 4.4
still in school 4 0.8 18 3.6
junior high diploma 88 17.6 20 4.0
high school diploma 193 38.6 229 45.7
university-entrance diploma 105 21.0 78 15.6
bachelor’s or master’s degree 89 17.8 122 24.4
other degree 19 3.8 12 2.4

net income

no income 26 5.2 39 7.8
less than 500€ 30 6.0 19 3.8
500€ up to 1000€ 46 9.2 36 7.2
1000€ up to 1500€ 95 19.0 98 19.6
1500€ up to 2000€ 92 18.4 115 23.0
2000€ up to 2500€ 69 13.8 89 17.8
2500€ up to 3000€ 57 11.4 38 7.6
3000€ up to 3500€ 27 5.4 27 5.4
3500€ up to 4000€ 25 5.0 23 4.6
4000€ or more 33 6.6 17 3.4

household size

1 121 24.2 112 22.4
2 207 41.4 164 32.7
3 92 18.4 96 19.2
4 55 11.0 82 16.4
5 20 4.0 33 6.6
6 4 0.8 9 1.8
>6 1 0.2 5 1.0

* Sources: www.statbel.fgov.be and b4p2019 I—Strukturanalyse (www.gik.media/best-4-planning).

In the Results Section, we report descriptive results. For scale development, Cron-
bach’s alpha was applied [23]. Furthermore, confirmatory factor analyses were run to
confirm the validity of the scales by using the R-package psych [24]. For measuring food
neophobia, the Food Neophobia Scale (FNS) of Pliner and Hobden [16] was selected. The
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wording of the German version was chosen from a study by [25]. Participants answered on
a five-point response scale that was verbally and numerically anchored (1 = totally disagree,
2 = disagree, 3 = neither disagree nor agree, 4 = agree, 5 = totally agree). The five-point
scale was used instead of the originally used seven-point scale for a better display of the
questionnaire on tablets and smartphones. The items indicated with (r) in Table 6 were
inversely re-coded. Considering that the inclusion of invalid items creates the risk of
invalid conclusion [26], a principal components analysis (varimax rotation, eigenvalues
greater than one) was carried out to explain the variability of the FNS followed by a con-
firmatory factor analysis [27]. For measuring consumers’ meat attachment, participants
answered a five-point Meat Attachment Scale (MEAS) [28] that was verbally and numeri-
cally anchored (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither disagree nor agree, 4 = agree,
5 = strongly agree). The items indicated with (r) in Table 5 were inversely re-coded. In this
study, the Health Consciousness Scale (HS) in the style of Visschers et al. [29] was selected
for measuring the impact of this psychometric construct on the choice of hybrid products.

Furthermore, a multinomial logistic regression model was applied for measuring the
impact of several parameters on the the choice of meat and meathybrid products. Data
were collected via a Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE).

2.1. Discrete Choice Experiment and Experimental Design

The DCE method is based on micro-economic theory according to which consumers
always try to maximize their benefit [30]. In DCEs, consumers must choose from a set of
different products offered at determined prices. The products differ regarding the tested
product attributes (e.g., share of local feed, price, etc.). According to micro-economic
theory, participants will choose the product with the highest benefit. By means of DCEs,
consumers’ benefit for each tested product attribute can thus be revealed, as well as the
influence of each product attribute on the probability of purchasing/choosing the product.
In the DCE of this study, the products varied by six attributes: plant-based protein share,
EU organic label, origin label for the protein source, environmental claim, nutritional label,
and price (see Table 2). The EU organic label was included since previous studies had
shown the importance of this aspect to consumers. The five price levels used in the choice
experiment were within the price range that encompassed observed market prices at food
retailers in Germany during the winter of 2018/1019. The reported attributes and attribute
levels were used for generating the experimental design of the choice experiment. The
DCE was carried out for four product categories (meatballs, mortadella, salami, chicken
nuggets) on the basis of the same underling experimental design structure.

Table 2. Attributes and attribute levels used in the Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE).

Attributes Levels

plant-based protein share 100% (vegetarian), 50%, 35%, 20%, 20, 0% (meat)
EU organic label yes, no
origin label prot.source locally produced

produced in Ger/Belg
no indicated origin

environmental claim 20% reduced carbon foot print
no indicated claim

nutritional label high content of non-saturated fatty acids
high in fibre
no indicated label

price high, middle, low

In each choice set, consumers had a choice between four product alternatives and
a no-choice option. The no-choice option was included to get a more realistic purchase
situation and thus raise the validity of the data [31]. Furthermore, there was always one
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100% meat option and one vegetarian option in the sets, whereas for two options, the
plant-based protein share varied between 50% and 20%.

A D-efficient unlabelled design (0.949) was generated using the software Ngene [32],
and for each product category, eight choice sets were generated. Thus, in total, there were
32 choice sets. The priors used were based on expert judgement and the literature.

Each participant received two choice sets from each product category and thus had to
answer in total eight choice sets. The survey order of the choice sets of the alternatives was
randomised to prevent ordering effects [33]. The products, respectively the characteristics,
are depicted in photographs (see Table 3).

Table 3. Choice set example—meat balls.

Meat Ball 1 Meat Ball 2 Meat Ball 3 Meat Ball 4

300 g 300 g 300 g 300 g

Ingredients (plant-based
protein share) 100% pork

50% pork + 50%
plant-based protein
seed

65% pork + 35%
plant-based protein
seed

100% vegetarian

Organic label

Price 3.29€ 2.29€ 2.29€ 2.29€

Origin of meat, resp.
plant-based protein
source

Locally produced Produced in Ger-
many

Environmental claim 20% reduced carbon
foot print

2.2. Multinomial Logistic Regression

Multinomial logistic regression is the regression analysis to conduct when the depen-
dent variable is nominal with more than two levels. It is used to model nominal outcome
variables, in which the log odds of the outcomes are modelled as a linear combination of
the predictor variables. The multinomial logistic model belongs to the family of generalized
linear models and as mentioned is used when the response variable is a categorical variable.
Suppose that variable Yi represents the offered alternatives in a choice experiment (e.g., the
choice between meat and meathybrid), with i = 1, . . . , n, and n is the number of possible
product alternatives. In the case that n equals 2, Y has outcomes Y1 and Y2. Both the counts
of Y1 and Y2 follow a binomial distribution. The probability of occurrence of Y1 is π1 and
that of Y2 is π2. Logistic regression relates probability π1 to a set of predictors using the
logit link function:

logit(π1) = ln(
π1

π2
) = ln(

π1

1 − π1
) = x′β (1)

where x is a vector of predictors (e.g., FNS, MEAS or buying frequency of organic meat)
and β is a vector of model coefficients that are typically estimated by maximum likelihood.
Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

(
π1

1 − π1
) = exp(x′β) = exp(η) (2)
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The quotient in Equation (2) is referred to as the odds. From Equation (2), it fol-
lows that:

π1 =
exp(η)

1 + exp(η)
(3)

The binomial logistic regression model is easily generalized to the multinomial case.
If there are n product alternatives, there are also n variables Y1, . . . , Yn with corresponding
probabilities of occurrence π1, . . . , πn. Analogous to binomial logistic regression, the odds
π1/πn, . . . , πn − 1/πn are modelled by means of exp(η1), . . . , exp(ηn−1). From ∑n

i=1 πi = 1,
it follows that:

π1 =
exp(ηi)

exp(η1) + exp(η2) + ... + exp(ηn)
(4)

where exp(ηn) = 0. This model ensures that all probabilities are in the interval [0, 1] and
that the probabilities sum to 1.

In this paper, the dependent variable is taken from the DCE where respondents had
to indicate if they would buy/choose one out of the four offered options or none of these
options. The FNS, HS and MEAS, as well as other parameters (e.g., FAMILIARITY=
buying frequency of meat substitutes) entered the regression analysis as independent
variables. In addition, all three scales were interacted with the different levels of the
attribute “plant-based protein share” for analysing their effect on meat, hybrids and the
vegetarian alternative.

Given the theoretical background, an model was built according to the following ex-
pression:

x′β = meat ∗ β1 + (meat + 50plant) ∗ β2 + (meat + 35plant) ∗ β3 + (meat + 20plant) ∗ β4

+ reduced CO2 ∗ β5 + organic ∗ β6 + Ger/Bel origin ∗ β7 + local origin ∗ β8

+ high in fibre ∗ β9 + high of nsf.acids ∗ β10 + price ∗ β11

+ HS ∗ meat ∗ β12 + HS ∗ (meat + 50plant) ∗ β13 + HS ∗ (meat + 35plant) ∗ β14

+ HS ∗ (meat + 20plant) ∗ β15 + FNS ∗ meat ∗ β16 + FNS ∗ (meat + 50plant) ∗ β17

+ FNS ∗ (meat + 35plant) ∗ β18 + FNS ∗ (meat + 20plant) ∗ β19 + MEAS ∗ meat ∗ β20

+ MEAS ∗ (meat + 50plant) ∗ β21 + MEAS ∗ (meat + 35plant) ∗ β22 + MEAS ∗ (meat + 20plant) ∗ β23

+ FAMILIARITY ∗ meat ∗ β24 + FAMILIARITY ∗ (meat + 50plant) ∗ β25

+ FAMILIARITY ∗ (meat + 35plant) ∗ β26 + FAMILIARITY ∗ (meat + 20plant) ∗ β27 + no-option

(5)

From the estimation results, odds ratios are calculated. Odds ratios in logistic regres-
sion can be interpreted as the effect of one unit of change in X in the predicted odds ratio
with the other variables in the model held constant.

In this study, for estimating the specified model, the software R [34] and the package
mlogit [35] were used. For the visualisation of the odds ratios from the estimated model,
the package sjplot [36] was applied.

3. Results

3.1. General Buying Behaviour

At the beginning of the questionnaire, the participants had to indicate where they buy
most of their meat products. The classical retailer took the first position (48.6%) followed
by discount shops (38.6%). Butcheries were in third position (10.2%). All other options
were only of minor importance (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Preferred buying location of meat/meat products.

Furthermore, respondents were asked for their buying frequency of organic, respec-
tively free-range, meat. About 22% of the participants indicated buying such products
often (18.2%) or always (4.2%) (see Table 4). In 2019, a survey was conducted by Kitchen
Stories investigating the purchasing behaviour towards organic food in Germany. In the
mentioned study, somewhat higher values were found with 13.2% buying mostly organic
products, while for 18.6% of the respondents, organic food made up more than half of the
shopping cart.

Table 4. Buying frequency of organic/free-range meat.

Germany Belgium

never 24.4% 15.4%
sometimes 57.7% 62.2%
often 15.2% 18.2%
always 3.0% 4.2%

3.2. Scales: Meat Attachment Scale, Neophobia Food Scale and Health Scale
3.2.1. Meat Attachment Scale

In Germany, due to the confirmatory factor analysis, the item “I would feel fine with a
meatless diet” was deleted from the scale because in the four-factor solution, this item had
a similar loading on different factors and its deletion increased the calculated indices. The
reliability analysis for the global MEAS showed in Germany a high internal consistency
with a standardized Cronbach α of 0.86. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI = 0.962), the
Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI = 0.952) and the Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation
(RMSEA = 0.060) showed acceptable values.

In Belgium, likewise due to the confirmatory factor analysis, the item “I would feel
fine with a meatless diet” was deleted from the scale because in the four-factor solution,
this item had a similar loading on different factors. The reliability analysis for the global
MEAS showed a high internal consistency with a standardized Cronbach α of 0.86. The
Comparative Fit Index (CFI = 0.959), the Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI = 0.947) and the Root
Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA = 0.067) showed acceptable values.

In comparison to Graça et al. [15], in both countries, we received higher values for
the non-reversed items and lower values for the reversed item, which was due to the
fact that vegans and vegetarians were not part of this study (see Table 5). On average,
respondents agreed to all of the statements. The highest means were received for the
statements “I love meals with meat” (3.94) and the reverse-coded item “Meat reminds me
of diseases”. The MEAS findings demonstrates that on average, German and Belgium
respondents considered meat not as an unhealthy product, but as an essential part of their
diet.
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Table 5. Meat Attachment Scale (MEAS) questionnaire.

Germany Belgium

Statement std. α x σ std. α x σ

I love meals with meat. 0.84 3.94 1.00 0.84 3.69 1.03
To eat meat is one of the good pleasures in life. 0.85 3.38 1.08 0.84 3.36 1.10
I’m a big fan of meat. 0.84 3.58 1.07 0.84 3.58 1.07
A good steak is without comparison. 0.84 3.76 1.12 0.85 3.43 1.13
By eating meat I’m reminded of the death and suffering of animals. (r) 0.86 3.50 1.19 0.87 3.42 1.25
To eat meat is disrespectful towards life and the environment. (r) 0.86 3.30 1.19 0.87 3.23 1.12
Meat reminds me of diseases. (r) 0.86 3.86 1.18 0.87 3.70 1.15
To eat meat is an unquestionable right of every person. 0.86 3.57 1.12 0.86 3.60 1.05
According to our position in the food chain, we have the right to eat meat. 0.86 3.68 1.13 0.87 3.70 1.15
Eating meat is a natural and indisputable practice. 0.85 3.75 0.98 0.85 3.58 1.00
I don’t picture myself without eating meat regularly. 0.85 3.56 1.14 0.85 3.44 1.10
If I couldn’t eat meat I would feel weak. 0.85 3.12 1.19 0.85 3.07 1.07
I would feel fine with a meatless diet. 3.32 1.14 3.11 1.11
If I was forced to stop eating meat I would feel sad. 0.85 3.38 1.15 0.85 3.35 1.14
Meat is irreplaceable in my diet. 0.84 3.43 1.11 0.85 3.29 1.02

Note: 5-point Likert scale: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither disagree nor agree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree.

3.2.2. Food Neophobia Scale

For Germany, after deleting two items from the original FNS list due to low item
correlations in the reliability analysis and one item due to the confirmatory factor analysis,
the FNS showed an acceptable internal consistency with a standardized Cronbach α of 0.76
(see Table 6).

Table 6. Food Neophobia Scale (FNS). (r), inversely re-coded.

Germany Belgium

Statement std. α x σ std. α x σ

I am constantly sampling new and different food. (r) 0.74 2.75 1.17 0.74 2.79 1.14
I do not trust new (different or innovative) food. 2.93 1.11 0.73 2.81 1.05
If I don’t know what a food is, I won’t try it. 3.85 1.00 0.74 3.16 1.08
I prefer food from different cultures. (r) 0.72 2.59 1.07 0.75 2.92 1.03
I am reluctant to eat foreign food that I see for the first time. 0.75 2.96 1.21 0.71 2.86 1.17
If I go to a buffet, meetings or parties, I’ll eat new food. (r) 0.73 2.32 1.09 0.73 2.45 0.99
I’m afraid to eat food that I did not eat before. 0.74 2.49 1.23 0.71 2.66 1.18
I am very particular about the food I eat. 2.94 1.13 0.74 3.00 1.26
I will eat almost anything. (r) 0.76 2.32 1.13 2.65 1.20
I like to try new ethnic restaurants. (r) 0.70 2.36 1.10 0.73 2.61 1.07

Note: 5-point Likert scale: 1 = totally disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither disagree nor agree, 4 = agree, 5 = totally agree.

The confirmatory factor analysis (two-factor solution) produced acceptable values for
the three considered indices (CFI = 0.961, TLI = 0.937 and RMSEA = 0.074). The deleted
items were: “I do not trust new (different or innovative) food”, “If I don’t know what
a food is, I won’t try it”, and “I am very particular about the food I eat”. For use in the
regression analysis, the individual scores, that is the z-standardised mean value across the
seven items, were calculated. The higher the FNS is, the higher is the individuals’ food
neophobia.

For Belgium, Item No. 9 had to be deleted due to the findings of the confirmatory
factor analysis, and the FNS showed an acceptable internal consistency with a standardized
Cronbach α of 0.75. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI = 0.949) and the Tucker–Lewis Index
(TLI) (0.929), as well as the Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 0.073
showed acceptable values for the two-factor solution.
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3.2.3. Health Scale

For the applied Health Scale (HS) in Germany (α = 0.81) and Belgium (α = 0.88),
acceptable internal consistencies could be measured (see Table 7). Because the HS consisted
only of three items, a CFAwith one factor has zero degrees of freedom. In this case, the
model is saturated, and there are no degrees of freedom left over to assess model fit.
Nonetheless, due to the high Cronbach α values and high factor loadings (>0.6) in the factor
analyses, the developed scale was used for the subsequent analysis.

Table 7. Health Scale (HS).

Germany Belgium

Statement std. α x σ std. α x σ

I think it is important to eat healthily 0.74 5.78 1.30 0.83 5.52 1.43
My health is dependent on how and what I eat 0.67 5.38 1.40 0.80 5.29 1.49
If one eats healthily, one gets ill less frequently 0.82 5.33 1.37 0.88 5.14 1.53

Note: 5-point Likert scale: 1 = totally disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither disagree nor agree, 4 = agree, 5 = totally agree.

3.3. Consumption and Perception of Substitutes

The survey questionnaire comprehended several direct questions about the con-
sumption of meat substitutes. In this context, respondents were asked if they deliberately
substitute meat on the days they did not eat meat. In this context, a high proportion of
54.2% of the respondents stated consciously choosing meatless alternatives (see Table 8).

Table 8. Deliberate substitution of meat on the days respondents did not eat meat.

Germany Belgium

% %

yes 54.2 58.7
no 45.8 41.3

Subsequently, this group had to indicate with which products they concretely substi-
tute meat. For this purpose, they received a list of twelve products, and from that, up to
three products could be chosen. The option fish was selected by 48.3% of this segment in
Germany and 66.7% in Belgium, followed by cheese (G: 47.6%, B: 29.6%), eggs (G: 41.7%,
B: 58.8%), pasta (G: 39.5%, B: 36.7%) and salad (G: 35.4%, B: 16.7%) as the most preferred
substitutes (see Table 9). We highlight that the top three on the list were non-vegan alterna-
tives, whereas vegan alternatives like protein-rich lentils, tofu, or seitan were only of minor
importance. Furthermore, the findings correspond with the results of De Boer et al. [2],
who found a similar ranking (fish, eggs, cheese, etc.) with lentils, nuts, seitan, tempeh
and tofu as less often mentioned items (<20%). From a sustainability perspective, the first
ranked products do not offer much advantage compared with meat [37].

Additionally, all respondents were asked how often they buy plant-based meat substi-
tutes, such as veggie burgers. Interestingly, only 4.0% (Germany), respectively 4.4% (Belgium),
indicated consuming such products frequently, whereas 14.4%, respectively 16.6%, stated
doing so at least sometimes (see Table 10). The figures are somewhat lower as those found
by De Boer et al. [2] for the Netherlands, where 8% of the respondents reported buying such
products frequently. In contrast, similar values as in Germany were observed by Siegrist and
Hartmann [25] for Switzerland, where about 23.5% stated consuming substitutes.
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Table 9. Ranking list of consumed meat alternatives.

Germany Belgium

nr Product % Product %

1 Fish 48.3 Fish 66.7
2 Cheese 47.6 Egg(s) 58.8
3 Egg(s) 41.7 Pasta 36.7
4 Pasta 39.5 Cheese 29.6
5 Salad 35.4 Salad 16.7
6 Other legumes 15.1 Lentils 10.9
7 Lentils 9.6 Nuts 6.5
8 Nuts 8.9 Other legumes 5.4
9 Tofu 6.3 Tofu 5.1
10 Seitan 1.8 Other 2.3
11 Other 1.1 Tempeh 1.0
12 Tempeh 0.4 Seitan 0.7

Table 10. Frequency of consumption of meat alternatives such as veggie burgers.

Germany Belgium

% %

never 45.6 41.3
tried it once 16.0 14.6
rarely 20.0 23.2
sometimes 14.4 16.6
frequently 4.0 4.4

In the study, respondents had to indicate if they considered either meathybrids or
meat as tastier. Furthermore, they had to decide which of the alternatives was better for the
environment, better for animal welfare and healthier. Concerning the parameters environment
and animal welfare, the meathybrid was evaluated as much better than the meat option (see
Table 11). Contrarily, meat was perceived as tastier in comparison to the meathybrid by 62.4%
of the respondents in Germany and 62.7% in Belgium. Concerning the perceived healthiness,
the findings differed between the countries. Whereas in Germany, the hybrid was perceived as
healthier, the opposite held for Belgium. We highlight that contrary to the reported literature
for the perception of meat substitutes, at least in Germany, meathybrids were on average seen
as healthier than meat. This outcome is quite surprising against the background that only
respondents that consume meat were interviewed.

Table 11. Perception meat vs. hybrid.

Germany Belgium

Meat Neither/Nor Hybrid Meat Neither/Nor Hybrid

tastier 62.4% 20.8% 16.8% 62.7% 14.0% 23.4%
healthier 31.0% 27.2% 41.8% 45.3% 14.4% 40.3%
better for environment 15.8% 31.0% 53.2% 22.6% 24.2% 53.3%
better for animal welfare 15.6% 26.8% 57.6% 20.2% 28.9% 50.9%

3.4. Multinomial Logit Regression Analysis

In the multinomial regression analysis, it was explored whether the MEAS, the FNS,
the HS and all other analysed parameters had an impact on the decision in the DCE
(see Section 3.3 for the applied model). In the DCE, the respondents were directly asked
if they would choose one out of the four offered product alternatives or none of these
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products. On the basis of the choice experiments carried out, four logistic regression
models for the product categories mortadella, chicken nuggets, salami and meat balls were
calculated for Germany and four models for Belgium (see Table 12). In the estimation
models, the vegetarian option was set as the reference category for the estimation against
the alternatives meat, meat + 50%-plant-based protein seed, meat + 35% plant-based protein
seed and meat + 20%-plant-based protein seed. As expected, the price parameter was
negative and significant in all models and with one exemption, whereas the organic label
predominantly exerted a positive effect on product choice.

The coefficients for the meat options were all significant and revealed the highest
positive values in comparison to all other parameters. Thus, the fact that the product
was a pure meat product had the highest relevance in the analysed sample of meat eaters.
Nonetheless, we highlight that all coefficients for the meathybrids were positive as well,
and out of the 24 coefficients for hybrids, fifteen were significant. That is, the vegetarian
product was the least preferred in the experiment, whereas the pure meat products had the
highest consumer preference, followed by the hybrids. For the plant-based shares of 50%,
35% and 20% in the meathybrids, no real preference order can be stated. Dependent on
the country and the product category, sometimes, the plant-based share of 50% was the
most preferred option (e.g., nuggets in Germany = 0.930 ***) and, sometimes, the lowest
share (e.g., meat balls in Belgium = 0.837 *). Nonetheless, it can be generalised that the
hybrids performed better in the DCE compared to the vegetarian alternative. Furthermore,
the previous use of meat substitutes had a positive impact on the choice of hybrids in
particular for a 50% plant-based protein share (seven out of eight cases). Contrarily, this
parameter had a negative impact on the choice of the meat alternatives in the product
categories mortadella, salami and meat balls.

Concerning the environmental label “reduced CO2”, six out of the eight coefficients
were positive and significant. Thus, the use of such a label on the product packaging for
hybrids can be recommended. For the applied health labels, this holds only for the product
category chicken nuggets and the claim “high of non-saturated acids”, whereas for the other
products, no such effect could be measured. Across all products and countries, the local
origin had a positive effect on product choice (six out of eight parameters were significant),
whereas these held for the national labels only for Germany. As expected, the MEAS exerted
in both countries a positive impact on the preference of the meat alternatives in all product
categories, whereas for the hybrids, there were only a few significant parameters (three
out of 24). Therefore, this psychological construct represents a barrier for the consumption
of hybrids because it directly increases the preference for the default option “pure” meat.
This finding is in line with Graça et al. [38], who found negative significant associations
from meat attachment to meat substitution.

Concerning the HS, it can be stated that the lower the health consciousness was, the
lower was the preference for meat. Interestingly, for most of the hybrid variants across
product categories and countries (19 out of 24 parameters), there were no significant
differences between the hybrid variants and the vegetarian alternatives. Thus, it can be
concluded that on average, the health conscious segment saw no serious differences in the
health characteristics of these options. That is, the vegetarian and hybrids alternatives were
seen both as healthier compared to the meat alternative from this segment. For the impact
of the FNS on the preference of hybrids, the results were quite mixed. Only nine out of
24 parameters were significant, and no real order or systemic behaviour can be identified.
Therefore, the hypothesis, that food neophobia is a barrier for the choice of hybrids, cannot
be affirmed. In this context, we point out that in Belgium, the FNS even reduced the choice
probability of the pure meat alternatives (three out four cases significant), whereas no such
effect can be found in Germany. In Figures 2 and 3, the odds ratios of the estimations are
graphically displayed. The figures clearly show that the sample had a far distance from the
highest preference for the pure meat alternatives.
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Figure 2. Odds ratios—estimations for Germany. ∗ p < 0.1; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Figure 3. Odds ratios—estimations for Belgium. ∗ p < 0.1; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 12. Estimation results.

Mortadella Salami Nuggets Meat Balls

GER BEL GER BEL GER BEL GER BEL
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

meat 1.596 ∗∗∗ 1.713 ∗∗∗ 1.869 ∗∗∗ 2.001 ∗∗∗ 2.508 ∗∗∗ 2.322 ∗∗∗ 1.614 ∗∗∗ 1.828 ∗∗∗
(0.143) (0.154) (0.126) (0.134) (0.158) (0.152) (0.152) (0.158)

meat + 50plant 0.372 ∗∗ 0.486 ∗∗∗ 0.137 0.549 ∗∗∗ 0.930 ∗∗∗ 0.601 ∗∗∗ 0.138 0.770 ∗∗∗
(0.167) (0.170) (0.178) (0.171) (0.208) (0.210) (0.187) (0.178)

meat + 35plant 0.202 0.100 0.473 ∗ 0.598 ∗∗ 0.107 1.222 ∗∗∗ 0.187 0.203
(0.244) (0.274) (0.260) (0.241) (0.366) (0.250) (0.265) (0.314)

meat + 20plant 0.205 0.482 ∗∗ 0.473 ∗∗ 0.643 ∗∗∗ 0.925 ∗∗∗ 0.662 ∗∗∗ 0.366 0.837 ∗∗∗
(0.269) (0.236) (0.208) (0.227) (0.241) (0.233) (0.236) (0.222)

reduced CO2
0.557 ∗∗∗ 0.355 ∗∗ 0.426 ∗∗ −0.014 0.120 0.361 ∗∗ 0.311 ∗ −0.113
(0.150) (0.159) (0.181) (0.185) (0.175) (0.171) (0.176) (0.168)

organic 0.221 ∗∗ 0.186 ∗ 0.348 ∗∗∗ 0.175 ∗ 0.289 ∗∗∗ 0.234 ∗∗ 0.171 0.151
(0.099) (0.102) (0.104) (0.106) (0.111) (0.109) (0.107) (0.105)

Ger/Bel origin 0.756 ∗∗∗ −0.119 0.344 ∗ −0.019 0.102 0.205 0.644 ∗∗∗ 0.132
(0.186) (0.187) (0.178) (0.175) (0.183) (0.180) (0.210) (0.207)

local origin 0.563 ∗∗∗ 0.190 0.502 ∗∗∗ 0.094 0.457 ∗∗∗ 0.685 ∗∗∗ 0.758 ∗∗∗ 0.678 ∗∗∗
(0.150) (0.150) (0.154) (0.153) (0.160) (0.156) (0.158) (0.155)

High in fibre −0.170 −0.231 −0.483 0.490 −0.371 0.256 −0.069 0.099
(0.211) (0.220) (0.378) (0.326) (0.252) (0.222) (0.208) (0.182)

High of nsf.acids −0.265 −0.136 0.167 0.073 0.347 ∗ 0.590 ∗∗∗ −0.257 −0.633 ∗∗∗
(0.188) (0.193) (0.185) (0.186) (0.199) (0.207) (0.212) (0.216)

price −1.293 ∗∗∗ −0.484 ∗∗ −0.544 ∗∗∗ −0.308 −0.672 ∗∗ −0.786 ∗∗∗ −0.576 ∗∗∗ −0.358 ∗∗∗
(0.205) (0.190) (0.197) (0.194) (0.265) (0.256) (0.100) (0.093)

HS * meat −0.362 ∗∗∗ −0.227 ∗∗∗ −0.281 ∗∗∗ −0.273 ∗∗∗ −0.181 ∗ −0.178 ∗∗ −0.351 ∗∗∗ −0.132
(0.099) (0.082) (0.100) (0.093) (0.098) (0.089) (0.098) (0.089)

HS * meat + 50plant −0.089 −0.175 ∗ −0.343 ∗∗∗ 0.022 −0.045 −0.060 −0.345 ∗∗∗ −0.039
(0.113) (0.099) (0.121) (0.117) (0.121) (0.117) (0.114) (0.104)

HS * meat + 35plant −0.211 −0.149 −0.266 −0.287 −0.163 −0.336 −0.404 ∗ −0.701 ∗∗∗
(0.215) (0.253) (0.215) (0.200) (0.247) (0.209) (0.207) (0.223)

HS * meat + 20plant −0.011 −0.038 −0.266 −0.144 −0.056 −0.167 −0.214 0.040
(0.224) (0.212) (0.173) (0.192) (0.168) (0.161) (0.183) (0.187)

FNS * meat 0.137 −0.243 ∗∗∗ 0.233 ∗∗ −0.164 ∗ 0.126 −0.301 ∗∗∗ 0.241 ∗∗ −0.245 ∗∗∗
(0.099) (0.080) (0.101) (0.093) (0.101) (0.092) (0.095) (0.089)

FNS * meat + 50plant 0.175 −0.126 0.091 −0.204 ∗ 0.221 ∗ −0.201 ∗ 0.173 −0.188 ∗
(0.114) (0.099) (0.130) (0.112) (0.128) (0.118) (0.118) (0.102)

FNS * meat + 35plant 0.051 −0.141 0.450 ∗∗ −0.222 0.433 −0.423 ∗ 0.531 ∗∗ −0.104
(0.232) (0.257) (0.227) (0.197) (0.293) (0.223) (0.233) (0.232)

FNS * meat + 20plant 0.504 ∗∗ −0.128 0.159 0.170 0.085 −0.486 ∗∗∗ 0.375 ∗ −0.140
(0.236) (0.193) (0.182) (0.193) (0.172) (0.163) (0.205) (0.192)

MEAS * meat 0.580 ∗∗∗ 0.307 ∗∗∗ 0.554 ∗∗∗ 0.544 ∗∗∗ 0.535 ∗∗∗ 0.560 ∗∗∗ 0.658 ∗∗∗ 0.359 ∗∗∗
(0.103) (0.081) (0.102) (0.094) (0.103) (0.091) (0.101) (0.089)

MEAS * meat + 50plant 0.151 −0.097 0.156 0.144 0.303 ∗∗ 0.200 ∗ −0.013 0.083
(0.115) (0.098) (0.126) (0.113) (0.126) (0.117) (0.118) (0.101)

MEAS * meat + 35plant 0.142 −0.068 0.523 ∗∗ 0.543 ∗∗∗ 0.560 ∗∗ 0.190 0.132 0.023
(0.224) (0.259) (0.245) (0.203) (0.274) (0.225) (0.242) (0.226)
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Table 12. Cont.

Mortadella Salami Nuggets Meat Balls

GER BEL GER BEL GER BEL GER BEL
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

MEAS * meat + 20plant −0.032 0.170 0.067 0.114 0.139 0.439 ∗∗∗ −0.087 −0.163
(0.251) (0.196) (0.178) (0.192) (0.181) (0.162) (0.195) (0.192)

FAMILIARITY * meat −0.188 ∗∗ −0.125 −0.290 ∗∗∗ −0.256 ∗∗∗ 0.016 0.135 −0.135 −0.157 ∗
(0.096) (0.082) (0.094) (0.091) (0.100) (0.093) (0.092) (0.092)

FAMILIARITY * meat + 50pl. 0.321 ∗∗∗ 0.173 ∗ 0.195 ∗ 0.124 0.442 ∗∗∗ 0.529 ∗∗∗ 0.316 ∗∗∗ 0.233 ∗∗
(0.106) (0.096) (0.116) (0.108) (0.120) (0.116) (0.108) (0.102)

FAMILIARITY * meat + 35pl. 0.299 0.369 0.160 −0.086 1.181 ∗∗∗ 0.371 ∗ 0.601 ∗∗∗ 0.931 ∗∗∗
(0.204) (0.231) (0.216) (0.209) (0.272) (0.205) (0.215) (0.254)

FAMILIARITY * meat + 20pl. 0.242 0.343 ∗ 0.185 0.201 0.019 0.267 0.429 ∗∗ 0.128
(0.224) (0.199) (0.165) (0.174) (0.173) (0.167) (0.180) (0.175)

no option −0.826 ∗∗∗ 0.692 ∗∗∗ −0.113 0.290 −0.292 −0.243 −0.330 0.285
(0.281) (0.265) (0.257) (0.248) (0.563) (0.535) (0.277) (0.277)

Observations 1000 1002 1000 1002 1000 1002 1000 1002
Log Likelihood −1220.917 −1366.974 −1201.299 −1272.771 −1177.140 −1261.003 −1227.343 −1310.656

∗ p < 0.1; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The results show that more than fifty percent of consumers substitute meat at least oc-
casionally. Thus, about half of the respondents revealed an eligible consumption behaviour
with respect to sustainability and healthiness, at least sometimes. Furthermore, about a fifth
indicated sometimes consuming, respectively frequently, meat alternatives such as veggie
burgers. However, most of the consumed meat alternatives had an animal origin (dairy
products, fish, eggs), which, like meat production, come along with an environmental
burden. In this context, we highlight, that the findings of this study demonstrate that at
least a substantial amount of consumers are open-minded to the “meathybrid” concept.
Even a higher share believes that this new alternative is better for the environment and the
animals in comparison to meat. In the DCE, the tested meathybrid variants with different
shares of plant-based proteins took the second position, followed by the vegetarian-based
alternative. Therefore, meathybrids could facilitate the diet transition of meat-eaters in the
direction toward a more sustainable consumption. The analysed consumer segment was
more open-minded to the meathybrid concept in comparison to the vegetarian substitutes.
Thus, there is chance that hybrids could serve as a low-threshold option for a transition in
the direction toward a more sustainable diet.

Nonetheless, on the road-map of this transition, some major problems and issues have
to be tackled. Other research [39,40] suggested that the current meathybrids and meat
replacers are still relatively unfamiliar and that their image in relation to the expected
taste as shown in this study is quite mixed. While meathybrids have a plant-based protein
share, they are not necessarily optimal from an environmental perspective, because their
processing stage can require a considerable input of energy, and they often contain a high
share of egg protein [41,42]. Although technological development has led to improvements
in the quality of meathybrids in recent years, it is still important to develop improved
meathybrids and meat substitutes, which are significantly better and superior compared to
meat in several ways, such as taste, texture and environmental performance with a lower
input of energy and egg whites [43,44].

Despite the technological challenges, there are cultural, respectively socio-cultural
challenges as well. As shown, meat attachment as a psychological construct represents a
barrier for diet change and transition. Future research should address this topic in more
detail and analyse how to overcome this attitude.

Concerning the impact factors on choosing either meathybrids or meat, it becomes
obvious that familiarity with meat substitutes, respectively their former use, plays a great
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role in preference formation. Therefore, it can be recommended to increase the share of
meat substitutes/meathybrids in school/public canteens and to financially support other
canteens that replace meat with plant substitutes or hybrids. Herewith, consumers are
confronted more often with meat alternatives, and familiarity with such products can be
built up on a mid- to long-term time horizon.
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Abstract: Perception and liking among Irish, German and USA consumers of salted butter produced
from different feed systems—outdoor grass (FS-GRSS), grass/clover (FS-CLVR), and indoor concentrate
(FS-TMR)—was investigated. A consumer study was conducted in all three countries. Irish and
German assessors participated in ranking descriptive analysis (RDA), whereas descriptive analysis
(DA) was carried out by a trained panel in the USA. Volatile analysis was conducted to identify
differences in aroma compounds related to cow diet. Overall, there was no significant difference
in overall liking of the butters, among USA, German and Irish consumers, although cross-cultural
preferences were evident. Sensory attribute differences based on cow diet were evident across the
three countries, as identified by German and Irish assessors and trained USA panelists, which are
likely influenced by familiarity. The abundance of specific volatile aromatic compounds, especially
some aldehydes and ketones, were significantly impacted by the feed system and may also contribute
to some of the perceived sensory attribute differences in these butters.

Keywords: dairy; diet; butter preference; sensory; volatiles

1. Introduction

Globally, consumers are increasingly aware of their food choices, with respect to country of origin,
production practices, sustainability, and potential health-promoting properties, prior to purchase [1].
Satisfaction of these extrinsic aspects can influence overall liking, and thus purchase intent and
even willingness to pay a premium, particularly for meat and dairy products [2–6]. There has been
substantial interest in exploring consumer’s perception towards meat and dairy products produced
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from a pasture/grazing diet. A recent review by Stampa, Schipmann-Schwarze et al. (2020) [7],
mainly focusing on studies undertaken in Europe and the United States of America (USA), outlined that
attitudes towards environmental practices and health benefits of consuming pasture-raised livestock
products were the main drivers for consumption and willingness to pay premium prices for these
types of products.

Farming practices in Ireland consist of fresh pasture for the majority of lactation, allowing for
utilization of a low-cost, readily available feed source to produce high-quality milk products [8,9].
Since the abolishment of milk quotas in Europe in 2015, milk production in Ireland has increased
substantially, with a 13% increase in milk intake from 2015 to 2017 [10–12]. In 2019, Ireland’s dairy
sector grew in value by 11%, with butter being the largest export category [13] and further opportunities
exist to expand current markets and develop new markets.

The most apparent differences in dairy products produced from cows on a pasture-rich diet,
versus concentrates, are changes to the fatty acid (FA) profile and color. Inclusion of fresh pasture
significantly increases levels of unsaturated FAs in milk [14–16], and β-carotene levels, enhancing
a yellow color, particularly obvious in butter, as β-carotene is fat soluble [17]. Although milk and
dairy products are not regarded as a dietary source of omega-3 FAs, higher amounts of α-linoleic acid
and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) are present in bovine milk from pasture based diets [14,15,18–20].
β-carotene derived from fresh pasture gives a yellow hue to butter, with the intensity of yellow
positively correlating to the amount of fresh pasture grazed [21,22]. β-carotene is also a precursor
for fat-soluble vitamin A, and a powerful antioxidant, and therefore also beneficial in the diet [23].
Butter hardness and spreadability are also dictated by the FA profile and thus impacted by the cow’s
diet, with higher numbers of unsaturated FAs lowering the melting point [24].

Butter is coveted for its rich sensory attributes, with butter flavor being a significant driver for
liking [25]. Although flavor is mainly dictated by the milk fat itself and added salt, volatile aroma
compounds also play an important role in the sensory perception of butter. Previous studies have
identified a range of potentially important volatiles including lactones, ketones, acids, esters, aldehydes,
pyrroles and sulfur compounds, thought to influence the sensory perception of butter or sweet cream
butter [26–28] and further work is required to determine factors that may influence the generation of
these volatiles, such as cow diet. Although the influence of diet on the sensory properties of butter has
been previously investigated [22,29], studies are limited and no studies have been published exploring
the cross-cultural liking of salted butter. Therefore, an objective of this study was to investigate
the liking and perception of salted butters, produced from cows outdoors on two pasture-based
diets—perennial ryegrass, or perennial ryegrass/white clover—and cows indoors on a concentrate diet
(total mixed rations) by consumers (Ireland, Germany and the USA), untrained assessors (Ireland and
Germany) and trained panelists (USA). In addition, volatile analysis was performed to elucidate
potential differences in sensory perception. The information generated should result in an improved
understanding of the cross-cultural perception of Irish dairy products beneficial for the export markets.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Diets and Milk Production

Fifty-four spring calving Friesian cows were selected from the general herd at the Teagasc Animal
and Grassland Research and Innovation Centre, Moorepark, Fermoy, Co. Cork. Teagasc has both an
animal welfare body and animal ethics committee. The animal welfare body is a legal requirement
of Article 26 of Directive 2010/63/EU and Regulation 50 of S.I. No. 543 of 2012. The Health Products
Regulatory Authority provided project authorization, and the Health Products Regulatory Authority
License number for this project is AE19132/P019. The cows were randomized based on milk yield,
milk solids yield, calving date and lactation number, and allocated to one of three experimental
feed systems (FS) (n = 18) (18 cows in each FS)—outdoor pasture grazing on perennial ryegrass
(Lolium perenne L.) (FS-GRSS), outdoor pasture grazing on perennial ryegrass supplemented with
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white clover (Trifolium repens L.) (FS-CLVR) or housed indoor provided with a diet of TMR (FS-TMR).
In-depth details of the three diets were outlined by O’Callaghan et al. (2016) [22]. Morning and
evening milks from each of the experimental herds (FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR and FS-TMR) were collected
and assigned as per feed system to 5000 L refrigerated tanks. Combined milk was kept at 4 ◦C prior to
sample collection, which took place within 24 h after milking.

2.2. Butter Manufacture

Butter production took place on 3 separate occasions over a 3 week period. Butter produced
from each experimental feed system was produced in triplicate (producing 3 batches per feed system).
The procedure was identical to that as outlined by O’Callaghan, et al. (2016) [22].

The butter was packed into 200 ± 20 g sticks using an extruder and wrapped in grease-proof paper
followed by an outer wrapping of aluminum foil. Butter was vacuum packed and stored at −20 ◦C
until subsequent sensory and volatile analysis. Butter was defrosted in a refrigerator 24 h before the
relevant analysis. Prior to each sensory study, the butter was tempered at room temperature for 1 h.

2.3. Consumer Study

2.3.1. Consumer Selection

Three consumer sensory panels from three countries—Ireland, Germany and USA—were created
for the purpose of this study. Panels were comprised of 108 German (70% female, 30 male, age = 18–68),
103 USA (79% female, 21% male, age = 21–64) and 96 Irish consumers (68% female, 32% male = 18–60),
who regularly consumed butter. The German consumers consisted of a mixture of faculty and students,
recruited in the University of Applied Sciences, Muenster, Germany. The USA consumers were
recruited by the Southeast Dairy Foods Research Center, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
North Carolina, USA. The Irish consumers consisted of students and staff from Teagasc Food Research
Centre, Moorepark, Fermoy, Co. Cork, Ireland and St. Angela’s Food Technology Centre, Sligo, Ireland.

2.3.2. Product Evaluation by Hedonic, Intensity and Just-About-Right Scales

Butter evaluation took place in accordance with international standards [30], in each country.
The ballots were identical in all three countries except that salt liking was not included in the USA
ballot. The consumer study evaluation was designed to collect information on attribute liking, intensity
perception and optimum levels of each attribute by applying a just-about-right scale (JAR). Liking was
assessed for overall appearance, color, flavor, and texture attributes, intensity for color, flavor, saltiness,
freshness, and firmness, and JAR scale evaluation was used to assess color, flavor, saltiness and texture.
Each attribute was evaluated for liking and intensity on a 9-point hedonic scale; 9 = “extremely like”
and 1 = “extremely dislike” and 9 = “high intensity” and 1 = “low intensity”, respectively (Table S1).
Five-point JAR scales were employed with extremes 1 = “much too little” and 5 = “much too much”.
Since 9 butters were produced in total from the 3 experimental diets (3 butters produced in triplicate),
the samples were presented to panelists in an incomplete block design, randomly allocated and single
blinded using three-digit codes, allowing for even distribution of each treatment and butter trial.
Therefore, the order of presentation was balanced, not randomized, and the ballot order for each
product was identical as per standard consumer tests. Panelists were presented with three individual
5± 0.02 g servings of butter alongside water crackers and water. Crackers were provided for palatability
purposes, the butter was presented on the crackers, but consumers were clearly instructed that the
sensory evaluation was to be carried out solely on the sensory attributes of the butter. Panelists were
encouraged to rinse their palate thoroughly after each sample and a 1 min rest between each sample was
enforced. Consumers from the University of Applied Sciences, Muenster and Teagasc Food Research
Centre completed the ballot questionnaire on paper. Consumers at North Carolina State University
and St. Angela’s College undertook the questionaire via Compusense Cloud (Guelph, Canada) and
FIZZ (Biosystems, Couternon, France), respectively.
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2.4. Ranking Descriptive Analysis

Ranking descriptive analysis (RDA) [31], a modification of flash profiling, was performed by
untrained assessors at the University of Applied Sciences, Muenster, Germany, and at the Teagasc Food
Research Centre, Ireland. However, as stated, assessors were recruited on their frequency to consume
butter, and had previous sensory analysis experience. Each panel was comprised of 20 German and
20 Irish assessors, respectively. Attributes were generated by a focus group consisting of 7 people,
comprised of members from the Food Quality and Sensory Science Department at the Teagasc Food
Research Centre, Ireland. The established list of attributes was chosen on their ability to best describe
the different butter samples produced by each treatment. Irish and German assessors were asked
to assess the attributes relative to color (yellow color), aroma (buttery, milky, grassy and rancid),
flavor (salty, sweet, creamy, sour, stale) and texture (melt in the mouth) (Table S2). Similar to the
consumer study, each butter trial sample was presented to assessors on a water cracker for evaluation.
The presentation for the RDA was a complete block design. Assessors were briefly coached on the
explanation of each attribute in relevance to butter and asked to evaluate the intensity of each on a
9 cm continuous scale. Sensory analysis was conducted in duplicate over two separate occasions.

2.5. Descriptive Analysis Evaluation

Butter flavor was evaluated by a trained descriptive sensory panel using an established flavor
language for butter [25] (Cooked/Nutty, Milkfat, Grassy, Mothball, Stale, Salty Taste and Color Intensity).
All sensory testing was conducted in accordance with the North Carolina State University Institutional
Review Board for Human Subjects guidelines. Panelists (n = 6) had more than 100 h of previous
experience with the sensory analysis of dairy products. Prior to this study, panelists participated in 20 h
of additional training on the three butters, FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR and FS-TMR to calibrate and confirm
sensory attributes. Samples were prepared 24 h in advance and refrigerated at 4 ◦C. Prior to evaluation,
butters were tempered to 15 ◦C. A cube of butter (~20 g) was placed in 3-digit-coded, 60 mL lidded
cups (Sweetheart Cup Company, Owings Mills, MD, USA). Samples were evaluated on a 15-point
intensity scale, in duplicate, on paper ballots by each panelist in a randomized balanced block design.

2.6. Volatile Analysis by HS-SPME-GC-MS

Volatile analysis was carried out by headspace solid-phase microextraction gas chromatography
mass spectrometry (HS-SPME-GC-MS) utilizing a Gerstel MultiPurpose Sampler (GMPS) rail system
(Anatune, Cambridge CB3 0NA, UK) connected to a Shimadzu GP2010 plus GC (Mason Technology
Ltd., Dublin, Ireland). A 50/30 μm divinylbenzene/carboxen/polydimethylsiloxane (DVB/CAR/PDMS)
SPME fiber was employed for analysis (Agilent Technologies Ireland Ltd., Cork, Ireland). The chosen
HS-SPME parameters were as described by O’Callaghan [22], with modifications. More sample was
used and a longer extraction time was applied in an attempt to recover a higher number compounds.
Butter was thawed overnight at room temperature and 3 g was added to an La-Pha-Pack amber
20 mL screw-capped SPME vial with magnetic caps and silicone/polytetrafluoroethylene 1.3 mm 45◦
shore A septa (Apex Scientific Ltd., Co. Kildare, Ireland) and equilibrated for 10 min while exposed
to a temperature of 40 ◦C, with pulsed agitation for 5 s at 350 rpm using the GMPS agitator/heater.
The SPME fiber was exposed to the headspace above the samples, at a depth of 21 mm, for an
extraction time of 60 min at 40 ◦C. The fiber was retracted, injected into the GC inlet with a merlin
microseal (Merck, Arklow, Ireland) and desorbed for 3 min at 250 ◦C, followed by 3 min at 270 ◦C
in the GMPS fiber bakeout station, to minimize carryover of compounds. Each butter trial was
analyzed in triplicate. An external standard solution (1-butanol, dimethyl disulfide, butyl acetate,
cyclohexanone) (Merck, Arklow, Ireland) at 1000 ppm in methanol (Merck, Arklow, Ireland) was also
analyzed at the start and end of each batch, and levels of each external standard were quantified
and compared to reference values to ensure that both the SPME extraction and MS detection were
performing within specification.
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The GC analysis was performed on a Shimadzu 2010 Plus GC (Mason Technology Ltd., Dublin,
Ireland), equipped with a split/splitless injector, operating in the splitless mode. The carrier gas was
helium held at a pressure of 43.8 psi and a flow rate of 1.2 mL/min. The volatile compounds were
separated on a DB-624 UI (60 m × 0.32 mm × 1.80 μm) column (Agilent Technologies Ireland Ltd., Cork,
Ireland). The temperature of the column oven was set at 40 ◦C, held for 5 min, increased at 5 ◦C/min
to 230 ◦C then increased at 15 ◦C/min to 260 ◦C. The total GC run time was 65 min. Compound
identification was carried out by a Shimadzu TQ8030 mass spectrometry detector (Mason Technologies
Ltd., Dublin, Ireland) ran in the single-quad mode. The ion source temperature was 220 ◦C and
the interface temperature was set at 260 ◦C. The MS mode was electronic ionization (70 eV) with
the mass range scanned between m/z 35 and 250 amu. Compounds were identified using mass
spectra comparisons to the NIST 2014 mass spectral library, the Shimadzu commercial library FFNSC
(Flavor and Fragrance Natural and Synthetic Compounds library) version 2 and an in-house library
created in GCMS Solutions software (Shimadzu, Japan) created with standards (where possible),
and with target and qualifier ions and linear retention indices for each compound [32]. Spectral
deconvolution was also performed to confirm identification of compounds using AMDIS (Automated
Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification System, www.amdis.net).

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was handled accordingly based on the normality of the data. Hedonic data from
the sensory evaluation was analyzed using a non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test (α = 0.05), with post
hoc Mann-Whitney to identify the significant differences between samples. Bonferroni adjustment
was applied to account for type 1 error, therefore working at an alpha level of 0.017. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey significant test was applied to RDA and descriptive analysis
data, working at an alpha level of 0.05. Just-about-right (JAR) data was assessed using chi-square
statistic. A combination of parametric and non-parametric tests was used to evaluate the volatile
data. All parametric and non-parametric tests were performed using SPSS IBM SPSS Statistics 24 for
windows (SPSS Inc., IBM Corporation, NY, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Consumer Evaluation

The average results of the sensory evaluation of consumers liking towards FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR
and FS-TMR butters are presented in Table 1. Overall, there were no significant (p < 0.05) differences
in overall liking of all three butters within each consumer cultural group; however, cross-cultural
differences were evident.

3.1.1. Irish Consumers

There was no significant (p> 0.05) difference among Irish consumers liking of the sensory attributes
(overall appearance, color, flavor, saltiness, texture) or overall liking of the three butters (Hedonics
Table 1). These results contradict a previous study by O’Callaghan et al. 2016 [22], who found that
Irish consumers preferred the appearance and flavor of butters produced from grass and clover diets,
compared to butter produced from TMR. However, in this study, Irish consumers did perceive the
color intensity of FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters significantly (p < 0.017) higher than FS-TMR butter
(Intensity Scale Evaluation Table 1), presumably due to higher β-carotene levels, with 41.6% of panelists
grouping the FS-TMR butter as ‘not yellow enough’ (JAR Evaluation Table 1). However, this did not
negatively influence their liking of the FS-TMR butter.
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3.1.2. German Consumers

Similar to Irish consumers, there was no significant (p > 0.05) difference in liking by German
consumers for all three butters for sensory attributes, or for overall liking (Hedonics Table 1).
In agreement with Irish consumers, German consumers rated the color of both FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR
butter significantly (p < 0.017) more intense than FS-TMR butter (Intensity Scale Evaluation Table 1) and
showed a significant (p < 0.05) higher score for ‘not yellow enough’ for FS-TMR butter (JAR Evaluation
Table 1). German consumers also found the salt intensity of FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters, significantly
(p < 0.017) higher than FS-TMR butter, even though identical levels of salt were added to each batch.
Additionally, there was a significant (p < 0.017) difference in the perception of firmness intensity, with
FS-TMR butter perceived as firmer than FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters. Although FA analysis was not
undertaken in this study, butters from an identical experimental trial [22], and other studies [33,34],
have characterized butter produced from pasture diets higher in unsaturated FAs, therefore the
pasture-derived butter is likely to be softer, due to a lower melting point. The higher salty intensity
perception of FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butter as perceived by the German consumers may also relate to
the softer texture of these butters and their behavior in the mouth—more rapid melting compared to
FS-TMR butter (Figure 1). This would also appear to be confirmed by the JAR Evaluation of texture
for FS TMR butter, which was deemed significantly (p < 0.05) higher for ‘much too firm’. Dadalı and
Elmacı (2019) [35] found that margarine with the lowest score for hardness was perceived as the saltiest,
despite having identical salt contents.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Average results (n = 20) from ranking descriptive analysis evaluation of FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR
and FS-TMR butters by Irish (a) and German (b) assessors. * p < 0.05.

3.1.3. USA Consumers

For overall appearance and color liking, USA consumers scored FS-CLVR and FS-TMR butters
significantly (p < 0.017) higher than FS-GRSS butter (Hedonics Table 1). When attempting to elucidate
the drivers for liking of butter, Krause et al. 2007 [25] identified from a focus group that USA consumers
found a light yellow color desirable in butter, which likely explains why USA consumers in this
study rated their liking of appearance and color of FS-TMR butter the highest (Hedonics Table 1),
promoting the theory of familiarity dictating preference [36,37]. However, it is difficult to interpret why
consumers liked the FS-CLVR butter similarly to FS-TMR butter for appearance and color, yet rated the
FS-GRSS butter significantly lower for these same attributes. In the JAR Evaluation, USA consumers
also scored FS-CLVR and FS-TMR butters significantly (p < 0.05) higher for ‘just about right’ for yellow
color. However, these same consumers also scored FS-TMR butter significantly (p < 0.05) higher for
‘not enough yellow’, compared to FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butter. Interestingly, FS-GRSS butter flavor
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was perceived as the most favorable by USA consumers. However, it was not significantly (p > 0.017)
different from FS-TMR butter. This may reflect the trend in the USA for value added grass fed milk
and other dairy products [38]. In terms of texture liking, USA consumers liked the FS-CLVR butter
significantly (p < 0.017) more than FS-TMR butter. Krause et al. 2007 [25] also identified a cluster
of USA consumers, referred to as ‘margarine lovers’, who were also butter users, but preferred the
sensory attributes of margarines, i.e., the soft texture. This result corresponds to that of the JAR
Evaluation, where consumers ranked FS-CLVR and FS-GRSS butters higher for ‘just-about-right’
texture, with FS-CLVR butter significantly (p < 0.05) higher compared to FS-TMR butter. In addition,
USA consumers ranked FS-TMR butter significantly (p < 0.05) higher for ‘much too firm’.

3.2. Cross-Cultural Perceptions of Butters

Irish and USA consumers scored the overall appearance liking of FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters
significantly (p < 0.017) higher compared to German consumers (Hedonics Table 1). However, Irish and
German consumers both scored FS-TMR butter statistically (p < 0.017) lower for liking of appearance.
Cross-cultural liking of color corresponds to liking of appearance, with Irish and USA consumers
liking FS-CLVR butter significantly (p < 0.017) more than German consumers. Irish consumers are
accustomed to yellow butter and previously showed highest liking for butter produced from grass and
clover, compared to TMR [22]. Referring to the study by Krause et al. 2007 [25], the same cluster of USA
consumers who liked softer ‘margarine like’ butters also preferred those butters and spreads which
were darker in color, in agreement with this study. Similarly, USA consumers scored the FS-GRSS
butter significantly (p < 0.017) higher for liking of flavor than Irish and German consumers. Both Irish
and German consumers had similar liking for the texture of FS-GRSS butter, which was significantly
(p < 0.017) higher compared to USA consumers. Overall acceptability of FS-GRSS butter was rated
significantly (p < 0.017) higher by USA consumers compared to Irish and German consumers, which
may be driven by their high liking for flavor. Both USA and Irish consumers considered FS-CLVR
butter to be significantly (p < 0.017) higher for overall acceptability compared to German consumers.
Salt intensity was perceived significantly (p < 0.017) higher by German consumers compared to Irish
consumers for both FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butter (Intensity Scale Evaluation Table 1). Irish consumers
are familiar with soft butter, and did not perceive a significant difference in salt taste in agreement
with a previous study [22]. Butter sold in Germany, however, is typically unsalted, which may explain
the higher perceived salt intensity in the pasture butters, although texture, as discussed earlier, is
also likely a contributory factor. Perception of freshness intensity was significantly lower (p < 0.017)
by German consumers compared to Irish consumers for FS-CLVR butters. Irish consumers found
FS-GRSS butter to be significantly (p < 0.017) firmer compared to German consumers, which again, is
likely to be related to familiarity [22].

Significant (p < 0.017) differences were identified for liking of FS-TMR butter, with USA consumers
rating the overall appearance, color and overall liking significantly (p < 0.017) higher, compared to
Irish and German consumers, with a similar trend identified by Krause et al. 2007 [25]. There was no
significant (p > 0.017) difference in liking of flavor of FS-TMR butter between Irish and USA consumers,
which differed to O’ Callaghan et al. 2016 [22], where Irish consumers rated liking of flavor of TMR
butter significantly lower than butter produced from milk from grass and clover diets. There was
a significant (p < 0.017) difference in the liking of texture of FS-TMR butter by Irish and German
consumers compared to USA consumers. For intensity ratings, Irish consumers ranked color, flavor and
firmness of FS-TMR butter significantly (p < 0.05) higher than German consumers. No significant
differences were evident in relation to JAR Evaluation for color, flavor, salt (USA consumers did not
assess salt) or texture between the cultural groups. Overall, the cross-cultural perception of butter
attributes by the three consumer groups was within a similar range on the hedonic scale, signifying a
liking of butter among all three consumer groups.
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3.3. Ranking Descriptive Analysis

The average results of Irish and German assessors perception of butters are portrayed in Figure 1a,b
and in Table 2. Corresponding to the results for yellow intensity (Table 1), both Irish and German
assessors rated FS-TMR butter significantly (p < 0.05) lower for yellow color. Both German and Irish
assessors rated FS-CLVR butter as having a more intense yellow color (Figure 1a,b), compared to
FS-GRSS butter, although not significant, this may suggest that FS-CLVR butter contained higher
amounts of β-carotene (β-carotene levels vary with intake of grass and clover outdoors). O’Callaghan
et al. 2016 [22] identified grass butters as having the highest levels of β-carotene. However, Panthi,
Sundekilde et al. (2019) [39] identified Massdam cheeses produced from cows supplemented with
white clover as having higher amounts of β-carotene compared to cheese produced from only grass.
As mentioned, β-carotene content in milk will vary due to the levels of grass and clover ingested by
cows due to differences in availability within the pasture. German assessors perceived FS-TMR butter
as significantly (p < 0.05) darker than Irish assessors; however, this does not match results from the
intensity scale portion of the consumer study (Table 1). This result may be due to the fact that in
Ireland only butter derived from pasture is commercially available, while in Germany butter’s from
both pasture or concentrate are widely available, and therefore Irish consumers may have scored TMR
butter lower for color intensity due to a lack of familiarity.

Table 2. Cross-cultural comparison of RDA evaluation by Irish and German assessors of butters
produced by different diets—FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR and FS-TMR.

Irish Assessors German Assessors

FS-GRSS FS-CLVR FS-TMR FS-GRSS FS-CLVR FS-TMR

Color
Yellow color 6.81 ± 0.9 a 6.33 ± 1.37 a 2.41 ± 0.85 by 6.63 ± 1.12 a 6.41 ± 1.46 a 3.72 ± 1.37 bx

Aroma
Buttery 4.66 ± 1.53 a 5.13 ± 1.51 a 3.48 ± 1.22 b 5.48 ± 1.86 5.93 ± 1.99 5.20 ± 1.93
Milky 3.89 ± 1.45 y 4.05 ± 1.29 3.40 ± 1.24 5.03 ± 2.56 x 4.66 ± 2.25 3.93 ± 2.08
Grassy 2.41 ± 1.17 2.54 ± 1.34 1.71 ± 0.72 2.50 ± 1.92 2.42 ± 1.97 1.69 ± 1.11
Rancid 1.39 ± 0.69 1.76 ± 1.40 1.31 ± 0.73 2.11 ± 1.76 2.05 ± 1.64 1.49 ± 1.08
Flavor
Salty 5.71 ± 1.13 a 5.33 ± 1.66 a 4.16 ± 1.77 b 6.24 ± 2.00 a 6.23 ± 1.47 a 4.81 ± 1.77 b

Sweet 3.64 ± 1.50 3.99 ± 1.45 3.34 ± 1.41 3.92 ± 1.95 3.50 ± 1.76 3.61 ± 1.84
Creamy 6.29 ± 1.25 a 6.24 ± 1.37 a 4.91 ± 1.46 b 5.27 ± 1.90 5.10 ± 1.90 4.60 ± 2.03

Sour 1.64 ± 0.57 y 1.76 ± 1.15 1.83 ± 0.79 2.85 ± 1.67 x 2.97 ± 2.20 2.79 ± 1.82
Stale 1.51 ± 0.81 1.76 ± 1.07 1.61 ± 0.74 1.59 ± 0.78 1.80 ± 1.49 1.83 ± 1.44

Off flavor 1.44 ± 0.63 2.16 ± 1.84 1.56 ± 1.01 1.90 ± 1.33 1.81 ± 1.25 1.66 ± 1.33
Texture

Melt in the mouth 7.19 ± 0.85 a 6.79 ± 1.26 a 4.19 ± 1.73 by 7.36 ± 1.20 6.86 ± 1.46 5.96 ± 2.21 x

Values are the average results ±standard deviations. Within consumer group: values in the same row not sharing
the same superscript (a, b) indicate significant difference (Confidence level 5%, identified using ANOVA and Tukey
post). Cross-cultural comparison: values in the same row not sharing the same superscript (x, y) indicate significant
difference (confidence level 5%, identified using student t-test).

Irish assessors perceived the aroma of FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters as significantly (p < 0.05)
more buttery compared to FS-TMR butter, similar to O’Callaghan et al. 2016 [22], where consumers
rated butter produced from grass significantly higher for diacetyl aroma compared to TMR butter.
There was no significant difference (p < 0.05) detected among the German assessors for buttery aroma.
German assessors perceived FS-GRSS butters to be significantly more milky compared to Irish assessors.
Grassy and rancid aroma were not identified as significantly (p > 0.05) different by either German
or Irish assessors. Both Irish and German assessors perceived significant (p < 0.05) differences in
saltines perception, with values for FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters significantly higher, compared
to FS-TMR butter. This is likely linked to the texture—melt in the mouth attribute—where Irish
assessors perceived FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters to melt much more rapidly (p < 0.05) in the mouth.
As previously mentioned, this is likely due to changes in fatty acid profile, which influence spreadability
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and melting properties of butter [40]. Similarly, Irish assessors perceived the flavor attribute creamy as
significantly (p < 0.05) higher in both FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters, than in FS-TMR butter, which is
also likely directly related to the texture, and in turn to the unsaturated fatty acid profile of these
butters. Irish assessors have previously perceived pasture butters as significantly more creamy [22].
Irish assessors in this study also found that FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters were significantly higher
(p < 0.05) for melt in the mouth than FS-TMR butter. German assessors scored melt in the mouth
statistically higher (p < 0.05) for TS-TMR butter than Irish assessors. German assessors also found
FS-CLVR butter significantly (p < 0.05) more sour compared to Irish assessors, and this may relate to
the lower rating of freshness as perceived in the consumer study (Intensity Scale Evaluation Table 1).

3.4. Descriptive Analysis Evaluation of FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR and FS-TMR Butters by Trained USA Panelists

The results of the descriptive analysis (DA) undertaken by trained USA panelists are listed in
Table 3. There was no significant (p > 0.05) difference perceived for cooked/nutty, milkfat, and salty
taste, between all three butters. Grassy was rated significantly (p < 0.05) higher in FS-GRSS butter,
followed by FS-CLVR butter. However, it was not detected in FS-TMR butter, corresponding to results
from Cheng et al. (2020) [41], who reported significant difference in grassy/hay perception of bovine
skim milk powder, produced from pasture versus indoor TMR diets, as assessed by a descriptive
panel. Villeneuve et al. 2013 [42] identified that grassy intensity was higher from milk produced
by pasture and correlated to the higher levels of the aldehyde pentanal. The attribute stale was not
perceived in any of the butters, and the levels of saltiness perception were similar (Table 3). Panelists
found a significant (p < 0.05) difference in the color intensity of the three butters, in the following
order: FS-CLVR > FS-GRSS > FS-TMR. Mothball flavor was noted in FS-CLVR butter but not in
FS-GRSS or FS-TMR butters. This is a feed specific flavor that has been documented in previous studies
(butter, cheese, dried ingredients) manufactured from pasture feeding, and appears to be specific to
certain types of pastures [25,43].

Table 3. Sensory attribute means from trained USA panel evaluation of FS-GRSS, FS-CLVR and FS-TMR
butters. Table presents DA averages and standard deviations.

Feed System

Sensory Attribute FS-CLVR FS-GRSS FS-TMR

Cooked/Nutty 3.1 ± 0.1 3.06 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.1
Milkfat 3.1 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.1
Grassy 1.2 ± 0.1 b 1.4 ± 0.1 a ND c

Mothball 1.3 ± 0.1 a ND b ND b

Stale ND ND ND
Salty Taste 11.1 ± 0.1 10.9 ± 0.7 11.2 ± 0.1

Color Intensity 4.2 ± 0.1 a 3.4 ± 0.3 b 1.8 ± 0.1 c

Means represent duplicate evaluations from three experimental replications by six highly trained panelists. Attributes
were scored using a 0 to 15 point universal intensity scale consistent with the Spectrum descriptive analysis method.
ND—not detected. Means in a row followed by different superscript letters are different (p < 0.05). Values provided
after ± are standard deviations.

3.5. Volatile Compounds

HS-SPME-GC-MS analysis of the butters identified a total of 30 volatile compounds across the
three feeding systems (Table 4). Aldehydes, ketones, acids, terpenes and lactones were the main
chemical classes contributing to the volatile profile of all three butters. We have only discussed
compounds where the abundances are significantly different with respect to the feed systems.

The aldehyde compounds—pentanal, hexanal, heptanal and decanal—were most influenced by
the different feed systems. All of these compounds are associated with lipid oxidation [44]. Levels of
pentanal were significantly (p < 0.05) more abundant in FS-CLVR butter compared to FS-GRSS and
FS-TMR butters in agreement with previous studies on butter [22], and pasteurized bovine milk [45].
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Pentanal is derived from the fatty acids arachidonic and linoleic acid has the potential to adversely
impact sensory perception by yielding a paint-like, cardboard aroma [45]. Hexanal, derived from
linoleic acid [46], can confer a grassy off flavor in butter [47], and was significantly more abundant
in FS-CLVR and FS-TMR butter, compared to FS-GRSS butter (Table 4). Heptanal was significantly
(p < 0.017) more abundant in FS-CLVR and FS-GRSS butters in comparison to FS-TMR butter, and is also
a product of linoleic acid, which has a green sweet aroma in dairy products [48]. Decanal, a compound
of oleic acid degradation, was significantly (p < 0.05) more abundant in FS-CLVR butter compared
to FS-GRSS butter and has been identified as having a green, fatty aroma in sweet cream butter [27].
Faulkner et al. 2018 [49] found a similar trend in decanal levels from raw milk produced from grass,
grass/clover and TMR diets. Although the relative abundance of precursor unsaturated fatty acids is
important, other factors such as the presence of natural pro- and anti-oxidants is also important.

Six ketones were identified in the three butter samples; 2,3-butanedione (diacetyl), a very
odor-active compound with a characteristic buttery aroma [50,51], was significantly (p < 0.05) more
abundant in FS-CLVR and FS-GRSS butters compared to FS-TMR butter (Table 4). Diacetyl was not
detected in any of the butters by O’Callaghan et al. (2016) [22], but grass derived butter was rated
higher for diacetyl aroma. It is difficult to discern why more diacetyl would be present in the butters
produced from milk derived from pasture, but it could be that precursors of diacetyl are higher in
those milks, due to different microbial activities in the rumen. Diacetyl is derived from pyruvate where
α-acetolactate synthase converts it to α-acetolactate, which is subsequently converted to diacetyl by
non-enzymatic oxidative decarboxylation [52]. FS-CLVR butter also had significantly (p < 0.05) more
2-butanone compared to FS-GRSS butter, with similar results seen in previous studies on butter [22]
and milk [49]. This methyl ketone also derives from pyruvate metabolism [53], similarly to diacetyl.
Acetone was significantly (p < 0.05) higher in FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR butters than in FS-TMR butter,
and has also been identified as a product from concentrate feed [54]. Previous studies on milk and
skim milk powder produced from pasture and TMR diets did not find differences in the abundance of
acetone based on diet [40,49].

Both butanoic and nonanoic acid were significantly (p < 0.05) more abundant in FS-CLVR butter
in comparison to FS-TMR and FS-GRSS butter. The presence and concentration of these acids are
potentially important in flavor perception, with butanoic acid described as dirty sock in butter, and quite
odor active [27]. Bovolenta et al. (2014) [55] found that when cows were exposed to high levels of
pasture, there was a significant influence on nonanoic acid in Montasio cheese, with this compound
not detected in cheese produced from milk derived from a low pasture diet.

Although not recognized to play such a significant role in odor and sensory quality of butter,
toluene was significantly more abundant (p < 0.05) in both FS-CLVR and FS-GRSS butter than in
FS-TMR butter. Toluene is a by-product of β-carotene metabolism [56], demonstrating its potential as a
biomarker for pasture-derived dairy products [44]. As FS-CLVR butter was rated most yellow in this
study, this may also suggest higher levels of β-carotene and hence the abundance of toluene.

The greater abundance of ethyl acetate in FS-CLVR butter is difficult to discern except that it is a
product of ethanol and acetic acid. The sources of both precursors may be influenced by cow diet [45].
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4. Conclusions

This research assessed the cross-cultural perception and liking of butters produced by three
different feed systems. Overall, Irish, German, and USA consumers did not discriminate their
overall liking of butters based on feed system, although some clear cultural differences were evident.
Familiarity was postulated to contribute to differences in appearance liking and color liking by USA
consumers, where the indoor TMR feed system scored highest. However, this did not impact overall
liking of butter produced from pasture (FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR) by USA consumers. Both Irish and
German consumers rated the color intensity of the pasture butters (FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR) higher
than FS-TMR butter. German consumers also found that pasture (FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR) butter
was more salty and that FS-TMR butter was firmer. It seems plausible that the texture and salty
differences noted by German consumers are likely related to differences in their FA profile, which
directly impacts on texture, but also indirectly on salty perception as the greater unsaturated FAs lower
the melting point in the pasture butters. RDA by Irish and German assessors also identified important
cross-cultural differences—German assessors perceived FS-GRSS butter as significantly more sour
and milky, and scored FS-TMR butter higher for melt in the mouth, in comparison to Irish assessors.
Both Irish and German assessors found that FS-TMR butter had less yellow color in agreement with
the consumers, and German assessors found it darker than Irish assessors. Both Irish and German
assessors found that FS-CLVR butter was the most intense yellow. USA panelists also found that color
intensity ranged from FS-CLVR > FS-GRSS > FS-TMR. These results correlate with previous studies
highlighting the impact of carotenoids, specifically β-carotene on the yellow color of pasture-derived
dairy products. The trained USA panelists also found that a grassy flavor was highest in FS-GRSS
butter but absent in FS-TMR butter, and that FS-CLV butter had a mothball attribute absent in FS-GRSS
and FS-TMR butter. Volatile analysis identified a number of compounds that were statistically different
based on diet—aldehydes, ketones, acids, toluene and ethyl acetate. The aldehydes, ketones and
acids in the butter from the pasture diets may be influencing the grassy, milky and sour flavors, as
perceived by USA and German consumers. Diacetyl may also be influencing enhanced buttery aroma,
as perceived by Irish assessors in pasture (FS-GRSS and FS-CLVR) butter.

This study demonstrates that different feed systems affect cross-cultural perception of butter and
that familiarity of products from specific feeds systems is a factor, but that it does not adversely impact
butter acceptance in terms of overall liking within these cultural groups.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2304-8158/9/12/1767/s1,
Table S1: Sensory terms for consumer study; in relation to Hedonics, Intensity Scales and for Just About Right
assessment; Table S2: Attribute list presented to panelists for Ranked Descriptive Analysis by assessors.
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Abstract: Waterford Blaa is one of only four Irish food products granted protected geographical
(PGI) status by the European Commission. This study aimed to determine whether cultural
background/product familiarity, gender, and/or age impacted consumer liking of three Waterford
Blaa products and explored product acceptability between product-familiar and product-unfamiliar
consumer cohorts in Ireland and the UK, respectively. Familiarity with Blaa impacted consumer liking,
particularly with respect to characteristic flour dusting, which is a unique property of Waterford Blaa.
UK consumers felt that all Blaas had too much flour. Blaa A had the heaviest amount of flouring
and was the least preferred for UK consumers, who liked it significantly less than Irish consumers
(p < 0.05). Flavour was also important for UK consumers. Blaa C delivered a stronger oven baked
odour/flavour compared to Blaa A and was the most preferred by UK consumers. Irish consumer
liking was more influenced by the harder texture of Blaa B, which was their least preferred product.
Age and gender did not impact liking for Blaas within Irish consumers, but gender differences were
observed among UK consumers, males liking the appearance significantly more than females. This is
the first paper comparing Waterford Blaa liking of naïve UK consumers with Irish consumers familiar
with the product.

Keywords: Waterford Blaa; cross-cultural consumer differences; consumer liking; sensory attributes;
gender differences; age differences; PGI status

1. Introduction

In Ireland, bread and bread products markets were estimated to be worth €605 million in
2018, with 29% of Republic of Ireland consumers buying bread rolls/baps from traditional artisan
bakeries. This was the second most popular type of bread purchased from these bakeries after
baguettes/bagels [1]. Waterford Blaa is a white bread product produced specifically in traditional
bakeries in county Waterford and a region of south Kilkenny in Ireland. Waterford Blaa obtained its
Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) status in 2013 and is one of only four food products in Ireland
with this status [2].

Age, gender, and cultural background have been studied in relation to consumer liking of
numerous food and beverage products. Older consumers rated wines higher than middle aged and
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young consumers for evoking positive emotions, e.g., active, enthusiastic, and good natured [3]. Older
consumers also liked jam-filled cakes more [4] and rated berries higher for usage, familiarity, and liking
than younger participants [5]. The impact of gender on sensory perception has also been studied by a
number of authors [6–8], and product dependent gender differences [3,5] have been associated with
several food products, including spicy food [9] and wine [3,10].

Cross-cultural differences have been seen when comparing the perceptions of populations from
different ethnic backgrounds. Japanese consumers were found to be more tolerant of changes in taste
intensity of orange juice and grapefruit juice than Australian consumers [11], Norwegian consumers
liked whole grain breads more than consumers from Estonia, Scotland, and Czech Republic [12],
and more recently, the reported sensory perception of Balsamic vinegar among product–familiar
consumers in Italy was different to those reported by Korean consumers unfamiliar with the product [13].
Geographically close, the populations of the UK and Ireland have been shown to be quite similar in
terms of consumer behaviour. In a cross-cultural study [14], results from the Food Related Lifestyle
(FRL) survey found that UK and Irish consumers had identical response styles. That said, there is
anecdotal evidence of differences in food liking between the UK and Ireland, e.g., the Irish palate
tends to prefer saltier potato chips (crisps) and sweeter breakfast cereal, however, published research
comparing the food preferences of Irish and UK consumers is limited.

Cross-cultural differences in opinions of pre-sliced white and brown bread have previously
been studied comparing Chinese-Malaysian and Australian consumers [15]. Authors found that,
whilst both cultures were affected by product information, Australian consumers were more receptive
to information on fibre content than the Chinese-Malaysian consumers. The impact of age on consumer
perception of rye bread [16] determined that younger and older Swedish consumers differed in their
liking of rye bread but held similar perceptions of its healthiness. Age (18–44 vs. 45–80 years) and
gender were also found to impact the selection of descriptive attributes and perceived health effects of
bread, and consumers with a lower education level struggled to identify healthy bread compared to
more educated Swedish consumers [17].

Liking of food as informed by consumer perception of its sensory attributes has a considerable
impact on food choice and self-reported purchase intent [18]. There are, of course, many other
“non-sensory” factors that drive consumers’ liking in bread, for example, information about the
product, its provenance/origin [18,19], salt content [20], perceived healthfulness, e.g., gluten-free
status [21], as well as the type of flour [21–23]. Bread is a staple food across the world and is generally
well liked with reported average hedonic scores of between 6.4 and 8.0 (using a 9-point hedonic scale).
Freshness, flavour, and texture have been shown to impact liking among bread consumers [24,25].

European food exports and imports have grown by 20% and 18%, respectively, in the five years
2012–2017 [26]. Whilst some geographically protected products have become household names on
a global scale, e.g., champagne and Parma ham, most products awarded Protected Geographical
Indication(PGI), and Protected Designation of Origin(PDO) status are artisanal with small-scale
production, and familiarity with the product tends to have a local focus. The key challenge when
exporting such food products to markets with different cultural product expectations is to understand
how the sensory perception of product-unfamiliar consumers maps to that of the product-familiar
local population. This information enables the producer to develop sensory based marketing strategies
using appropriate sensory language. This not only manages consumer expectation but improves the
likelihood of commercial success [13,27,28].

Previous research using a trained sensory panel established a Quantitative Descriptive Analysis
(QDA) profile for Waterford Blaa. Results have shown that Waterford Blaa has a unique sensory
profile that distinguishes it from other white bread products, particularly by its characteristic thick
flour dusting and strong toasted odour [29]. Furthermore, the sensory profile of Blaa differs between
the three artisan bakeries producing it; Blaa A was deemed to have a sour odour, high amount of
flour dusting appearance, and an intense, floury mouthcoating texture. Blaa B’s had a dense crumb
structure appearance, strong oven baked flavour, and springy and firm texture, whereas Blaa C was
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characterised as having a strong oven baked odour and a thick exposed crumb appearance [29].
This study aims to examine whether cultural background/product familiarity, gender, and/or age
impact consumers’ perceived liking of Waterford Blaa products and to determine whether it is possible
to identify sensory characteristics of Waterford Blaa that influence liking, comparing product-familiar
and product-unfamiliar consumer cohorts in Ireland and the UK, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Consumer Test

Two consumer tests were run with support from Sensory Dimensions Nottingham, one consumer
study in Nottingham, United Kingdom (product-unfamiliar cohort) and the other consumer study in
Waterford, Ireland (product-familiar cohort). All participants were recruited and screened using the
following criteria: (a) over 18 years of age, (b) in good health, (c) no food related allergies, (d) UK only:
consumption of white bread rolls at least once a week, (e) Ireland only: consumption of Blaa at least
once a week), (f) signed written consent to take part in this study.

In the UK trial, n = 115 UK bread consumers (57 males; 68 females) were recruited from Sensory
Dimensions volunteer database, while in the Irish study, n = 122 participants (54 males; 68 females)
were recruited at The Waterford Food Festival in County Waterford, Ireland. Both studies were
completed within one day, however, the Irish and the UK trials were undertaken on separate occasions
12 months apart. In each study, consumers participated in a 30 min tasting session in which they
were asked to rate the overall liking of the products as well as their liking for each of the key sensory
modalities (appearance, odour, flavour, texture). These questions were asked using a 9-point hedonic
category scale that ranged from 1 (Dislike Extremely) to 9 (Like Extremely). In addition, consumers
were asked to assess nine sensory attributes characteristic of Waterford Blaa: darkness of the crust;
amount of flour dusting; sour and oven baked odour; salty, sour, and oven-baked flavours; firmness;
and degree of mouthcoating. These were selected from descriptive sensory profiles of Blaa generated
by a trained sensory panel during a previous research project [29]. Consumers used a 5-point Just
About Right (JAR) category scale in which 1 represented “too little”, 3 represented “just about right”,
and 5 represented “too much” for each of the selected characteristics. All subjects gave their informed
consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and GDPR regulations.

Because no novel ingredients were tested, specific ethical approval was not required. However,
this study followed marketing and consumer research protocols, ISO 11136: 2017 Sensory
analysis—Methodology—General guidance for conducting hedonic tests with consumers in a controlled
area and IFST Professional Sensory Science Group guidelines.

2.2. Sample Preparation and Experimental Design

Waterford Blaa was produced by each of the three authorised artisanal producers using the ten
stages outlined in Table 1. Blaa samples were produced and shipped by courier to arrive at the testing
venue by the following morning for the consumer test. Each participant assessed Waterford Blaa
products producers according to a balanced randomised experimental design. Each Waterford Blaa
was presented sequentially to the consumers as a whole bread roll on a white paper plate with a plastic
knife. For each question, participants were provided with instructions for assessment including the
need to look at, smell, and bite into the Waterford Blaa for assessment of appearance, odour, flavour,
and texture. Still water was used as a palate cleanser between samples, and participants were given a
break of at least 5 min between samples to avoid sensory fatigue.
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Table 1. Stages of Waterford Blaa production.

Stage Production Stage Comment

1 Mixing All ingredients mixed and divided into large pieces of dough

2 Resting Dough is rested for 10–20 min

3 Pinning Gives the dough characteristic round shape before baking

4 Sub-Dividing and resting (flour addition) Dough subdivided into smaller pieces and rested and flour added

5 Flattening and rolling (Flour addition) Dough flattened and placed on trays, rolled into prover for 1 h,
more flour added and visual assessment

6 Proving (flour addition) More flour added in one or two hand movements and proved

7 Baking Dough baked in oven at 220–230 ◦C for 25–30 min

8 Assessment Baker assesses dough before and after baking

9 Cooling Blaa cooled for 1 h in ambient temperature

10 Packing Blaa packaged into boxes or plastic wrapping

2.3. Data Analysis

Hedonic and JAR data from UK and Irish cohorts were analysed separately using XLSTAT Sensory
(version 2018.5).

Hedonic data for overall liking and liking for each modality were analysed using a two factor
ANOVA model with Tukey’s multiple comparison test comparing the three Blaa products to determine
if consumers differed significantly in their liking. Combined hedonic data from UK and Irish consumers
were further analysed for each Blaa separately using a three factor ANOVA model to determine if age,
gender, or culture impacted liking. For this analysis, data were split into three age categories: 18–34,
35–54, and >55 years old.

JAR data were collapsed into three categories (too much, too little, and JAR), and the frequency of
response (%) was calculated in each category. Penalty analysis was applied to UK and Irish data to
determine the relative impact of specific product characteristics on overall liking.

3. Results and Discussion

Bread in its many forms is a world-wide staple. Typical overall liking scores for bread (generated
using a 9-point hedonic scale) have been reported as 6.02 and 6.28 [15,30]. This study measured overall
consumer liking for each modality as well as judgements about key sensory attributes to determine
whether diversity exists between the perceptions of Irish consumers who are familiar with Waterford
Blaa and UK consumer cohorts who are not.

3.1. The Impact of Cultural Differences on Liking for Waterford Blaa

UK and Irish consumers differed in how much they liked the three Blaa products (Table 2). UK
consumers liked Blaa C and B the most and Blaa A the least, whereas Irish consumers liked Blaa C and
A the most and Blaa B the least. Liking for appearance, odour, texture, and flavour of the three Blaas
followed the same trend as their results for overall liking.

Table 2. Mean consumer liking of three Waterford Blaas for UK and Irish consumers. Data analysed
using ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test.

Overall
Liking

Overall
Liking

Appearance
Liking

Odour
Liking

Flavour
Liking

Texture
Liking

BLAA UK+IRISH UK IRISH UK IRISH UK IRISH UK IRISH UK IRISH

A 5.8 b 5.2 b;B 6.4 ab:A 4.6 b;B 6.5 ab;A 6.0 b;B 6.8 a;A 5.2 b;B 6.2 ab;A 5.1 b;B 6.1 a;A

B 6.1 b 6.3 a 5.8 b 6.3 a 6.0 b 6.3 ab 6.3 b 6.2 a 5.7 b 6.4 a;A 5.2 b;B

C 6.6 a 6.6 a 6.6 a 6.7 a 6.7 a 6.7 a 6.9 a 6.7 a 6.7 a 6.7 a 6.4 a

Lowercase letters indicate significant differences from the Tukey’s post hoc between samples for each modality (p < 0.05).
Uppercase letters indicate the significant differences between the cohorts for each Blaa within the one modality.
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UK consumers liked the appearance, the flavour, and the texture of Blaa C and B significantly more
than Blaa A (p < 0.05) and the odour of Blaa C significantly more than Blaa A (p < 0.05); there were no
significant differences in liking between Blaa C and Blaa B for any modality (p > 0.05). The mean scores
for overall liking and each modality were very consistent for Blaa C (range: 6.6–6.7) and Blaa B (range:
6.2–6.4) and, therefore, it was not possible to determine the relative impact of each modality on overall
liking for these two products. By contrast, UK consumers found appearance, flavour, and texture of
Blaa A much less acceptable, particularly the appearance (mean score = 4.6), although they liked the
odour (mean score = 6.0). It is probable that the sensory qualities affecting appearance and, to a lesser
extent, flavour and texture, negatively impacted the result for overall liking.

Appearance attributes have been shown to be key in influencing liking and the decision to eat, as
they shape a consumer’s first impression of a food product. For example, UK consumers liked the
appearance of white bread significantly more (p < 0.0001) than red beetroot bread [19]. Norwegian
consumers considered darker bread rolls to have more rye and therefore to be healthier than white
bread, whilst Scottish, Estonian, and Czech consumers preferred the whitest bread [12]. In Ireland,
a recent study showed 57% of the participants preferred white bread with males consuming more white
bread than females [31]. In this study, Irish consumers liked the odour and the texture of Blaa C and A
significantly more than Blaa B (p < 0.05) and the appearance and the flavour of Blaa C significantly more
than Blaa B (p < 0.05); there was no significant difference in liking between Blaa C and Blaa A for any
modality (p > 0.05). The mean scores for overall liking and each modality were >6 for Blaa C and Blaa
A and, as with the UK study, it was not possible to determine the relative impact of each modality on
overall liking. Irish consumers found appearance, flavour, and particularly texture (mean score = 5.2)
of Blaa B less acceptable, and it is likely that these modalities negatively impacted overall liking.

Whilst mean scores for the most liked Blaa C were similar for UK and Irish consumers, mean scores
for the least liked Blaa A were markedly lower in the UK and below the 6.02 liking score previously
reported [30]. Further analysis comparing data from both cohorts confirmed that Irish consumers
liked Blaa A significantly more than UK consumers (p < 0.05). In this study, samples were presented
blind with no additional information and, for UK consumers naïve to the product, a standard white
floury bap would have been their most similar product experience. Irish consumers in Waterford
were selected on the basis of having previously eaten Blaa. This meant that the Irish cohort was
more familiar with the product and thus their expectations could be expected to follow the unique
qualities of the Blaa product traditionally purchased within their family. It is likely, therefore, based
on their prior knowledge and expectation, that UK and Irish consumers differed in their tolerance of
and response to the unique qualities of Blaa A. This observation is consistent with other cross-cultural
studies that found a positive correlation between product familiarity and product liking in Asian and
Western panels—the rationale being that consumers who already knew a product reported feelings of
safeness while, conversely, consumers not familiar with a product did not have this security, allowing
the potential to give enhanced negative judgements when experiencing it for the first time [32].

Products displaying EU recognised PGI/PDO status enable the consumer to feel the product is
safe and of superior quality. Awareness of PGI or PDO status among consumers has been linked to
increased positive consumer association with the product and a willingness to pay more for products
they perceive to be better and of higher quality [27,33,34]. Interestingly, results of the combined data
follow the same trend as the UK results and do not mirror the preferences from the Irish cohort (Table 2).
Whilst this is not surprising, as acceptability varied more among UK consumers, it highlights the
importance of understanding consumer behaviour in each location rather than assuming that one
location, or average results, can be used to predict liking in other populations. This is particularly
important when marketing unique products from other countries/regions. For example, the unusual
sensory qualities of Blaa A might have been more acceptable to UK consumers had they expected
a difference and understood the cultural significance of those differences as opposed to treating the
Waterford Blaa as just another bread roll.
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Comparison of UK and Irish results for each Blaa provided further evidence of cultural differences.
Irish consumers liked Blaa A (p< 0.0001) significantly more than UK consumers, whereas UK consumers
liked Blaa B (p < 0.05) significantly more than Irish consumers. Not only was Blaa C the most preferred
by both consumer groups, there were no significant differences in liking between UK and Irish
consumers (p > 0.05).

Whilst Blaa has PGI status and is manufactured to traditional recipes, the three Blaas used in this
study had differing sensory profiles, in particular with regard to their appearance (Figure 1). Each
Blaa’s unique sensory qualities were responsible for the significant differences in liking within each
cohort and between UK and Irish consumers. Blaa A was the most polarising; whilst familiar to
Irish consumers, its sensory characteristics were furthest away from those of a standard “floury bap”
expected by UK consumers.

Figure 1. Appearance of the three Waterford Blaa products used in this study.

It is well established that perceived quality is not the same as expected quality [35]. Branding has
a significant impact on consumer hedonic scores [36], and it has been shown that altering packaging
information and other external cues can affect sensory perception [37] and influence consumer
decisions [38]. Therefore, by positively marketing these differences to the UK consumer as the products’
unique selling point prior to launching such a product into the UK market, one could moderate the
consumer expectation and consequently improve the sentiment towards the appearance of Blaas A
and B.

3.2. The Impact of Age on Liking for Waterford Blaa

The population of developed countries is aging, and research into the differences in sensory
perception between young and older consumers have found there to be considerable differences
in rating of textural properties of food between the elderly and the young in a number of food
products [39,40]. Factors impacting consumer liking have been shown to differ depending on age,
younger consumers tending to value hedonics and price point when buying, whereas older consumers
prioritise health benefits of a product [16,17,22].

In the context of Waterford Blaa, age had no impact on consumer liking within either Irish or UK
consumers; there was no significant difference in overall liking nor liking for each modality between
the three age categories (p > 0.05). There was also no significant interaction between age and Blaa for
either the UK or Irish consumers.

3.3. The Impact of Gender on Liking for Waterford Blaa

Gender-stereotyped food associations exist in every culture [41], for example, in modern western
culture, meat is often associated with men while salad is considered a more female associated dish [42].
A gender effect has been previously reported in consumer studies using orange juices and jam filled
cakes [7], where males rated these products higher in likability than females.
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In this study, the gender of Irish consumers did not impact liking for Waterford Blaa; there was
no significant difference between males and females for overall liking nor liking for any modality
(p > 0.05). For UK consumers, females liked the appearance of Blaa significantly less than males
(p < 0.05). It is possible that UK females paid more attention to the appearance of the Blaas, or were
more negatively impacted by its qualities, than UK males. This could be associated with females
being more health conscious than men, as gluten products such as bread have been considered “not as
healthy” as other carbohydrate sources [43].

3.4. Impact of Cultural Differences on Perception of Flour Associated Attributes

Despite all three Blaas originating from Waterford and having PGI status, each Blaa had distinct
qualities relating back to long-standing family recipes, particularly with respect to levels of flour
coating. In this study, for example, anecdotal evidence suggested that Irish consumers easily identified
the distinctive flour dusting on the top of Blaa A, the darker in colour of Blaa B, and the uniform shape
of Blaa C (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Deviation from ideal/just about right (JAR) for Blaa A from Irish and UK consumers. Data
expressed as percent of responses from the collapsed JAR scale in which: Too little (blue) = rating of
1+2, Too much (red) = rating of 4+5, and Just right (green) = rating of 3.

Diagnostic assessment of the products using JAR scales highlighted differences in consumer
judgements relating to the sensory attributes that characterise Blaa. Differences were not only evident
when comparing between the products, they were also dependent on the geographic location of the
consumer groups. Blaa A was considered to be the furthest from “just about right” for both UK and
Irish consumers (Figure 2). Both cohorts judged the product to have too much flour dusting and
therefore to be too pale; to have too little oven baked odour, salt, flavour, and oven baked flavour; to be
too soft; and to have too much floury mouth-coating. Excessive flour dusting and mouth-coating as
well as being too pale were the attributes that had the most impact with >50% of Irish and >70% of
UK consumers expressing this view. It is possible that the excessive flour coating also reduced the
intensity of salt and baked flavours. The judgements were more pronounced in UK consumers for
whom a smaller proportion felt it was “just about right” for each sensory characteristic compared to
Irish consumers.

Blaa B yielded different opinions from UK and Irish consumers (Figure 3). Judgements regarding
flour dusting and mouthcoating were polarising; 47% of UK consumers felt there was too much,
whereas 38% of Irish consumers felt there was too little. Irish consumers (42%) considered Blaa B to be
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too firm, whilst 37% of UK consumers felt that it was too dark. Results were similar for odour and
flavour attributes.

Figure 3. Deviation from ideal/just about right (JAR) for Blaa B from Irish and UK consumers. Data
expressed as percent of responses from the collapsed JAR scale in which: Too little (blue) = rating of
1+2, Too much (red) = rating of 4+5, and Just right (green) = rating of 3.

Comparing the three products, Blaa C had the highest proportion of UK and Irish consumers who
felt that it was “just about right” with regard to all odour and flavour attributes, darkness of colour,
and firmness (Figure 4). Once again, consumers were less satisfied with the amount of flour dusting
and mouthcoating and, consistent with Blaa B, their opinion was polarising; ~62% of UK consumers
felt there was too much, whereas ~34% of Irish consumers felt there was too little.

Figure 4. Deviation from ideal/just about right (JAR) for Blaa C from Irish (left) and UK (right)
consumers. Data expressed as percent of responses from the collapsed JAR scale in which: Too little
(blue) = rating of 1+2, Too much (red) = rating of 4+5, and Just right (green) = rating of 3.
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Penalty analysis applied to JAR data identifies the relative impact of each attribute judgement on
the degree of overall liking (Table 3). Weighted penalties >0.6 are indicative of attributes that drive
disliking; they result from a high proportion of consumers sharing a judgement about a product, a large
drop in overall liking because of that judgement (compared to those who felt the product was “just
about right”), or a combination of both.

Table 3. Penalty analysis results for all attributes with a weighted penalty > 0.6 *.

Product Location Variable
JAR Group Mean

Hedonic Score
Judgement %

Mean Drop in
Overall Liking

Weighted
Penalty

Blaa A

Irish

Flour Dusting 7.3 Too much 58.2 1.7 1.0

Darkness in
Colour 7.7 Too little 52.5 2.5 1.3

Oven Baked
Odour 7.2 Too little 41.0 2.1 0.9

Oven Baked
Flavour 7.1 Too little 40.2 1.8 0.7

Floury
Mouthcoating 7.4 Too much 54.1 1.8 1.0

UK

Flour Dusting 5.9 Too much 70.4 1.1 0.8

Darkness in
Colour 6.7 Too little 75.7 1.9 1.5

Oven Baked
Odour 5.8 Too little 49.6 1.3 0.6

Oven Baked
Flavour 6.2 Too little 63.5 1.5 1.0

Firmness 6.1 Too little 40.0 2.0 0.8

Floury
Mouthcoating 6.4 Too much 69.6 1.7 1.1

Blaa B
Irish Firmness 6.6 Too much 41.8 1.5 0.6

UK Darkness in
Colour 7.1 Too much 37.4 1.9 0.7

Blaa C
UK

Flour Dusting 7.4 Too much 62.6 1.2 0.8

Floury
Mouthcoating 7.4 Too much 61.7 1.3 0.8

* JAR mean score = mean overall liking for those who rated “just about right”. Judgement = Too much or Too
little from the collapsed scale. % = proportion of consumers expressing that judgement. Mean drop in overall
liking = difference in overall liking between consumers with that judgement and those who rated “just about right”.
Weighted penalty =% x Mean drop.

Based on weighted penalties, judgements related to flour dusting and mouthcoating, pale colour,
and oven baked odour and flavour impacted the overall liking score for Blaa A in both UK and Irish
consumers. Despite this, UK consumers liked Blaa A significantly (p < 0.0001) less than Irish consumers;
this was due to two factors a) the mean liking score from Irish consumers who rated Blaa A “just
about right” was significantly higher than the equivalent score from UK consumers and b) more Irish
consumers judged Blaa A to be “just about right” than UK consumers.

For UK consumers, it is probable that the significantly lower scores for appearance liking (excessive
flour dusting and pale colour), flavour liking (weak baked flour flavour), and texture liking (soft
texture and floury mouthcoating) were impacted by these attribute judgements.

Whilst judgements regarding flour dusting and mouthcoating in Blaa B had been contrary
between Irish and UK consumers, neither view translated into a notable penalty on overall liking.
Irish consumers (>40%) considered Blaa B to be too hard, which resulted in its texture being liked
significantly (p < 0.05) less than Blaa A and Blaa C and being their least liked product overall. UK
consumers judged Blaa B to be too dark; however, despite a weighted penalty of 0.7, there was no
obvious impact on the mean score for overall liking or appearance, mainly due to the high mean score
from the 57% of consumers who judged it to be “just about right”.
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Blaa C was the most liked product for both Irish and UK consumers and had the highest proportion
of consumers who felt that it was “just about right” with regard to all attributes except flour dusting and
mouthcoating. There were no notable penalties from Irish consumers. Whilst 60% of UK consumers
felt there was too much flour dusting and mouthcoating and did show a reasonable drop in overall
liking, this was compensated by a particularly high overall liking mean score from those who judged it
to be “just about right”.

A high proportion of UK consumers commented that all Blaas had too much flour dusting and
mouth-coating, and it seemed the greater the flour dusting was, the more UK consumers disliked the
product. The flour dusting and the characteristic floury mouthcoating are characteristic features of
the product familiar to Irish Blaa consumers but a new experience for the UK consumers. The Irish
consumers were all regular Waterford Blaa consumers who ate Blaa at least once a week, thus when
asked at the end of the session whether Blaa A had too much flour -frequently occurring responses
included “Blaa is meant to be floury” and “Sure, you can knock off the excess flour on the plate if you don’t
like it”.

When considering export of local products into international markets heretofore unfamiliar with
it, it is critical to understand consumer preferences. This can be used to obtain a direction for improving
product performance [44] or to determine an appropriate marketing campaign to manage the market’s
product expectation. This study achieved this by gathering information about consumers perception
of the sensory characteristics of Waterford Blaa concurrently with overall liking scores [45] followed
by analysing JAR and hedonic response data using penalty analysis [46]. JAR scales involve a direct
comparison of the products with their conceptual “ideal”; by rating the perceived deviation from their
ideal, they can deliver useful insights into product characterisation and market appeal [47]. However,
this does presuppose that an ideal product exists and that the consumer knows what it is and can
express what about the product is ideal/just about right. PGI/PDO producers entering a new market
with unfamiliar consumers will gain useful insights into how their product compares with or differs
from perceived similar products in that market, as the consumer ideal will perforce come from their
eating experience.

4. Conclusions

This study aimed to investigate consumer acceptability for Waterford Blaa and determine if
culture, age, and gender impacted liking among UK and Irish consumers. Familiarity with Blaa did
impact consumer liking; this was particularly evident from the consumers’ responses to the heavy flour
dusting, which is a unique property of Waterford Blaa. UK consumers felt that all Blaas had too much
flour on top and too much of a floury mouthcoating. Consequently, Blaa A with the heaviest amount of
flouring was the least preferred for UK consumers who liked it significantly less than Irish consumers
(p < 0.05). Results for Blaa A and C suggest that flavour was also a key driver for UK consumers. Whilst
Blaa C also had a heavily floured top, it delivered a stronger oven baked odour/flavour compared to
Blaa A, which was enough to compensate for the flour coating and resulted in Blaa C being the most
preferred by UK consumers. By contrast, whilst Irish consumers were aware of the same qualities in
Blaa A and C, it did not negatively impact their results for overall liking or liking for any individual
modality. Irish consumers were more impacted by the harder texture of Blaa B, which was their least
preferred product. Age and gender did not impact liking for Blaas within Irish consumers, whereas for
UK consumers, males liked the appearance significantly more than females.

Understanding how new markets might react to unfamiliar products and identifying the barriers to
acceptability is important for the artisan bakers who may wish to expand into different markets. To this
end, consumer education in a naïve market to raise consumer awareness and manage expectations
is important, particularly for the more unusual product qualities, e.g., in the case of Waterford Blaa,
the flour related attributes such as amount of flour dusting (appearance) and floury mouthcoating
(texture). Results from this study offer useful feedback to the artisan bakers who could also take a
second approach and slightly modify the production to match the consumer expectation. In the case
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of Blaa A, for example, a little less flour dusting and a slightly longer bake time could provide quick
fixes to the pale “colour” and the too little “baking odour” and “baking flavour” attributes. Using
sensory profiling, this consumer study underscores the importance of the traditional Research and
Development guide to success, i.e., know your product; know your customer.
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Abstract: Oats are increasingly popular among consumers and the food industry. While data exist
on sensory characteristics of oats as such, previous studies focusing on the pleasantness of oats,
and especially investigations of a wide range of oat products by European and Asian consumers,
are scarce. An online questionnaire was organized in Finland (n = 381; 83.7% Finnish) focusing on
the liking and familiarity of oat products, followed by sensory tests in Finland (n = 65 and n = 73)
and China (n = 103) using the Check-All-That-Apply method and hedonic ratings. A questionnaire
revealed that the Finnish consumers rated the pleasantness and familiarity of several oat product
categories, such as breads and porridges, higher compared to participants of other ethnicities.
Sensory tests showed both similarities, e.g., porridges were described as “natural”, “healthy” and
“oat-like”, and differences between countries, e.g., sweet biscuits, were described as “crispy” and
“hard” by Finnish consumers and “strange” and “musty” by Chinese consumers. Sweet products
were unanimously preferred. The ethnicity had an important role affecting the rating of pleasantness
and familiarity of oat product categories, whereas food neophobia and health interest status also had
an influence. The proved healthiness of oats was a crucial factor affecting the choices of consumers
and their acceptance in both countries.

Keywords: oat products; consumers; liking; Check-All-That-Apply; cross-cultural; China; Finland

1. Introduction

Foods made of oats are traditionally used in many European countries. The importance of oats is
increasing globally due to the global need for a shift to a plant-based diet and public health concerns.
Oats provide excellent nutritional value and have substantiated health benefits as oat beta-glucans
lower plasma cholesterol levels and attenuate postprandial blood glucose rise, and oat fibers increase
fecal bulk [1–9]. One of the most traditional oat dishes is porridge made from rolled oats. However,
nowadays, a variety of oat products and fractions are available for both consumers and industry.
In Finland, for example, the food use of oats is rapidly increasing [10]. Yet, globally, only about 10%
of the oat crop is used for human consumption [11], while the majority of oats are used as fodder.
The shift in use from the fodder to human food requires research on the sensory characteristics and
usage, whereas the substantiated health effects may also influence the choice of consumers. Oats are
typically utilized as whole grain. Whole grain foods are generally recommended by official nutritional
recommendations in various countries. However, the use of whole grain cereals may have negative
effect on the sensory quality perceived by consumers [12].
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The original odor of raw oats is somewhat mild and heat treatment and further processing
significantly affects the sensory quality and results in a typical “oat-like” odor [13]. The odor and flavor
of heated oats have been described as “nutty”, “toasted”, “sweet” and “cereal-like” [12,14]. Oats have a
high content of lipids which results in oats and oat products being susceptible to oxidation. Rancidity in
oats and oat products derives from both endogenous enzyme activity as well as processing and
storage [14]. Rancid odors and bitter off-flavors produced during oxidation may result in the limited
consumption of oat products [14]. The oxidation of lipids and the use of oats as whole grain may also
result in increased bitterness by higher contents of oxidation products or phenolic compounds and their
derivatives, respectively, in the oat products [12,15,16]. The origin of the oat may also have a role in the
sensory properties of the oat product [17]. In a study by Hu et al. [17] the aroma of the Avena nuda L.
oat flakes originating from China differed from the flakes of Avena sativa L. from USA, Canada or
northern European countries Denmark or Sweden. Supplementation of fractions such as those rich
in beta-glucan into beverage concepts can increase the oat-like flavor but also result in increased
perceptions of rancidity [18]. In addition to odor and flavor characteristics, the appearance and texture
have been noted to contribute to the liking and potential usage of oat products. Despite previous
investigations and definition of the sensory characteristics of oats as such [10,12], there are only few
previous studies focusing on the liking and acceptance of oats and oat products.

The cultural background of the consumers affects how food items are perceived and thus also the
liking and usage of the products. A wide range of sensory studies have been conducted comparing
different nationalities and countries and, especially, comparing consumers of the Western and Eastern
locations of the world. Examples of categories studied include meat products [19], honeys [20] and
ciders [21]. The cultural background may also affect the behavior and response style in the consumer
tests. Examples of such differences include the use of scales [22,23] and creation of descriptors for
foods in rapid sensory characterization tests [21]. However, sensory characteristics and their links
to the liking of oats and oat-based products have been previously investigated mainly in areas with
a Western diet, and with a narrow selection of products compared to those currently available in
Scandinavia [24,25]. Global food brands also have a growing influence on Chinese consumers [26],
and the global prevalence of various chronic diseases, such as obesity and cardiovascular diseases,
further increases. Oats with several approved health claims in EU and USA, have global potential
from a public health point of view. Whole grains in general are recommended in the Chinese Dietary
Guidelines from 2016. There are indications that Chinese consumers may not be influenced by the
nutritional labels or health claims on the food packages [27], as well as indications that because of the
increasing health concerns, Chinese consumers appreciate safe and organic foods and are willing to
pay more for them [28,29]. However, it has currently not been investigated how the consumers in
Finland and China differ from one another in these perceptions. Additionally, the effect of the fact that
oats are gluten free [30] on the consumers is currently unclear.

There is an increasing interest in exporting oat products from producing countries to growing
markets in East Asia. Despite these growing interests, there are no previous studies investigating or
comparing the acceptance of oat product concepts in a cross-cultural context in European countries,
where the oat is traditionally consumed, and Eastern countries, such as China, where cereal grains are
commonly used, but oats are not equally popular.

This study aimed to identify the key sensory characteristics contributing to the liking of various
oat products by conducting an online questionnaire in Finland and sensory tests in Finland and China.
The goal was to study the perceptions and acceptance of oats and oat products by Chinese and Finnish
consumers. A special focus was laid on the impact of cultural background of the participants as well
as the influence of perceptions to new foods [31] and a general interest in the healthiness of food [32].
The studied oat product concepts in the questionnaire and in the sensory tests were designed to include
various traditional (such as breads and porridges), and more novel food items (such as oat-based dairy
and meat replacements), aiming to cover a wide range of oat products present in the Finnish market.
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The Check-All-That-Apply (CATA) method [33] was chosen for the sensory tests to provide rapid
characterization of the product concepts.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants in the Tests

Four studies were conducted (Table 1). Study 1 was conducted as an online questionnaire in
Finland. It was mainly advertised in Turku, Finland, but available for volunteers from other Finnish
cities as well. Studies 2 and 3 were sensory trials in Turku, Finland, whereas study 4 was conducted as a
sensory trial in Wuxi, China. Turku and Wuxi are both cities with large universities attracting students
from throughout the countries and globally and physically locate close to bigger cities (Shanghai is
close to Wuxi; Helsinki and Stockholm are close to Turku). Study 1 was available for all volunteers in
Finland, and the participation of foreigners, especially the Chinese living in Finland, was encouraged.
Participants were mainly students and staff of the universities in Turku. The Chinese participants who
took part in Study 1 were encouraged to also take part in studies 2 and 3. All participants in studies
2 and 3 completed the online questionnaire (study 1) prior to taking part in the sensory evaluations if
they had not done so already. The participants of studies 2 and 3 were allowed, but not required, to take
part in both of these tests in Finland. The participants in study 4 were students and staffmembers of
Jiangnan University located in Wuxi, Jiangsu province, China. Overall, 66.9% of the answers were
provided by Finnish participants, 25.6% by Chinese participants and 7.6% by other ethnicities.

Table 1. Characteristics of the four studies conducted.

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4

Location Finland Turku, Finland Turku, Finland Wuxi, China

Time of data collection April–June 2017 November 2017,
January 2018

November–December
2017, January 2018 June 2018

Test method Online
questionnaire

Sensory evaluation
in laboratory

Sensory evaluation
in laboratory

Sensory evaluation
in laboratory

Number of sample
categories or samples 11 9 8 10

Number of participants 381 65 73 103
Females, % 75.9 70.8 60.3 81.6

Age range (median) 18−76 (29) 18−68 (27) 18−68 (27) 18−36 (24)

Country of origin, %

Finland 83.7 72.3 68.5 -
China 7.6 20.0 19.2 100
Other 8.7 7.7 12.3 -

2.2. Online Questionnaire

The questionnaire (study 1, Table 1) included demographic questions (such as gender, age, country
of origin) and questions about general interest towards healthiness, awareness of the healthiness of
food and general usage of products containing oats on the first page and ratings for familiarity and
pleasantness of selected oat products on the second page. The interest and awareness were rated on
seven-point scales (1 = not interested/aware; 7 = extremely interested/aware), whereas usage was rated
on a seven-point scale with labels: 1 = 2–4 times a day; 2 = Once a day; 3 = 2–4 times a week; 4 = Once
a week; 5 = 1–3 times a month; 6 = A few times a year; 7 = Never. Familiarity of the oat products was
rated on five-point scales with verbal anchors (1 = “not familiar at all” to 5 = “extremely familiar”) and
pleasantness on nine-point balanced hedonic scales (1 = dislike extremely to 9 = like extremely). On the
third page of the questionnaire, the standardized Food Neophobia Scale (FNS) [31] and General Health
Interest (GHI) scale [32] were rated on a seven-point scale. For both FNS and GHI, a respondent’s task
was to indicate their extent of agreement (1, “disagree strongly”, to 7, “agree strongly”) with 10 or
8 statements, respectively, and the potential ranges of the FNS and GHI scale scores were between
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10 and 70 or 8 and 56. At the end of the questionnaire, all participants volunteering to take part in
studies 2 and 3 gave their contact details in order to link the questionnaire to the sensory evaluation.
The questionnaire was created with the Webropol 2.0 survey software (Webropol Oy, Helsinki, Finland)
in both Finnish and English.

2.3. Oat Samples

The samples in studies 2–4 were Finnish oat products from varying product categories (Table 2).
The samples were commercially available products with oat as the main ingredient or based on a
commercially available product custom made without additional flavoring ingredients. The samples
were either obtained from the manufacturers or purchased from a local supermarket. Due to the large
variety of oat products and product categories in the market, the sensory evaluations in Finland were
divided into two separate parts: dry oat samples and moist oat samples. Bread samples were frozen
(−18 ◦C) immediately after purchase for the test in Finland or immediately after arrival in China to
ensure that all subjects received bread from the same batches. The samples tested in China were
selected based on the results of the tests in Finland, as well as stability during transportation from
Finland to China during the summer period, i.e., samples requiring cooled storage were not selected.
Samples were prepared, if needed, based on the instructions on the product packages.

The samples in Turku were presented to the participants in glass cups (dry samples) or in
disposable 50 mL transparent plastic cups with watch glasses as lids (moist samples). Only disposable
cups were used in study 4 in China. All dry samples were served at ambient room temperature.
The moist samples, i.e., the oat meat substitute and the porridges were served freshly prepared
and warm (approx. +60 ◦C), and the drinkable samples (oat drink and oat powder) as well as the
yoghurt-alternative products were served refrigerated (approx. +4 ◦C).

Table 2. Oat samples, their preparations, served amounts and serving conditions in the sensory tests in
Finland and China.

Sample Study Preparation Served Amount Serving Dish Serving Temperature

Sweet Oat Biscuit 2, 4 Split piece into
halves Two halves Glass cup Room temp

Salty Oat Biscuit * 2, 4 as such Two biscuits Glass cup Room temp
Puffed Oat Cereal 2, 4 as such 2 tablespoons Glass cup Room temp

Oat Drink 3, 4 Shaken 20 mL Plastic cup Refrigerated

Oat Powder 3, 4
1 part oat powder +
4 parts water, mixed
until homogenized

20 mL Plastic cup Refrigerated

Oat Porridge 3, 4

450 mL water mixed
with 200 mL flakes,

gently simmered
over low heat for
15 min in Finland,

3 min in microwave
(full power) in China

1 tablespoon Glass cup Warm (60 ◦C)

Oat Granola ** 2, 4 as such 2 tablespoons Glass cup Room temp

Oat Bread 2

Defrosted (−18 ◦C) in
microwave oven,

edges cut away, cut
into 6 pieces

One rectangular
piece

(approx. 2 × 3 cm)
Glass cup Room temp

Moist Oat Biscuit 2 as such One piece Glass cup Room temp

Oat Roll 2

Defrosted (−18 ◦C) in
microwave oven,

edges cut away, cut
into 4 pieces

One square piece
(approx. 3 × 3 cm) Glass cup Room temp
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Table 2. Cont.

Sample Study Preparation Served Amount Serving Dish Serving Temperature

Oat Granola 2 * 2 as such 2 tablespoons Glass cup Room temp
Oat Muesli * 2 as such 2 tablespoons Glass cup Room temp

Yoghurt-alternative 1 3 Stirred 2 teaspoons Plastic cup Refrigerated
Yoghurt-alternative 2 3 Stirred 2 teaspoons Plastic cup Refrigerated

Instant Porridge 3

250 mL hot water
from electric kettle
mixed with 150 mL
flakes, simmered for

5 min

1 tablespoon Glass cup Warm (60 ◦C)

Oat Meat Substitute 3
Heated in

microwave oven (full
power) for 30 s

1 tablespoon Glass cup Warm (60 ◦C)

Granola in Drink * 3 Oat drink shaken
1 tablespoon

granola + 15 mL
oat drink

Glass cup Refrigerated

Oat Chips 4 as such One piece Plastic cup Room temp
Hard Bread 4 Split piece in halves One half Plastic cup Room temp

Oat Bread 2 4
Defrosted (−18 ◦C) in
microwave oven, cut

into 6 pieces

One rectangular
piece

(approx. 2 × 3 cm)
Plastic cup Room temp

* Modified versions of the commercial products without added flavoring ingredients provided by the manufacturer.
Granola in drink was mixed by the participant right before testing the sample. ** Manufactured in Sweden. All other
products were manufactured in Finland.

2.4. Sensory Evaluations in Finland and China

Three separate sensory characterization tests (Table 1) were carried out using the
Check-All-That-Apply (CATA) method [33] and following nine-point balanced hedonic scales
(categories from dislike extremely to like extremely) for appearance, odor, flavor and mouthfeel;
seven-point scales for odor and flavor intensities; and a five-point scale for purchase interest of the oat
samples shown in Table 2. The CATA attribute list consisted of 34 attributes presented on one page
and in fixed order for all samples and panelists including odor, flavor, taste and textural attributes as
well as more abstract descriptors (Table S1). Attributes on the CATA list were based on the existing
literature related sensory properties of oat and other grains and their products (e.g., reviews by Heiniö
et al. [12,14]) as well as the preliminary sensory tests by the research team (data not published).

The questionnaires for the sensory evaluations were created with Compusense five 5.6 software
(Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada), and the data were collected in Finland in Finnish and
English using the software, whereas printed paper forms in Chinese were used in China. Samples
(8–10/study; shown in Table 2) were presented to the participants all at the same time in randomized
order (all possible permutations design) with three-digit random codes on the sample cups. Participants
were instructed to examine samples in the given order monadically and select all possible CATA
attributes in the sample and finally rate pleasantness, intensities and the purchase interests on the scales
before evaluating the next sample. Additionally, participants were instructed to drink water between
each sample to rinse their mouths. Sensory tests were organized in controlled laboratory conditions in
individual sensory booths at the University of Turku, Finland, or at the Jiangnan University, China.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Hedonic liking data from the online questionnaire were analyzed using ANOVA, with oat
product, country of origin (two classes: from Finland or other country), gender, GHI status and
FNS status (Table 1) being the main effects tested along with two-way interactions. Agglomerative
hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out on the FNS and GHI scores, and consumer liking data
to identify potential clusters and ANOVA together with Tukey’s post hoc test were used to identify
significant differences in liking between clusters. Principal component analyses (PCA) were used
to study the correlations between CATA attributes (frequency by the panels) and samples (separate
models created for studies 2–4 in Table 1, n = 8–10 and one model containing all samples from these
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studies, n = 27). Full cross validation was used to the select validated number of components or factors
in the models. All ANOVA tests and cluster analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 25.0
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY), and multivariate analyses were carried out with Unscrambler X
(version 10.5, Camo Software, Oslo, Norway).

3. Results

3.1. Participant Clusters Based on the Online Questionnaire

The FNS status of the participants in study 1 was used to classify participants as less or more
neophobic based on their sum scores using cluster analysis models. Similarly, GHI status was used to
classify participants as more or less interested in the healthiness of food. The sum ranges for “less” and
“more” neophobic were 10–29 and 30–70, respectively, and for “less” and “more” health interested, 8–35
and 36–56, respectively. Cluster analysis with four class variables (gender, country of origin, FNS status
and GHI status) identified five clusters of participants (Table 3). The largest cluster (1) consisted of
Finnish female participants with a high interest towards the healthiness of food and low FNS status.
Clusters 2 and 3 were less interested in the healthiness of food (i.e., low GHI score). The majority of
the Finnish male participants were in cluster 3. Clusters 4 and 5 consisted of more food neophobic,
yet health interested participants from Finland (cluster 4) and other countries (cluster 5).

Table 3. Comparison of participant clusters a and the rated liking of oat product categories in the
online questionnaire.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 All

Number of participants 111 77 69 62 62 381
Gender (%) a Female (100) Female (100) Male (91.3) Female (100) Female (61.3)

Country of origin (%) a Finland (100) Finland (100) Finland (100) Finland (100) Other (100)
Food Neophobia Scale a Less FN Less FN Less FN More FN More FN

Less neophobic % 100 57.1 65.2 45.2 0 59.8 (21.2)
More neophobic % 0 42.9 34.8 54.8 100 40.2 (38.0)

General Health Interest a More HI Less HI Less HI More HI More HI
Less interested % 0 100 53.6 33.9 0 35.4 (28.4)
More interested % 100 0 46.4 66.1 100 64.6 (43.3)

Interest in healthiness of
food b 6.23 ± 0.74 a 5.14 ± 0.90 c 5.42 ± 1.10 bc 6.26 ± 0.72 a 5.58 ± 1.35 b 5.76 ± 1.06

Awareness of healthiness
of food b 5.93 ± 0.93 a 5.55 ± 0.95 ab 5.57 ± 0.93 ab 5.97 ± 0.77 a 5.32 ± 1.44 b 5.69 ± 1.04

Usage of products
containing oats b 2.27 ± 1.41 b 2.56 ± 1.29 b 2.75 ± 1.46 b 2.63 ± 1.36 b 3.47 ± 1.80 a 2.67 ± 1.50

Pleasantness rating of oat product categories b

Oat breads 8.32 ± 0.87 a 8.01 ± 1.16 ab 7.54 ± 1.38 b 8.10 ± 1.14 ab 6.34 ± 1.99 c 7.76 ± 1.46 A
Oat porridges 8.05 ± 1.17 a 7.10 ± 1.89 bc 6.83 ± 1.86 cd 7.82 ± 1.68 ab 6.10 ± 2.35 d 7.28 ± 1.89 B
Oat mueslis 6.94 ± 1.60 ab 6.43 ± 1.63 ab 6.38 ± 1.76 ab 6.97 ± 1.76 a 6.11 ± 2.42 b 6.60 ± 1.84 CD

Oat flakes and brans 6.94 ± 1.79 a 6.66 ± 1.66 a 5.83 ± 1.79 b 6.85 ± 1.45 a 5.56 ± 1.78 b 6.44 ± 1.79 DE
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Table 3. Cont.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 All

Oat powders 4.90 ± 1.73 4.81 ± 1.56 4.42 ± 1.58 5.15 ± 1.77 4.71 ± 1.81 4.80 ± 1.70 G
Oat meat substitutes 6.52 ± 1.83 a 6.03 ± 1.75 a 5.71 ± 2.16 a 6.15 ± 2.09 a 4.77 ± 2.16 b 5.93 ± 2.05 F

Snack-type oat biscuits 6.66 ± 1.71 6.95 ± 1.54 6.93 ± 1.52 6.77 ± 1.64 6.79 ± 1.58 6.81 ± 1.61 CD
Coffee-table oat biscuits 6.80 ± 1.87 a 7.26 ± 1.66 a 7.07 ± 1.73 a 6.90 ± 1.46 a 6.37 ± 2.06 b 6.89 ± 1.79 BC

Oat-based yoghurts 6.69 ± 1.91 a 6.08 ± 2.08 ab 5.42 ± 1.97 b 5.71 ± 2.01 ab 6.18 ± 2.28 b 6.09 ± 2.08 EF
Oat drinks 6.57 ± 2.05 a 5.61 ± 2.27 ab 4.96 ± 2.20 b 5.42 ± 2.21 b 5.40 ± 2.28 b 5.71 ± 2.25 F
Oat candies 4.80 ± 1.75 4.66 ± 1.77 4.35 ± 1.96 4.56 ± 1.71 4.97 ± 2.19 4.68 ± 1.86 G

Familiarity rating of oat product categories b

Oat breads 4.41 ± 0.59 a 4.25 ± 0.67 a 4.23 ± 0.77 a 4.26 ± 0.68 a 3.48 ± 1.18 b 4.17 ± 0.83 A
Oat porridges 4.71 ± 0.49 a 4.36 ± 0.72 ab 4.29 ± 0.73 b 4.56 ± 0.64 ab 3.81 ± 1.28 c 4.39 ± 0.83 A
Oat mueslis 3.49 ± 0.97 3.21 ± 1.03 3.42 ± 0.93 3.47 ± 1.02 3.19 ± 1.45 3.37 ± 1.08 CD

Oat flakes and brans 3.87 ± 0.95 a 3.45 ± 1.08 ab 3.38 ± 0.81 b 3.58 ± 0.76 ab 2.73 ± 1.31 c 3.46 ± 1.06 BC
Oat powders 2.07 ± 0.97 a 1.48 ± 0.74 b 1.81 ± 1.03 ab 2.08 ± 1.16 a 2.11 ± 1.01 a 1.91 ± 1.01 F

Oat meat substitutes 3.37 ± 0.96 a 2.78 ± 1.07 b 3.03 ± 1.01 ab 3.03 ± 1.06 ab 2.27 ± 1.28 c 2.96 ± 1.12 E
Snack-type oat biscuits 3.64 ± 0.71 3.58 ± 0.66 3.70 ± 0.71 3.60 ± 0.84 3.56 ± 0.88 3.62 ± 0.75 B
Coffee-table oat biscuits 3.56 ± 0.66 a 3.68 ± 0.52 a 3.77 ± 0.71 a 3.48 ± 0.76 a 3.06 ± 1.21 b 3.53 ± 0.81 BC

Oat-based yoghurts 3.48 ± 1.09 a 3.29 ± 0.99 ab 2.93 ± 0.94 b 2.98 ± 0.88 b 3.03 ± 1.29 ab 3.19 ± 1.07 D
Oat drinks 3.63 ± 1.12 a 3.12 ± 1.21 ab 2.93 ± 1.10 b 3.06 ± 1.08 b 2.77 ± 1.21 b 3.17 ± 1.18 DE
Oat candies 1.49 ± 0.84 ab 1.27 ± 0.70 b 1.49 ± 0.85 ab 1.35 ± 0.63 b 1.77 ± 1.09 a 1.47 ± 0.84 G

a Clusters based on four class variables: gender and country of origin (Table 1), Food Neophobia Scale (FNS,
[31]) status and General Health Interest (GHI, [32]) status. FNS and GHI scores of all 381 participants were first
used to create two subsets (less FN/HI or more FN/HI). Mean FNS or GHI scores for the two subsets among
all participants are shown brackets after percentages. b Mean ratings (± standard deviations; scale 1–7; 1 = not
interested/aware/familiar, 7 = extremely interested/aware/familiar; scale for usage: 1 = 2–4 times a day, 2 = Once a
day, 3 = 2–4 times a week, 4 = Once a week, 5 = 1–3 times a month, 6 = A few times a year, 7 = Never; hedonic
liking ratings on a balanced scale 1–9) for clusters and all participants. Statistical differences (if found) are based
on ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (p < 0.05) and are shown with lowercase letters a–d between clusters and
uppercase letters A–G between samples in general.

Clusters differed in the rated interest in the healthiness of food, awareness of the healthiness of
the food they are consuming and the general usage of products containing oats (Table 3). The clusters
with a lower GHI score (2–3) were less interested in the healthiness of food, but equally aware of
the healthiness of food compared to clusters with a higher GHI score. Cluster 5 with non-Finnish
participants was less aware of the healthiness of food than cluster 4 with similar GHI and FNS status.
The clusters with Finnish respondents (1–4) used oat products more often than cluster 5 which consisted
of non-Finnish participants.

The most common reasons for the Finnish participants in the online questionnaire to select oat
products were “flavor”, “healthy” and “rich in fiber” (Table S2). Among the non-Finnish participants,
the “flavor” was not an equally often selected reason in comparison to the other two. In Study 4 in
Wuxi, China, “healthy” and “flavor” were among the most often selected reasons, whereas “easy” was
also among the top three reasons.

3.2. Sensory Descriptors of Oat Products

The CATA tests were performed in three separate studies (Table 1). In general, the most often
checked attributes were “edible”, “light color”, “oat-like”, “mild”, “healthy” and “soft” in the three
tests. The three former attributes were the most often selected in both locations and “mild” was among
the six most often picked attributes, but there were some differences between panels. In Finland,
“healthy” was the fourth most often selected attribute, whereas in Study 4, “healthy” and “soft” were
replaced by “chewy” and “roasted”. Three separate PCA models were created using the CATA attribute
frequencies (Figure 1). The first two Principal components (PCs) illustrated in Figure 1a–c showed 68%,
67% and 64% of the variances among the datasets. In Figure 1a with the dry oat products (Study 2),
some of the most often used descriptors were linked to biscuits and cereal on the right side of the plots
(“crispy/crunchy”) and oat breads on the opposite of the first PC (“soft”). On the second PC, “healthy”
and “light color” were linked to oat muesli, whereas the moist oat biscuit was described as “strange”
and “sticky” and oat granola as “sweet” on the opposite side to healthy but separated by the first PC.
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Figure 1. Principal component analysis models based on the Check-All-That-Apply (CATA) attributes
used to describe the oat samples in the three sensory tests (Table 1). (a) Scores and loadings plots
for samples evaluated in study 2; (b) samples evaluated in study 3; (c) samples evaluated in study 4.
Only attributes selected by a minimum of 5% of the panels were used in the models.

Among the “moist” products included in Study 3 (Figure 1b), the unsweetened oat-based
yoghurt-like products were described as “strange”, “sour”, “inedible” and “strong” on the first PC,
whereas the oat porridges were more “healthy”, “oat-like” and “natural”. On the second PC and on
the opposite side to the porridges was the meat substitute and oat granola + oat drink (a mixture of
the two samples evaluated also separately, Table 2) with “chewy”, “salty” and “brown”. The latter
mixture sample was also described as “crispy/crunchy” and “roasted”. In Study 4 conducted in China,
the porridge and the drinks (milk and powder drink) were described as “natural” and “healthy”,
whereas the puffed cereal and oat chips were described as “crispy” and “roasted” on the opposite side
of the first PC. The latter two samples were separated from bread samples and sweet biscuit along
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the second PC with “grainy”, “sour” and “inedible”. The most frequently used attribute, “edible”,
located on the opposite side correlated with puffed oat cereal.

In order to compare both test locations, Finland and China, and their descriptors at the same time,
additional PCA models were created combining all samples in the tests (n = 27) and their sensory
descriptors (Figure 2a) and separate model for the seven samples included in both locations (Figure 2b).
Three groups of samples were formed on the first two components with 57% of total variance in
the first model. On the right on PC-1 in Figure 2a is the group of samples, such as the granolas
and puffed cereals and some of the biscuits, described as “crispy/crunchy”, “roasted” and “nutty”,
but also “hard”, “sweet”, “grainy” and “edible”. On the opposite side of PC-1 are various moist/wet
products, such as the porridges, drinks and yoghurts, with “healthy”, “natural”, “smooth” and “slimy”
attributes. Located on the top of PC-2 is the third group of varying samples mostly described as
“strange”, “inedible” and “musty” and with “dark” and “brown” colors. The most notable difference
between the Finnish and Chinese panels was with the sweet oat biscuit. It was associated with the
aforementioned third group in the Chinese test but in the first group, in the Finnish test. Similarly,
with the second model (Figure 2b), most of the samples were described similarly in both locations
except the sweet oat biscuit along the PC-2.

Figure 2. PCA models with (a) all samples included in the CATA tests in Finland (blue rectangles) and
China (red circles) (n = 27) with their sensory descriptors and (b) only seven samples included in both
locations. Only attributes selected by a minimum of 5% of the panels were used in the models.

3.3. Comparison of Hedonic Liking Ratings by Finnish and Chinese Participants

Seven of the oat samples shown in Table 2 were included in both test locations. In general,
sweeter samples, such as sweet oat biscuit and oat granolas, were the most preferred based on the
flavor (Table 4), whereas especially the unsweetened oat powder drink and yoghurt-like products
were the most disliked in Finland, and the hard bread, as well as the unsweetened oat powder drink,
were the most disliked in China (Table S3). In most cases, the samples were perceived more pleasant
by the Finnish in comparison to the Chinese participants. Puffed oat cereal and the oat powder were
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perceived more pleasant by the Chinese panel. Intensities of oat odor and/or flavor were perceived
more intense by the Finnish in sweet biscuit, oat drink and powder drink, and more intense by the
Chinese in oat porridge and oat granola.

Table 4. Comparison of the rated pleasantness, intensities oat odor and flavor and interest to purchase
for the oat samples.

Samples a Participants
Pleasantness b Intensity b Purchase

Interest b
Appearance Odor Flavor MF & T Oat Odor Oat Flavor

Sweet Oat
Biscuit

China (n = 103) 6.30 ± 1.2 6.56 ± 1.2 7.17 ± 1.4 b 6.82 ± 1.2 b 3.97 ± 1.4 b 4.24 ± 1.5 b 3.65 ± 1.1 b
Finland (n = 65) 6.43 ± 1.6 6.38 ± 1.5 7.60 ± 1.6a 7.30 ± 1.3 a 4.46 ± 1.6 a 4.74 ± 1.5 a 4.03 ± 1.0 a

Salty Oat
Biscuit

China (n = 103) 5.45 ± 1.3 5.33 ± 1.1 5.64 ± 1.5 5.67 ± 1.5 b 3.52 ± 1.4 3.99 ± 1.5 2.95 ± 1.1
Finland (n = 65) 5.32 ± 1.5 5.65 ± 1.5 5.91 ± 1.8 6.35 ± 1.6 a 3.62 ± 1.6 4.15 ± 1.4 2.69 ± 1.3

Puffed Oat
Cereal

China (n = 103) 6.50 ± 1.4 a 5.84 ± 1.1 a 6.77 ± 1.2 a 6.93 ± 1.3 2.57 ± 1.4 2.94 ± 1.3 3.44 ± 1.1
Finland (n = 65) 5.79 ± 1.9 b 4.95 ± 1.6 b 6.29 ± 1.7 b 7.03 ± 1.5 2.37 ± 1.4 3.05 ± 1.7 3.06 ± 1.5

Oat Drink
China (n = 103) 5.90 ± 1.2 5.28 ± 0.8 b 6.20 ± 1.4 b 6.33 ± 1.6 1.95 ± 1.1 2.73 ± 1.5 b 3.07 ± 1.2
Finland (n = 73) 5.97 ± 1.9 5.60 ± 1.0 a 6.60 ± 1.6 a 6.82 ± 1.8 1.79 ± 1.2 3.49 ± 1.7a 3.38 ± 1.4

Oat Powder
China (n = 103) 5.51 ± 1.2 5.00 ± 0.8 4.20 ± 1.7 a 4.52 ± 1.8 a 2.70 ± 1.6 b 3.51 ± 1.8 b 2.08 ± 1.1 a
Finland (n = 73) 5.15 ± 1.6 5.05 ± 1.6 3.32 ± 1.7 b 3.70 ± 1.9 b 3.63 ± 1.9 a 4.51 ± 1.6 a 1.48 ± 0.8 b

Oat Porridge China (n = 103) 4.58 ± 1.7 b 5.53 ± 1.6 b 5.19 ± 1.6 b 5.13 ± 1.8 b 4.90 ± 1.6 a 5.13 ± 1.7 a 2.50 ± 1.2 b
Finland (n = 73) 6.05 ± 1.7 a 6.62 ± 1.3 a 6.33 ± 1.4 a 6.63 ± 1.4 a 4.27 ± 1.5 b 4.36 ± 1.7 b 3.78 ± 1.2 a

Oat Granola
China (n = 103) 6.30 ± 1.4 b 6.25 ± 1.3 a 6.83 ± 1.5 b 6.26 ± 1.4 b 3.77 ± 1.6 4.73 ± 1.5 a 3.56 ± 1.1
Finland (n = 73) 7.09 ± 1.6 a 5.66 ± 1.8 b 7.77 ± 1.1 a 7.63 ± 1.2 a 3.51 ± 1.8 4.06 ± 1.6 b 3.82 ± 1.3

a Samples included both in Finland and China. b The evaluation scale was a balanced hedonic 9-point scale for the
pleasantness (MF & T mouthfeel and texture), 7-point scale for the intensities and 5-point scale for the purchase
interest. Rated attributes presented to panelists as in the table after completion of the Check-All-That-Apply (CATA)
test. Sample information presented in Table 2. The letters a–b marked the significant statistical differences (p < 0.05)
within each comparison.

4. Discussion

Currently, there is little published information concerning the sensory properties of oat products
as most of studies have focused mainly on the oat itself or on certain specific food processes. Most of
the studies have utilized trained panels and descriptive analysis techniques. The benefits of the
rapid methods such as the Check-All-That-Apply (CATA) test used in this study are that they can be
constructed to include a larger participant number compared to studies with trained panels. The use
of CATA in cross-cultural studies is especially reasonable and feasible, as the influence of a single
participant is smaller than in trained panels. While CATA methods may be more difficult to interpret
than studies with trained panels [33,34], methods focusing on the similarities and differences among
products, such as Projective Mapping used in this study, may overcome these issues [22]. In general,
the data collection procedures in cross-cultural sensory studies are recommended to be as similar as
possible [22]. However, the use of paper forms in Wuxi, for example, instead of computers as in Turku,
or the differences in the sample sets in studies 2–4 (Table 2), may have influenced the outcome.

Here, we provided the CATA list in Finnish or English to participants in Finland and in Chinese
in study 4 in China. The translations were conducted by a food scientist, a native Chinese speaker
with >5 years of experience in living in Finland, and thus with good understanding of food culture
in both countries. However, in any cross-cultural study, the possibility remains for words having a
slightly different tone in different languages and cultures. Results of the CATA tests were in accordance
with literature [12,14] to some extent as “light color” or “mild” were linked to the less processed oat
porridges and plain oat muesli and “strong” and “dark color”’ correlated with many of the more
processed product samples.

We found ethnicity (country of origin) to have a stronger influence on the clustering of the
participants based on the online questionnaire than gender, FNS or GHI status. The participants in
cluster 5 consisting largely of non-Finnish responders were less interested or aware of the healthiness
of their food compared to the other clusters. The hedonic ratings may also have been influenced by
the familiarity of certain foods. Refined and polished grains are traditionally dominant in Chinese
food culture, although consumption of whole grain-based products have been an emerging trend
with the increasing awareness of the consumers about the health benefits of whole grain products.
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This is in contrast to the situation in Finland and other Northern European countries, where whole
grain-based cereal products have been part of the traditional food culture, and products such as oat
breads and different whole grain porridges are well known. Cluster 5 included participants from a
wide range of countries, and with varying time spent in Finland prior to participation to the test (data
not shown). Thus, some of them may have become more familiar with the local foods and have started
using them regularly, whereas many may still prefer to use foods and ingredients familiar to them.
Previous studies have indicated that Chinese people who have moved abroad may be more connected
to the original Chinese food in comparison to other ethnicities, and the effect may persist in several
generations [26]. The fact that cultural differences may have influenced the answering of the questions
(e.g., use of scales) should also be recognized [22].

The acceptance of snack-type oat products did not differ between the clusters indicating that
they are universally popular. Moreover, among the most important reasons for selecting oat products
(Table S2), the Chinese panel in study 4 chose “Easy”. Snack-type foods are also increasing in popularity
in Finland, and their consumption may be linked to increasing obesity [35]. Thus, oats have potential
as an ingredient in healthier snack-type foods in varying markets.

CATA tests showed similarities and differences between the Finnish and Chinese panelists.
As expected, the “sweet” samples, such as granolas and the sweet biscuits, were more preferred in
both locations in comparison to the more “sour” or “bitter” unsweetened products (Figures 1 and 2).
Interestingly, the sweet biscuit evaluated by the Chinese panel in study 4 was located in the third group
of samples (on top of the PC-2 in the scores plot, Figure 2), whereas the corresponding sample evaluated
by the Finnish panel was located in the first group on the opposite side of the PC-2. Although being a
generally liked sample, it was described differently. Potentially, the descriptor “hard” or characteristics
associated with the descriptor “strange” were not familiar to the Chinese panelists. The strangeness can
be linked to unfamiliarity and thus decreased liking of the products in the third group. Unfortunately,
as a limitation of this study [22], all samples used in studies 2 and 3 in Finland were not studied in China
in study 4 due to the required cold storage during transportation. Some of those, e.g., the unsweetened
oat yoghurt-like products and the meat substitutes, were among the distinctively described or more
disliked samples in study 3. However, the introduction of such products to foreign markets would
require costly cooled transportation or local production, and thus is not feasible in comparison to
products not requiring cold storage.

Oats are a traditional and important food ingredient in Nordic countries where breads and
porridges are part of the traditional daily diet. This is also shown in this study where the breads
and porridges were the most familiar product categories in the online questionnaire (Table 3). At the
same time, these foods were the most liked. The familiarity of foods plays an important role in liking
and in usage of foods [36]. Here, the most novel and thus unfamiliar product categories, such as
oat-based meat substitutes, oat powders or oat candies, were more disliked. In China, the dominating
ingredients are rice, wheat and soy, and bread is not a traditionally used food item. Thus, oat breads
and other oat foods are unfamiliar to Chinese food culture. However, there may be significant regional
differences in the preferences. Wheat is grown in the northern parts of China, whereas rice is most
popular in the southern regions. Compared to wheat and rice, oat cultivation is limited to few Northern
provinces including mainly Shanxi, Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia and Hebei [37]. The oat samples in this
study were provided in plastic cups without any additional information about the product (Table 2).
For consumers who are familiar to the products, the intrinsic factors of the food play an important
role in liking, whereas those consumers who are unfamiliar with them, may rely more on the extrinsic
factors, such as information displayed on the product packaging [38]. We chose to present samples
“as such” without any additional ingredients where possible. The added ingredients, such as berry
flavors in oat yoghurts or added side dishes on top of breads or biscuits, would have affected the
perceived familiarity and liking. This would have directed the perspective away from the features of
the oat itself towards the added ingredients. Already the sample of granola with added oat milk in
study 3 resulted in the highest hedonic ratings among all oat products. This shows the importance
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of a real life situation and context in conducting the acceptance tests, and calls for further studies in
more narrow product categories served in meal type settings. Potentially, oat could be incorporated as
an ingredient in local foods or products instead of introducing it in more unfamiliar product forms
and concepts. On the other hand, the added ingredients should not undermine or compromise the
healthiness of the oat. While it is globally true that the sensory properties of food are the primary
driver in food choices of consumers, there are variations between people to the extent of readiness to
trade the enjoyment from food for potential health benefits, which was also noted in the results of
this study.

The number of new oat-based products has recently skyrocketed in Finland, and separate,
sensory tests could be organized using many of the product categories alone. Many of the product
categories (Table 3) or actual products (Table 2) are becoming more frequently used and thus more
familiar to larger consumer groups. Some consumers may discard all animal-based or wheat-based
foods from their diets, while many are ready to test new plant-based alternatives and use them in
addition to the traditional options. At the same time, new innovative foods are introduced actively
to the markets, some also with oat as the main, or additional yet emphasized ingredient. Especially,
the meat or dairy replacers have increased their popularity in recent years. In these product categories,
oats have provided a more local option to various other plant-based options, such as soy.

In addition to familiarity, consumer’s food neophobia status has an important role in determining
the acceptance of foods, especially with novel and unfamiliar foods [36,39–41]. Food neophobia has
also been shown to be partially genetically determined [42]. Clusters 1–3 consisted mainly or mostly of
less food neophobic participants, whereas clusters 4 and 5 had more neophobic participants (Table 3).
In the comparison of clusters 1 and 4, where other factors such as gender, interest in healthiness of
food and origin of the participants were considered, the more novel oat drinks were more liked by
cluster 1. However, the food neophobia status of the participants in the online questionnaire affected
the liking ratings notably less in comparison to participants’ origin. Food neophobia may also affect
the stronger flavored foods more than the mild ones [43]. Here, the attribute “mild” was linked to oat
porridges (Figures 1 and 2) along with “natural” and “oat-like” attribute indicating the natural “oat”
flavor being mild [13,14]. In Figure 2, various food items in the third group, which were more novel
for the participants, correlated with the “strong” attribute, and thus, they may have been partially
disliked due to food neophobia.

Interestingly, the oat porridges were associated with healthiness in both Finland and China
(studies 3 and 4). At the same time, in both locations or in the online questionnaire, the porridges were
not among the most or least liked samples or food categories. Potentially, this is due to simplicity and
less processing which in some cases may be more liked and often associated with being healthier [44].
However, the liking and the interest to purchase the porridge (Table 4) were rated higher by the
Finnish panel. The oat porridge has already been for a long time perceived as a healthy and nutritious
option for a breakfast. The healthiness of oats has become increasingly known among the consumers,
potentially also in China, especially among the higher educated participants in study 4, i.e., students
and staff at the Jiangnan University. As the students may be more open to new food choices and
perhaps more aware of the health benefits of oats, they are potential consumers of oat products. Interest
to purchase oat products may be more dependent on the consumer’s education level and the nutritive
value of the product rather than the product price or the income level of the consumer [45]. Similar to
study 4, also in Finland in studies 2 and 3, the participants were mainly highly educated university
students and staff, and thus, extrapolation to the whole population should be done with caution [22].
More studies are needed also with more random sampling and participants with a wider socioeconomic
background and food preference (deriving from regional differences). Concerning the healthiness of
oat, the GHI status of the participants affected mainly the porridge category in the online questionnaire
as the more health interested in cluster 1 gave higher ratings compared to the corresponding cluster 2
with lower health interest. As the healthiness of oat may be a potential marketing strategy for various
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product categories, familiarity and sensory properties likely have stronger impacts on the purchasing
decision by consumers who do not emphasize the healthiness of foods.

In addition to being associated with healthiness, porridges were associated with the “natural”
attribute in Figures 1 and 2. The naturalness of foods is a very important factor in food choices for
most of the consumers and it can be classified by its origin, technologies and ingredients used or
by the characteristics of the final product [46]. Here, the porridges in studies 3 and 4, as well as the
plain muesli in study 2, were potentially perceived as less processed and with lesser ingredients in
comparison to the other samples. Moreover, the oat-like odor and flavor perceived from the porridges
were the most intense among the samples (Table 4). Some of the products included in this study,
and also many oat products currently in market, may contain relatively little oat in comparison to the
other ingredients, thus resulting in the lower intensity of oat-like odors and flavors.

In conclusion, the acceptance of oat products and product categories was studied in Finland and
China. The ethnicity of the participants had an important role affecting the rated pleasantness and
familiarity of oat product categories, whereas both food neophobia and health interest status also
had an influence. The effects of these were observed in different oat product categories. For example,
the ethnicity affected the acceptance of the traditional and generally liked foods, such as breads and food
neophobia status, and the acceptance of novel and familiar foods, such as meat substitutes. The health
interest status affected the acceptance of oat porridges, which were also universally described as
“healthy”. The sensory tests using the CATA method showed several similarities between the Finnish
and Chinese panel in the selection of sensory descriptors for product. In addition to porridge being
generally described as “healthy”’, oat granolas were described as “sweet”’ and “roasted”’ in both
locations. The generally liked sweet oat biscuits were described differently in two tests.

Based on this study, different strategies are needed for different oat products in order to introduce
them successfully to consumers in Finland, where the oat is a significant part of consumers’ daily
diets, or China, where oats are only regionally known or only becoming more popular. However,
the healthiness of the oat is a crucial factor affecting the choices of consumers in both countries,
thus strongly affecting the acceptance of “oat-like” products, such as porridges. Sweetness is also
a generally liked attribute among the products in this study, but too much added sugar results in
reducing the potential healthiness of oats. However, more studies are needed focusing on the consumer
acceptance and usage of oats and oat products, especially in different varying consumer segments,
in order enhance their consumption. The study provides assistance to food companies in bringing
products to new markets or to new consumer groups. This applies both to marketing oat products in
Western countries, where the oat is traditionally consumed, and to exporting oat products to markets
where the oat is not yet equally well utilized and accepted. The study also benefits researchers studying
multicultural differences especially in relation to preference for grains or foods in general.
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Abstract: Culture is one of the main factors that influence food assessment. This cross-cultural research
aimed to compare Chinese and Danish consumers in their post-ingestive drivers of Post-Ingestive
Food Pleasure (PIFP). We define PIFP as a “subjective conscious sensation of pleasure and joy
experienced after eating”. We conducted two in-country consumer studies in Denmark (n = 48)
and in China (n = 53), measuring post-ingestive sensations and PIFP using visual analogue scale,
for three hours following consumption of a breakfast meal. Key results revealed perceived Satisfaction,
Mental, Overall and Physical wellbeing to be highly influential on PIFP in both countries. Moreover,
Danish consumers perceived appetite-related sensations such as Satiety, Hunger, Desire-to-eat
and In-need-of-food to be influential on PIFP, which was not the case in China. In China, more
vitality-related sensations such as Energized, Relaxation and Concentration were found to be drivers
of PIFP. These results suggest similarities but also distinct subtleties in the cultural constructs of
PIFP in Denmark and in China. Focusing on Food Pleasure as a post-ingestive measure provides
valuable output, deeper insights into what drives Food Pleasure, and, importantly, takes us beyond
the processes only active during the actual eating event.

Keywords: cross-cultural; post-ingestive food pleasure; food reward; post-ingestive sensation;
satisfaction; china; Denmark

1. Introduction

Culture is one of the main underlying factors that influence how we assess food, our attitudes
and beliefs about food and our food choices [1]. Considering the globalization and emergent food
markets, where foods are exported beyond national borders, we need to take into consideration
cultural aspects when seeking to understand human eating behaviors on the respective markets [2].
Consequently, cross-cultural research has become increasingly more pertinent within Sensory and
Consumer Science [3,4], and several studies suggest that cultural differences exist in the way we
perceive food, in our associations with specific foods, and also within food-related concepts [5–11].
The contribution and importance of cross-cultural research studies thus bring new perspectives in the
domain of Sensory and Consumer Science, and it contributes to the development and understanding
of various food concepts.
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Emphasis on cultural differences in food perceptions might be imperative in our association
with Food Reward. Food Reward comes in many disguises and the concept can be defined and
explained in many different ways. Reward is not a unitary construct, but comprises multiple
psychological components [12], and different disciplines include different measurements of Food
Reward. Investigating reward initially originates from disciplines such as psychology and neuroscience,
where activation of brain circuits and neural pathways bring important knowledge. Reward research
has been used to provide insights into several psychological and cognitive conditions including drug
addictions, depression, eating disorders, gambling, obsession, sex addiction etc. [12,13]. Neuroscientists
disclose three major components of reward namely Motivation, Learning and Affect. Each category
comprises both explicit and implicit psychological constituents [12,14]. Motivation includes wanting,
either as a conscious desire for incentives or as an underlying implicit motivation for reward. Learning
represents association and prediction of future rewards based on experience, which includes both
explicit cognitive expectancy and implicit associative conditioning. Affect includes liking and
pleasantness, either as an implicit affect response or as a conscious pleasure in the ordinary sense of
the term [13]. The present research situates and considers Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure (PIFP) as part
of the Affect category with focus on conscious pleasure, inspired and described by [12,14].

Food Reward functions as an important conception for research within disciplines such as
Health, Nutrition and Food Sciences [15]. For instance, several researchers within the Sensory and
Consumer Science field seek to better understand Food Reward’s role in appetite and hence our
eating behaviors [16]. The most common Food Reward measures are self-reported liking [16,17],
self-reported desire-to-eat [13] or wanting for a specific food [13,16]. Many Food Reward measures
and tasks have been developed and are in active use [18]. Rogers and Hardman (2015) define Food
Reward as the “momentary value of a food to the individual at the time of ingestion”, measured
directly with a rating of “desire to eat the entire portion right now” [19]. This approach and definition
have also been used by, e.g., Ruddock et al. (2017) [19,20]. Explicit liking and desire to eat are most
frequently evaluated using rating scales such as visual analogue scales [16]. The Leeds Food Preference
Questionnaire (LFPQ) is a computer based measurement tool for Food Reward first proposed by
Finlayson et al. (2007) [21]. LFPQ utilizes food image stimuli to evaluate explicit liking and wanting
as well as implicit wanting in a choice task. The LFPQ has been applied and/or adapted by several
researchers [16,20,22–24]. Additional Food Reward measures include grip force operant tasks [18,20,25],
willingness to pay [20,26], and Emotional attentional blink [18,27]. An operant task could include
tapping a space bar for 60 seconds, being told, the more you tap, the more of a given food you will
receive [19,20], or by squeezing a handheld dynamometer as a response to specific food images [25].

The majority of the studies investigating Food Reward within the appetite space, measure and
apply liking, wanting and other reward-associated tasks prior to or during consumption, so as part
of the momentary eating event [17]. However, Food Reward derived from eating might also depend
on sensations experienced in the time after eating. Møller (2015) argue that reward from eating
depends also on mental and bodily wellbeing experienced after a meal, and that this focus is practically
untouched in the scientific exploration of Food Reward [28]. There is a need to extend the concept of
affective reward in human reward processes [17], to move further and beyond the actual eating event
in seeking to quantify reward, wellbeing, pleasure, food joy and satisfaction derived from eating [28].
This gives rise to incorporating Food Pleasure to our post-ingestive experiences, as well as to explore
how Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure associates to other post-ingestive sensations. Food Pleasure can
thus also be a measure after intake and in the time following intake. Food Pleasure as a longer-lasting
measure than just at the actual eating event can provide deeper insights into what drives Food Pleasure
post intake.

In the present paper, we define Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure (PIFP) as a “subjective conscious
sensation of pleasure and joy experienced after eating”, measured directly by asking: “Please rate your
sense of joy when thinking of the meal you ate today”. Therefore, PIFP in this study represents explicit
enjoyment experienced by the individual consumer. Studying post-ingestive drivers of Food Pleasure,
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whether it be appetite-related sensations or more bodily or mental sensations, requires measurements
of our interoceptive states [28,29]. Interoception defines as the subjective experience of internal
signals related to, e.g., satiety, hunger, heat, pain, energy, visceral and muscular sensations [29–32].
Interoceptive states also function as a basis for self-awareness and subjective feelings, representing
a conscious evaluation of “how I feel” [28,29]. Including different interoceptive states appeals to
consumers’ ability to introspect at a conscious level and contributes to an in-depth picture of the
extended appetite experience [28,33].

The overall purpose of this research study was to study post-ingestive sensations as drivers of PIFP
in a cross-cultural comparative study between Denmark and China. Investigating the post-ingestive
consumer experience including PIFP provides valuable novel insights into the more extended eating
experience going beyond the momentary eating event. It enables us to study the dynamics and the
interrelationships between sensations in the time after eating and provides a clearer picture as to
which sensations that are important for PIFP for Chinese and Danish consumers. PIFP and other
post-ingestive sensations can act as desired outcome goals for consumers, and these desired goals could
guide the individual to regulate one’s eating behaviors in order to obtain the desired goal. This, indeed,
serves important knowledge for both academia, food industry and food policy. Product developers,
marketing professionals and health advisers can benefit from this knowledge in order to facilitate
and promote healthier eating behaviors and thus help people to better navigate in a challenging food
environment. Therefore, investigating PIFP offers new ways to understand and predict food choice
and intake behaviors. The research specifically aims to:

(1) Study post-ingestive drivers of self-reported Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure (PIFP), and study the
development of drivers of PIFP over three hours post intake;

(2) Compare Danish and Chinese consumers in their post-ingestive drivers of self-reported PIFP.

The research included conducting of two in-country consumer studies in Denmark and in China,
respectively. We investigated similarities and differences between Danish and Chinese consumers,
and it was hypothesized that differences exist between the two cultures with respect to variation
in drivers of PIFP. The constructs of PIFP were therefore expected to vary with consumers’ cultural
background. Note, data from the Danish in-country study have been used and published elsewhere,
but with different aims and analyses [34]. In the present paper, we include Chinese in-country data,
partake different aims and analyses and focus on a cross-cultural perspective comparing dimensions of
PIFP between Denmark and China.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Recruitment

In China, participants (ntotal = 53) were recruited from the University of Chinese Academy of
Sciences (UCAS), north of Beijing. In Denmark, participants (ntotal = 48) were recruited from Ollerup
Sports Academy, south of Odense. In both studies, participants voluntarily signed up for the research
study after advertisement via internal written communication channels. Inclusion criteria in both
countries were: being between 18 and 25 years old, being a liker of yoghurt for breakfast, not suffer
from any food allergies and being Chinese or Danish in nationality, respectively. Table 1 displays
the characteristics of participants from Denmark and China. The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences with the approval number: H18011.
In Denmark, ethical approval is not required for this type of study according to the National Committee
on Health Research Ethics in Denmark (Section 14 (2) in the Committee Act) [35]. Prior to participation,
all participants gave their written consent.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics from the Danish and Chinese central-location studies.

Characteristics China Denmark

ntotal 53 48
Males/females 24/29 31/17

Age (years) 22 ± 1.1 (20–25) * 20.4 ± 1.1 (18–25) *
Weight (kg) 60.3 ± 10.8 (41–95) * 71.5 ± 12.0 (51–108) *
Height (cm) 168.6 ± 7.2 (154–183) * 175.7 ± 8.5 (162–192) *

BMI 1 (kg/m2) 21.1 ± 2.7 (17.3–33.6) * 23.0 ± 2.4 (19–30.5) *

* Mean ± standard deviation (range); 1 BMI= body mass index

2.2. Procedure and Study Design

Two comparative central-location consumer studies were carried out in Denmark and in China,
both with a randomized controlled crossover design. Data collection procedures were executed in
identical manners. Data were collected within a reasonable timeframe, in this case within seven
months, avoiding any disproportionate period of time between data collection which can hinder
comparability [36]. Data were collected in March 2018 in Denmark and in October 2018 in China,
with similar weather conditions, avoiding any bias related to seasonal heat or cold weathers during
summer or winter. Participants came in for two breakfast sessions on two separate days. Breakfast
meals were served in random order across participants. The study began at 7:30 a.m. in the morning,
with participants coming in fasting state since 22:00 the night before, and ran for 3 hours until 10:30 a.m.
To make sure, all participants consumed the same amounts, the breakfast meals were mandatory
intake. Response variables were collected pre intake, immediately after intake and for three hours in
30 minute intervals post intake. Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure and Satisfaction were evaluated post
intake, since they refer to sensations after eating.

2.3. Questionnaire

The questionnaire focused on post-ingestive sensations and PIFP, and the specific chosen response
variables were developed from existing scientific literature linked to consumer food perception and
investigated post-ingestive sensation variables [6,32,37–39]. PIFP in the present study was evaluated
with focus and emphasis on food joy post intake using the question phrasing: “Please rate your sense of
joy when thinking of the meal you ate today”. Response variables were evaluated in randomized order
using a visual analogue scale (VAS) via CompuSense® Cloud software (CompuSense Inc., Guelph,
Ontario, Canada). Data were thus collected on a continuous scale ranging from 0, anchored “not at all”
to 10, anchored “extremely”. In addition, participants answered demographic question including
gender, age, weight and height.

Emphasis was made on ensuring linguistic equivalence between the two languages, as well as
developing the questionnaire in participants’ native languages. It has been shown that non-native
language questionnaires can lead to a preference for neutral answers due to lack of understanding
of the question or lack of comfortability with the task in general, whereas native language
questionnaires support the respondent to use the full range and to find the concepts more refined [40].
The questionnaires in each country included identical response variables in linguistic equivalent
phrasings. For specific phrasings used in the Danish and Chinese consumer studies, see Table 2.
To ensure and validate proper translations for cultural equivalence, question phrasings were translated
using back-translation [41]. Chinese native speakers translated the questionnaire from English to
Chinese, followed by a back-translation to English by another native speaking Chinese researcher.
All translators were researchers within food science to ensure that the meaning of the questions were
correctly communicated after translations into another language.
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Table 2. Response variables with Danish, English, and Chinese phrasings as used in the questionnaires.
Data were collected on a continuous visual analogue scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 10.

Variable English Phrasing Chinese Phrasing Danish Phrasing

Hunger “How hungry are you right now?” “您现在有多饿?” “Hvor sulten er du lige nu?”

Satiety “How full are you right now?” “您现在有多饱?” “Hvor mæt er du lige nu?”

Energized “How energetic are you right
now?” “您现在精力有多充沛?” “Hvor energisk er du lige nu?”

Relaxation “How relaxed are you right now?” “您现在有多放松?” “Hvor afslappet er du lige nu?”

Concentration “How is your concentration right
now?” “您现在精神有多集中?” “Hvor koncentreret er du lige nu?”

Sleepiness “How sleepy are you right now?” “您现在有多累?” “Hvor træt er du lige nu?”

Satisfaction “How satisfied are you with the
breakfast meal you ate today?” “您对今天的早餐多满意?” “Hvor tilfreds er du med det måltid

du har spist i dag?”

Overall wellbeing “Please rate your overall
wellbeing as you feel it right now”

“请立即给您现在的总体舒适状况
打分”

“I hvor høj grad fornemmer du en
generel velvære lige nu?”

Physical wellbeing “Please rate your physical
wellbeing as you feel it right now”

“请您凭第一感觉对自己现在的身
体舒适状况打分”

“Hvor fysisk veltilpas er du lige
nu?”

Mental wellbeing “Please rate your mental
wellbeing as you feel it right now”

“请您凭第一感觉给自己现在的心
情舒畅状况打分”

“Hvor mentalt veltilpas er du lige
nu?”

Desire to eat “How much do you desire to eat
something right now?” “您现在有多想吃点东西呢?” “Hvor stor er din lyst til noget at

spise lige nu?”

Sweet desire “How much do you desire to eat
something sweet right now?” “您现在有多想吃些甜的食物?” “I hvor høj grad har du lyst til noget

sødt lige nu?”

Salty desire “How much do you desire to eat
something salty right now?” “您现在有多想吃些咸的食物?” “I hvor høj grad har du lyst til noget

salt lige nu?”

Fatty desire “How much do you desire to eat
something fatty right now?” “您现在有多想吃些油腻的食物?” “I hvor høj grad har du lyst til noget

fedt lige nu?”

In need of food “How much do you need food
right now?” “您现在有多需要食物?” “I hvor høj grad mangler du noget

mad lige nu?”

Post-Ingestive Food
Pleasure

“Please rate your sense of joy
when thinking of the meal you ate

today”.

“请给您在回想今日所进食食物的
时候的愉悦程度打分”

“I hvor høj grad fornemmer du en
glæde ved den mad du har spist i

dag?”

2.4. Breakfast Meals

The breakfast meals consisted of a non-flavored yoghurt added toppings of plain muesli, natural
almonds, raisins and fresh blueberries. The breakfast meals were developed to resemble each other in
each country. All ingredients were identical except for the yoghurt and fresh blueberries, which were
purchased commercially in China and in Denmark, respectively. Thus, yoghurt and blueberries were
locally bought in each country aiding familiarity and fresh produce. In both countries, we selected
a non-flavored yoghurt with no added sugar, which was similar in content and calories for both
countries. The yoghurt from China contained six more calories per 100g than the Danish yoghurt.
To facilitate a span in evaluated response variables, we added whey protein isolate and glucose syrup
to the breakfast meals stirred into the yoghurt. The added whey protein isolate (35g/131.5Cal) and
added glucose syrup (42.35g/131.5Cal) were the exact same amounts in both countries. For meal
content and specific ingredient details, see Table 3. Note, for this paper, the meals served as a tool to
span post-ingestive sensations and PIFP, and to facilitate a comparison between Chinese and Danish
consumers in post-ingestive drivers of PIFP. Results accounting product/meal differences have been
published elsewhere [34]. The test meals were made following standardized procedures to ensure
validity and standardization. The visual look of the breakfast meals were identical in China and in
Denmark, and can be seen from the picture in Figure 1.
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Table 3. Contents of the breakfast meals.

Food Ingredient
Breakfast A Breakfast B

Amount (g)/Calories (Cal) Amount (g)/Calories (Cal)

Yoghurt in Denmark 1 300/123 300/123
Yoghurt in China 2 300/141 300/141

Lacprodan 3 35/131.5 -
Glucose syrup 4 - 42.35/131.5

Muesli 5 30/99 30/99
Almonds 6 6/30 6/30
Raisins 7 2.5/5 2.5/5

Fresh blueberries 8 2.5/5 2.5/5

Total Denmark 376/393 383.35/393
Total China 376/411 383.35/411

1 Arla®lactose-free yoghurt natural (Arla Foods, Viby, Denmark); 2 JinShi Dai今时代 low-fat, sugar-free yoghurt
containing xylitol (Odward Dairy, Beijing, China); 3 Lacprodan®SP-9225 Instant (whey protein isolate) (Arla
Foods, Viby, Denmark); 4 Dansukker®glucose syrup (Dansukker, Copenhagen, Denmark); 5 Kornkammeret muesli
(Lantmännen Cerealia A/S, Vejle, Denmark); 6 Coop almonds natural (Coop Danmark A/S, Albertslund, Denmark);
7 Urtekram Sultana raisins (Urtekram International A/S, Mariager, Denmark); 8 Bought from a local supermarket
the day before test day—origin unknown.

 

Figure 1. Picture of the breakfast meal (non-flavored yoghurt, muesli, almonds, raisins,
fresh blueberries).

2.5. Data Analysis

Subjective reports on weight and height were used to calculate BMI: weight (kg)/height (m)2.
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed separately for each country to
analyze dynamics in post-ingestive sensations over time. p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically
significant, and Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences (HSD) test was applied for pairwise comparisons
between time points. Effect sizes were examined using Cohen’s d values [42]. Partial Least Squares
Regression (PLSR) models were applied to study drivers of PIFP in Denmark and in China, separately.
This approach has also been employed by other researchers for Sensory and Consumer Science
data [39,43]. PLSR deals with multi-collinearity between explanatory variables as well as takes into
account the latent co-variance structure between PIFP (Y-variable) and explanatory post intake variables
(X-variables). Data were centered and reduced, and all models were full cross-validated using Jackknife
leave-one-out (LOO) validation. A cumulative Q2 index above 0.5 was considered a good predictive
quality of the models. Variable Importance in Projection (VIP-score) was analyzed to determine
the influential variables on PIFP. Only VIP-scores above 0.8 were considered influential variables as
defined by, e.g., [44–46]. As described by [47], a strategy to select subsets of variables is discarding
of variables with small VIP values [45,47]. Therefore, and for visualization, the plots depicted in the
manuscript only displays variables that the models found influential on PIFP, discarding small VIP
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values. PLSR models were applied across products (across breakfast A and B, thus not accounting
meal differences) and separately for China and Denmark. PLSR models and ANOVA models were
applied at the time points ‘immediately post intake’ as well as ‘three hours post intake’, to reflect the
longest interval and variation in data and to represent the post-ingestive effects for the whole study
period. All PLSR models were carried out using XLSTAT by Addinsoft, version 2019.2. (XLSTAT,
Long Island, NY, USA) [48].

3. Results

3.1. Dynamics in Post-Ingestive Sensations

Significant main effects of time between the time points ‘immediately post intake’ and ‘three hours
post intake’ was seen for 15 post-ingestive variables in Denmark and for 10 post-ingestive variables in
China, see Table 4. In general, for both countries, Hunger, Desire-to-eat, Sweet desire, Salty desire,
Fatty desire and In need of food significantly increased over three hours, whereas Satiety significantly
decreased. Only in China, Overall, Mental and Physical wellbeing significantly increased over three
hours, whereas the same variables significantly decreased in Denmark over three hours. In China,
no time effects were seen for Energized, Relaxation, Concentration, Sleepiness, Satisfaction and PIFP,
whereas only Sleepiness in Denmark did not show a significant time effect. In both countries, Hunger,
Satiety, Desire to eat and In need of food yielded the largest effect sizes for time differences. Table 4
shows the least squares (LS) means across products at the two time points for each country. Level of
significance, F values and Cohen’s d values for effect sizes are included for each country separately.

Table 4. Least squares means ± standard deviations (China: n = 53, Denmark: n = 48) across products
immediately post intake and three hours post intake for all post-ingestive response variables.

China Denmark

Immediately
Post Intake

Three
Hours Post

Intake
p F d 1 Immediately

Post Intake

Three
Hours Post

Intake
p F d 1

Hunger 1.81a ± 1.8 4.52b ± 2.4 *** 121.8 1.3 4.36a ± 2.6 7.90b ± 1.5 *** 205.3 1.7
Satiety 7.61a ± 2.1 4.33b ± 2.4 *** 195.2 1.5 5.66a ± 2.0 1.99b ± 1.6 *** 267.6 2.0

Energized 6.52 ± 2.0 6.37 ± 2.0 ns - - 4.31a ± 1.6 3.72b ± 1.6 ** 10.9 0.4
Relaxation 6.70 ± 2.2 7.06 ± 1.7 ns - - 5.70a ± 1.7 4.66b ± 1.8 *** 20.2 0.6

Concentration 6.96 ± 1.9 6.67 ± 1.8 ns - - 4.73a ± 1.4 3.92b ± 1.5 *** 17.7 0.6
Sleepiness 3.17 ± 2.0 3.75 ± 2.1 ns - - 5.05 ± 1.9 4.86 ± 2.0 ns - -

Satisfaction 5.72 ± 2.4 6.05 ± 2.2 ns - - 4.48a ± 2.1 3.28b ± 2.0 *** 52.5 0.6
Overall wellbeing 6.19a ± 2.2 6.79b ± 1.8 ** 9.1 0.3 5.37a ± 1.5 4.39b ± 1.9 *** 23.8 0.6
Physical wellbeing 6.00a ± 2.2 6.65b ± 1.9 ** 10.5 0.3 5.24a ± 1.5 4.16b ± 1.9 *** 29.8 0.6
Mental wellbeing 6.26a ± 2.1 6.93b ± 1.8 *** 14.8 0.3 5.36a ± 1.6 4.44b ± 1.7 *** 26.0 0.6

Desire to eat 2.38a ± 2.3 4.83b ± 2.5 *** 89.3 1.0 4.73a ± 2.5 8.15b ± 1.4 *** 202.2 1.7
Sweet desire 2.57a ± 2.3 3.51b ± 2.5 *** 23.2 0.4 4.02a ± 2.3 5.12b ± 2.4 *** 19.7 0.5
Salty desire 3.14a ± 2.8 3.94b ± 2.5 ** 11.9 0.3 2.95a ± 2.0 3.92b ± 2.5 *** 19.1 0.4
Fatty desire 2.28a ± 2.4 2.96b ± 2.4 ** 10.9 0.3 2.50a ± 1.9 3.74b ± 2.6 *** 37.5 0.5

In need of food 2.28a ± 2.1 4.79b ± 2.5 *** 100.8 1.1 4.61a ± 2.5 8.01b ± 1.4 *** 237.0 1.7
Post-Ingestive Food

Pleasure 5.93 ± 2.4 6.16 ± 2.1 ns - - 4.19a ± 2.2 3.08b ± 1.9 *** 35.0 0.5

Means with different superscript (a,b) within each country differ significantly (Tukey p < 0.05); *** p < 0.0001,
** p <0.01, ns = no significant time difference; 1 Effect size (Cohen’s d); data were collected on a continuous visual
analogue scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 10.

3.2. Post-Ingestive Sensations Driving Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure in China and in Denmark

Partial Least Squares Regression models were employed to determine the main drivers of PIFP
amongst the included fifteen post-ingestive sensations in each country at two different time points;
immediately post intake and three hours post intake. All models showed good predictive quality,
defined by how well the model fits the observed values (goodness of fit). Accordingly, from the Chinese
data, the model quality presented a cumulative Q2 index of 0.7 and 0.6; at time immediately post
intake and three hours post intake, respectively. From the Danish data, the model quality presented
a cumulative Q2 of 0.5 and 0.9 immediately post intake and three hours post intake, respectively.
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Analysis of Variables Importance in Projection (VIP-scores) revealed specific post-ingestive sensations
to be drivers of PIFP. In China, the following post-ingestive sensations were main drivers of PIFP:
Satisfaction, Mental wellbeing, Overall wellbeing, Physical wellbeing, Energized, Concentration and
Relaxation. These post-ingestive sensations remained influential drivers from immediately post intake
and until three hours post intake. In Denmark, immediately post intake, the following post-ingestive
sensations were main drivers of PIFP: Satisfaction, Mental wellbeing, Overall wellbeing, Physical
wellbeing, In need of food, Desire to eat, Satiety and Hunger. Three hours post-intake, the analysis
revealed two additional post-ingestive sensations to become influential drivers (VIP-scores >0.8),
namely Energized and Concentration. Table 5 shows the VIP-scores from the PLSR models for each
country at the two time points.

Table 5. Variable Importance in Projection (VIP-scores) of Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure for all fifteen
post-ingestive sensations immediately post intake and three hours post intake. Variables are computed
in descending order according to VIP-scores immediately post intake.

China Denmark

Post-Ingestive
Sensation

Immediately
Post Intake

Three Hours
Post Intake

Post-Ingestive
Sensation

Immediately
Post Intake

Three Hours
Post Intake

Satisfaction 1.7 2.4 Satisfaction 2.6 2.6
Mental wellbeing 1.6 1.4 Mental wellbeing 1.3 1.0
Overall wellbeing 1.5 1.1 Overall wellbeing 1.3 1.1
Physical wellbeing 1.5 1.1 Physical wellbeing 1.0 1.0

Energized 1.2 1.3 In need of food 1.0 0.9
Concentration 1.2 1.1 Desire to eat 0.9 1.0

Relaxation 1.1 1.3 Satiety 0.9 0.9
Sleepiness 0.6 0.7 Hunger 0.8 1.1

In need of food 0.6 0.5 Relaxation 0.6 0.6
Satiety 0.6 0.6 Energized 0.6 1.2

Desire to eat 0.5 0.6 Salty desire 0.6 0.2
Salty desire 0.6 0.6 Sleepiness 0.5 0.1

Hunger 0.5 0.5 Sweet desire 0.5 0.2
Sweet desire 0.5 0.5 Concentration 0.5 1.1
Fatty desire 0.3 0.6 Fatty desire 0.5 0.2

VIP-scores are calculated based on Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) models with Post-Ingestive Food
Pleasure as dependent variable (Y) and post-ingestive variables as explanatory variables (X). A VIP-score > 0.8 is
considered significantly influential on Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure and highlighted in bold in this table.

The relationships between variables ‘immediately post intake’ are visually illustrated in Figures 2
and 3 for China and Denmark, respectively. The relationships between variables at ‘three hours post
intake’ show the same overall relations (plots not shown). For easing visualization, only influential
variables (VIP-scores >0.8) are included in the figures. From the Chinese results (Figure 2), the PLSR
model explained in total 80% for the dependent variable (Y) and 84% for the explanatory variables (X).
The first component explained 68.4% and 75.6% of Y- and X-data, respectively, and the second component
explained 11.6% and 8.4% of Y- and X-data, respectively. Interpreting the plot in Figure 2, we see that
component 1 explained the majority of variance in data displaying all the influential post-ingestive
sensations (VIP-scores > 0.8) positively correlated with PIFP. Component 2 was somewhat explained
by Satisfaction and PIFP, but with low explained variance compared to component 1. From the Danish
results (Figure 3), the PLSR model explained in total 60% for the dependent variable (Y) and 65.4%
for the explanatory variables (X). The first component explained 40.4% and 45.3% of Y- and X-data,
respectively, and the second component explained 19.6% and 20.1% of Y- and X-data, respectively.
Overall wellbeing, Mental wellbeing and Physical wellbeing contributed the most in explaining the
first component, whereas Desire to eat, Hunger, In need of food and Satiety contributed the most in
explaining component 2 dividing the appetite sensations into two, with Satiety opposite the other
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three appetite sensations and negatively correlated with them. Satisfaction and PIFP were shown to
contribute to explaining both components, however, mainly the first component.

 

Figure 2. Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) correlation loadings plot from the Chinese consumer
study immediately post intake, with Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure as dependent variable (Y) and
Post-ingestive sensations as explanatory variables (X). Only explanatory variables with VIP-scores >0.8
are included. The plot displays component 1 (X explained variance: 75.6%, Y: 68.4%) vs component 2
(X explained variance: 8.4%, Y: 11.6%).

 

Figure 3. Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) correlation loadings plot from the Danish consumer
study immediately post intake, with Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure as dependent variable (Y) and
Post-ingestive sensations as explanatory variables (X). Only explanatory variables with VIP-scores >0.8
are included. The plot displays component 1 (X explained variance: 45.3%, Y: 40.4%) vs component 2
(X explained variance: 20.1%, Y: 19.6%).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Cross-Cultural Differences in Drivers of Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure

This comparative research aimed to study and compare post-ingestive sensations as drivers
of PIFP in Denmark and in China. Key results revealed both cross-cultural similarities as well as
cross-cultural difference in post-ingestive drivers of PIFP in Denmark and in China. For both Danish
and Chinese consumers, the post-ingestive variables Satisfaction, Mental wellbeing, Overall wellbeing
and Physical wellbeing were highly influential on PIFP with VIP-scores > 1. This suggests a somewhat
similar structure in the cultural constructs of Food Pleasure post intake and to some degree, a common
conceptualization of PIFP in both countries (further elaborated in Section 4.2.). However, results
also showed that other and different dimensions of post-ingestive sensations explained consumers’
subjective PIFP in each country. Danish consumers perceived appetite-related sensations such as
Satiety, Hunger, Desire-to-eat and In-need-of-food to be influential on PIFP, and this was not the case
for Chinese consumers. On the contrary, in China, the more vitality- and energy-related post-ingestive
sensations such as Relaxation, Energized and Concentration were found to be drivers of PIFP.

Importantly, these results thus indicate that Chinese and Danish consumers seem to experience
and associate PIFP via different dimensions. Other studies, conducted in European countries, report
appetite sensations to influence Satisfaction. For instance, Boelsma et al. (2010) reported that Satiety
relate particularly to feelings of Satisfaction [49]. Andersen et al. (2017, 2015) found that main positive
drivers of Food Satisfaction included Hunger, Fullness and Energy for Danish consumers [39,43].
Researching Food Reward, Rogers and Hardman (2015) demonstrated Hunger to independently have
an effect, this with UK consumers [19]. They, however, measured Food Reward as Desire to eat a
portion, defined as the momentary value of a food at the time of ingestion, and not Food Pleasure as
a post intake measure such as in this study. The present results from the Danish study agree with
above mentioned studies, that appetite sensations such as Hunger and Satiety demonstrate influential
drivers in our perception of food. However, the mentioned research studies focused mainly on Food
Satisfaction and not PIFP as evaluated in this study.

The question arises whether Danish people are more driven by the homeostatic aspects of appetite
such as Hunger and Satiety than the Chinese people are. Furthermore, one might interpret that Chinese
people have a different perspective in relation to PIFP with more focus on vitality terms, including
Energy and Relaxation. It seems that the Danish consumers experience PIFP as more related to the
body’s physical needs, whereas the Chinese consumers experience PIFP as more connected to the
body’s ‘mental’ needs. Previous research has also reported differences in the values associated to food
and eating between Western countries and China [5,6], e.g., results have pointed towards cultural
differences in the way we associate for instance wellbeing and ‘feeling good’. Sulmont-Rossé et al.
(2019) report cross-cultural perspectives on ‘feeling good’ in the context of food using qualitative
approaches. Their results demonstrated that ‘feeling good’ was associated to emotional, physical
(health-related) and social dimensions across countries. However, when specifically looking at China,
they found that Chinese people expressed fewer words related to specific food items than other
countries in a word association task, but instead provided more mentions related to happiness, joy and
enthusiasm. Oppositely, mentions associated to nutrition and healthy diet tended to be more frequent in
Western countries [5]. Furthermore, exploring cross-cultural associations with food-related wellbeing,
Ares et al. (2016) found the biggest country difference for emotional and spiritual aspects of wellbeing,
with especially Chinese people integrating an aspect of nature in association to food and wellbeing [6].

In order to try to understand such cultural differences, it is essential to look at cultural values
in broader perspectives. Ma (2015) describes food in China to represent social status and symbolic
meaning [50]. In Denmark, food is often more fixated around nutrient content, and whether the food is
good or bad for your physical health [51]. Hofstede (1980, 2001) has proposed a model where cultures
are compared based on values. The model includes six dimensions: Power distance, Uncertainty
Avoidance, Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity, Long term orientation and Indulgence with index
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scores ranging from 0-100 [52,53]. Large difference have been reported amongst many countries, and it
is evident that, within Hofstede’s framework, cultural differences also exist between Denmark and
China. Denmark and China especially differ for the dimensions Individualism (China 20, Denmark 74)
and Long term orientation (China 87, Denmark 35)—data retrieved from [54]. China is characterized as
a collectivistic culture and Denmark as an individualistic culture. This implies greater focus on harmony
and sense of belonging to larger environments in China rather than the individual environment in
Denmark. Furthermore, China scores high in the Long term orientation index, referring to a greater
importance put on future events rather than the present events [52]. These large value differences
between China and Denmark might help us to understand differences in eating behaviors as well.
This type of approach can contribute to our understanding of the cultural determinants of differences
in food-related behaviors [55]. Nevertheless, care should always be taken in the generalizing of results
when comparing and interpreting cross-cultural differences.

4.2. Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure, Satisfaction, and Wellbeing Associations

PIFP demonstrated to have the same four main drivers in both China and in Denmark. Especially
Satisfaction revealed to be the biggest driver of PIFP in both countries, regardless of time point, this with
VIP-scores as high as 2.6. Moreover, the three wellbeing variables (Overall, Mental and Physical
wellbeing), also proved to drive PIFP with big impact in both countries. This indicates that variables
such as Satisfaction and subjective Wellbeing can be seen as holistic responses comparable with PIFP
(as defined in this study). Supporting this argument, Ares et al. (2015) studied consumer’s association
with wellbeing in a food-related context, and found that wellbeing was mainly associated with calmness,
happiness and satisfaction [7]. In a qualitative study on consumer reflections on post-ingestive
sensations, Duerlund et al. (2019) found pleasure and feeling good to be part of consumers’ perceptions
of post-ingestive wellbeing [32]. Furthermore, post-ingestive Psychological Wellbeing was found to
be part of Food Satisfaction, in a study from Andersen et al. (2017) [43]. Furthermore, in a study
from Sulmont-Rossé et al. (2019), the effects of consuming food included emotional aspects when
conceptualizing feeling good. Particularly, consumers refereed to positive emotions such as happy,
enthusiastic and satisfied [5]. The present results together with above-mentioned research, supports
the link and associations between PIFP, Satisfaction and Wellbeing.

Interestingly, all these holistic variables; Satisfaction, Overall wellbeing, Mental wellbeing, Physical
wellbeing and PIFP, demonstrated to either significantly increase or stay the same over three hours in
China, but conversely significantly decreased in Denmark. Hence, we here see a cultural difference
in the development of these holistic sensations over time, specifically with a longer-lasting effect in
China compared to Denmark. This could indicate a somewhat disconnect between food and the
holistic concepts in China compared to Denmark. As demonstrated by Sulmont-Rossé et al. (2019),
China associated ‘feeling good’ with emotional and hedonic dimensions rather than to specific food
or beverages items, whereas Western countries more often associated it with specific food items [5].
This might help explain the present differences in the development of holistic sensations in China
compared to Denmark.

PIFP was in this study considered and defined as a “subjective conscious sensation of pleasure and
joy experienced after eating”, with emphasis on a rewarding sensation of joy lasting after eating rather
than reward (liking or desire to eat) whilst eating. PIFP thus included aspects of joy and pleasure lasting
after eating with a memory of the food eaten. Memory for recent eating and Food Pleasure are linked.
We can for instance recall from memory how enjoyable a food was, which then can also influence the
additional after effects from eating [56]. Hence, we cannot be entirely sure how consumers rated PIFP,
whether they evaluated joy right NOW relative to the food they ate, or joy with the food WHEN they
ate it. Seen in a Denmark-China perspective, and interpreting the fact that PIFP in Denmark decreased
over three hours, something could indicate that Danish consumers focus a lot on the sensation they
have in their body right now, i.e., that they sense more joy with the food right after it is eaten than
after three hours. In Denmark, it seems that before consumers experience PIFP, the food must meet
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some physical bodily needs. These are often related to the food’s ability to keep one sated, but it
must also ensure to keep one energized for daily chores and to maintain one’s concentration. As time
passes, the food is ‘put to the test’ by the consumer in order to keep his/her energy level up and to
facilitate concentration. This could explain why Energized and Concentration become explanatory
for PIFP in Denmark three hours after eating. In China, on the other hand, the ratings of PIFP were
constant over time, which indicates that they do not have the same requirements for food to satisfy
some physical bodily needs, but that food has a more mental effect longer term. This indicates that
the Chinese consumes rated PIFP as the joy with the food when they ate it, and that this joy is not
vulnerable to change over time, maybe because it is not tied to the same requirements for food to meet
certain needs as in Denmark.

The fact that different sensations influenced PIFP in China and in Denmark in this study, suggest
some cross-cultural differences in the way we perceive food and the association we have with
food. Understanding the differences and elucidating ‘why’ is multi-faceted. One thing is for sure,
cross-cultural research is becoming more important as a result of rapid globalization, also within
Sensory and Consumer Science [3,55,57]. As we know, culture is one of the main factors underlying
how we assess and choose food [1], and the present results can illuminate what is important when
exposing consumers to new products in new markets. It is clear that more research is warranted to
elucidate cross-cultural differences in our eating behavior and perception of food.

As mentioned by Møller (2015), Food Reward comes in many and different disguises, both in
terms of immediate liking and motivational wanting of a food whilst eating, but also as a longer
lasting feeling of for instance wellbeing after a meal. Both aspects are included and suggested to be
valid components of Reward in Berridge and Robinson’s powerful model of Reward components [12].
In this study, we situated and considered PIFP as part of the Affect category within reward with focus
on conscious pleasure derived from eating. Quantifying joy and pleasure obtained from eating food as
a Food Pleasure measure provides pertinent and relevant output, and, importantly, the results take us
beyond the processes only active during the actual eating event [12,28].

4.3. Limitations

An important aspect to consider when interpreting the results from this cross-cultural comparative
study between China and Denmark is the composition and nature of the participants in each
country. Recruitment resulted in unequal gender distribution with particularly more males than
females in Denmark. In China, gender was more equally distributed, but with a slight majority
of female participants. Quota sampling, rather than convenience sampling, is recommended
for comparing consumer perceptions across cultures [55]. Participant characteristics, therefore,
also differed, with higher average weight and height in Denmark than in China. However, this,
in general, reflects the average size of the people living in the two countries as well. Furthermore,
participants in Denmark were recruited from a Sports Academy, possibly placing, even more than
normal, emphasis on physical performance, which could be reflected in the results around PIFP.

Standardization between the served breakfasts meals in the two countries were attained with
the same amounts served in Denmark and in China. With this said, some of the Danish participants
commented on too small amounts, whereas some of the Chinese participants commented on too
large amounts. This could, certainly, also be explained by the before-mentioned differences in
weight and height for the participants, with larger males naturally needing greater amounts of food.
Different yoghurts were used in each country in order to aid fresh produce and familiarity. However,
a perspective to consider here is the familiarity in general for yoghurt as a breakfast meal. Familiarity
could have affected PIFP or other ratings in unknown ways in this study. Participants, though, were
recruited being likers of yoghurt for breakfast. That being said, commercially available yoghurts
in China consists mainly of flavored yoghurts, whereas Danish people perhaps are more used to
non-flavored yoghurts. Additionally, our results, whilst representative for young consumers, may
differ when considered in relation to the general population in both countries. Furthermore, whilst our
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results apply to eating breakfast, results may vary if applied in other contexts such as lunch or dinner.
Therefore, more confirmatory research studies are needed with differing population groups, as well
as application in different contexts, in order to establish the generalizability of the results from the
present study.

In cross-cultural research, it is important to acknowledge possible cultural differences in response
style, because culture is known to have a strong influence on how people use scales to answer
questions [55,58]. Especially extreme response style, middle response style, and acquiescence response
style are common response styles to acknowledge and be aware of [40,55,59,60]. An extreme response
style can be characterized by the tendency to use the end-points more frequently than for instance
acquiescence response style characterized by the tendency to respond with agreement or affirmation.
Especially Likert scales and semantic differential scales (i.e., good to bad, dirty to clean) are vulnerable
to response style tendencies. Furthermore, scale anchors indicating the degree of agreement or
importance are more vulnerable to acquiescence response style in cultures with high Power distance
and Collectivism [40]. In this study, we did not use Likert scales indicating the degree of agreement or
importance. We used intensity scales with semantic similar anchor points (i.e., “not at all energetic” to
“extremely energetic”). Different approaches are used to investigate response style tendencies, where the
most commonly used are frequency or percentage of answers in particular categories of a scale [40,59,60],
or a multisample confirmatory factor analysis if scales are to be directly compared [55,61,62]. Calculating
percentages of answers in the top 25% and bottom 25% of the intensity scales in both countries, showed
equal distribution of answers in both low, middle, and high end of the intensity scale for both
countries. No formal multisample confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to test direct scale
comparability, since we did not directly compare the scales. All analyses were conducted separately
for each country with no direct comparisons in raw data. Actions can be taken to account for difference
in response style, e.g., standardization and/or centering of data. However, it should be taken into
account that standardization can potentially remove some of the true differences among cultures [40].
It is, nevertheless, important to acknowledge possible hidden differences in response styles for the two
countries, and in general consider potential cultural bias in methodology when doing cross-cultural
research [36,55]. Unknown differences in response style and understanding of terms might have
influenced the results in these studies [60], but could very well also be a true difference in cultures for
the post-ingestive experiences.

4.4. Research Contribution and Future Perspectives

The present research findings contribute new knowledge about the cultural differences between
China and Denmark. Specifically, we contribute to a better understanding of the differences in
consumers’ post-ingestive experiences including PIFP and its drivers in each country. This knowledge
helps to unravel and recognize some aspects of cultural differences when addressing food culture and
eating behaviors. A key contribution to the cross-cultural research field, and a major advantage of
this study, is the actual serving of food and evaluation of consumers’ perceptive responses to actual
intake. The two studies thus provide centrally collected data in each country with native consumers
and in-country behavior. Other cross-cultural research often contributes with knowledge collected
online with no serving or eating of food, and/or with expatriates as consumers who no longer reside in
their original culture [2].

The present results and knowledge can support researchers as well as the food industry to a better
understanding of the cultural differences between Denmark and China. Particularly, food companies
could use this knowledge when applying and introducing new products to new markets and
cultures. Furthermore, continuing conducting cross-cultural research is important and relevant.
The contribution to the scientific field and to fundamental research is highly important, since we still
have limited knowledge as to how we perceive food and associate food between cultures in today’s
rising globalization.
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Future perspectives for this particular research focus within PIFP and in the Sensory and
Consumer Science area should include alternative ways to measure and collect data in cross-cultural
research. Examples could include the application of more implicit measures, such as behavioral,
indirect approaches to scaling, and biometric measures, which would provide usable data. Targeting
Food Pleasure and other aspects of Food Reward from different angles including both explicit and
implicit measures could add to the validation and application of the concept. This would require
multidisciplinary approaches combining Sensory and Consumer science with, e.g., neuroscience,
biology, psychology and human nutrition utilizing a multimodal approach.

5. Conclusions

This cross-cultural research study aimed to compare Danish and Chinese consumers in their
post-ingestive drivers of Post-Ingestive Food Pleasure (PIFP). The work involved conducting two
in-country consumer studies in Denmark and in China, respectively, measuring self-reported PIFP after
eating together with other post-ingestive sensations. Key results revealed that for both Danish and
Chinese consumers, the post-ingestive variables Satisfaction, Mental wellbeing, Overall wellbeing and
Physical wellbeing were highly influential on PIFP. This suggests a somewhat similar structure
in the cultural constructs of PIFP in both countries. However, the results also revealed that
disjointed and different dimensions of post-ingestive variables drove consumers’ PIFP in each country.
Danish consumers perceived appetite-related sensations such as Satiety, Hunger, Desire-to-eat and
In-need-of-food to be influential on PIFP, which was not the case for the Chinese consumers. On the
contrary, in China, the more vitality- and energy-related post-ingestive variables such as Relaxation,
Energized and Concentration were found to be drivers of PIFP post intake. These results resonate with
our research hypothesis showing distinct subtleties in the cultural constructs of PIFP in Denmark and
in China.

These findings serve relevance to various areas. The contribution to science is highly important,
since we still have limited knowledge as to how we perceive and associate food between cultures.
Moreover, the food industry can indeed benefit from taking into account consumers’ both physical and
mental sensations when designing products for different markets, including knowing that cultural
differences exist as to which sensations drive Food Pleasure after eating. Investigating the post-ingestive
consumer experience thus matters, because it provides valuable novel insights into the elaborated
eating experience, which goes beyond the momentary eating event.

Cross-cultural differences exist in the way we perceive food and the association we have with
food, and the constructs of PIFP also vary with consumers’ cultural background. Understanding
and explaining ‘why’ these differences exist is multi-faceted and they do not have a single answer.
One thing is certain, cross-cultural research becomes extra relevant in the context of rapid globalization,
especially within sensory and consumer science. Undoubtedly, more research is needed to elucidate
cross-cultural differences in our eating behavior and perception of food.
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Abstract: Domestic food markets are of significant importance to Kosovar and Albanian companies
because access to export markets is under-developed, partly as a result of the gaps in food safety and
quality standards. Kosovar and Albanian consumers’ use of food safety attributes and their evaluation
of the quality of domestic food versus imported food are the research objectives of this study. The
paper is based on a structured consumer survey of 300 Kosovars and 349 Albanians analyzing their
perceptions of issues related to food safety and quality, measured through two respective batteries of
items using a 5-point Likert scale. We used the t-test to identify differences between populations,
correlation analysis and the bootstrapping method. Despite the prevalent problems with food safety,
consumers in both countries consider domestic food to be safer as well as of higher quality than
imported products. Kosovars are more likely than Albanians to perceive domestic food products to be
significantly better than imported products. Female and better educated consumers use information
related to food safety more often. Expiry date, domestic and local origin, and brand reputation are
the most frequently used safety and quality cues for both samples. International food standards such
as ISO or HACCP are less frequently used as quality cues by these consumer groups. It is important
to strengthen the institutional framework related to food safety and quality following best practices
from EU countries.

Keywords: food safety; food quality; Kosovar consumers; Albanian consumers; Western Balkan
countries; bootstrapping

1. Introduction

Food quality can be defined as “fitness for consumption” and as “the requirements
necessary to satisfy the needs and expectations of the consumer” [1] (p. 4). Food qual-
ity consists of an objective and a subjective dimension [2], and food producers are only
successful if they are able to combine these two dimensions by meeting consumers’ ex-
pectations (i.e., subjective quality) and transforming these into specific physical attributes
(i.e., objective quality). Subjective food quality often refers to process attributes such as
organic production or attention to animal welfare, but it also covers attributes such as
taste or price [2]. Objective quality covers the chemical, microbiological, and physical
attributes of a food product. For example, the origin of food influences a subjective quality
perception by consumers and has an objective quality difference based on the “terroir”, the
unique constellation of micro climate, soils, precipitation leading to a unique composition
of nutrients in foods of different origin [3].
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“Quality cues are defined as information stimuli that are related to the quality of the
product and can be ascertained by the consumer through the senses prior to consump-
tion” [4] (p. 312). To form a quality judgement, consumers can draw from single quality
cues or a combination of cues [5]. When a desirable product attribute is unknown, con-
sumers infer it from quality cues, which can be any evidence or information that consumers
believe may be predictive of the desired attribute [6]. The physical characteristics of the
product can also be used as cues: for example, the color or other aspects of the product’s
appearance may be used as an indicator of the product quality [7]. The fact that some
quality cues can be ascertained prior to consumption means that these quality cues are
either search (e.g., brand name, food safety certificates) or credence attributes (e.g., food
certificates, organic production); this differentiation between search, experience and cre-
dence attributes goes back to the early 1970s [8–10]. Search attributes are attributes that
can be inspected by the consumer in the store or the supermarket and are used as quality
cues to predict the quality of the food product [11].

Food safety, from a consumer’s perspective, is part of the perceived (subjective) quality
of a food product and is considered to be an inherent part of food quality [1]. Food safety is
a credence attribute, as it is unknown before the purchase whether the food is in fact safe;
safety cannot be ascertained by experience after purchase either [2], unless, of course, the
consumer becomes sick and the sickness can be attributed to the food with some certainty.

West Balkan Countries (WBCs) belong to the countries with higher corruption and
lowest GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in Europe. Insofar it is not surprising that their
national food safety control systems are characterized by incoherent legislation and a
lack of human and capital resources, as well as reliable data [12], resulting in weak law
enforcement. Even though legislation improved food safety regulations during the last
years (also due to the growing support and pressure emerging from the EU integration
process as well as the request of international food companies requiring certifications of
food safety standards) [13], these problems still exist and create real and perceived safety
risks for consumers.

Developing and transition countries face serious challenges related to food safety due
to weak animal disease controls that result in a higher prevalence of endemic infectious
animal diseases [14]. Problems in the agricultural health and food safety systems have
been identified by several studies, especially in the meat [15,16] and dairy sector [17,18].
Brucellosis has been a major health concern in Albania and Kosovo [17,19], and aflatoxin
in maize for feed was reported in other WBCs [20,21]. Reportedly, aflatoxin also represents
a serious problem for small dairy farmers in Albania and Kosovo [22,23], and there are
similar concerns in Serbia [18]. In general, mycotoxins and aflatoxins are reported to be of
high significance concerning food safety in these transition economies [24]. Other studies
report high levels of contamination of plants and soil with cadmium, lead, and other heavy
metals in these countries [25].

Public agencies are responsible for ensuring food safety enforcement; however, their
capacity in the context of developing or transition countries (like Albania or Kosovo)
is limited, conditioned by the weak institutional framework and corruption [26]. This
finding is especially relevant because consumers tend to derive food safety based on their
trust into regulators and food manufacturers [27]. Due to the lack of capacity of public
agencies Albanian consumers trust more in retailers than in governmental regulators for
guaranteeing food safety [15]. Due to this context Albanian consumers also prefer to buy
food directly from producers [28]. In Albania and Kosovo, most farmers across agri-food
sectors lack information or awareness related to food safety standards. More specifically,
in the case of the livestock sector (which is also the focus of this paper and also which
among most sensitive sectors related to food safety), most farmers lack information about
which institutions are in charge of basic standards control related to food safety or animal
welfare—lack of awareness about standards results in standards non-compliance [17,29].

Considering these food safety issues, consumers in WBCs unsurprisingly perceive
food safety as critical. However, consumers are in general unfamiliar with international
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food safety standards [15,30]. Zaric et al. [31] found that quality is by far the most important
factor influencing consumer purchasing behavior in Serbia. A previous study found that
Kosovar consumers perceive origin, food safety certificates, and brands as important
means to identify food safety and quality [32]. Brand reputation is a widely used cue to
reduce the perceived risks associated with food purchases. Strong brand reputation leads
to higher perceived quality [5,33]. Consumers also use provenance of a food product—
may it be regional, domestic, or international—as an indicator for quality [34–36] but
“indication of origin may only become a signal of enhanced quality if the source of origin is
associated with higher food safety or quality” [37]. A study by Miftari [38] showed that a
majority of Kosovar consumers had a positive bias towards domestic (versus foreign) dairy
products, which points towards a prevalence of consumer patriotism concerning food. A
qualitative means-end chain analysis of Croatian consumers concerning their motives for
buying traditional food products found that domestic origin was an important quality
cue that consumers connected with the absence of a risk to personal health. The Croatian
consumers even associated a domestic origin with better flavor/taste, and connected the
attribute “domestic origin” with the use of traditional ingredients and with trustworthy
producers [39]. Food labels and certificates can act as quality cues if they are available, are
understood by consumers, and are regarded as trustworthy [2]. Verbeke and Ward [36]
found that there is high consumer interest in quality seals and expiration dates as quality
cues. Consumers also use organic production (a specific form of a food certificate) as
a quality cue. The extent to which they use organic food certificates as a quality cue is
influenced by their environmental concerns, their trust in local producers in the country
and their ethnocentrism [40]. According to a previous consumer study in Albania, most
consumers consider factors surrounding health to be the most important dimension of the
organic products, while the impact of organic food production on the environment does
not appear to be important at all [41]. Comprehensive information about ingredients and
the origin of raw materials is an important cue to create consumer trust in brands, based
on a broad study of German consumers [42]. In the absence of trustworthy third-party
certification of food products, personal trust between customer and seller can compensate
as a quality cue. The reputation or personal knowledge of the seller or manufacturer
of a food product is used to judge the quality and safety of food products [43,44]. For
example, the majority of respondents of a study analyzing consumer behavior in Albania
(purchasing lamb meat) answered that their main source of trust is knowing the butcher or
seller [16].

Rising consumer concern about food safety has led to an increased demand for stan-
dards related to quality assurance such as ISO 9000 or HACCP, which focus on objective
food quality [45,46]. Despite the fact that HACCP and ISO 9000 have been implemented in
the market for decades, most consumers do not know about them [47]. This is not surpris-
ing, because they have been established as business-to-business standards, often treated
by retailers as an insurance policy to protect them against food scandals [48]. WBCs are
known for weak governmental institutions. This is the reason why consumers in Albania
trust more the retailer concerning food safety [15] and if the option is available, consumers
tend to buy directly from the farmer, because they believe the food to be of higher quality
and safer [28]. For example, the biggest knowledge gaps among food handlers in Serbia
are related to temperature control and sources of food contamination [49]. In response
to a possible EU accession in the future, WBCs are in the process of implementing and
harmonizing their food quality and safety standards, and it is also necessary for them to
fulfill these standards for trade with the EU.

Perception of food safety might also be affected by socio-demographic factors such as
gender and education. In particular, female and better educated persons are assumed to
pay more attention to food safety and related issues [16,50]. Gkana and Nychas [51], in a
study of Greek consumers, found no differences in gender and age in respect to perceptions
of food safety, but a higher education level resulted in a higher awareness and knowledge
of food safety issues. A study of Turkish consumers reported that households with higher
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income and higher education levels were more interested in food safety, and so were female
and older consumers [52]. Another study of Turkish consumers found a positive influence
of education on knowledge of, attitudes towards, and practices related to food safety [53].

In a nutshell, previous studies looked at singular aspects, how consumers in WBCs
evaluate food quality and safety. To our knowledge, none of the previous studies collected
data in more than one country. This study is the first one to deliver comparative results
for Albania and Kosovo. The consumer survey is based on the evaluation of milk and
cheese products, for which food safety is very sensitive. Accordingly, milk and cheese
products serve as a representative food product category to measure consumers’ perception
of quality and safety standards.

2. Materials and Methods

A quantitative, structured survey with urban consumers from Albania and Kosovo
was conducted in 2019, with the data being collected in Prishtina and Tirana. These are the
capital and largest cities of the respective countries (home to almost 1/3 of the population),
where purchasing power is concentrated, and as such, the findings are important for
the industry. Furthermore, both cities have high diversity of cultures and origins (most
residents have migrated from all parts of the respective countries, including rural areas),
and as such, the findings can be considered indicative also for the rest of the country. In
April and May 2019 students, previously trained in taking face to face interviews, collected
the data in Prishtina (Kosovo) and Tirana (Albania). The interviews were done outdoor on
market places and public squares by using a convenience sample technique without quotas.

Within the questionnaire, two important batteries of items measured the perception of
food safety and quality; the first had a 5-point Likert scale for the perception of food safety
and quality for domestic milk and cheese, taken from the literature [54], while the second
battery of items presented a list of quality and safety attributes. These attributes were
taken from the literature review above and included brand reputation, expiry date, list
of ingredients, organic production, food safety certificates, HACCP and ISO 9000, origin
(local, domestic, foreign, or EU), and, finally, knowledge about the seller and the producer.
We asked the consumers how often they bought cheese and how often they used these
attributes related to quality and food safety. The answers measured the frequency, from
1 = never to 5 = always. Pre-test interviews to check the questionnaire were conducted
in Pristina and Tirana with randomly selected consumers. The intended sample size was
300 interviews for each country. Based on the literature review, we formulated three
hypotheses for further testing:

1. The quality and safety of imported food is rated higher than the quality and safety of
domestic food. In both countries, the import of cheese is dominated by EU countries
where the food safety standards tend to be much higher (imports from non-EU
countries are negligible).

2. Kosovo (Prishtina) and Albania (Tirana) differ with respect to the frequency of use of
cues related to food safety and quality.

3. Socio-demographic variables influence the perception of food safety and quality cues.

We used the t-test to identify differences between populations, and correlation analy-
sis. In order to improve the reliability of the test results, we implemented the bootstrapping
method [55]. Bootstrapping is usually used when a standard normal distribution cannot be
guaranteed. It is “a computationally intensive method that involves repeatedly sampling
from the data set and estimating the indirect effect in each resampled data set” [55] (p. 80).
Developed in the 1970s [56], the bootstrapping method supports the reliability of analytical
interpretations in quantitative research [57] and delivers valuable information about a
possible distribution of analytical findings. There are a number of comparable publications
available that incorporate bootstrapping into quantitative analysis to improve reliability to
test, for example, the significance of differences in consumer evaluations between popula-
tions [58]. In accordance with recently published research about consumer perception and
food safety, we used 5000 bootstrap samples and the 95% bootstrap confidence interval [59].
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To test the hypotheses, we collected data in Prishtina (n = 300) and Tirana (n = 349).
The overall sample size therefore amounts to 647 valid responses. The samples had a
similar structure with respect to age and household size to statistical data for the popu-
lations of Kosovo and Albania. The samples were, however, biased with respect to the
variables “gender” (more females than males in the Albanian sample), “education level”
(the samples were more highly educated) and, to some extent, “income”—the structure
of the income across the sample was not completely comparable to the general statistics,
since the distribution of the income within the sample seems to deviate towards a higher
income compared to the overall population (Table 1). Therefore, the following analysis will
probably not deliver perfectly transferable results. Although this is not the main intention
of this study, we have to take this into account when interpreting the following results.

Table 1. Socio-demographic variables of the sample and population.

Sample % n = 300 Kosovo % 1 Sample % n = 349 Albania % 2

Age 15–24 9.4 15.0 11.5 11.0
25–40 34.2 36.8 34.9 27.9
41–54 35.9 26.3 25.4 24.6
55–64 14.4 11.0 15.3 17.9
65+ 6.0 10.8 13.0 18.7

Gender Male 42.0 50.3 35.5 49.9
Female 58.0 49.7 64.5 50.1

Education Basic to Middle School 24.0 66.5 10.5 58.8
High School 30.3 20.6 35.2 29.9

Higher Education, University 45.7 12.9 54.4 11.3

Household size 1–2 persons 4.7 9.3 22.1 28.2
3 persons 7.7 8.3 16.9 19.5
4 persons 22.3 15.8 29.4 26.8

5 persons or more 65.3 66.6 31.7 25.5

Monthly income Up to 500 EUR 14.0 42.7
501 to 800 EUR 32.7 41.9
801 to 1200 EUR 35.7 12.2

More than 1200 EUR 17.7 3.2
Mean (approx.) per capita 370 330

1 Kosovo Agency of Statistics, 2017 (http://askdata.rks-gov.net); 2 Institute of Statistics for Albania (http://www.instat.gov.al/): Age,
gender (total population): 2019; education: Census 2011, household budget survey 2018.

3. Results

Confirming the literature review, there are obviously certain problems with food
standards in Kosovo and Albania. Therefore, we assumed that the safety and quality of
imported food would be rated higher than the safety and quality of domestic food (tested
on the example of cheese and fresh milk). To assess the perception of domestic food in
comparison to imported food, the respondents were asked to specify their agreement
with four statements concerning the safety and quality of domestic and imported foods,
by means of a 5-point Likert scale (1 = total disagreement with the statement; 5 = total
agreement with the statement). In addition, the respondents were asked whether they
considered imported food to be of high quality.

The descriptive analysis clearly shows that in Kosovo (Prishtina), consumers con-
sidered domestic dairy food to be much safer and of much higher quality than imported
dairy food (column M “Prishtina” in Table 2). Also, in Albania (column M “Tirana” in
Table 2), the four comparison statements (domestic vs. imported dairy food) on average
received an agreement score of more than three (i.e., a greater preference for domestic
dairy food). However, the values are much lower than for the Kosovo sample and much
closer to the mid-value of three (3 = “neither agree, nor disagree with statement”, which
should be interpreted as a perception of no difference between domestic and imported
dairy food). For both samples, the average for the last “imported cheese” statement was
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around three: no clear tendency is visible and we assume that, in general, imported cheese
is not considered to be of a high quality.

Table 2. Differences in the assessment of domestic in comparison to imported dairy food in Kosovo (Prishtina) and Albania
(Tirana) (n = 649); unpaired two sample t-test including bootstrap sampling.

M
MD SE t p

Bootstrap 3

Statements 1 Prishtina Tirana MD 95% Confidence Interval p

Domestic cheese is safer than imported 2 4.14 3.33 +0.814 0.095 8.636 ≤0.001 +0.628 +1.001 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is safer than imported 2 4.19 3.29 +0.894 0.096 9.474 ≤0.001 +0.704 +1.077 ≤0.001

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported 2 4.36 3.28 +1.080 0.086 12.842 ≤0.001 +0.913 +1.245 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported 2 4.13 3.23 +0.901 0.090 10.151 ≤0.001 +0.723 +1.072 ≤0.001

Imported cheese is of high quality 2.93 2.96 −0.024 0.082 −0.288 0.773 −0.182 +0.144 0.772

M = Mean; MD = Mean Difference; SE = Standard Error; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale: 1 = “disagree” to 5 = “agree”; 2 Levene test on
homogeneity of variances: variances are not equal, Welch test used; 3 5000 bootstrap samples.

To test whether the mean for the perception of domestic vs. imported food (M) differs
significantly between the Prishtina and the Tirana samples, we used an unpaired two
sample t-test including bootstrap sampling with 5000 random bootstrap samples (Table 2).
The differences for the four comparison statements were significant (p ≤ 0.001), and most
of them were considerable (MD = +0.814 to +1.080; t = 8.6 to 12.8). The 95% confidence
interval based on bootstrap sampling confirms this interpretation: the conclusion is that
Prishtina consumers have significantly more trust in domestic products. The value for M
is considerably higher, which means that these consumers agreed more strongly with the
four comparison statements and rated domestic products as safer and of higher quality
than imported products.

The following test of H1 shows whether the deviations from three are significant.
Based on the descriptive results and the results of the t-test presented above, we assume
that the Kosovo sample has, in general, a much higher preference for domestic food.

3.1. Test of Hypothesis 1: Perception of Food Quality and Safety of Imported and Domestic Food

As a result of certain food safety problems in the WBCs, we formulated H1: The
quality and safety of imported food is rated higher than the quality and safety of domestic
food. However, the descriptive results clearly suggest that H1 should be rejected and that,
in general, domestic food is rated as safer and of higher quality. Obviously, consumer
patriotism is relevant for Kosovar, and also Albanian, consumers. The following analysis
tests whether the responses to the five statements in Table 3 are significantly higher or
lower than three (“neither agree, nor disagree with statement”). If the differences are
significant, we interpret the deviations in view of their metric size (positive or negative). If
they are not significant, there is no empirical evidence that imported and domestic food
were rated differently, and, instead, domestic and imported food were considered to be
equal in view of safety and quality. To analyze the deviations, we performed a t-test with a
test value of three including a bootstrapping method with 5000 random bootstrap samples.

The means M of the Prishtina and Tirana samples are found to be significantly
higher/lower than three. The t-test with bootstrapping shows that the deviations within
the Prishtina sample (n = 300) are highly significant for the comparison statements (M = 4.13
to 4.36; t = 19.5 to 26.1; p ≤ 0.001; Table 3). All the deviations are significantly positive
(MD = +1.133 to +1.363), meaning that the respondents on average clearly agreed with
the statements that domestic food is safer and of higher quality than imported food. The
deviations from three for the “imported cheese” statement are not significant (M = 2.93;
MD = −0.067; t = −1.095; p = 0.275; Table 3). Within the Tirana sample (n = 349), the
deviations are also significant (except for the “imported cheese” statement), but they are
much lower (M = 3.23 to 3.33; t = 3.448 to 4.772; p ≤ 0.001; Table 3). Again, with respect to
the “imported cheese” statement, the deviations from three are not significant (M = 2.96;
MD = −0.043; t = −0.776; p = 0.438). The 95% confidence intervals of the bootstrapping
show the principal reliability of these results and that it is advisable to reject H1: The
quality and safety of imported food is not rated higher than the quality and safety of
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domestic food. In Prishtina, consumers generally evaluated domestic food to be safer
and of higher quality. In Tirana, too, the consumers tended to evaluate domestic food
more highly (there are significant, positive deviations from three); however, although the
deviations are significant, they are, on average, much lower, and the results are therefore
much less clear than for the Prishtina sample.

Table 3. Perception of domestic in comparison to imported dairy food in Kosovo (Prishtina) and Albania (Tirana); t-test
including bootstrap sampling with test value = 3 (“neither agree nor disagree with statement”).

Statement 1
M MD SE t p

Bootstrap 2

MD 95% Confidence Interval p

Kosovo, Prishtina (n = 300)

Domestic cheese is safer than imported 4.14 +1.143 0.065 17.830 ≤0.001 +1.014 +1.272 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is safer than imported 4.19 +1.187 0.064 18.640 ≤0.001 +1.062 +1.314 ≤0.001

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported 4.36 +1.363 0.053 26.172 ≤0.001 +1.260 +1.466 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported 4.13 +1.133 0.058 19.575 ≤0.001 +1.021 +1.244 ≤0.001

Imported cheese is of high quality 2.93 −0.067 0.061 −1.095 0.275 −0.184 +0.055 0.275

Albania, Tirana (n = 349)

Domestic cheese is safer than imported 3.33 +0.330 0.069 4.772 ≤0.001 +0.194 +0.463 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is safer than imported 3.29 +0.292 0.069 4.193 ≤0.001 +0.156 +0.426 ≤0.001

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported 3.28 +0.284 0.066 4.299 ≤0.001 +0.156 +0.411 ≤0.001
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported 3.23 +0.232 0.067 3.448 0.001 +0.099 +0.362 0.001

Imported cheese is of high quality 2.96 −0.043 0.055 −0.776 0.438 −0.152 +0.064 0.433

M = Mean; MD = Mean Difference; SE = Standard Error; p = Significance level; 1 Likert scale: 1 = “disagree” to 5 = “agree”; n = 300;
299 degrees of freedom (df ) (Prishtina Sample); n = 349; 348 df ; (Tirana Sample) 2 5000 bootstrap samples.

3.2. Test of Hypothesis 2: Perception of Food Safety and Quality Cues

To analyze perceptions of food safety and quality cues, the respondents were asked
how often they checked specific characteristics that are connected to food safety and quality
(tested on the example of cheese). The relevant question (Q11) was: “If you want to know
about the safety of cheese you are going to buy, which of the following characteristics do
you check?” The respondents used a 5-point semantic scale, with a minimum value of
1 (never) to a maximum of 5 (always). The semantic meaning of the in-between values are:
2 = occasionally (about 1 to 2 times per week), 3 = frequently (about half the time or 3 to
4 times every week); 4 = often (about 5 times per week).

As we can see from Table 4 the consumers in Prishtina checked the food safety and
quality cues much less frequently than those in Tirana—with one exception, the expiration
date. Overall, the expiration date was the most important food safety and quality cue for
consumers in both samples. Other important cues were the list of ingredients, organic
production, origin, and knowledge of the producer and seller (particularly for consumers in
Tirana). The food safety and quality cues with the lowest importance (within both samples)
were the international food standards HACCP and ISO. To see whether these differences in
the perception of food safety and quality cues are significant, we tested Hypothesis 2.

According to Hypothesis 2 consumers from Kosovo (Prishtina) and Albania (Tirana)
should differ in respect to the frequency at which they used food safety and quality related
cues. This hypothesis was proposed because the average income in Albania is much higher
than the average in Kosovo, and the level of education is also higher in Albania (see sample
description in Table 1). As we can see from Table 4, most quality cues were rated to be
more important (that is, the consumers checked them more regularly) by consumers in
Tirana. The mean differences are quite large. Neither of the samples identified safety
and quality cues that were of the highest importance, with average values greater than
four, and it was only “expiration date” that reached a mean close to four. In particular, in
Prishtina only a few food safety and quality cues seem to have high importance. We tested
the differences between the samples by means of an unpaired two sample t-test including
bootstrap sampling with 5000 random bootstrap samples (Table 4). All of the differences
were significant, and all, except for the differences for expiration date, were considerable.
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MD ranges from −0.148 (expiration date) to −1.236 (organic production). This means that
consumers from Tirana seem to use food safety and quality cues much more frequently
than consumers from Prishtina. Bootstrapping further emphasizes the accuracy of this
interpretation, with the 95% confidence intervals shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Differences in the rating of food safety and quality cues between consumers from Kosovo (Prishtina) and consumers
from Albania (Tirana) (n = 649); unpaired two sample t-test including bootstrap sampling.

M
MD SE t p

Bootstrap 3

Characteristics 1 Prishtina Tirana MD 95% Confidence Interval p

Brand reputation 2.41 3.13 −0.723 0.076 −9.499 ≤0.001 −0.869 −0.576 ≤0.001
Expiration date 2 3.63 3.78 −0.148 0.051 −2.900 0.004 −0.249 −0.045 0.003

List of ingredients 2 2.54 2.86 −0.322 0.116 −2.787 0.005 −0.550 −0.097 0.004
Organic production 2 1.94 3.17 −1.236 0.104 −11.909 ≤0.001 −1.440 −1.027 ≤0.001
Food safety certificate 1.86 3.06 −1.201 0.092 −13.009 ≤0.001 −1.377 −1.019 ≤0.001

HACCP 2 1.35 2.11 −0.756 0.077 −9.832 ≤0.001 −0.907 −0.611 ≤0.001
ISO 2 1.36 2.14 −0.782 0.078 −10.038 ≤0.001 −0.935 −0.633 ≤0.001

Local origin 2 2.25 3.24 −0.983 0.085 −11.515 ≤0.001 −1.149 −0.813 ≤0.001
Domestic origin 2.87 3.24 −0.360 0.078 −4.639 ≤0.001 −0.511 −0.214 ≤0.001
Foreign origin 2.16 2.93 −0.777 0.085 −9.183 ≤0.001 −0.943 −0.616 ≤0.001

EU origin 1.88 2.86 −0.985 0.084 −11.785 ≤0.001 −1.143 −0.826 ≤0.001
Knowing the seller 2 2.10 2.84 −0.742 0.091 −8.147 ≤0.001 −0.923 −0.561 ≤0.001

Knowing the producer 2.63 3.05 −0.419 0.091 −4.581 ≤0.001 −0.594 −0.244 ≤0.001

M = Mean; MD = Mean Difference; SE = Standard Error; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale: 1 = “never check characteristic to assess food safety
and quality”, 5 = “always check characteristic to assess food safety and quality”; 2 Levene test on homogeneity of variances: variances are
not equal, Welch test used; 3 5000 bootstrap samples.

3.3. Test of Hypothesis 3: The Influence of Socio-Demographic Variables on the Perception of Food
Safety and Quality Cues

As pointed out in the literature, socio-demographic factors might influence the percep-
tion of food and quality cues, which leads to H3: Socio-demographic variables influence the
perception of food safety and quality cues. In particular, we tested the variables “gender”,
“age”, “household size”, “education”, and “income” as predictors for the rating of domestic
in comparison to imported food and the perception of food safety and quality cues. To
evaluate the significance of the socio-demographic variables we (1) compared means by
the use of appropriate statistical methods (independent t-test, correlation analysis); and
(2) if significant differences were found, analyzed the effects of the independent variables
as predictors in order to ensure the reliability of the analysis, including the use of boot-
strapping (5000 bootstrap samples; valid data without missing values in Prishtina n = 299
and in Tirana n = 344).

As we can see from Table 5 (which shows only the significant correlation coefficients),
the dependency of the perception of domestic in comparison to imported dairy food on
socio-demographic variables is rather low or almost non-existent. Significant correlation
coefficients were only found for education and household size (in Prishtina), and age
and, to some extent, education in Tirana. The variables “gender” and “income” had no
influence in either sample. Concerning statements one to four (domestic vs. imported
foods), in Prishtina, there was a weak negative correlation to education and a weak positive
correlation to household size. This could be interpreted as showing that well educated
people had (slightly) more trust in imported food than less well-educated people, and
that larger households perceived domestic dairy food as more trustworthy. In contrast to
these findings for Prishtina, the Tirana respondents showed different patterns, where age
seems to have an influence, but a very small one, on the perception of domestic versus
imported dairy food, and education seems to have a positive influence on the statement
that imported cheese is of higher quality. However, even the significant correlations are
quite low, with the minimum and maximum r being −0.222 and +0.299, respectively. Given
the bootstrap 95% confidence interval, r would not undercut −0.325 or exceed +0.391. Even
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the minimum/maximum correlation coefficients do not reach a moderate r-level of beyond
or below ±0.5.

Table 5. Correlation between socio-demographic variables and perception of domestic in comparison to imported dairy
food for Kosovo and Albania; correlation coefficients including bootstrap sampling.

Statements 1 r SE p Bootstrap 2

r 95% Confidence Interval

Prishtina: Education Spearman-Rho

Domestic cheese is safer than imported −0.222 0.053 ≤0.001 −0.325 −0.118
Domestic milk is safer than imported −0.174 0.054 0.003 −0.281 −0.065

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported −0.147 0.056 0.011 −0.256 −0.038
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported −0.143 0.056 0.013 −0.254 −0.033

Prishtina: Household size Pearson’s r

Domestic cheese is safer than imported 0.287 0.049 ≤0.001 0.190 0.383
Domestic milk is safer than imported 0.299 0.048 ≤0.001 0.205 0.391

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported 0.226 0.054 ≤0.001 0.119 0.330
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported 0.194 0.056 0.001 0.084 0.301

Tirana: Age Pearson’s r

Domestic cheese is safer than imported 0.185 0.053 0.001 0.080 0.286
Domestic milk is safer than imported 0.139 0.052 0.010 0.035 0.239

Domestic cheese is of higher quality than imported 0.135 0.055 0.012 0.026 0.241
Domestic milk is of higher quality than imported 0.108 0.056 0.045 −0.003 0.216

Imported cheese is of high quality −0.192 0.054 ≤0.001 −0.299 −0.081

Tirana: Education Spearman–Rho

Imported cheese is of high quality 0.210 0.053 ≤0.001 0.104 0.311

r = Correlation coefficient Spearman-Rho (ordinal data) or Pearson’s r (metric data); SE = Standard Error; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale:
1 = “disagree” to 5 = “agree”; 2 5000 bootstrap samples.

Concerning the perception of food safety and quality cues, the influence of socio-
demographic variables seems to be more important than in the previous findings. In
particular, the gender of the respondents seems to have a significant influence on the
perception of food safety and quality cues (Table A1 in the Appendix A). In general,
women considered food safety and quality cues, such as lists of ingredients or seals of
quality, more often than the men (negative MD means that the average Likert value for the
men is lower than that for the women; the men less often checked food safety and quality
cues than the women). Table A1 in the Appendix A contains only significant differences
for both samples. As we can see from A1, the findings are quite similar, although some
differences can be observed: origin seems to be more relevant for gender differences in
the Kosovar sample, while brand reputation and certificates (HACCP, ISO 9000) seem
to be slightly more important in the Albanian sample. After bootstrap sampling, the
95% confidence interval shows, however, that the “true” difference in the perception
between men and women might—although it is significant—be much lower or higher.
It appears that for some variables the differences might also be almost non-existent (the
lower boundary of the bootstrap 95% confidence interval is close to 0; e.g., for local origin).
For other variables (e.g., organic production), these differences are well supported by the
bootstrapping method.

Concerning the other socio-demographic variables, education, in particular, seems to
influence the perception of food safety and quality cues significantly in both samples. In
the Kosovar sample, income slightly influences the perception of food safety and quality
cues (in particular, brand reputation and knowledge of producer). Further, the negative
r for the variable “household size” might be negligible (Table A2 in Appendix A). In the
Albanian sample, age also seems to have a negative, but minor, influence on the perception
of the food safety and quality cues (the older people less frequently checked the cues).
However, here too, the influence approximated through correlation analysis is rather
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low for almost all the socio-demographic variables (see r in Table A2 for the Kosovar
sample and in Table A3 for the Albanian sample). These findings are further supported
by the bootstrapping method; no upper/lower boundaries in the 95% confidence interval
exceed/undercut ±0.5—a level at which one could suppose at least a moderate effect of
socio-demographic variables on the perception of food safety and quality cues.

In a nutshell, one might consider socio-demographic variables as relevant predictor
variables. Even though their influence seems to be rather low, H3 is clearly supported:
Socio-demographic variables do have an influence on the perception of food safety and
quality in Kosovo and Albania.

4. Discussion

Based on the literature review [15–18,32], which indicated a lower level of food safety
in Albania and Kosovo [22,23] (and other WBCs [20,25]), we expected that respondents from
both countries would evaluate imported better than nationally produced food products
(H1). However, we did not observe this in our study, so H1 could not be confirmed and had
to be rejected. The descriptive analysis and the test for significant differences showed that
in Kosovo (Prishtina) consumers evaluated domestic dairy food to be safer and of higher
quality than imported dairy food, which is in accordance with [38]. Albanian (Tirana)
consumers also showed a greater preference for domestic over imported cheese and milk
products. However, the values are lower than in the Kosovar sample. Both samples were
indifferent about the quality of imported cheese. Consumer patriotism also seems to be of
relevance for Kosovar and Albanian consumers.

For H2, we assumed that Kosovar consumers would differ from Albanians in respect
to the frequency at which they used food safety and quality related cues. We used a list
of quality and food safety cues derived from the literature to test this assumption. Impor-
tant quality and food safety cues mentioned in the literature are brand reputation [5,33],
information on labels (expiry date, list of ingredients) [36], food certificates [36], organic
production [2,40], quality related standards (ISO 9000, HACCP) [45,46], and country of
origin [32,34–36,39]. In the absence of reliable quality standards or third party food cer-
tificates, knowing the producer or seller of a product can act as another quality cue [44].
H2 was confirmed, with the differences between Kosovar and Albanian consumers being
significant for all the food safety and quality cues tested.

In our study, the Kosovar consumers used food safety and quality cues less frequently
than Albanians. Expiration date was the most commonly used quality cue for both con-
sumer groups. The Albanians used food certificates more often than the Kosovars. HACCP
or ISO related information was the least frequently used quality cue for both consumer
groups, which is not surprising because HACCP and ISO standards are primarily used for
business-to-business communication and are normally not communicated to consumers.
The frequency of use (see Table 4) showed that information about expiry date, domestic
origin/local origin, organic production, knowing the producer, and brand reputation were
the most frequently used food safety and quality cues for the Albanians. The Kosovar
consumers used expiry date, domestic origin, knowing the producer, brand reputation and
local origin, in descending frequency. The Kosovar respondents used information about or-
ganic production and food certificates much less often than the Albanian respondents (see
Table 4, biggest mean difference of 1.236 (organic) and −1.201 (certificates)). This may be an
indicator of a lower availability of organic food supplies in Kosovar or also can reflect the
strategy of Albanian consumers to pay more attention to organic certification to tackle their
concern for food safety situation [41]. As suggested by the study of Thøgersen et al. (2019)
it could also be an indicator of an absence of environmental concerns among consumers
or insufficient trust in the countries of origin of the organic food [40]. We found that food
certificates were less frequently used by Kosovars than by Albanians. According to Grunert
(2005), this could be an indicator either that the Kosovar consumers did not consider
the food certificates on dairy products to be trustworthy, because of the lack of trust in
formal institutions [26] or that they did not understand them [2]. In our sample, Kosovar
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consumers used the quality cue “knowing the producer” in third place after expiry date
and domestic origin, which is in accordance with several international studies and studies
from the WBCs [15,28,43,44]. In the absence of trustworthy third-party certification of food
products, the personal trust between customer and seller can compensate as a quality cue.

Previous studies have reported that female consumers and better educated consumers
pay more attention to information related to food safety [16,50]. Our study found similar,
statistically significant results (H3: Socio-demographic variables influence the perception
of food safety and quality cues). Women and better educated consumers checked food
safety and quality related information more often than men or those with lower education.
Women obviously considered food safety and quality cues, such as list of ingredients or
food certificates, more often than men. Origin seemed to be more relevant with respect to
gender differences in the Kosovar sample, while brand reputation and quality assurance
standards (HACCP, ISO 9000) seemed to be slightly more important in the Albanian
sample. The other socio-demographic variables (age, income, household size) were either
not statistically significant or, if they were significant, showed only small correlation
coefficients. Older Albanian consumer groups, for instance, perceived the quality and
safety of domestic dairy products to be higher than did younger consumer groups, which
makes sense as older consumer groups tend to show more ethnocentrism than younger
consumer groups (see [53]).

5. Limitations and Conclusions

The major limitation of this study, besides the convenient nature of the samples, is
the fact that the respondents were selected from the countries’ two main cities, and thus
the samples do not represent all consumers but rather urban consumers. As such, the
study findings cannot be considered representative of the whole population. However,
as highlighted earlier in the paper, Tirana and Pristina are the capital and largest cities
of the respective countries, with high diversity of cultures and origins, and as such, the
findings can be considered indicative also for the rest of the country. Furthermore, these
two cities also represent the largest markets where purchasing power is concentrated, and
as such, the findings are important for the industry. Future studies could broaden the
context of this study by including social and cultural conditions that are perhaps able to
further explain differences in consumer perspectives between Kosovars and Albanians on
food safety and quality.

Confirming literature [12], in Albania and Kosovo there are serious gaps in the food
safety system (in particular in the meat [15,16] and dairy sector [17,18]), which is reflected
in real and perceived food safety risk. However, according to the study findings, overall,
consumers have higher preference for local products, the safety and quality of which is
perceived higher compared to imports, although cheese imports are dominated by EU
countries, which are characterized by high food safety standards. Kosovar consumers’
perception of food safety is higher when compared to Albanians—one factor that may
contribute to this difference is the fact that Kosovo has been under the supervision and
heavily supported by the international community in its efforts to build up the institutional
system after the war. Another reason could be a high prevalence of ethnocentrism of
Kosovar consumers, as identified in a previous study [38].

As expected, women and higher educated consumers used food quality and safety
related information more often than other consumer groups in both countries. In accor-
dance with this result of our study, it is advisable for governmental institutions who want
to inform the public or food companies releasing advertising campaigns to focus on these
consumer groups to improve the effectiveness of their communication efforts. However,
stakeholders could also focus especially on less well-educated consumers to reduce their
information deficits concerning food safety and quality standards in their home countries.

We found that Kosovar consumers used food certificates less often than Albanians.
This could be either because they do not trust them or because they do not understand
them. In the first case, this would emphasize the need to establish trustworthy third-
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party certification, while the latter case would point towards a promotion of existing food
certificates by governmental or privately funded educational campaigns (see [53]). In our
opinion, these findings could be used by policymakers and food companies to improve
the level of trust in public/private institutions to guarantee food safety, and to increase
consumers’ awareness and knowledge in this area. They underline the importance of food
labeling information such as expiry date/best before date, of trustworthy food brands and
of clear and transparent communication of the country of origin or the local origin.

Although not directly addressed within this study, we have to take into account
that there is still a lack of capacity due to weak institutional frameworks and corrup-
tion [26]—despite the improved legislation in Kosovo and Albania in recent years due to
EU integration processes [13]. An important institutional measure could be the strength-
ening of the existing or establishment of new national food safety and quality organiza-
tions, following best practices from EU countries, such as AMA Marketing in Austria
(AMA = Agricultural Market Austria). AMA Marketing is a governmental organization
independent from existing ministries, comparable to SOPEXA in France, with a focus on
establishing and controlling food quality and safety standards, and implementing commu-
nication strategies to reach consumers. The advantage of establishing a new organization
independent from existing agricultural or health ministries could be an important sign to
consumers that the new organization also stands for an improved, trustworthy regulatory
capacity. This approach could help to gain more trust in the national food safety system
and help to further improve the food safety perception of consumers, which is advisable,
according to our empirical findings.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Significant differences in the rating of food safety and quality cues with respect to the variable “gender”; samples:
consumers from Kosovo (Prishtina; n = 299) and Albania (Tirana; n = 346); t-test including bootstrap sampling.

Characteristics 1 MD SE DF t p
Bootstrap 3

MD 95% Confidence Interval p

Prishtina

List of ingredients −0.405 0.177 298.0 −2.296 0.022 −0.732 −0.061 0.017
HACCP 2 −0.294 0.082 296.7 −3.600 ≤0.001 −0.452 −0.131 ≤0.001
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Table A1. Cont.

Characteristics 1 MD SE DF t p
Bootstrap 3

MD 95% Confidence Interval p

ISO 2 −0.287 0.082 297.0 −3.493 ≤0.001 −0.446 −0.122 0.001
Local origin −0.267 0.131 298.0 −2.044 0.042 −0.518 −0.007 0.047

Domestic origin 2 −0.288 0.116 256.1 −2.492 0.013 −0.514 −0.067 0.011
Foreign origin −0.462 0.124 298.0 −3.728 ≤0.001 −0.706 −0.228 0.001

EU origin −0.423 0.116 298.0 −3.658 ≤0.001 −0.643 −0.206 0.001

Tirana

Brand reputation 2 −0.255 0.117 214.5 −2.181 0.030 −0.488 −0.020 0.034
Expiry date 2 −0.265 0.075 178.6 −3.534 0.001 −0.423 −0.121 0.001

List of ingredients −0.452 0.156 345.0 −2.899 0.004 −0.758 −0.152 0.002
Organic production −0.532 0.150 345.0 −3.550 ≤0.001 −0.824 −0.222 ≤0.001

HACCP 2 −0.384 0.128 265.4 −2.992 0.003 −0.633 −0.130 0.004
ISO −0.365 0.134 345.0 −2.728 0.007 −0.616 −0.102 0.007

Local origin 2 −0.246 0.123 211.4 −2.006 0.046 −0.486 −0.010 0.044
Knowing the producer −0.328 0.134 345.0 −2.442 0.015 −0.596 −0.062 0.016

MD = Mean Difference; SE = Standard Error; DF = Degrees of Freedom; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale: 1 = “never check characteristic
to assess food safety and quality”, 5 = “always check characteristic to assess food safety and quality”; 2 Levene test on homogeneity of
variances: variances are not equal, Welch test used; 3 5000 bootstrap samples.

Table A2. Significant correlation coefficients for socio-demographic variables and rating of food safety and quality cues in
Albania (Prishtina; n = 299); correlation coefficients including bootstrap sampling.

Characteristics 1 r SE p Bootstrap 2

r 95% Confidence Interval

Education Spearman-Rho

Brand reputation 0.260 0.057 ≤0.001 0.147 0.369
Expiry date −0.217 0.052 ≤0.001 −0.318 −0.113

List of ingredients 0.210 0.058 ≤0.001 0.100 0.326
Organic production 0.166 0.057 ≤0.001 0.052 0.275

HACCP 0.335 0.046 ≤0.001 0.242 0.423
ISO 0.341 0.046 ≤0.001 0.249 0.428

Local origin 0.223 0.056 ≤0.001 0.111 0.330
Foreign origin 0.178 0.055 0.002 0.069 0.284

Knowing the seller 0.127 0.058 0.028 0.014 0.243
Knowing the producer 0.150 0.055 0.009 0.044 0.258

Household size Pearson’s r

Brand reputation −0.120 0.057 0.038 −0.232 −0.009
Local origin −0.161 0.056 0.005 −0.265 −0.044

Knowing the producer −0.124 0.059 0.032 −0.237 −0.003

Income Pearson’s r

Brand reputation 0.245 0.056 ≤0.001 0.131 0.349
Expiry date −0.165 0.060 0.004 −0.283 −0.050

Food safety certificate 0.198 0.055 0.001 0.089 0.304
HACCP 0.197 0.064 0.001 0.073 0.324

ISO 0.203 0.064 ≤0.001 0.078 0.329
Local origin 0.189 0.053 0.001 0.084 0.292

Domestic origin 0.170 0.055 0.003 0.061 0.272
Knowing the seller 0.212 0.054 ≤0.001 0.102 0.318

Knowing the producer 0.260 0.053 ≤0.001 0.155 0.359

r = Correlation coefficient Spearman-Rho (ordinal data) or Pearson’s r (metric data); SE = Standard Error; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale:
1 = “never check characteristic to assess food safety and quality” to 5 = “always check characteristic to assess food safety and quality”;
2 5000 bootstrap samples.
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Table A3. Significant correlation coefficients for socio-demographic variables and rating of food safety and quality cues in
Albania (Tirana; n = 343); correlation coefficients including bootstrap sampling.

Characteristics 1 r SE p Bootstrap 2

r 95% Confidence Interval

Age Pearson’s r

List of ingredients −0.196 0.053 ≤0.001 −0.301 −0.092
Food safety certificate −0.133 0.056 0.014 −0.243 −0.020

HACCP −0.216 0.048 ≤0.001 −0.309 −0.120
ISO −0.216 0.048 ≤0.001 −0.309 −0.119

Foreign origin −0.140 0.058 0.009 −0.253 −0.024
EU origin −0.172 0.056 0.001 −0.280 −0.063

Education Spearman–Rho

Brand reputation 0.259 0.055 ≤0.001 0.153 0.365
Expiry date 0.190 0.057 ≤0.001 0.078 0.299

List of ingredients 0.231 0.051 ≤0.001 0.128 0.330
Organic production 0.210 0.052 ≤0.001 0.105 0.314

Food safety certificate 0.321 0.054 ≤0.001 0.210 0.424
HACCP 0.235 0.052 ≤0.001 0.133 0.338

ISO 0.276 0.051 ≤0.001 0.175 0.376
Local origin 0.335 0.052 ≤0.001 0.232 0.437

Domestic origin 0.233 0.055 ≤0.001 0.126 0.340
Foreign origin 0.314 0.053 ≤0.001 0.209 0.416

origin 0.321 0.052 ≤0.001 0.220 0.422
Knowing the producer 0.186 0.056 0.001 0.076 0.295

Income Pearson’s r

Expiry date 0.109 0.050 0.043 0.008 0.207
HACCP 0.106 0.051 0.049 0.006 0.208

ISO 0.137 0.051 0.011 0.038 0.237

r = Correlation coefficient Spearman–Rho (ordinal data) or Pearson’s r (metric data); SE = Standard Error; p = Significance; 1 Likert scale:
1 = “never check characteristic to assess food safety and quality” to 5 = “always check characteristic to assess food safety and quality”;
2 5000 bootstrap samples. [54].
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to investigate how optimistic bias, consumption cognition,
news attention, information credibility, and social trust affect the purchase intention of food
consumption. Data used in this study came from a questionnaire survey conducted in college
students in Taipei and Beijing. Respondents in the two cities returned 258 and 268 questionnaires,
respectively. Samples were analyzed through structural equation modelling (SEM) to test the model.
Results showed that Taiwanese college students did not have optimistic bias but Chinese students did.
The models showed that both Taiwanese and Chinese students’ consumption cognition significantly
influenced their purchase intention, and news attention significantly influenced only Chinese students’
purchase intention. Model comparison analysis suggested significant differences between the models
for Taiwan and mainland China. The results revealed that optimistic bias can be reduced in different
social contexts as that of the Taiwan model and the mainland Chinese model found in this study were
indeed different. This study also confirmed that people had optimistic bias on food safety issues,
based on which recommendations were made to increase public awareness of food safety as well as
to improve government’s certification system.

Keywords: optimistic bias; social trust; information behavior; food safety; certification mark;
purchase intention

1. Introduction

FAO/WHO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World Health Organization)
defined food safety risk management as conducting suitable undertakings, controlling the risk,
and protecting public hygiene, and the primary goal of the management of risks associated with food
is to protect public health by controlling such risks as effectively as possible through the selection and
implementation of appropriate measures [1]. WHO further estimated of the global burden of foodborne
diseases; the report suggested that, whether in developed or developing countries, about 10% of
people worldwide will die from foodborne diseases. Therefore, effective risk communication to the
public may be an important solution to improve people’s health [2]. Food safety is a cross-cutting issue
related to human behaviors such as psychology, consumer behavior, and information technology [2–4].
In particular, the messages conveyed in risk communication can help people decide whether they can
adopt some strategies to protect them from risk [2].

In 2014, food safety in Taiwan almost collapsed due to food scandals related to cooking oil
containing recycled waste oil and animal feed oil. In 2016, some restaurants in mainland China
illegally added opium poppy shell powder to hot pot, causing consumers to develop opiate addictions.
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As indicated by these major food safety incidents, although governments and food manufacturers
should bear absolute responsibility, consumers must also have the wisdom to distinguish safe food.

Optimistic bias is one of the factors that affect people’s purchase intention [5]. Despite the
numerous food safety incidents in Taiwan and mainland China, people remain optimistic about food
consumption. This optimistic bias may be due to people ignoring the fact that everyone is in the
same situation and has the same possibility of eating unsafe food; as a result, they believe they are
less likely than others to face risks. People in Taiwan and mainland China generally do not trust
their governments or the certification and authentication systems [6–9]. They are dissatisfied with the
current state of food safety and tend to control it themselves. In other words, people think and act
differently from the government policy regarding food safety, and they tend to take individual control
by themselves with optimistic biased thinking.

This study aimed to identify the factors that affect college student’s consumption of certified food
and agricultural products, and to understand their cognitive processes, including consumer awareness,
information credibility, attention to news, and consumers’ social trust in government. These variables
were examined through a model and further explored for policy making. In addition, this study
attempted to compare the differences in the cognitive processes of food consumption of Taiwanese
and Chinese college students under the impact of similar dietary habits and food safety incidents in
response to different lifestyle, civil culture, and social systems.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Optimistic Bias and Food Safety Risks

Consumers tend to take responsibility and have the ability to avoid risk in food risk
management [10]. Individuals may be able to assert that their chances of negative risks are less
than average. However, it is practically impossible to prove that one is right. If everyone thinks they
are at less than average risk, it could lead to systematic errors [11]. This error is called optimistic bias,
which means that people tend to believe that they are less likely than others to encounter negative
consequences, and that they are more likely than others to experience positive events [12]. Optimistic
bias occurs when individuals compare the likelihoods that a risk event will occur to themselves and to
others [11]. If the difference in the probability of assessing individual and others risks is greater, higher
optimistic bias will result. Optimistic bias is essentially unrealistic optimism, which means that people
tend to underestimate the likelihood of risky events, so they may not respond appropriately to those
events [13].

Many studies in the field of social psychology or health communication have shown that optimistic
bias exists [14]. Researchers have found that young people have higher self-efficacy in food safety,
and they believe that they have sufficient knowledge to avoid risks [15,16]. In addition, research in
Taiwan and mainland China has indicated that people have optimistic biases on public health issues
such as bird flu outbreaks [16], prostate cancer screening [17], and the Influenza A virus subtype
(H1N1) Vaccine [18]. Food safety, as the abovementioned issues, was also a risky problem in daily
life for individuals, especially with many food safety crises happened in recent years. Although
related studies supported that risk perception affected individual food purchase intentions and actual
behaviors, further examination of how optimistic bias occurred when people perceived risky event
was needed [19]. On the assumption that people have optimistic bias about food safety, previous
studies suggested that people with higher safety awareness actually possessed purchasing intentions
on safer food [20]. In order to facilitate individuals to make appropriate risk assessment, reducing the
optimistic bias could be helpful to increase purchasing intentions.

2.2. Consumer Cognition of Certified Food and Agricultural Products

On the other hand, although consumers may have a neutral response to food safety issues, most of
them agree that other people need more food safety advice than they do [21]. Generally, consumers
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worried about food safety of pesticides, antibiotics, and heavy metal pollution problems within the
production and also worried about additives or industrial hazardous substances in food processing [22].
Consumers are the most important stakeholders in overall food safety management. Consumer
cognition indicates consumer value, and this cognition is a key factor in the success of agricultural
products with traceability markers [23]. Effective interventions should improve consumers’ risky
food-handling behaviors via communication strategies or educational interventions [24,25], especially
under consumers’ weak awareness of active prevention of food safety. Previous study supported that
consumers seldom complain about food safety despite of their roles as the stakeholders involved and
impacted by the problem [22]. Other studies have found that the source and certification of food access
are the reasons consumers decide to buy food [6,20,26]. Therefore, it can be assumed that the attributes
of certified foods will influence consumers’ purchase intentions because the certification mark provides
some of the information that consumers expect.

2.3. Information Credibility and Attention to Food Safety

Information processing includes information attention, information access channel,
and information source preference [9]. Researchers on risk communication of food safety have
highlighted the importance of information accessibility, demand, and consumer-oriented risk
perception [21,27,28]. The current study mainly focused on information attention and the credibility of
access channels because certification marks may attract people’s attention and convince consumers
that “certified products are safe.”

When people are aware of food safety risks, they need access to enough information to protect
them, and the current food scandals have increased media attention on food safety. When people
are exposed to this risk information, their concerns about food safety will be aroused, and they will
temporarily change their behavior to mitigate risk [29,30]. If people have more demand for search
information, they may take some steps to face the risk and try to solve the problem from the risk [31,32].
Therefore, this study assumed that if people pay more attention to food safety issues, they will be more
willing to purchase certified food products.

Regarding the credibility of information, previous research mainly examined two aspects:
information channels and information sources [9,31,33]. Wei et al. [32] pointed out that if the
message is more credible, it can reduce optimistic bias and may change consumers’ behavior. Hu and
Yueh [34] further proposed that the use of government information sources enhanced the credibility
of risk information and reduced the public’s optimism bias. However, the public lacks incentives to
report unsafe food to the government, and government regulations and policies need to be improved
to further increase public awareness of food safety [35]. Therefore, consumer behavior and purchase
intention depend on the credibility of the source of information, including regulations and government.
The credibility of information is related to the legal effect and reputation [36–38]. Since the credibility of
the information source reduces the uncertainty of the information seeker and increases the willingness to
take risks, the credibility of the information may be an effective factor in consumer decision-making [17].
Therefore, there is reason to believe that if people think the information on food safety issues is more
credible, they may be more willing to buy certified food.

2.4. Social Trust in Government in Food Safety Management

Risk management includes assessment, evaluation, and monitoring. The Taiwanese and mainland
Chinese governments have both implemented certification systems to inform the public about food
safety issues and to supervise food manufacturers. Most people tend to read food safety advice on food
packaging [21]. In Taiwan and mainland China, when consumers want to understand the traceability
of food, certification is the most important consideration because it can enhance consumer confidence
and purchase willingness, and at the same time, it plays a role in educating consumers [8,39]. However,
the reasons why consumers purchase certified food product rather than uncertified product are still
called for further investigations. With reference to the compilation of cross-strait food certification
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marks by Liao et al. [33] and the food certification marks in mainland China introduced by Yin et al. [40],
this study has compiled a comparison table for Taiwan and mainland China certification marks,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Common certification marks in Taiwan and mainland China.

Taiwan Mainland China

 
Good Agricultural

Practice, GAP

This mark represents that the product
contains allowable levels of pesticides
and that farmers and the public are
taught about proper pesticide usage.

 
QS mark

“QS” is the abbreviation of “Quality
and Safety.” In mainland China,
all foods sold on the market should
carry this mark.

 
Certified Agricultural

Standards

This mark indicates that agricultural
products meet Taiwan’s agricultural
standards.

Green Food

This symbol indicates that
agricultural products are grown in an
environment-friendly manner with
less pollution and good quality.

 
Traceability Agricultural

Product, TAP

This mark means that agricultural
products can be traced back to their
production processes and are
environmentally friendly.  

Harmless Agricultural
Product

This mark indicates that the pollution
content of agricultural products is
within the safe range and meets
standards.

 
CAS organic agricultural

Product

This mark refers to organic products
that meet standards during
processing.  

Organic Food

This mark refers to organic foods and
confirms the absence of artificial
materials, genetic engineering and
environmental pollution during the
production process.

Huang et al. [6] pointed out that although people lack sufficient background knowledge, they still
like to see the government develop policies and encourage agricultural tourism. From the consumer
perspective, they expect the government to provide a reliable certification mark to enhance consumer
trust [41]. In addition, despite of the fact that consumers do not totally trust the government, they are
still more willing to purchase government-certified products and trust the certification systems to a
certain extent [20,42]. Previous study has found that the more consumers trust the food certification
organization, the greater their willingness to purchase certified food [43]. Accordingly, the credibility
and trust of government might be key points to consider when consumers buy food product.

Recent studies have also focused on the strategies and effects of regulators and governments
in communicating with the public [38,44]. However, these studies have only discussed consumer
or government issues separately, and a few have examined the relationship between consumers’
intentions to buy food and their social trust in government. Social trust raises individuals’ concerns
about social issues and causes divisions in civil society [45]. Moreover, social trust also reflects people’s
assessment of the structure of society, which is based on the individual’s knowledge that society
consists of different groups having the same destiny.

Social trust can be measured by investigating government credibility. When the public lacks
background information or is at a high potential risk, people will make decisions based on social
trust [18]. If a food safety risk event occurs suddenly, people do not actually have enough information,
which can also lead to a decline in government credibility. As suggested by Hu and Yueh [34],
to improve risk communication, the government and media should value the interaction function
of social media, reasonably encourage communication transparency, avoid providing incomplete
information, and reduce the number of “unspoken secrets.”

Food safety issues are very important for college students; in particular, research has shown that a
large proportion of them tend to eat out and therefore pay more attention to food safety incidents [46].
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Although they may lack a positive attitude towards food safety practices and food safety [47,48],
however, such students are also more flexible in accepting new things. Besides, well-educated young
adults have higher acceptance of certified foods and more demand for consumer choice [8].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Hypothesis and Research Model

Based on the review of the literature, this study selected five concepts as the independent
variables: optimistic bias; consumption cognition; information process, comprising news attention
and information credibility; and social trust. From the perspective of optimistic bias, when consumers
prepare food, their confidence in food safety behaviors is related to their strong belief in risk
prevention [21]. Consumption cognition is related to what consumers will consider when purchasing
food. Information processing includes attention to food safety news and the credibility of information
sources and messages per se. Social trust is a public assessment of government credibility. Purchase
intention of certified food product was selected as a dependent variable since it reflected the efficiency
of governmental policies on food safety.

In sum, this study first examined college students’ optimistic bias (H1), and further considered a
framework consisted of abovementioned variables. Figure 1 presents the model developed by this
research, assuming the relationship between the above variables and purchase intention, and the
interaction between these variables will be verified. The hypotheses for testing the model were as
follows (H2–H6).

Figure 1. The conceptual model of food safety cognition and consumption attitude. Note: X1 to X33
and Y1 to Y4 refers to the sequential numbers of questionnaire items.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Students have optimistic bias on food safety incidents.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Optimistic bias has a negative impact on purchase intention of certified food products.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Consumption cognition has a positive impact on purchase intention of certified food products.
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Hypothesis 4 (H4). News attention of food safety issues has a positive impact on purchase intention of certified
food products.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Information credibility of food safety issues has a positive impact on purchase intention of
certified food products.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Social trust has a positive impact on purchase intention of certified food products.

Furthermore, this study compared models of food safety cognition and consumption attitudes
among students in Taiwan and mainland China. Wilson et al. [38] conducted a cultural comparison
study and found no significant differences in consumer perceptions of food safety regulators in
Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom. However, a study by Van Dijk et al. [44] found
that communications with consumers, especially on food safety issues, may differ among cultures
and countries.

Recent research on food safety issues in Taiwan and mainland China compares policies, government
regulations, regulations, and certification marks [33,49], suggesting that social systems, cultures,
and governments can cause different food safety issues and situations. Although Taiwan and mainland
China have similar dietary habits (Chinese food), the two societies and civil cultures are different.
To compare the two samples, this study tested the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). There are differences in the two models of certified food purchase intentions for Taiwanese
and mainland Chinese students.

3.2. Data Distribution and Reliability

R 3.5.3 in RStudio 1.1.414 and LISREL 8.8 were initially used for analysis. This study consisted of
multi-item scales of optimistic bias, consumption cognition, news attention, information credibility,
social trust, and purchase intention. The study first checked that the data distribution conformed to
the normality distribution. Items with skewness higher than 3 and kurtosis higher than 10 would
be deleted.

3.3. Structural Equation Modelling

Using structural equation modelling (SEM) provides researcher a comprehensive picture of the
theoretical framework [50]. The parameters of SEM used maximum likelihood estimation. The models
were built and tested with a two-step paradigm [50] wherein the measurement model was tested first
and the structural model was tested next. The measurement model was developed by confirmatory
factor analysis. For determining the goodness of fit of CFA model, limiting the standard factor load
value to between 0.5 and 0.95 is suggested [51].

Several indices were used to determine the goodness of fit of structural model. According to
previous recommendations, normed chi-square (NC) (χ2/df) < 5 is acceptable, and <2 is a good model
fit. As for root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), <0.8 is good and <1 is an acceptable
model fit [52]. In addition, confirmatory fit index (CFI) > 0.9 is a good model fit. If the analysis fails to
meet the criteria for model fitting, the hypothetical model requires modification of alternatives.

3.4. Invariance Tests with Structural Equation Modelling

This study used SEM and the method proposed by Koufteros and Marcoulides [53] to perform two
stages of invariance tests. For comparison, following Koufteros and Marcoulides [53], the invariance
tests consisted of two phases, namely, the measurement model test and the structural model test.

Measurement equivalence can solve whether different groups of respondents interpret a given
measure in a similar manner, so according to the suggestion of Vandenberg and Lance [54], the invariance
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of the measurement model was tested with 6 steps. After conducting the invariance of the measurement
model, models can be ensured that they were measured in a similar way.

These 6 steps method will generate 6 models; in order to compare them, the χ2 differences would
be tested in these 6 invariance test models. In addition, this study also considers the comparative
fit index (ΔCFI), which represented in the results if it will be less than −0.01 or not. According to
Cheung and Rensvold [55], for detecting cross-group differences in measurement invariance, values of
ΔCFI < −0.01 indicate no significant differences between different invariance models.

To test the structural model invariance, the current study also followed the research method of
Teng and Lu [56] to set the path coefficients from consumption cognition to purchase intention to be
equal and freely estimated other path coefficients for the two samples.

3.5. Participants and Data Collection

Considering that urban residents have higher levels of knowledge and consumption than rural
areas [8], their awareness of food safety knowledge and certified foods may be higher. This study
was conducted using a purposeful sampling strategy, which targeted university students in two
metropolises, Taipei and Beijing.

The respondents of this study were fully informed about the research purpose, and their
participation was voluntary and autonomous. No additional ethical approval was required in
this study, in accordance with national and institutional requirements. The numbers of completed
questionnaires collected in Taipei and Beijing were 258 and 268, respectively, which satisfied a reliable
samples size of 200 for SEM [57]. The survey included male and female students with different majors
from different school year in the National Taiwan University and Peking University. The majority of
respondents (92.6% in Taipei and 84.7% in Beijing) were aged between 18 and 23.

3.6. Measurement Scales of Variables

This study used multi-item scales to measure the major constructs, including students’ “optimistic
bias,” “consumption cognition,” “news attention,” “information credibility” and “social trust” on food
safety issues, as well as their “purchase intention.” Based on the theoretical framework shown in Figure 1,
these scales were modified from previous studies, and all items of scales can be regarded as observed
measures for the latent variables with 5 major constructs [50]. To test the “optimistic bias,” two kinds of
judgments, i.e., comparative judgment and absolute judgment, were measured. For absolute judgment,
numerical evaluation was used to find the relationship between self and personal experience [13].
Absolute judgment was evaluated with two questions: one to first assess the possibility that the “self”
would experience risk and the other to assess the possibility that the “others” would experience risk.

This study referred to and revised the tools used by Lu et al. [31], Lu et al. [18], and Weng et al. [5]
to measure optimistic bias. Two items were used to assess optimism, namely, “I think I myself may eat
unsafe food” and “I think others may eat unsafe food” on a 6-point Likert-type scale (ranging from
1 = “strongly disagree” to 6 = “strongly agree”). Furthermore, the degree of optimistic bias was
calculated by subtracting the self-optimistic evaluation value from the optimistic evaluation value of
others. A higher score indicated higher optimistic bias.

The variables “consumption cognition,” “information credibility,” “news attention,” “information
credibility,” and “social trust” were measured using a 6-point Likert-type scale (ranging from
1 = “strongly disagree” to 6 = “strongly agree”). The “consumption perception scale” consisted
of 11 items and was a tool modified from Huang et al. [6]. The “news attention scale” consisted of
5 items and was modified from the scales developed by Lu et al. [18] and Wei et al. [32]. The “credibility
of information scale,” modified from Lu et al. [46] and Wei et al. [32], was composed of 4 items related to
message channels and 7 items related to message sources. The “social trust scale” contained four items
revised with reference to the tools of Lu et al. [18]. Finally, the “purchase intention scale” contained
4 items, which were revised with reference to Lu et al. [18] and Weng et al. [5].
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4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Statistics

The results of the analysis confirmed that all survey items were with skewness lower than 3
and kurtosis lower than 10. Table 2 provides the measurement items of the Taiwan and mainland
China samples, the scale reliability (Cronbach’s α coefficient), and the factor load value. In this
study, the reliability values of the subscales of the two samples were calculated, and the Cronbach’s α
coefficients ranged from 0.7047 to 0.9481, indicating that the constructs included in the scale had high
internal consistency.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and confirmatory factor analysis of scale items in food safety
(Taiwan, N = 258; mainland China, N = 268).

Statement M 1 (T) M (C) SD (T) SD (C)
Factor Loading

(T)
Factor Loading

(C)

Optimistic bias (αT = 0.9021, αC = 0.9281) 2

I think I myself may eat unsafe food. 4.91 4.83 0.92 1.42 – –
I think others may eat unsafe food. 4.96 4.95 0.96 1.36 – –
X1. “others” minus “self” 0.05 0.12 0.56 0.72 – –
Consumption cognition (αT = 0.8765, αC = 0.9050)
I value
X2. food products having certification 3.90 4.28 1.11 1.62 0.71 0.71
X3. the package 4.60 4.40 1.17 1.53 0.65 0.70
X4. the expiration date 5.33 5.51 0.88 1.16 – –
X5. food products having safe and hygienic marks 4.57 4.62 1.04 1.56 0.66 0.83
X6. food products made in my nation 3.52 2.88 1.18 1.46 0.64 –
X7. place of production 3.88 3.14 1.21 1.51 0.64 –
X8. freshness 5.15 5.24 0.92 1.25 0.57 0.67
X9. food products being contaminated 4.88 4.64 1.05 1.52 0.54 0.85
X10. food products having pesticide residue 4.48 4.45 1.14 1.58 0.66 0.82
X11. the record of production 3.74 3.61 1.13 1.60 0.74 0.69
X12. the manufacturers 3.97 3.75 1.19 1.66 0.63 0.56
News attention (αT = 0.7353, αC = 0.8358)
I pay attention to food safety news on . . .
X13. newspaper 3.54 2.99 1.45 1.63 0.72 –
X14. television 4.09 3.74 1.30 1.63 0.80 0.80
X15. the Internet 4.76 2.68 1.07 1.55 0.58 0.60
X16. radio 2.59 4.56 1.38 1.49 0.53 0.77
X17. mobile phone (e.g., scanning the QR code) 3.10 3.59 1.53 1.63 – 0.60
Information credibility (αT = 0.9155, αC = 0.9481)
Information about food safety on/from . . . is
credible.
X18. newspapers 3.61 3.40 1.09 1.40 0.90 0.87
X19. television 3.48 3.44 1.05 1.41 0.94 0.89
X20. the Internet 3.38 3.21 1.01 1.33 0.76 0.87
X21. radio 3.38 2.87 1.11 1.27 0.84 0.79
X22. mobile apps 3.39 3.12 1.03 1.33 0.78 0.79
X23. media 3.28 3.13 1.10 1.33 0.81 0.83
X24. government 4.05 3.85 1.14 1.45 – 0.74
X25. research institutes 4.55 4.31 0.99 1.44 – 0.74
X26. consumer protection agency (NGO) 4.34 2.99 1.02 1.32 0.52 0.77
X27. manufacturers 3.00 2.76 1.09 1.30 – 0.68
X28. family members and friends 2.94 3.14 1.20 1.40 0.51 0.64
X29. Facebook pages/WeChat official accounts 2.65 2.64 1.11 1.24 0.57 0.68
Social trust (αT = 0.7047, αC = 0.8151)
I think governments . . . in/on food safety.
X30. are correct to adopt policies 3.57 3.97 1.11 1.49 0.86 0.85
X31. are credible to adopt policies 3.40 3.59 1.14 1.41 0.96 0.90
X32. are able to solve problems 3.31 3.70 1.30 1.48 0.65 0.67
X33. should develop long-term plans 5.15 5.28 1.06 1.33 – 0.51
Purchase intention (αT = 0.9150, αC = 0.9444)
I tend to . . . food products which have
certification marks.
Y1. buy 4.74 4.68 1.09 1.58 0.97 0.96
Y2. eat 4.80 4.75 1.07 1.52 0.96 0.97
Y3. increase instances of buying 4.66 4.67 1.13 1.55 0.78 0.85
Y4. pay more money to buy 4.19 4.30 1.20 1.61 0.68 0.76

1 The abbreviations used in this table and throughout this paper are as following: M =mean and SD = standard
deviation. In the table, Taiwan also was abbreviated T, whereas mainland China was abbreviated C. 2 The value of
α indicated Cronbach’s alpha. Taiwan was abbreviated T, whereas mainland China was abbreviated C. In addition,
X1 to X33 and Y1 to Y4 indicated the sequential numbers of questionnaire numbers. Measures of latent exogenous
variables represented X, whereas measures of latent endogenous variables represented Y.
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This study checked the standard factor load value to between 0.5 and 0.95. Based on the
analysis results, 5 items in the Taiwan questionnaire and 6 items in the mainland China questionnaire
were deleted because they did not meet the loading score criteria. The factor loading values of all
questionnaire items are listed in Table 2. After modification of the hypothesized items, all exogenous
variables had good fit.

4.2. Identified Optimistic Bias

To determine whether students are optimistic about food safety incidents, this study proposed the
hypothesis that respondents believe they are less likely than others to face this risk. Results of paired
t-test analysis showed that respondents in Beijing believed the risk of eating unsafe food “themselves”
(M = 4.83) was lower than that of “others” (M = 4.95) (t = −2.6977, df = 267, p < 0.01). However,
Taipei’s respondents reported that there was no significant difference in the likelihood of “themselves”
(M = 4.91) and “others” (M = 4.96) eating unsafe food (t = −1.3375, df = 257, p = 0.0911). Therefore,
the H1 hypothesis was supported by the test results of mainland Chinese respondents but rejected by
the test of Taiwanese respondents.

4.3. Hypothesis Testing of Taiwan Sample Structural Model

The hypothesized model included five latent exogenous variables (optimistic bias, consumption
cognition, news attention, information credibility, and social trust) and one latent endogenous variable
(purchase intention). This study used SEM to test the relationships between variables. In the Taiwan
sample, the results of structural modelling analysis showed adequate fit to the data, as evidenced by
χ2/df (NC) = 3.20, CFI = 0.91, and RMSEA = 0.093. However, the correlations between “optimistic bias”
and other variables did not reach significance. Therefore, the correlation between “optimistic bias”
and other variables was rejected, and an alternative model was constructed accordingly.

SEM analysis of the alternative model in the Taiwan sample indicated acceptable data fit: χ2/df
(NC) = 3.17, CFI = 0.91 (≥0.9), and RMSEA = 0.092 (≤0.1). Table 3 presents the correlation coefficients
between variables. As shown in Figure 2, the results of hypothesis testing demonstrated that only
consumption cognition had a positive impact on purchase intention (β = 0.60, t = 8.41; p < 0.001);
hence, H3 was supported. On the other hand, optimistic bias (β = 0.08, t = 1.55; p > 0.05), news attention
(β = 0.09, t = 1.20; p > 0.05), information credibility (β = 0.02, t = 0.33; p > 0.05), and social trust
(β = −0.01, t = −0.23; p > 0.05) did not predict purchase intention; therefore, H2, H4, H5, and H6 were
all rejected.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between variables in Taiwan sample model.

Optimistic Bias 1 Consumption Cognition News Attention Information Credibility Social Trust

Optimistic bias 1.0000
Consumption cognition 0.0338 1.0000

News attention −0.0914 0.3721 *** 2 1.0000
Information credibility −0.0429 0.2809 *** 0.4468 *** 1.0000

Social trust 0.0447 0.2554 *** 0.1744 ** 0.3395 *** 1.0000
1 In the alternative model, the correlation relationships between optimistic bias and other variables were rejected.
2 *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01.
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Figure 2. Path coefficient results of alternative model of the Taiwan sample. Note: *** p < 0.001;
χ2 = 1348.26; df = 424; χ2/df (NC) = 3.17; CFI = 0.91; RMSEA = 0.092.

4.4. Hypothesis Testing of Mainland China Sample Structural Model

In the mainland China sample, the results of structural modelling showed adequate fit to the
data, as evidenced by χ2/df (NC) = 3.56, CFI = 0.94, and RMSEA = 0.098. As in the Taiwan model,
no significant correlations between “optimistic bias” and any other variables were found, and an
alternative model was constructed for further analysis.

SEM analysis results of the alternative model in the mainland China sample indicated acceptable
data fit: χ2/df (NC) = 3.55, CFI = 0.94 (≥0.9), and RMSEA = 0.098 (≤0.1). Table 4 shows the correlation
coefficients between variables. As shown in Figure 3, the results of hypothesis testing demonstrated
that both consumption cognition (β = 0.38, t = 5.25; p < 0.001) and news attention (β = 0.24, t = 2.21;
p < 0.01) had positive impacts on purchase intention; thus, H3 and H4 were supported. On the other
hand, optimistic bias (β = −0.03, t = −0.60; p > 0.05), information credibility (β = 0.14, t = 1.59; p > 0.05),
and social trust (β = 0.07, t = 1.08; p > 0.05) did not predict purchase intention; therefore, H2, H5,
and H6 were all rejected.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients between variables in the mainland China model.

Optimistic Bias 1 Consumption Cognition News Attention Information Credibility Social Trust

Optimistic bias 1.0000
Consumption cognition −0.0068 1.0000

News attention −0.0459 0.5580 *** 2 1.0000
Information credibility −0.0878 0.4170 *** 0.6359 *** 1.0000

Social trust −0.0968 0.4575 *** 0.5278 *** 0.5740 *** 1.0000
1 In the alternative model, the correlation relationships between optimistic bias and other variables were rejected.
2 *** p < 0.001

Figure 3. Path coefficient results of alternative model of the mainland China sample.
Note: (1) *** p < 0.001, * p < 0.5; χ2 = 1723.19; df = 485; χ2/df (NC) = 3.55; CFI = 0.94; RMSEA = 0.098.
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4.5. Invariance Test for Comparison of Taiwan and Mainland China Models

For H7, it was hypothesized that differences in the two models of certified food purchase intentions
would exist for the Taiwanese and mainland Chinese students. As shown in the previous model
analysis, H3 was supported in both models; H4 was rejected in the Taiwan model but supported in
the mainland China model; and H2, H5, and H6 were rejected. To verify the statistically significant
differences, this study examined the degrees of invariance of the two models and then set up other
fixed paths to calculate the difference in the causal coefficient of the H3 path.

Results of invariance of the measurement model analyses are shown in Table 5. To ensure that
they were measured in a similar way, some items were removed because their variances or means
were outliers.

Table 5. Six steps of measurement invariance test between the two models.

Model 1 χ2 Δχ2 df Sign. Level RMSEA NNFI CFI ΔCFI

1. Configural Invariance 1564.0978 – 486 0.09820 0.9215 0.9309 –
1 versus 2 – 41.4246 – 0.000 – – – −0.0014

2. Metric Invariance 1605.5224 – 505 0.09730 0.9229 0.9295 –
2 versus 3 – 144.0124 – 0.000 – – – −0.0054

3. Scalar Invariance 1749.5348 – 528 0.9870 0.9207 0.9241 –
3 versus 4 – 48.2809 – 0.000 – – – −0.0024

4. Factor Covariance Invariance 1797.8157 – 538 0.09930 0.9197 0.9217 –
4 versus 5 – 36.4852 – 0.000 – – – −0.0015

5. Factor Variance Invariance 1834.3009 – 533 0.1008 0.8930 0.9202 –
5 versus 6 – 136.8797 – 0.000 – – – −0.0094

6. Error Variance Invariance 1971.1806 – 552 0.1047 0.9108 0.9108 –
1 χ2 represents chi-square. df represents degree of freedom. Sign. Level represents significant level (α = 0.05).
RMSEA represents root mean square error of approximation. NNFI represents Non-normed Fit Index. CFI represents
Comparative Fit Index. Δ represents the differences.

Model 1 was used to test for configural invariance and freely estimate its factor loadings, factor
variances, and covariance. Model 1 fits indices to the data RMSEA= 0.09820, NNFI= 0.92, and CFI= 0.93,
and it was suggested to be plausible in all measurement situations. Next, model 2 tested metric
invariance and suggested that the factor loading values of items were equal in the measurement
scenario. Model 3 was a scalar invariance model; model 4 was used to test factor covariance invariance;
model 5 was to test factor variance invariance; and model 6 was used for error variance invariance
testing. After all analyses were performed in the LISREL program, the χ2 difference and the change in
CFI values were calculated.

Although for the overall items in the Taiwan model and the mainland China models, the χ2

differences were significant in the invariance test models, the ΔCFI represented in the results was less
than −0.01. According to the values of ΔCFI, therefore, the results showed that the invariance test of
the measurement model was equal between the two groups and that the Taiwanese and mainland
Chinese respondents in the study responded to the questionnaires in similar manners.

To test the structural model invariance, the current study also followed the research method of
Teng and Lu [56]. As shown in Table 6, the causal coefficients of the baseline model of the two samples
were freely estimated, and the path 2 model was constrained only by the causal coefficients of path 2,
while other paths were freely estimated. According to the analysis results, the χ2 difference indicated
that the causal coefficient of the H3 path in the Taiwan model was significantly different from that of
the mainland China model (Δx2 = 4.4513, Δdf = 1, p = 0.03). Therefore, H7 was supported.

Table 6. Invariance test of the two-group structural model.

Model χ df Δχ Δdf Significance Level

Baseline model 1377.669 432
Consumption cognition→ Intention model 1382.12 433 4.4513 1 0.03 *

χ represents chi-square, df represents degree of freedom, and Δ represents the differences. * p < 0.05.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Optimistic Bias of Taiwan and Mainland China

The reason why Taiwan college students did not have optimistic bias may be due to their personal
life experience. Weinstein [11] pointed out that if people have experienced related risk events in past,
they may increase the perceived likelihood that they will encounter risks, thus reducing the optimistic
bias. In 2014, the news media in Taiwan reported food scandals related to edible oils, recycled waste
oil, and animal feed oil. Cooking oil is involved in food preparation, and almost all foods consumed in
daily life in Taiwan require the use of cooking oil. Unlike other past events, which only affected certain
groups of people or certain kinds of food, this food safety crisis of edible oil, therefore, affected almost
all the residents of Taiwan. This crisis led to a general perception among college students in Taiwan
that their likelihood of encountering this risk was the same as the risk faced by everyone.

However, unlike college students in Taiwan, college students in mainland China had optimistic
bias. This result showed that the students still had cognitive errors [11], and they tended to think
that they were unlikely to encounter this risk. To reduce this optimistic bias, correct and sufficient
information is highly needed. The intervention of education to make student know more about food
safety issue can also improve students’ risk perception and confidence toward food [25].

5.2. The Differences of Structural Models between Taiwan and Mainland China

The Taiwan and mainland China models both significantly illustrated the causal relationship
between consumption cognition and purchase intention, which echoed the findings of Huang et al. [6].
However, the results of this study are inconsistent with the findings of Elliott and Ellison [58].
They found that food safety awareness among middle school students is that the concept of food
safety is equivalent to a food safety scandal. However, the results of this study found that from the
perspective of consumer cognition, college students pay more attention to other aspects of food safety
in addition to scandals.

Consumption cognition covers how people consider traceability, perceive the risk of food unsafety,
and consume foods with organic labels and certification marks. The consumption cognition represented
the value consumers place on food and affected their willingness to purchase certified food. Comparing
the consumption models of college students in Taiwan and those in mainland China, the consumption
cognition of Taiwan respondents had a greater impact on the causality of purchase intention. This result
suggests that Taiwan respondents possessed better comprehension toward food consumption so that
they relied on themselves and applied their own food knowledge autonomously. On the other hand,
a previous study showed that people in mainland China cared more about the production date and
shelf life of food product [59], which could result in weak purchase intention of certified food. However,
the results of the study also suggested the needs of more active measures taken by the governments
and manufacturers to increase consumer’s inherent awareness of food selection, preparation, handling,
and even cooking and eating. For the college students in both Taiwan and mainland China, imparting
more knowledge about food to increase awareness may cause people to value food and make them
want to buy certified food. Despite some gaps in knowledge about certified food, people are still
willing to buy it and are motivated by health and environmental reasons [42].

Another difference between Taiwanese and mainland Chinese college students was the impact of
news attention on purchase intention. In Taiwan, there was no significant causal relationship between
news attention and willingness to buy, but news attention had an effect in mainland China. People are
eager for more information because they are aware of the risks and want to take actions to reduce their
uncertainty about the risks [60]. However, young adults often lack the knowledge or motivation to use
their ability to solve food safety issues, and this information behavior is temporary [15,30]. To develop
lasting habits, this study considered that education on food media literacy and drawing attention
to food safety issues are very important. In addition, mobile media have received a lot of attention
in mainland China, especially because information on the food scandals was widely disseminated
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by the public on social media [61], and most users take complete advantages of the multimedia and
interaction functions available on social media [34]. Such new media types might continue to remind
people to pay attention to food safety.

In both the Taiwan and mainland China samples, the causal effects of information credibility
and social trust on purchase intention were not significant. Lu et al. [18] pointed out that if the news
media continue to expose negative scandals about these events and if the government does not explain
them in due course, the public will no longer trust the government. Therefore, the results of this
study indicated that neither the Taiwanese nor the mainland Chinese government has responded
appropriately on food safety issues. Because government-certified foods lack the public’s social
trust, people do not consider information about food and social trust when deciding whether to buy
food with a certification mark. To make communication more effective, regulators need to reduce
consumer-perceived information overload, provide targeted consumers with the right information,
and reduce the gap between consumers and regulators [10,38].

6. Policy Implications

6.1. The Development of Food Certification Marks

Since 2013, the State Council of the People’s Republic of China has formulated 11 regulations
and several documents on food safety. In 2015, the “Food Safety Law” was promulgated and
implemented. To improve risk management of food safety, the government tried to revolutionize
the organizations [62]. Since there are several related agencies responsible for food safety [63],
the government has attempted to cooperate with these agencies. Overlapping government agencies
include the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, the Ministry
of Public Security, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, the Food and Drug Administration,
the Quality Supervision Administration, and the National Security Administration [7].

On the other hand, after the cooking oil scandal in Taiwan in 2014, the public’s anger at Taiwan’s
harsh food safety environment reached its highest point. As a result, the Taiwanese government
established the “Food Safety Office of the Executive Yuan” to help liaise with interministerial food
safety policies including the Agricultural Committee, Environmental Protection Agency, and Ministry
of Health and Welfare. At the same time, the Taiwan government formulated the “Act Governing Food
Safety and Sanitation” at the end of 2014 as the highest guiding law for the management of food safety
and hygiene.

Section 2.4 of this paper summarizes the certification marks currently used by both governments.
The legal sources of food certification marks in mainland China include the Regulation of the People’s
Republic of China on the Administration of Production License for Industrial Products and the
Trademark Law of the People’s Republic of China. In order to make it easier for consumers to choose
safe food, the Taiwan government has issued about 20 different certification marks. These certification
marks have different legal sources and are issued by different units. It includes Agricultural Production
and Certification Act, Agricultural Food Control Act, Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation, etc.

In addition, in the context of promoting cross-strait exchanges, in November 2008, the Taiwan
government and the Chinese government signed the “Cross-Strait Food Safety Agreement”; the purpose
is to enhance cross-strait food safety communication and mutual trust. This agreement was negotiated
between the Straits Exchange Foundation and the Association for Relations across the Taiwan Straits.

6.2. Food Safety Incidents and Government Response

Over the past 20 years, there have been many serious food safety incidents in mainland China
and Taiwan. In China, in 2008, melamine-contaminated milk powder caused babies with kidney stone
disease. The milk powder producer Sanlu also lost public trust [63]. In 2010, another gutter oil scandal
occurred in China. Between 2005 and 2011, news reports indicated that three leather milk incidents
occurred. Milk manufacturers use waste leather to squeeze leather protein powder and add it to
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milk to increase the ratio of milk protein. In 2015, “zombie meat” was illegally imported into China,
and these meats are all frozen meat that has expired. As food delivery services have become more and
more popular in recent years, many related food safety scandals have also appeared in 2016.

Faced with so many food scandals, starting from 2011, the Food Safety Committee of the State
Council of China held the “China Food Safety Promotion Week” every June. The project is seen as an
educational activity for the public to popularize scientific knowledge and improve public perception
of risk. Until 2019, it has been held about 8 times. In addition, at the end of 2019, the new coronavirus
disease affected the entire world. Under such circumstances, food safety has also become a worrying
issue. In China, traditional eating habits may increase the possibility of infection. In particular,
February 2020 is the Chinese New Year, and the family’s return to their hometowns also makes the
virus more likely to spread more quickly. Therefore, the habit of eating together at the table should be
different from the past [64].

As for Taiwan, in 2009, a large number of ducks contaminated with dioxin died. In 2011,
unscrupulous manufacturers used cheap industrial plasticizers to replace normal food additives.
Food and beverages containing plasticizers such as bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) were sold in
stores. These foods caused harm to the human body, affecting the people not only of Taiwan but also
of Hong Kong and China. In 2014, cooking oil recovered from restaurant waste almost destroyed
many food manufacturers in Taiwan. In 2015 and 2016, there were also scandals of unsafe food and
restaurants selling food with pesticides. As a result of the food security scandal in 2014, the Taiwanese
government has established important organizations and government agencies since then, and also
formulated special laws to manage it.

The perpetrators of the most serious food safety scandals in mainland China and Taiwan have
been sentenced to heavy penalties. Taiwan Dingxin Enterprise has been fined US $3 million, and the
chairman was sentenced to 22 years in prison. Sanlu, Zhang Yujun, and Geng Jinping of mainland
China have all passed away [65].

6.3. The Role of Social Trust and Information Credibility

From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that the government plays an important role in
dealing with food safety issues. In spite of the availability of more useful information, still the general
public may be subjective and the information would be inefficient [20]. Therefore, if it can increase
the public’s trust in the government and the credibility of disseminating information, it should be
beneficial to public communication and education efficiently [20,25]. Liu et al. [66] also indicated that
to raise public concern, one cannot just reply in the media. Although the media continues to report food
safety news, it still has no significant relationship with the public’s concern. However, the government
needs to pay more attention to the public’s views and make the public more concerned about food
safety. Meanwhile, it is necessary to strengthen risk communication between the government and the
public, and in the future, the news media should be used in more efficient way [22].

Food safety labeling and certification systems can be a simple and effective way to inform
consumers that food products with a mark are safe and trustworthy [7,20]. In order to make
certification more reliable, it is necessary to trace back to the public’s trust in the government’s
supervision of food safety. The model proposed by this current research takes into account the
purchase intention of certified food and thus can help to understand the relationship between consumer
consumption decisions and government policies.

Liu et al. [63] recommended that public authorities need to provide the public with detailed
information such as traceability information, food certification, and other food quality standard
information. The results of this study showed that people tend to focus on their consumer perceptions
and there is no significant relationship between media attention and information. The result also
echoed Zhang et al. [48], which indicated that the more the information access people have, the less
chances they would examine food safety. It is recommended that the government need to make
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more efforts in the future to maintain its credibility and provide more reliable information in order to
facilitate more positive and appropriate public perception of food safety.

7. Conclusions

This study proposed factors that influence the purchase intention of certified foods, including
optimistic bias, consumption cognition, news attention, information credibility and social trust.
The results of this study revealed that students’ optimistic bias can be reduced in different social or
cultural contexts and that the Taiwanese model and the mainland Chinese model proposed in this
study were indeed different. Through empirical research, the results confirmed once again that people
do have optimistic bias on food safety issues. College students tend to think that they are less likely to
eat unsafe food than others, and this bias becomes a systemic bias. The results show that the optimism
bias of the two groups of students is different, which may be due to differences in personal experience
and social context, leading to different degrees of cognitive biases on food safety between Taiwanese
students and mainland Chinese students.

In this study, consumer cognition significantly affected the willingness of Taiwanese and mainland
Chinese college students to purchase food with certification marks. News attention significantly
influenced only the willingness of mainland Chinese students to purchase certified food, not that of
Taiwan students. Meanwhile, the other variables in the two models had no significant relationships
with purchase intention. The results of this empirical study showed that people tended to believe
in themselves and isolated themselves from other sources of information. In addition, consumers
valued the product itself, indicating that their consumption perception comes from the consumption
process. For this reason, it is difficult for the media and government to exert influence on consumers.
In addition, the media can have a small impact on consumer behavior only when consumers are
actively concerned about the issue. Therefore, it is necessary to improve consumers’ impressions of
products, their governments and even media resources. The quality of news from the government,
the media and manufacturers should also be improved.

Since data were collected only from Taipei and Beijing, which is an important limitation of
the study, it must be noted that the results cannot be generalized to other populations. However,
this empirical study also specifically discusses the impact of social context. The governments in Taiwan
and mainland China implemented different measures on food safety management, certification marks,
and policy communication, so college students on the two sides of the Taiwan Strait showed different
purchasing behaviors in the two models. The different information behaviors adopted by college
students in Taiwan and mainland China may cause them react differently to food risk events. It is
recommended that future research should re-examine the impact of government policies, and to what
extent consumers may only believe in themselves, rather than rely on the credibility and trust of the
government and food manufacturers.

Furthermore, people’s attitudes towards food safety issues may change over time, and more social
context variables may need to be considered. In this current study, the food safety cognition mainly
focused on people’s views on food safety and their information processing behavior. While the subjects
recruited were only college students, it is suggested that future research can be expanded to include
a wider sample or consider more variables to improve the generalizability of the model. Moreover,
this study found that optimistic bias was not the main factor affecting purchase intention, and it showed
different results in the two models of college students in Taiwan and mainland China. This weak
explanatory power reflects the need to explore other food safety risk assessment factors. Future
research should consider time effects, subject areas, and other risk assessment variables, and more
psychological and social factors can be added to better understand food safety risk assessment issues.
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Abstract: Food-handling behaviors and risk perceptions among primary food handlers were
investigated by consumer surveys from different subjects in 2010 (N = 609; 1st survey will be
called here “Year 2010”) and 2019 (N = 605; 2nd survey will be called here “Year 2019”). Year 2010
was characterized by consumers’ risk perception-behavior gap (i.e., consumers knew safe methods
for food-handling, but responses regarding the behaviors did not support their confidence in food
safety): they (1) did not wash/trim foods before storage, (2) thawed frozen foods at room temperature,
and (3) exposed leftovers to danger zone temperatures. These trends were not improved and the gaps
in Year 2010 remained in Year 2019. Year 2010 was also characterized by other common high-risk
behaviors improved during 8 years for the following aspects: (1) 70.0% of consumers divided a
large portion of food into smaller pieces for storage, but few consumers (12.5%) labeled divided
foods with relevant information, and (2) they excessively reused kitchen utensils. Whereas in Year
2019, more consumers (25.7%) labeled food and usage periods for kitchen utensils were shortened.
Consumers usually conformed to food safety rules in both Year 2010 and 2019: (1) separate storage
of foods, (2) storage of foods in the proper places/periods, (3) washing fruits/vegetables before
eating, (4) washing hands after handling potentially hazardous foods, and (5) cooking foods and
reheating leftovers to eat. Our findings provided resources for understanding consumers’ high-risk
behaviors/perceptions at home, highlighting the importance of behavioral control.

Keywords: consumer survey; food safety; food hygiene; food handling; consumer behavior;
risk perception; healthy food consumption; cultural consumer context; microbiological risk; health

1. Introduction

Food safety is one of the most important global public health issues which has repeatedly created
social anxiety and resulted in the economic loss of many countries [1–3]. Most people commonly
know that foodborne diseases are mainly associated with foods consumed outside the home, however,
the private home is also a crucial site where foodborne illnesses are engendered [4–6]. The World
Health Organization (WHO) [7] estimated that approximately 40% of foodborne illnesses have been
associated with food prepared at home, and Redmond and Griffith [8] also reported that 50–87% of
foodborne diseases were attributed to the consumption of food at home. Researchers assumed that the
number of actual foodborne diseases caused at home might be much higher than reported since most
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foodborne illnesses were unreported and/or unconfirmed [4]; Redmond and Griffith [9] estimated that
this number could reach 95%. In South Korea, it is also assumed that the number of foodborne diseases
has been underestimated (i.e., most cases are expected to be unreported); Ministry of Food and Drug
Safety reported that only 1.32% outbreaks and 0.36% cases were attributed to foods prepared at private
home [10].

Mishandling of foods could frequently occur from preparation, handling, cooking, and storing
in the home [11]. Byrd-Bredbenner et al. [4] summarized the reasons why the home was
a risky place for foodborne disease as follows: (1) the greatest portion of foods is prepared at
home; (2) there are many consumers at home in high risk groups for health problems (YOPI:
young/old/pregnant/immunocompromised people); (3) people even in the YOPI group do not
perceive themselves as susceptible to illness or do not follow recommended practices for food safety,
and (4) home-prepared food can be served to a wider community (e.g., school picnics, lunch boxes,
and bake sales).

Risk perception on food hygiene has been regarded as one of the most important topics for
estimating the actual risk levels of food safety for lay public [12]. Consumer surveys can be
used to explore the underreported and/or underrecognized risk perceptions linked to the improper
behaviors with the perspective to domestic food safety, which could also support to overcome
the limitation of current conventional consumer guidelines [13,14]. Moreover, understanding
national differences in risk perceptions should be the pre-requisites for the establishment of
internationally-recognized interventions (e.g., the education, public campaign, etc.) against the
major risk factors [15]. Especially previous research has focused on the gap between risk perception
and actual practices of food handlers as the key clues for the improvement of both the proper perception
and behaviors for food safety [16–18]. In the case of domestic food safety, the importance of the risk
perception as the background knowledge for the cause of improper behaviors of food handlers at home
has been highlighted [3,4].

Hygienic handling practices based on proper knowledge and risk perception are essential to
prevent diseases at the home [3,8,19]. However, many consumers have been improperly informed
about the methods required to prevent foodborne disease at home [20]. International concern about
food safety has prompted considerable studies to gain insights into domestic food-handling practices
and risk perceptions mainly in the Western countries (including the United Kingdom, Northern Ireland,
Canada, Germany, and Belgium) and the United States [2,8,21–28]. However, there has been only
a limited number of studies in South Korea. In this study, we conducted a nationwide survey of
primary food handlers to investigate consumers’ behaviors as well as risk perceptions at home in South
Korea. Since food-handling behaviors and perceptions of consumers could be altered by trends over
time, the surveys were conducted in both 2010 (N = 609; 1st survey will be called here “Year 2010”)
and 2019 (N = 605; 2nd survey will be called here “Year 2019”) with the same questionnaires to track
changes in behaviors and perceptions.

Although consumers’ perception has been revealed as the motivation behind high-risk behaviors
associated with domestic food safety, a lack of empirical data demonstrating the unchanged
perception-behavior gap acts as a major hurdle for conventional intervention strategies (e.g., advertising,
providing guidelines, publishing pamphlets, providing education, etc.) to drive the alteration of
the behaviors of the lay public. Since the previous research on consumers’ risk perception and/or
high-risk behaviors regarding the domestic food safety have been conducted by the cross-sectional
analyses [2,21,25–28], we expected that unchanged and/or emerging high-risk behaviors can be
identified by the comparative analysis of two individual consumer surveys using sociodemographic
characteristics of respondents on a decade basis. The major aim of this research is to identify the
unchanged gap between the major risk perception and behaviors of consumers over time. The survey
on the consumers’ practices linked to the risk perception was expected to identify the self-reported
behaviors which can be regarded as the potential for the deviate behaviors [29–31]. In this study,
we conducted a nationwide trend survey of primary food handlers (i.e., food consumers who are the
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main people involved in food preparation at home) to investigate consumers’ behaviors as well as risk
perceptions at home in South Korea.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Questionnaires for Food-Handling Behaviors and Perception

To develop questionnaires, experts in different fields, representing the South Korean government
(Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, Cheongju-si, Korea), food safety laboratories (Korea University, Seoul,
Korea), consumer organizations, and a professional market research company (Gallup Korea, Seoul,
Korea) formed a consulting committee. These experts compiled a draft questionnaire. The questions
were determined based on the general food safety guidelines for the home provided by health
authorities, including the US Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) and Food Safety and Inspection
Service in the US Department of Agriculture [32,33]. Only general guidelines were included in a draft
questionnaire while guidelines, not culturally applicable to Korean consumers, were excluded. A draft
questionnaire was inspected with a consulting committee and revised to develop the final questionnaire.

A food safety perception questionnaire was designed to obtain information about food handlers’
perceptions about hazardous behaviors that frequently occurred at home. Detailed questions are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of the questionnaire.

Topic Questions 1 Answer Options 2

Consumer’s perception

Q1. Do you think storing raw materials including fruits,
vegetables, meat, and fish/shellfish without preparation

(e.g., washing or trimming) is hazardous?

Completely hazardous
Mostly hazardous

Moderate
Mostly safe

Completely safe

Q2. Do you think thawing frozen foods at room
temperature is hazardous?

Q3. Do you think to touch cooked foods after handling
raw materials without washing your hands is hazardous?

Q4. Do you think to incompletely cook meat,
fish/shellfish, and eggs is hazardous?

Q5. Do you think storing leftovers at room temperature
is hazardous?

Q6. Do you think to eat leftover without re-heat
is hazardous?

Food storage behavior

Q7. Do you wash or trim meat, fish, fruits,
and vegetables before storage?

Always
Frequently
Sometimes

Seldom
Never

Q8. When you buy a large portion of food, do you divide
it into small portions for storage?

Q9. When you store a large portion of food in smaller
portions, do you label the small portions with

information about those foods?

Q10. Where do you store foods (meat, chicken,
fish/shellfish, fruit/vegetables, eggs, milk, and frozen
processed foods) among refrigerator, freezer, or other

environments at room temperature? Then, how long do
you store those foods in the selected storage place? 3

<Answer options for the storage place>
Refrigerator

Freezer
Other environments at room temperature

Do not purchase
<The storage period was asked as an open

question>

Preparing and cooking behavior

Q11. Do you wash your hands to handle other foods
after handling meat, fish/shellfish, or eggs?

Always
Frequently
Sometimes

Seldom
Never

Q12. How do you defrost frozen foods?

Do not thaw
Place in the refrigerator for 1–2 days before it

is cooked
Use a microwave oven

Dip in the water at room temperature
Place on the counter at room temperature

Q13. Do you thaw only a portion of food as much as you
intend to cook rather than thawing all of the foods?

Always
Frequently
Sometimes

Seldom
Never

Q14. Do you use plastic gloves when you handle meat,
fish/shellfish, or eggs?
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Table 1. Cont.

Topic Questions 1 Answer Options 2

Q15. What do you do when you have a slight wound on
your hand during cooking?

Keep cooking after the wound has been treated
Keep cooking without any treatment

Do not cook

Eating behavior

Q16. Do you fully cook foods including meat, chicken,
and fish/shellfish for eating?

Always
Frequently
Sometimes

Seldom
Never

Q17. Do you wash fruits and vegetables before eating?

Management of leftovers

Q18. How do you store hot and leftover foods?

Store immediately in the refrigerator
Store in refrigerator after chilling in cold water

Store at room temperature
Store in refrigerator after chilling at

room temperature

Q19. Do you re–heat leftovers for eating? Always
Frequently
Sometimes

Seldom
Never

Q20. Do you store remaining raw foodstuffs with sealing
after cooking?

Management of domestic kitchen utensils

Q21. How long do you use a cutting board?

Less than 6 months
6 months–1 year

1–2 years
2–3 years

More than 3 years
Other

Q22. Do you sanitize your cutting board? Yes
No

Q23. How often do you replace your kitchen cloth?

1 or more than in a week
1–2 times in a month

Once in 3 months
Once in 6 months

Once in a year or more than a year
Do not replace

Q24. Do you sanitize your kitchen cloth? Yes
No

1 All questions except for the “Q10. How long do you store those foods in the selected storage place?” (an open
question) were in multiple-choice questions with a single-select answer option. All answer options (i.e., choices)
for each question are provided in Tables and Figures of this study. 2 All questions include the “Do not know/no
response” as an answer option (this option is omitted in this Table to avoid the repetition). 3 Respondents were
asked to select the storage place (refrigerator, freezer, or other environments at room temperature) for each food
(meat, chicken, fish/shellfish, fruit/vegetables, eggs, milk, and frozen processed foods) and to answer the storage
period as a unit of “days” for each food in the selected storage place.

2.2. Pilot Test of Questionnaires

To confirm the clarity of the draft questionnaire a pilot test, using a draft questionnaire,
was conducted with 15 randomly selected consumers and 15 expert researchers before performing the
main survey to confirm the clarity of the draft questionnaire. The pretest consumers were asked to
respond to the following questions: (1) Did you clearly understand the terminology used? (2) How
much time did it take you to respond to all the questions? (3) Did the questionnaire contain unclear
expressions? (4) Is there any question that is difficult to interpret? (5) Do any of the terms need to be
clarified? (6) Did you feel displeasure or resistance when you responded to the questionnaire? (7) Did
you have any opinions that differed from the existing response options? The questionnaires were
revised based on the results of the pretest, specifically focusing on the understandability of questions.
The answers of the pre-testers were not included in the survey results.

2.3. Surveys

This survey targeted adult consumers (>18 years old), mainly the primary food handlers in their
homes, from South Korea. Before the survey, consumers (N = 609) were pre-allocated (i.e., quota
sampling) according to population data from the statistical yearbook of South Korea using the
multistage stratified systematic sampling method [34,35]. Participants of the survey were asked for
their sociodemographic characteristics to obtain responses according to the pre-allocated population
composition. A survey was conducted in households or shopping centers from various locations
throughout Korea, including large cities (Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju, Incheon, Seoul, and Ulsan),
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small and medium cities, and country towns. The sampling fraction used for the geographic location
was proportional to the total population. All the respondents were interviewed face-to-face by trained
panels (Gallup Korea). The instructions explaining the purpose of the study were displayed at the
front of the questionnaire. The investigator briefly explained the purpose and nature of the present
study. The questionnaires (a total of 24 questions) as described in Table 1 were used for both surveys.
A survey in 2019 was conducted for targeted adult consumers (N = 605) using the same questionnaire
and method for Year 2010. They were recruited by a multistage stratified systematic sampling method
for the homogeneity of sociodemographic characteristics both within and between surveys to collect
comparable responses. The average duration for the data collection process of both surveys was ca.
3 months for each time-point (2010 or 2019). As consumers’ responses for the risk perception and food
handling practices in both surveys were obtained by same questionnaires organized as multiple-choice
questions with a single-select answer option (except for the “Q10. How long do you store those foods
in the selected storage place?” (an open question)), comparative analysis on the results from two time
period (2010 and 2019) could be conducted. The sociodemographic characteristics of the participants
(e.g., gender, age, location, level of education, number of family members, and average monthly
income) are shown in Table 2. To evaluate the effect of the year on the survey results, Pearson chi-square
tested the associations of each sample characteristic between the time-points of Year 2010 and Year
2019. There was no effect of the year for all variables (sociodemographic characteristics) considered in
this study (i.e., gender, age (years), location, level of education, number of family members).

Table 2. Sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents and chi-square test results for
each variable.

Variables
Number of Respondents
to Year 2010 (n = 609) 1

Number of Respondents
to Year 2019 (n = 605) 2 χ2 p-Value

Gender 0.005 0.943
Male 49 48

Female 560 557

Age (years) 0.604 0.963
19–29 67 74
30–39 144 144
40–49 148 145
50–59 112 112
>60 138 130

Location 0.003 0.998
Large city 270 269

Small or medium city 271 269
Country town 68 67

Level of education 2.003 0.572
Less than high school 122 120

High school 231 231
University 254 254

No response 2 -

Number of family
members 3.620 0.306

One person 64 47
2–3 persons 246 267
4–5 persons 266 257

More than 6 persons 33 34
1 1st survey conducted in 2010 will be called here “Year 2010”. 2 2nd survey conducted in 2019 will be called here
“Year 2019”.
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2.4. Data Analysis

All the questions and responses were manually coded by assigning a unique number with the
sui generis data coding system used by Gallup Korea for each response, and the codes were entered
into a multivariate Excel spreadsheet. As shown in Section 2.3, the Pearson chi-square test was
conducted to evaluate the effect of the year to the survey results by the analysis of the association of
each sociodemographic characteristic between Year 2010 and Year 2019. Kruskal–Wallis test method
was used to evaluate the changes in common high-risk behaviors between surveys by the analysis of
the significant differences (p < 0.05) of responses from Year 2010 and Year 2019. All statistical analyses
(i.e., Pearson chi-square test, Kruskal–Wallis test) for the data were conducted by using the SPSS
statistical package (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, version 12.0, SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Discordance Between Consumers’ Food Safety Perceptions and Behaviors (Risk Perception-Behavior Gap)

Figures 1–3 showed that there were large gaps between consumers’ food safety perceptions and
behaviors in surveys performed in 2010 and 2019, respectively. In general, a similar tendency was
observed in both surveys, indicating that the gaps between safety knowledge and behaviors were not
narrowed, even after 8 years. Detailed data for Figures 1–3 with the results of statistical analysis were
also indicated in Table S1.

3.1.1. Storage of Perishable Foods Without Washing and Trimming

As shown in Figure 1, many consumers (71.8% and 67.8% in the Year 2010 and Year 2019,
respectively) perceived the storage of raw food materials (e.g., fruits, vegetables, meat, fish/shellfish)
without any preparation, including washing/trimming, as hazardous. A considerable number of
consumers (32.5%) did not wash or trim food before storage in Year 2010, and 33.7% of consumers
did not wash perishables in Year 2019. Moreover, significant differences (p < 0.05) represented by the
decreases in the response to proper behavior were observed: from 22.5% in Year 2010 to 7.9% in Year
2019 for “completely yes” (Figure 1); 51.7% in Year 2010 to 35.7% in Year 2019 for “always + frequently”
(Table S1). The response “moderate” (from 15.8% in Year 2010 to 30.6% in Year 2019) was also increased
(p < 0.05).

3.1.2. Thawing Foods at Room Temperature

Figure 2 showed the risk perception on thawing frozen foods at room temperature and practices
with perspective to various thawing methods (e.g., using a refrigerator or microwave, placed at room
temperature). Results of Year 2010 indicated that many consumers (63.2%) were knowledgeable
about the hazard of thawing frozen foods at room temperature (mostly hazardous = 36.8%;
completely hazardous = 26.4%). However, the interviewed consumers (53.5%) thawed frozen foods
at room temperature, 36.9% on the countertop, and 16.6% at room temperature water. Only 42.1%
of consumers properly thawed foods; 25.0 and 17.1% thawed them in the microwave oven and
in the refrigerator for 1–2 days before use, respectively. In the case of Year 2019, 58.5% of the
consumers thawed them at room temperature although approximately half of the consumers (48.1%)
were knowledgeable about the relevant hazard. Especially responses to “Place on counter at room
temperature” increased (p < 0.05) from 36.9% to 43.6%. Whereas significant decreases in the proper
risk perception (i.e., the correct response in line with conventional food safety guidelines) in Year 2019
were noticeable, implying that the risk perception worsened between studies: from 26.4% to 17.4%
(p < 0.05), from 36.8% to 30.7% (p < 0.05), and from 63.2% to 48.1% for the responses “completely
hazardous”, “mostly hazardous”, and “completely hazardous + mostly hazardous”, respectively
(Table S1). The percentage of respondents who properly thawed food (using a microwave or placing
foods in a refrigerator 1–2 days before use) was 38.5%.
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Figure 1. Gap between the consumers’ perceptions and behaviors regarding the storage of perishable
foods without washing and trimming. Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant
differences of responses (the Kruskal-Wallis test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010
and Year.

3.1.3. Improper Handling and the Storage of Leftovers

The gap between the risk perception and potential for deviant behavior regarding the leftovers
was shown in Figure 3. In terms of Year 2010, although the respondents (64.0%) perceived the hazard
of storing leftover food at room temperature, 95.6% of consumers (56.0% stored leftover foods in
the refrigerator after chilling at room temperature, and 39.6% stored foods at room temperature)
exposed leftovers to room temperature conditions. Only a few respondents properly handled leftovers:
refrigerating them immediately (1.6%) or after chilling them in cold water (2.5%). Survey results
in 2019 showed that 60.8% of the respondents perceived the hazard of storing leftovers at room
temperature. While the increase in the response to “moderate” (from 23.3% to 32.4%) (p < 0.05) and
the decrease in the response to “mostly safe” (from 11.2% to 6.3%) (p < 0.05) for risk perception
resulted in the overall decrease in the proper risk perception (from 12.6% to 6.8% for the response to
“completely safe +mostly safe”) (p < 0.05) (Table S1). Most consumers (93.0%) exposed leftovers to
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room temperature conditions, and only a small percentage of respondents properly handled leftovers,
including placing them in a refrigerator after chilling in cold water (3.5%) and immediately placing
them in a refrigerator (3.5%). Distinct increases in the responses to “store in the refrigerator after chilling
at room temperature” were analyzed between survey rounds (from 56.0% to 68.9%; p < 0.05) despite
the decreases in the responses to ”store at room temperature” between survey rounds (from 39.6% to
24.1%; p < 0.05).

Figure 2. The gap between the consumers’ perceptions and behaviors regarding frozen foods.
Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant differences of responses (the Kruskal–Wallis
test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010 and Year 2019. Red letters indicated the
improper risk perceptions (i.e., the response in opposition to conventional food safety guidelines) and
high-risk behaviors of consumers. All data regarding the percentage of the combined answer options
(e.g., Always + Frequently) are provided in Table S1.
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Figure 3. The gap between the consumers’ perceptions and behaviors regarding the leftovers.
Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant differences of responses (the Kruskal–Wallis
test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010 and Year 2019. Red letters indicated the
improper risk perceptions (i.e., the response in opposition to conventional food safety guidelines) and
high-risk behaviors of consumers. All data regarding the percentage of the combined answer options
(e.g., Always + Frequently) are provided in Table S1.

3.2. Changes in Common High-Risk Behaviors Between Surveys

Other common high-risk behaviors of consumers in 2010 were summarized in Table 3: (1) Packaging
and storage of foods, (2) Management of cutting board, (3) Management of kitchen cloth.
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Table 3. The common high-risk behaviors of consumers were observed from surveys performed in
2010 and 2019.

Topic Questions and Choices
Percent of Respondents or Answers

p-Value 1

Year 2010 (N = 609) Year 2019 (N = 605)

Packaging and
storage of foods

Q8. When you buy a large portion of food, do you
divide it into small portions for storage?

Never 5.1% 5.8% 0.594
Seldom 11.8% 16.0% 0.034

Sometimes 13.1% 20.3% 0.001
Frequently 35.5% 40.0% 0.103

Always 34.5% 17.9% 0.000
<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 16.9% 21.8% 0.031
Always + Frequently 70.0% 57.9% 0.000

Q9. When you store a large portion of food in
smaller portions, do you label the small portions

with information about those foods?
Never 36.1% 17.0% 0.000

Seldom 39.1% 31.2% 0.000
Sometimes 12.3% 26.1% 0.000
Frequently 8.9% 20.7% 0.000

Always 3.6% 5.0% 0.247
<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 75.2% 48.3% 0.000
Always + Frequently 12.5% 25.6% 0.000

Management of
cutting board

Q21. How long do you use a cutting board?
Less than 6 months 0.5% 3.8% 0.000

6 months–1 year 2.3% 6.1% 0.001
1–2 years 12.0% 30.6% 0.000
2–3 years 13.6% 18.2% 0.03

More than 3 years 69.3% 41.3% 0.000
Other 2.3% 0.0% 0.000

Q22. Do you sanitize your cutting board?
Yes 68.0% 44.8% 0.000
No 32.0% 55.2% 0.000

Management of
kitchen cloth

Q23. How often do you replace your kitchen cloth?
1 or more than in a week 19.4% 26.6% 0.003

1–2 times in a month 31.9% 35.9% 0.140
Once in 3 months 33.7% 25.3% 0.001
Once in 6 months 10.7% 8.1% 0.124

Once in a year or more than a year 4.3% 4.1% 0.905
Do not replace 0.2% 0.0% 0.319

Q24. Do you sanitize your kitchen cloth?
Yes 87.7% 59.3% 0.000
No 12.3% 40.7% 0.000

1 p-value was provided according to the results of the Kruskal–Wallis test conducted for the analysis on the differences
of responses in each answer option between Year 2010 and Year 2019. 2 To identify the difference between positive
responses (i.e., Always + Frequently) and negative responses (i.e., Never + Seldom), answer options were combined.

Common risk food handling practices of consumers could be identified by the analysis of results
from Year 2010. When purchased foods are too large to cook or eat, cutting or dividing them into
smaller pieces is effective for handling and storage. Most consumers (mostly yes, 35.5%; completely
yes, 34.5%) responded that they divided large portion of foods into smaller pieces for storage; however,
only 12.5% (mostly yes, 8.9%; completely yes, 3.6%) of the consumers wrote information (e.g., product
name, shelf life, proper storage method) on the divided foods). Therefore, a considerable number of
consumers could not obtain information about divided foods after storage, which could lead to the
mishandling of foods. When consumers were asked how long they used cutting boards, only 2.8% of
consumers used cutting boards for < 1 year, while 69.3% reported using them for > 3 years. In terms of
the question for the sanitization of kitchen utensils, 68.0% of respondents sanitized the cutting board.
In the case of kitchen cloths, respondents usually replaced them once for every 3 months (33.7%),
1–2 times in a month (31.9%), and once or more in a week (19.4%). The percentage of respondents who
sanitized kitchen cloths was 87.7%.

According to the results of Year 2019, common high-risk behaviors in Year 2010 were improved
after 9 years (Table 3). Although both the increases (p < 0.05) and decreases (p < 0.05) in the negative
responses (i.e., Never + Seldom) and the positive responses (i.e., Always + Frequently) were observed,
respectively, more than half of consumers (57.9%) responded that they divided the large portion of
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foods into smaller portions. Although a substantial percentage (48.3%) of respondents did not write
information, more consumers (25.6%) compared to Year 2010 (p < 0.05) indicated the information on
divided foods. Over time, the period of using cutting board was shortened; distinct increases (p < 0.05)
in the responses to 1–2 years (30.6%) and decreases (p < 0.05) in > 3 years (41.3%). The usage period
of kitchen cloth was also shortened in Year 2019 compared to Year 2010; more consumers (p < 0.05)
replaced it once or more than in a week (26.6%), and fewer consumers (p < 0.05) replaced it once in
3 months (25.3%). The percentages of respondents who sanitized cutting board and kitchen cloth
decreased (from 68.0% to 44.8% and from 87.7% to 59.3%, respectively; p < 0.05), which was likely due
to the frequent replacement of kitchen utensils rather than sanitizing them.

3.3. Proper Behaviors of Consumers (Reported to Practice Proper Food Handling in Line with Guidance)

Figures 4–6 showed that consumers practiced proper behaviors in accordance with their perceptions
in both surveys (Detailed data with the results of statistical analysis were also indicated in Table S2).

3.3.1. Risk Perception and Behaviors of Consumers

The majority of consumers (83.4% for Year 2010, 77.8% for Year 2019) perceived the hazard of
touching cooked foods after handling raw material (meat, fish/shellfish, eggs) without washing hands,
and substantial consumers (74.3% for Year 2010, 67.1% for Year 2019) washed hands after handling
potentially hazardous foods, reducing the risk of cross-contamination (Figure 4). Although there were
decreases in the responses to proper risk perceptions (from 83.4% in Year 2010 to 77.9% in Year 2019 for
the response “completely hazardous +mostly hazardous”) and hygienic behaviors (from 74.2% in Year
2010 to 67.1% in Year 2019 for the response “always + frequently”), distinct trends that consumers
confirmed the food safety rule with proper risk perception were maintained in both Year 2010 and Year
2019. Increases in the responses as “moderate” were also observed in both risk perception (from 13.3%
to 17.4%; p < 0.05) and behavior (from 8.7% to 17.5%; p < 0.05) (Figure 4).

Of the respondents, most participants perceived the hazard of not fully cooking foods (90.0% and
80.0% in Year 2010 and Year 2019, respectively) with their self-reported behaviors supporting those risk
perceptions (94.1% and 85.6% of consumers fully cook foods in Year 2010 and Year 2019, respectively)
(Figure 5).

Generally, consumers reheated leftovers before eating them (91.9% for Year 2010, 85.0% for Year
2019), and most consumers (76.8% for Year 2010, 66.8% for Year 2019) were knowledgeable that eating
leftovers without reheating was hazardous (Figure 6). Responses from Year 2010 to Year 2019 regarding
the proper risk perception ((from 50.9% to 43.5% for ”mostly hazardous” (p < 0.05), from 76.8% to 66.8%
for ”completely hazardous +mostly hazardous”) (p < 0.05)) and proper behavior (from 45.6% to 34.4%
for ”frequently” (p < 0.05), from 92.0% to 85.0% for “always + frequently” (p < 0.05)) decreased by the
increases in the responses ”moderate” for both the risk perception (from 17.4% to 26.6%; p < 0.05) and
behavior (from 6.7% to 12.2%; p < 0.05) of consumers (Table S2).

3.3.2. Storage Places/Periods for Food

Table 4 showed the storage places/periods for food in 2010 and 2019, respectively. Food safety
authorities recommended that fresh eggs should be stored in refrigerators for 3–5 weeks [36],
and consumers usually kept them in refrigerators (96.9 and 90.6% in Year 2010 and Year 2019,
respectively) for fewer days than recommend (11.7 and 14.5 days on average, respectively). The US
FDA (2018) also proposed the proper storage length and location for meat, chicken, fish, and shellfish
as follows: 3–5 days in the refrigerator and 6–12 months in the freezer for meat (steak), 1–2 days in the
refrigerator and 1 year in the freezer for chicken (whole chicken or turkey), 1–2 days in the refrigerator
and 6-8 months in the freezer for fish (lean fish), and 1–2 days in the refrigerator and 3–6 months in
the freezer for shrimp. Most consumers generally followed the rules for food storage. In terms of the
storage places, significant differences (p < 0.05) in the responses on the preferred place for each food
item between Year 2010 and Year 2019 were mainly observed (except for refrigerator and freezer for
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chicken and fish; other environments at room temperature for meat, shellfish, and milk; do not know/no
response for all food items), but distinct trends for the preference were maintained as follows: meat for
freezer, chicken for refrigerator or freezer, fish for freezer, shellfish for freezer, fruit and vegetables for
refrigerator, eggs for refrigerator, milk for refrigerator, and frozen processed foods for freezer.

Figure 4. Proper behaviors of consumers in accordance with their perceptions regarding the
washing hands. Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant differences of responses
(the Kruskal–Wallis test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010 and Year 2019. Green letters
indicated the proper risk perceptions (i.e., the correct response in line with conventional food safety
guidelines) and behaviors of consumers. All data regarding the percentage of the combined answer
options (e.g., Always + Frequently) are provided in Table S2.
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Figure 5. Proper behaviors of consumers in accordance with their perceptions regarding incomplete
cooking. Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant differences of responses
(the Kruskal–Wallis test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010 and Year 2019. Green
letters indicated the proper risk perceptions (i.e., the correct response in line with conventional food
safety guidelines) and behaviors of consumers. All data regarding the percentage of the combined
answer options (e.g., Always + Frequently) are provided in Table S2.
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Figure 6. Proper behaviors of consumers in accordance with their perceptions regarding reheating
leftovers. Asterisk (*) indicated between graphs means the significant differences of responses
(the Kruskal–Wallis test; p < 0.05) in each answer option from Year 2010 and Year 2019. Green letters
indicated the proper risk perceptions (i.e., the correct response in line with conventional food safety
guidelines) and behaviors of consumers. All data regarding the percentage of the combined answer
options (e.g., Always + Frequently) are provided in Table S2.
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3.3.3. Other Behaviors of Consumers

Other consumers’ behaviors were also shown in Table 5. In short, the most consumers properly
followed the food safety rules (at least 70% of the consumers): (1) store foods separately (thaw the
only portion of frozen foodstuffs for cooking, store remaining raw foodstuffs with sealing after
cooking), (2) store foods in the proper place and for the proper period, (3) wash fruits and vegetables
properly before eating, (4) wash hands after handling potentially hazardous foods, (5) cook food
to eat, and (6) reheat leftovers to eat. Although some answer options showed changes over time
(i.e., a significant decrease of increase of the responses (p < 0.05)), distinct differences between the
answer options within the results from each survey were obviously observed.

Table 5. Consumer behaviors for food purchasing, preparing, cooking, eating, leftovers management,
and kitchen utensils.

Questions and Choices
Percent of Respondents or Answers

p-Value 1

Year 2010 (N = 609) Year 2019 (N = 605)

Q13. Do you thaw only a portion of food as much as you
intend to cook rather than thawing all of the foods?

Never 1.3% 1.0% 0.6
Seldom 3.9% 3.8% 0.9

Sometimes 10.8% 19.0% 0
Frequently 50.2% 45.1% 0.074

Always 33.2% 31.1% 0.435
Do not know/no response 0.5% – 0.084

<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 5.3% 4.8% 0.713
Always + Frequently 83.4% 76.2% 0.002

Q14. Do you use plastic gloves when you handle meat,
fish/shellfish, or eggs?

Never 8.9% 6.1% 0.069
Seldom 16.4% 21.2% 0.035

Sometimes 17.6% 22.5% 0.033
Frequently 30.0% 30.6% 0.841

Always 27.1% 19.7% 0.002
<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 25.3% 27.3% 0.432
Always + Frequently 57.1% 50.2% 0.016

Q15. What do you do when you have a slight wound on
your hand during cooking?

Keep cooking after the wound has been treated 74.7% 71.7% 0.242
Keep cooking without any treatment 19.7% 24.6% 0.039

Do not cook 5.6% 3.6% 0.018
Q17. Do you wash fruits and vegetables before eating?

Never 0.3% 0.5% 0.649
Seldom 0.3% 1.8% 0.012

Sometimes 1.8% 12.6% 0
Frequently 30.2% 30.4% 0.94

Always 67.2% 54.7% 0
<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 0.7% 2.3% 0.017
Always + Frequently 97.4% 85.1% 0

Q20. Do you store remaining raw foodstuffs with sealing
after cooking?

Never 0.3% 0.3% 0.995
Seldom 2.3% 2.6% 1

Sometimes 3.9% 16.4% 0
Frequently 46.3% 39.3% 0.014

Always 47.0% 41.3% 0.048
<Analysis of the combined responses> 2

Never + Seldom 2.6% 3.0% 0.713
Always + Frequently 93.3% 80.7% 0

1 p-value was provided according to the results of the Kruskal–Wallis test conducted for the analysis on the differences
of responses in each answer option between Year 2010 and Year 2019. 2 To identify the difference between positive
responses (i.e., Always + Frequently) and negative responses (i.e., Never + Seldom), answer options were combined.
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4. Discussion

In the present study, we conducted multiple individual surveys for the demonstration of the
distinct/obvious gap between risk perception and practices regardless of the time-point for the
surveys. This novel approach can contribute to the body of the knowledge on consumers’ risk
perception-behaviors by overcoming a limitation of relevant research which have been conducted
as the singular cross-sectional study for specific time-point [2,21,25–28]. Comparative analysis of
multiple individual surveys conducted in different time-points was rarely reported from the research
not only for consumers [1,21,37–43] but also for food handlers in food services [44–51]. This is the
first study regarding the comparative analysis of the surveys from multiple time-points to identify
the distinct/obvious gap between consumers’ risk perception and practices which were not improved
over time. Previous consumer surveys regarding the domestic food safety identify the risk perception
and behaviors in the specific time-point [1,21,37–43], however, the results from research cannot
demonstrate whether the risk perception and/or behaviors will be changed over time. This limitation
implies that the risk perception-behavior gap described by the survey conducted in a singular specific
time-point cannot represent the general responses due to the time-dependent variability of consumers’
perception and behaviors. Whereas most previous research have mainly conducted not only in the
specific time-point but also from the specific region as follows: Belgium [41], China [40], Island of
Ireland [21], Poland and Thailand [39], Republic of Ireland [37], Slovenia [1], Trinidad [43], Turkey [38],
and USA [42]. Although previous research for the survey of respondents from multiple nations
have been reported [39,48], comparative analysis between the results of research from other countries
was rarely conducted. Since the risk perception and/or behaviors are different according to the
regions and changeable over time, both regions and time-points can act as determinant factors for
the survey results. Thus, the comparative analysis among the survey results with the perspectives
to the region (i.e., countries) was rarely conducted even for the integrative reviews regarding the
consumer surveys on food safety [4,52]. While the impact of the regional factor can be estimated by the
comparative analysis of research which adopted the multiple individual surveys for general consumers
(i.e., respondents selected by considering the homogeneity of sociodemographic characteristics) from
various time-points because the longitudinal study can support the generalizability of the results
with the perspectives to the time as a determinant factor. Consequently, further survey research
based on our study design with the consideration of the time-points in other countries are expected
to identify the most important food handling deficiencies by the analysis of the unchanged risk
perception-behaviors over time regardless of the nations. Moreover, the accumulation of the survey
data feasible to the comparative analysis between relevant research can also be useful for the modeling
among the knowledge-attitude-practice regarding the food safety to predict the level of the risks and
to establish the risk management strategies [53,54].

This study attempted to provide empirical data about food-handling behaviors as well as
perceptions of food safety at home through consumer surveys focused on primary food handlers in
2010 and 2019. From the present study, we could follow the major trends for food safety knowledge
and provide practical information about the high risk or proper behaviors implemented at home. Major
practices properly implemented in accordance with consumers’ perceptions and high-risk behaviors
that did not support consumers’ confidence in food safety were identified. Although the improvement
in high-risk behaviors over a decade (from Year 2010 to Year 2019) and proper behaviors observed in
both surveys were also noticed, several common high-risk behaviors were not corrected. The unchanged
gap between risk perception and practices of consumers should be considered as the endemic problems
for domestic food safety and the blind spots of the current intervention strategies against high-risk
behaviors which required novel countermeasures. There were large gaps of perception-behaviors in
2010, including (1) storing perishable foods without any preparation (washing or trimming), (2) thawing
foods at room temperature, and (3) exposing leftovers to danger zone temperatures. These gaps
between consumer perceptions and behaviors in 2010 remained in 2019.
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Since the internationally-recognized consumer guidelines suggested cleaning as a basic step
to food safety at home [32], previous research regarding the washing perishables have consistently
reported the proper perceptions with actual practices [39,40] whereas there was a lack of survey
research washing raw materials prior to storage. However, in this study, the storage of perishable
foods without washing and trimming was analyzed as a major potential for deviant behaviors in
both surveys despite consumers’ proper safety perception/knowledge. Preparation of perishables
before storage can prevent not only the risk of foodborne diseases by the removal of contaminants
attached to foods but also the cross-contamination during the storage of various foodstuffs [55,56].
These contributions to food safety should be emphasized by the educational tools (e.g., guidelines,
programs, leaflets) regarding the preparation followed by the storage of perishables. The importance
for washing and trimming of foods mainly for eaten as raw (e.g., fruits, vegetables, etc.) has been
highlighted by the previous research on the effectiveness of the decontamination of microbiological
risk factors (i.e., pathogens) [57,58] and/or the validation of the cross-contamination [59]. Moreover,
the establishment and the improvement of the knowledge basis regarding proper packaging methods
(e.g., suggestions on how not to group a large amount of food together, how to separate large pieces
in individual packages as an alternative to cutting them into smaller pieces, and how to place them
properly in the freezer to ensure optimum quick freezing, etc.) should also be followed to alter the
consumers’ high-risk behaviors.

Frozen foods should not be thawed at room temperature to avoid the exposure of foods to
“danger zone” (4.4–60.0 ◦C; 40–140 ◦F), the temperature range that can cause the growth of foodborne
bacteria in foods [60,61]. Thawing frozen foodstuffs at room temperature have been reported as general
behaviors or underrecognized risk perceptions of consumers in other relevant research [21,41,43].
Thawing in a refrigerator or in cold water with the time-temperature control has not been generally
preferred than the exposure to room temperate [43,62], and other inadequate methods using tap
water [63] or immersing in warm water [64] were also frequently used. Whereas a direct gap
of perceptions-behaviors observed in this study has been rarely highlighted by previous studies.
Low-risk perception on the temperature control has been suggested as the major cause for the high-risk
behaviors of thawing frozen foods from relevant studies [39,40], however, this research implied that
high-risk behavior could be occurred by consumers with proper risk perception.

Leaving food out at an improper temperature is one of the main factors commonly associated with
foodborne disease at home [3]. The government recommended the following practice for leftovers:
to keep food out of the “danger zone”, wrap leftovers well, store leftovers safely, thaw frozen leftovers
safely, reheat leftovers without thawing, and reheat leftovers [65]. Leftovers should be refrigerated or
frozen quickly as soon as possible to prevent the exposure of foods under favorable conditions for
microbial growth [1]. However, in this research, exposure leftovers at room temperature have been
reported as one of the common high-risk behaviors of primary food handlers. This risk factor has
been also highlighted in recent studies on consumer surveys which reported the preference for cooling
leftovers at room temperature before the storage in the refrigerator [54,62,66].

Whereas the improvement on consumers’ high-risk behaviors (Section 3.2) or proper behaviors
observed in both surveys (Section 3.3) can lower the microbiological risks of foodborne diseases,
however, the importance of overall procedures for consumers’ food handling should not be
underestimated. Investigations for the identification of underreported potential risks in domestic
food safety linked to the consumers’ perceptions and behaviors should be persistently conducted.
In the case of handling kitchen utensils, although increases in proper practices for the management
of the cutting board and kitchen cloths were observed in Year 2019 (Table 3), improper behaviors
of consumers for the use of those kitchen utensils to prepare foods could result in the foodborne
illnesses despite the hygienic management because cross-contamination can occur when harmful
bacteria were transferred to food from kitchen utensils [67]. Especially reusing the same utensils for
various kinds of foods including raw materials and the ready-to-eat products has been reported as
representative practices of poor sanitation procedures which could result in cross-contamination [43].
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Moreover, previous studies on consumer surveys for domestic food safety also highlighted various
other cross-contamination routes from raw materials to cooked foods (e.g., via knives, cutting boards,
and/or plates, etc.), highlighting the necessities on the systematic intervention structures for kitchen
utensils [41]. As both risk perception and behaviors regarding the separated use of kitchen utensils is
regarded as a major risk factor [1,40], internationally-recognized consumer guidelines have suggested
“separate” as keywords for food safety in the kitchen [32,68]. A recent report reported that most of the
respondents from the survey on food handlers’ behaviors with the perspective of the meal preparation
at home declared that they mainly separated kitchen utensils including the cutting boards for raw
and cooked foods [54]. As shown in this study, a significant number of respondents from the relevant
previous research also reported consumer preference for washing utensils in hot water with detergent
to cut various kinds of raw materials by using the same cutting board [21,66]. Thus, the channels
and methods of the delivery of proper information for the effective conditions to eliminate the major
microbiological factors present on utensils should be established [69,70] because of the incomplete
sterilization of cutting board by using hot water and detergents has been reported [71,72].

The results obtained from 2010 and 2019 suggested that behaviors did not support consumers’
confidence in food safety. These gaps between perceptions and behaviors might be significant risk
factors for foodborne disease and could increase the likelihood of food deterioration/poisoning.
The result of this study highlights that education tools for improving risk perceptions and knowledge
should have been implemented [73–75] because these high-risk behaviors are generally based on
the lack of awareness of domestic food safety. The intervention for the improvement of consumers’
poor food safety knowledge and/or perception-behaviors reported from most previous research has
been also limited to education [1,21,38–40,42,43]. However, since there is no enforceable regulation
for food handling at home, consumers can easily ignore the importance of handling practices for
food safety [11]; this can be a key reason why the gaps were not narrowed over a decade in this
research. Thus, strategies for the improvement of the effectiveness and efficiencies of the education
should also be adopted (e.g., highlighting responsibility for food safety as a primary food handler,
informing the susceptibility and the severity of outcomes, building confidence, etc.) [4]. Moreover,
the information sources and/or channels have been reported as the significant determinant factors
for the educational effects to consumers [38,76,77], highlighting various education tools which have
been regarded as effective strategies for behavior intervention and/or information delivery should
also be considered (e.g., the social media and web-based communication with consumers) [52,78–80].
To narrow a perception-behavior gap, education should focus on consumers who think of themselves
as knowledgeable regarding food safety issues, and communication with those consumers to recognize
the gap is expected to contribute to changes in their hygienic practices [81–84]. As a moderate response
to the questions of risk perception-behaviors can also be regarded as the potential for behavior that
deviates from the best practice guidelines, further study regarding the in-depth examination on
the intention of consumers who responded with the “moderate responses” is expected to change
moderate to proper responses [29–31]. Moreover, further studies based on the segmentation analysis of
consumers are needed to identify the major education targets that demonstrate high levels of knowledge
regarding best practice but tendencies to report deviant behaviors and those with low knowledge and
therefore likelihood to also demonstrate deviant behaviors [85]. A continuous education program from
health authorities on the potential hazards of improper food handling is essential to motivate changes
to improper practices at home using a varied approach including practical guidelines, face-to-face
education programs, and the distribution of written materials such as leaflets. We also suggest that
future food safety management should be further specialized for the perception-practices gap and
proper behavior by the behavioral interventions. Even though most consumer studies have been mainly
limited to the surveys investigating current status without the application of the interventions [45],
findings from the research on the behavior intervention methods for food handlers in food services
(e.g., training program, the legislation of policy and/or regulations for food safety, the inspection,
the supervision, etc.) [45–47,49,50] can be applied to support the improvement on the educational tools
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and/or programs for consumers. Advanced strategies for consumer education are expected to develop
consumers’ recognition of food safety issues and reduce foodborne illness at home.

5. Conclusions

The results of the present study provided comprehensive data about behaviors and perceptions
of consumers (particularly primary food handlers at home) and could be used as an information
basis for the development of educational tools specified for food consumers. Whereas the limitations
for the study design implied the necessity of further research as follows: (1) the consideration of
the recent changes in the increases of male food handlers, (2) the analysis of the responses from the
same respondents in multiple individual surveys, and (3) in-depth examination of the determinant
factors which can induce the changes in risk perception and/or behaviors and the evaluation on the
specific intervention against the risk perception-behavior gap (e.g., advertising, providing guidelines,
publishing pamphlets, providing education, etc.). Firstly, we unavoidably used a heavily female-biased
sample because of the distinct distribution of male and female primary food handlers at home in South
Korea, so the further survey with the increases in the distribution of male food handlers in South
Korea is likely to identify emerging high-risk behaviors from males. Secondly, direct comparison for
the same respondents and two time periods can effectively show the impact of time in the high-risk
behaviors and perception of consumers. Whereas as this research aimed to obtain general responses
from consumers (i.e., representative sample) in each survey, we recruited the respondents not only
from Year 2010 but also Year 2019 to use a representative sample in each time-point of the survey.
Thirdly, as this research did not focus on the specific intervention strategy for domestic food safety
and determinant factors which might affect consumers’ risk perception and/or behaviors, the further
examination on the effectiveness of various interventions is expected to find out optimal methods
against risk perception-behavior gap observed in this study. In conclusion, our findings supported
the understanding of the risks in domestic food safety necessary for the development of effective
perception-behavior interventions to narrow the risk perception-behavior gap. This study is expected to
act as a leading role of the representative work for the novel research design (i.e., comparative analysis
on the individual consumer surveys conducted with same questionnaires at different time-points for
identifying unchanged distinct gaps in risk perception-behaviors over time), highlighting the necessity
for the following surveys from various regions and time-points to expand the body of knowledge on
food safety for consumers.
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Abstract: In order to meet the rising global demand for food and to ensure food security in line with
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal 2, technological advances have been introduced
in the food production industry. The organic food industry has benefitted from advances in food
technology and innovation. However, there remains skepticism regarding organic foods on the
part of consumers, specifically on consumers’ acceptance of food innovation technologies used
in the production of organic foods. This study measured factors that influence consumers’ food
innovation adoption and subsequently their intention to purchase organic foods. We compared the
organic foods purchase behavior of Malaysian and Hungarian consumers to examine differences
between Asian and European consumers. The findings show food innovation adoption as the
most crucial predictor for the intention to purchase organic foods in Hungary, while social lifestyle
factor was the most influential in Malaysia. Other factors such as environmental concerns and
health consciousness were also examined in relation to food innovation adoption and organic
food consumerism. This paper discusses differences between European and Asian organic foods
consumers and provides recommendations for stakeholders.

Keywords: organic foods consumerism; food innovation adoption; food security; circular economy;
health consciousness; environmental concern

1. Introduction

The human population is still growing fast. Today, the global population is around
7.8 billion. This number is expected to increase by 10% (8.5 billion) by 2030, 26% (9.7 billion)
by 2050, and 42% (10.9 billion) by 2100, according to the U.N. Department of Economic and
Social Affairs [1]. The growing population increases the demand for food, sometimes lead-
ing to the irresponsible use of natural resources which are becoming scarce [2]. This rising
demand exerts pressure on the environment, resulting in massive deforestation and the
deterioration in biocapacity and marine ecosystems [3]. Due to the emergence of biological
hazards that affect quality of life, health concerns are more prevalent among consumers
now than ever before. Meeting food supply challenges and feeding the growing global
population with good quality food, has emerged as the new global food security agenda.

The increasing demand for organic food may reflect consumers’ concerns regarding the
devastating effects of conventional agriculture on people’s health and the environment [2].
Rimal et al. [4] and Saba and Messina [5] found that consumers purchased organic food as
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they perceived that the risk of pesticide contamination is relatively low in organic food and
the growing of organic food is perceived as harmless for the environment. Growing buyers’
interest in quality food, wellbeing, better health, and sustainable living make organic food
a viable choice [6]. Organic food that is regulated is produced with less negative impact on
nature as compared to the conventional food production process. The demand for organic
food initiates the establishment of various organic farming techniques around the world,
utilizing a minimum of synthetic inputs or none at all [7].

Besides health reasons, moral thought and responsibility towards the environment
motivate some consumers to purchase organic food [8,9]. Hence, organic food has gained
popularity and is seen as a way of life for some consumers [10]. Although organic food is
positioned as a better food choice for health and the environment, the issue of its relatively
higher cost is a hindrance to purchase for some. Surveys conducted in the United Kingdom,
Japan, India, and Indonesia in 2015 revealed that consumers were willing to pay up to 30%
more for fruits and vegetables as an act of social responsibility [11]. However, Timmins [12]
noted that the advantages related to organic food were not sufficient for some purchasers to
make the final decision to purchase organic food. Besides pricing concerns, the technology
of producing organic food also draws consumer skepticism [13].

Overall, the demand for organic food globally is shaped by a number of economic,
sociological, and psychological factors, which can vary from country to country and
from type of commodity to food group [14]. Cross-national studies could aid in a better
understanding global consumers’ similarities and differences and pave the way forward
towards a more sustainable food and future for all. A recent cross-national study by
Boobalan et al. [15] compared Indian and American organic food consumerism and found
key differences between consumers in these two large countries regarding the psychological
benefits they acquire when purchasing organic food. Against this backdrop, this study
aims to investigate the factors contributing towards the intention of consumers from Asia
(Malaysia) and Europe (Hungary) to purchase organic food, taking into consideration the
role of the food innovation adoption behavior of consumers.

To this end, this paper is presented in sections, as follows. This introduction addresses
the aim and focus of this research. Section 2 presents the literature review and subsequently
the conceptual framework based on the critical secondary research review. This is followed
by the description of the research methodology in Section 3. The research findings and
discussion are highlighted in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the cross-national compari-
son of the findings between consumers in Malaysia and Hungary. Section 6 presents the
conclusion of the study and Section 7 the limitations of the research and suggestions for
future study.

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework

According to the Oxford Dictionary, ‘organic’ simply means something that is derived
from living matter. In the food and agricultural industry, the word ‘organic’ is a labeling
term that is given by the regulators indicating the approval of methods for the production,
handling, and processing of organic foods sold. Organic food cultivation integrates cultural,
biological and mechanical practices that lead to resource conservation and recycling of
resources which promote ecological balance and biodiversity conservation [16].

In Malaysia, organic certification is regulated under the Malaysian Quality Standard
1529:2015 which ensures that the practice of organic farming is based on the four principles
of Health, Ecology, Fairness and Care. The Malaysian organic standard emphasizes the
health of soils, plants, animals, and humans, and the well-being of the ecological system,
the environment, as well as balance and fairness to the ecological system [17]. In Hungary,
the procedures of organic products’ certification, production, labeling and marketing are
governed by the [18]. The EU Regulation 2018/848 (Article 1) describes organic production
as “an overall system of farm management and food production that combines best environmental
and climate action practices, a high level of biodiversity, the preservation of natural resources and
the application of high animal welfare standards and high production standards in line with the
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demand of a growing number of consumers for products produced using natural substances and
processes. Organic production thus plays a dual societal role, where, on the one hand, it provides
for a specific market responding to consumer demand for organic products and, on the other hand,
it delivers publicly available goods that contribute to the protection of the environment and animal
welfare, as well as to rural development”.

‘Organic labelled’ foods are produced without the use of pesticides and artificial nitro-
gen composts, antibiotics, synthetic hormones, genetic engineering, or other detrimental
practices prohibited in the regulation [19]. The entire organic food value chain is regulated
to ensure that it is environmentally safe and free from irradiation, industrial solvents
and synthetic food additives [20]. Based upon the stringent regulatory framework for
producing organic food, the ‘organic’ label thus gives assurance to buyers that it the food
is produced without harming the environment and without chemical residues in food.
It serves as an assurance that the food is free from toxic and harmful substances.

To obtain an organic certification, farmers need to ensure that their fields are processed
naturally, and free from prohibited materials for at least three years [19], as healthy soil has
a profound impact on the quality of crops. Organic farmers are also expected to use ethical
practices in farming such as hand weeding, mulching, intercropping, using mechanical
control against pests, spread yields, crop revolution, and thick planting, instead of using
conventional pesticides, herbicides, and engineered nitrogen manures, in order to enhance
soil health [21].

There is an increased interest in the study of organic food production as it is also
linked to food security and the sustainable supply of food to promote the circular economy.
Previous studies have shown that consumers were motivated to purchase organic food due
to health and environmental concerns [20,22,23]. Studies also found that consumers’ health
consciousness predicted their consumption of organic food [24–26]. Subjective norms
including the influence of family and friends, compounded with lifestyle trends, also show
a significant influence on the intention to purchase organic food [27,28].

In this cross-national study, five determinants of organic food consumerism were
measured to assess their impacts on consumers’ purchase intention towards organic food.
These factors were found to have common interest in research into organic food con-
sumerism for both European and Asian consumers in recent literatures. The first four
factors are health consciousness, environmental concern, perceived quality of organic food,
and social lifestyle factors. The fifth factor that this study introduces to the literature
is the impact of consumers’ adoption of food innovation technologies on their organic
food purchase intention. Food innovation adoption is introduced as both an independent
variable and a mediating variable in this study in order to examine its wider role in organic
food consumerism.

2.1. Organic Food Consumption Trends in Hungary and Malaysia

Despite the excellent agricultural conditions in Hungary and Malaysia, the proportion
of land used for organic production is relatively low compared to conventional farming
(4.0% of total agricultural land in Hungary according to the Central Statistical Office [29]
and 0.1% in Malaysia according to Willer et al. [30]). Consumer spending on organic food
is still lower than conventional food products and it is believed that by increasing the
demand for organic food, better food sustainability can be achieved via a transformation of
the food value chain [30].

Within the Asia-Pacific region, people consume organic produce because of its health
benefits and its advanced biological farming techniques. Demand for, and the consumption
of, organic foods and beverages in the Asia-Pacific region are predicted to grow from
2020 to 2025 [31]. In the Asia-Pacific region, Malaysia is one the countries offering great
opportunities for organic food to flourish. Recently, Malaysian shoppers have become
more cognizant of well-being, and hence have increased their consumption of organic
substitutes for conventional food. Nevertheless, the supply of organic produce in Malaysia
is unable to meet the local market demand, causing a nationwide shortage of organic
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food. Malaysia still vigorously imports organic food from Europe and North America [32].
In Europe, Christos and Athanasios [33] predicted a lack of supply of organic food, not a
lack of demand for it.

The United States recorded the largest sales of organic food (43%) in 2017, followed by
the European Union member states (38%) [34]. Among Central and Eastern European
countries, Hungary ranked as the third largest market volume of organic foods in 2010 [35].
Hungary is among the largest exporters of organic food in Central Europe. In 2018,
there were 3929 producers who cultivated a total of 209,382 hectares of organic-farming
land in Hungary [36].

As regards the domestic consumption of organic food, studies found that European
consumers were driven by health consciousness, environmental concern, quality of life,
and technological development [24,37]. Although environmental and health consequences
can influence organic consumerism, the affordability of organic food was significant in
determining consumers’ food choices, particularly those in Italy and Hungary [25]. In Hun-
gary, innovation in the food industry has been evaluated favorably by consumers [38].
This implies the significance of technological innovation in the food industry in satisfying
consumers’ needs [38]. Interestingly, food-technology was found to be related primarily to
environmental concern among Hungarian consumers [39]. Similarly, in Malaysia, the cre-
ation of organic food has turned into an inventive methodology for the food sector to meet
the rising consumer demands for healthier food choices.

2.2. Consumers’ Purchase Intention towards Organic Food

Consumers’ purchase intention is explained simply as the possibility that a consumer
will acquire a product [22]. This variable is used in social science and business literature to
indicate the actual consumption behavior of consumers towards a product or service [40].
It represents the likelihood that a purchase would take place as a result of “the interaction
between customer needs, attitude and perception towards the product” [41]. Purchase in-
tention acts as a measure of consumers’ attentiveness in acquiring a product and the
possibility of actually purchasing it [42]. According to Park and Kim [43] and Shin [44],
purchase intention can be treated as a predictor of the actual purchasing decision due to
its inclination to approximate to the actual conduct of a consumer. Although having an
intention to purchase would more likely lead to actual purchase, it cannot be assumed that
all predictors used would lead to actual purchasing action. Behavioral intention is formed
based on an individual’s motivation to perform that behavior, taking into account alterna-
tive options and his or her currently active goals [45]. With the limitation of observing the
actual purchase behavior of consumers, purchase intention is used in this study to measure
the potential of consumers’ purchases.

Gifford and Bernard [46] employed a two-limit Tobit model and found that purchase
intention towards organic foods among consumers may be influenced by the perceived
benefits of organic agricultural methods, and the perceived risk of purchasing food grown
using conventional procedures. In addition, Verhoef [47] posits that consumers are not
only motivated by their rational economic motives, but also by emotional motives when
purchasing organic food. The study found that consumers were willing to pay premium
prices for organic food due to emotional motives, such as fear, guilt and empathy towards
the environment.

Based on the relevant previous works, this study identified five variables to form
an organic consumerism framework to compare Malaysian and Hungarian consumers as
regards their organic food purchase behavior. They comprise food innovation adoption,
health consciousness, environmental concern, perceived quality, and social lifestyle.

2.3. Health Consciousness

Health consciousness means that an individual’s orientation toward his or her efforts
to prevent illness and improve overall well-being [48]. Iversen and Kraft [49] defined health
consciousness as “a tendency to focus attention on one’s health” (p.603). An individual’s
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level of health could be assessed through how one searches for health information and in-
corporates it into daily life. Homer and Kahle [50] posit that there is a relationship between
consumers’ intrinsic motivation, such as self-fulfillment, and a sense of accomplishment in
purchasing nutritional food.

Health-conscious consumers are cognizant of their wellness and this health con-
cern drives them to continuously improve their health and quality of life. To measure
health consciousness, Ellison et al. [51] used behaviors such as food consumption, exercise,
and substance use as indicators. Since the concept of health consciousness is linked more to
personal attributes, measuring one’s health consciousness on a psychological basis would
better predict diverse health behaviors and result in greater construct validity.

Health consciousness has been relevant in predicting purchase intention and behavior
regarding organic food production since buyers are aware that their food intakes impacts
on their health. Previous research done by Shaharudin et al. [52] identified that con-
sumers’ attention to their health was a primary motive for the purchase of organic food.
From another study, 87% of consumers believed that organic food was a healthier choice as
compared to conventional food [10]. Similarly, Michaelidou and Hassan [53] highlighted
health consciousness as the most important motive in explaining consumers’ attitudes and
behavior towards organic foods.

Shaharudin et al. [52] found the most popular motive to purchase organic food was
consumers’ perception of organic food as a healthier option for them. They also identified
that consumers’ interest in health was their primary motive to purchase organic food.
Although the inherent evidence of the health benefits of consuming organic food have not
been validated by Meemken and Qaim [2], a positive relationship between consumers’
health consciousness and their purchase intention has been frequently identified in previous
studies. Thus, this study hypothesized that health consciousness would positively influence
consumers’ intention to purchase organic food (Hypothesis 1 (H1)).

2.4. Environmental Concern

Consumers who are environmentally conscious prefer to use certain products because
they believe they can reduce ecological impacts [54]. Similarly, consumers of sustainable
wines were willing to change their consumption behavior to minimize the negative impact
on the environment [55]. This type of consumer, also referred to as green consumers,
often determine their purchase behavior for the benefit of the environment. The more
consumers are concerned about the environment, the more positive are their attitudes
toward organic food [56].

Seventy-five percent of respondents in the study by Petrescu and Petrescu-Mag [8]
believed that organic food contributes to environmental protection. Congruently Basha
et al. [57], found consumers’ attitude towards purchasing organic food was strongly
influenced by their concern for the environment. Sogari et al. [55] investigated consumers’
environmental concerns and their intention to purchase sustainable wines and found it was
important for consumers to believe that sustainable wines truly benefitted the environment
in order to form a positive attitude towards purchasing sustainably.

In this study, a positive impact of consumers’ environmental concern on their intention
to purchase organic food is presented for testing in Hypothesis 2 (H2).

2.5. Perceived Quality

Perceived quality has gained popularity in marketing studies as a predictor of pur-
chase intention and consumers’ satisfaction. It is considered a crucial key for business
sustainability, especially in competitive markets [58]. Perceived quality is defined as the per-
sonal judgment of the quality and benefit of a product or service that consumers establish
in their minds [26]. The value of a product, also known as product utility, is often evaluated
based on its ability to meet consumers’ needs, resulting ultimately in their satisfaction.
Consequently, the higher the value a product has is in consumers’ minds, the higher the
price they are willing to pay for it.
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Consumers who purchase organic food often appear to be particularly concerned
about the quality of the foods they consume. Half of the consumers who participated in a
survey conducted by Timmins [12] agreed that organic food had better quality and taste.
However, the major barrier to organic consumption was still the higher price. Some con-
sumers perceived that the benefits of organic foods were not sufficient to justify its higher
price [12]. Although value-for-money is found to be important for some consumers,
one previous study finds this does not translate into anti-organic attitudes [12]. The af-
fordability of organic foods played a major role in influencing consumers’ food selection,
particularly those in Hungary [25].

The locality of the organic food supply could potentially off-set the high price con-
cern linked to organic foods. Consumers believe that locally produced greens produce a
smaller carbon-footprint and are thus more environmental friendly and sustainable [59,60].
Timmins [12] found that 60% of his respondents were interested in locally sourced crops.
Although affordability could influence consumers’ food selection, the perceived quality of
organic foods was found to be significant in predicting consumers’ purchase intentions.
This study predicts a positive relationship between perceived quality and consumers’
intention to purchase organic foods (Hypothesis 3 (H3)).

2.6. Social Lifestyle

Studies in psychosocial theories and health behaviors explore how cognitive and social
factors affect human health and disease [61]. Social and lifestyle factors relate to how peers
and the people who surround a person affect his or her decision making. Additionally,
messages through the media as well as reference groups and celebrities can also influence
an individual’s decision making [45]. Previous studies have shown the strong impacts of
social factors on an individual’s decision making in a wide variety of situations including
business, social and health decisions [62–64].

Petrescu and Petrescu-Mag [10] explain the positioning of foods as fashionable items
and their consumption as a social phenomenon that can generate consumers’ interest and
in turn become a part of their lifestyle. The trend and image factors may also influence
consumers’ decision to purchase organic foods despite the higher price. For instance,
trendsetters in Vietnam who enjoy cooking pay greater attention to healthy food and prefer
organic foods [27]. Specifically, a study involving youngsters by Vermeir and Verbeke [28]
found a strong impact of social influence on sustainable food consumption behavior among
young adults in Belgium.

The media often broadcasts programs showing the enjoyment of food and cooking in
such a way that boosts the importance of food in representing power, pleasure, cleverness,
and beauty. Often, people strongly believe that “who you are” to some extent is reflected
in “what you buy”. Social status was often found to be a determinant influencing people’s
decisions to consume green products rather than their more luxurious, non-green coun-
terparts [65]. Similarly, Sahelices-Pinto et al. [66] showed that the consumption of organic
foods was influenced by both social factors and self-esteem, revealing the impact of organic
consumption on boosting one’s social identity. Thus, hypothetically, a positive relationship
may be established between social lifestyle and consumers’ intentions to purchase organic
foods (Hypothesis 4 (H4)).

2.7. Food Innovation Adoption

Food security has become a vital point of focus globally [67,68]. It is included as
being of paramount importance in the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals,
as Goal 2 [69]. Goal 2 calls on all the nations of the world to work together to end hunger,
achieve food security and improve nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture. Al-
together, the SDG Goal 2 proposes 8 targets to be achieved globally by the year 2030.
The third target in the goal (Target 2.3) aims to double agricultural productivity, while the
sixth target (Target 2.a) specifically mentions increased investments in technology develop-
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ment. In order to meet these two targets, the pivotal role of technology and innovation in
food production is highlighted.

Fortunately, innovations in digital technologies such as advanced data analytics,
predictive modeling, robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT) have increased the efficiency
of modern farming. Biotechnology advances in food technology also assist in increasing
the food supply. By utilizing food innovation technologies that provide timely and accurate
data, farmers can significantly improve their farming processes and eventually improve
productivity. The new application of digitization and IoT in farming makes it possible to
assess the soil moisture level, temperature, and many more agricultural matrices in real
time to facilitate farmers’ timely and accurate interventions.

The EU Regulation 2018/848 (Article 24) reads: “In order to support and facilitate
compliance with this Regulation, operators should take preventive measures at every stage
of production, preparation and distribution, where appropriate, to ensure the preservation
of biodiversity and soil quality, to prevent and control pests and diseases and to avoid
negative effects on the environment, animal health and plant health. They should also take,
where appropriate, proportionate precautionary measures which are under their control
to avoid contamination with products or substances that are not authorized for use in
organic production in accordance with this Regulation and to avoid commingling organic,
in-conversion and non-organic products”. Based on this article, organic farmers can still
use preventive measures to ensure their crops are safe from pests and diseases. However,
if unauthorized substances are used in any of these activities, the products can no longer
be considered organic. Hence, technology-based preventive measures would be ideal in
order not to contravene this article and lose the organic product label.

As consumers’ food preferences move towards fresh and whole foods, food-processing
technology is also forced to meet the highest environmental standards with minimal
alteration in the qualities and original flavors of the foods. As a result, organic farmers and
their distributors spearhead the trend towards sustainable food production and a more
transparent value chain [70]. This move towards a sustainable cycle of production is also
referred to as the circular economy where the main goal is to reduce waste in the food
production lifecycle [71].

The adoption of food innovation technology may influence consumers’ purchase of
organic foods, as food innovation technologies are rapidly being introduced into organic
farming. Accordingly, this study proposes the fifth hypothesis to measure the impact
of food innovation adoption of consumers on their intention to purchase organic foods
(Hypothesis 5 (H5)).

2.8. Food Innovation Adoption Behaviour as Mediator in Organic Foods Purchase Intention

It is crucial for the food sector to identify the important drivers of consumers’ prefer-
ences for foods in these modern times [72]. Consumers have become increasingly conscious
of what they eat for various reasons, including skepticism as to whether food technology re-
ally produces better quality foods that warrant the higher price. As the biggest stakeholder
in the food supply chain, consumers’ preferences and decision making in foods purchase
make them a formidable force for the food industry to reckon with. Mindful consumers
are looking for the move towards sustainable food production. Health consciousness,
environmental concern, perceived quality of organic foods, and social lifestyle would
hypothetically impact their food innovation adoption behavior.

This study postulates that food innovation adoption would have both a direct impact
on the intention to purchase organic foods (Hypothesis 6, 7, 8, and 9), and mediate the
impact of health consciousness, environmental concern, perceived quality and social
lifestyle on consumers’ intention to purchase organic foods (Hypothesis 10, 11, 12, and 13).

The following list presents Hypotheses 6 to 13 which are put forward for testing in
this study:
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Hypothesis 6 (H6). There is a positive impact of consumer health consciousness on food innova-
tion adoption.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). There is a positive impact of consumer environmental concern on food
innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 8 (H8). There is a positive impact of consumer perceived quality of organic food on
food innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 9 (H9). There is a positive impact of consumer social lifestyle on food innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 10 (H10). The impact of health consciousness on consumers’ purchase intention is
mediated by food innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 11 (H11). The impact of environmental concern on consumers’ purchase intention is
mediated by food innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 12 (H12). The impact of perceived quality on consumers’ purchase intention is
mediated by food innovation adoption.

Hypothesis 13 (H13). The impact of social lifestyle on consumers’ purchase intention is mediated
by food innovation adoption.

The research variables and corresponding hypothesis are shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Research theoretical framework.

3. Methodology

According to Roitner-Schobesberger et al. [73], there have been numerous debates
on buyers’ views of organic foods in the United States and Europe; however, less has
appeared in Asia despite the growing market for organic foods. For this reason, an analysis
of organic foods consumerism in Malaysia—one of the leading contributors of agriculture
in Asia—is selected for this study. Hungarian consumers in this study were chosen to
represent organic consumerism in Europe. Although at this juncture, this comparison
does not provide a holistic comparison between European and Asian consumers, in this
pioneering cross-national study of organic foods consumerism, these two countries were
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chosen due to the proximity of the researchers to both countries to facilitate insightful data
collection and to provide preliminary insights into this area of research. The findings of this
research could warrant more comprehensive work in the future between Asia and Europe.

To conduct a cross-national comparison analysis of organic food consumerism in
Malaysia and Hungary, this study utilized a research questionnaire as the data collection
instrument for gathering primary research data. The participants in this study from both
countries were approached randomly using the purposive sampling methodology and
the classic mall-intercepted survey technique. The availability of organic food products in
the areas where the respondents were approached was confirmed before administering
the questionnaire to potential participants. Only participants who had prior experience
of purchasing organic foods were selected as respondents. The survey was administered
face to face among respondents in Malaysia and Hungary. Hardcopy questionnaire forms
were used for data collection, which was carried out between June 2019 and March 2020 in
both countries.

In total, 300 usable responses were obtained in Malaysia and 372 in Hungary. The filled
questionnaires were carefully screened for missing data and mistakes in responses such
as multiple responses for single response questions. Verified questionnaires were coded
in the statistical software IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 27,
for descriptive analysis. Hypothesis testing and path modelling was done using Partial
Least Square Structured Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) using ADANCO PLS Software,
Version 2.0. PLS-SEM was selected as the data analysis technique as the research model
of this study is geared towards predictive modelling and testing the relationship between
new constructs. Kline [23] pg. 286 recommends PLS-SEM as “well suited for where: (1) pre-
diction is emphasized over theory testing and (2) it is difficult to meet the requirements for
large samples or identification in SEM.” Based on these criteria, the PLS-SEM technique
was selected as the appropriate technique for hypotheses testing and path modelling for
this study.

All measurement items of the research variables were measured using a five-point
Likert scale based on the extent to which respondents agree or disagree with the particular
indicator (item) statement in the questionnaire on a scale of 1 to 5; where (1) is Strongly Dis-
agree, (2) is Disagree, (3) is Neutral, (4) is Agree, and (5) is Strongly Agree. This scale design
is commonly used as measurement for social science studies. Churchill and Iacobucci [20]
noted questionnaires using the Likert scale could provide appropriate measurements that
would ease the process of tabulation and statistical analysis.

The indicators for Food Innovation Adoption (FIA), were self-developed for this study.
These indicators were expert reviewed by two professors at the Multimedia University,
Malacca Campus, Malaysia, who are specialists in technology adoption studies. Further-
more, the indicator statements were validated through a pilot study with data collected
at the Multimedia University Malacca Campus among undergraduate students. The data
from 200 samples showed the high reliability and internal consistency of the self-developed
indicators, hence the indicator statements were incorporated in the final questionnaire for
the productive phase of data collection in Malaysia and Hungary.

4. Results

Table 1 shows the respondents’ demographic details.
Of the 300 respondents in Malaysia, 59% were females, and 71.3% were between 21

and 40 years old. Most of the respondents (83%) were single. In Hungary, 60.2% of the total
respondents were males. As for ages, they had almost an equal number of respondents
who were 21–40, 41–50 and 51–60 years old, with 36.8% between 21 and 40 years old. Lastly,
more than half of the respondents in Hungary were married with children (53.2%), while in
Malaysia this figure was about 15%.

Table 2 shows the research variables, indicator sources, aggregate means and standard
deviations for both Hungarian and Malaysian data.
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Table 1. Respondents’ demographic information.

Demographic Factor Options
Malaysia Hungary

Freq. Percentage (%) Freq. Percentage (%)

Gender Male 123 (16.820 *) 41.0 (51.45) 224 (4.680 *) 60.2 (47.91)
Female 177 (15.880 *) 59.0 (48.55) 148 (5.088 *) 39.8 (52.09)

Age Below 20 65 21.7 4 1.1
21–40 214 71.3 137 36.8
41–50 13 4.3 123 33.1
51–60 4 1.3 87 23.4

Above 60 4 1.3 21 5.6

Marital Status Single 249 83 108 29
Married with children 46 15.3 198 53.2

Married without children 3 1 28 7.5
Single with children 2 0.7 20 5.4

Note: * Numbers in bracket represent national populations in millions. The Hungarian population statistics are obtained from [74]. The
Malaysian population statistics are obtained from [75].

Table 2. Research variables and indicators with mean and standard deviation.

Research Variables Indicators
Malaysia Hungary

Mean SD Mean SD

Health Consciousness (HC)
Yang et al. [76]; Shaharudin

et al. [52]

HC1—Healthy diet is an important factor
when choosing what I eat 4.230 0.775 3.867 0.786

HC2—I give a lot of attention to
my health 3.826 0.837 4.11 0.745

HC3—A healthy body is important to me 4.421 0.626 3.045 0.993
HC4—Health concern is the reason for

consuming organic food 3.919 0.874 3.140 1.00

HC5—Proper nutrition is a key factor for
purchasing organic food 3.909 0.848 4.196 0.909

Environmental Concern (EC)
Yang et al. [76]

EC1—I am concerned about the state of
our environment 3.993 0.798 3.457 1.065

EC2—Environmental concerns affects my
food choice 3.692 0.926 3.370 1.165

EC3—Organic food is
environmentally friendly 3.916 0.876 3.869 1.103

EC4—Chemical fertilizers are harmful for
the environment 4.143 0.910 4.382 0.8663

EC5—Everyone should be concerned for
our environment 4.568 0.707 3.471 1.067

Perceived Quality (PQ)
Aulia et al. [58]

PQ1—Organic food is a healthier
food option 4.220 0.788 3.353 1.078

PQ2—Organic food has great
nutritional benefits 4.153 0.880 3.251 1.059

PQ3—Organic food has better quality
due to its advanced cultivation methods 4.016 0.849 3.252 1.104

PQ4—Though I may have to pay more, I
get better quality organic food 3.879 0.926 3.225 0.9942

PQ5—I am satisfied with organic
food quality 3.923 0.939 3.733 0.9866
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Table 2. Cont.

Research Variables Indicators
Malaysia Hungary

Mean SD Mean SD

Social Lifestyle (SL)
Basha et al. [57]; Falguera

et al. [65]

SL1—Organic food is a trend in society 3.493 1.01 2.175 1.104
SL2—My family influence me to

consume organic food 3.177 1.14 2.046 1.036

SL3—My peers influence me to consume
organic food 2.959 1.04 2.754 1.22

SL4—Celebrities often promote organic
food consumption 3.214 1.09 3.807 0.935

SL5—The lifestyle of consuming organic
food is healthy 3.953 0.861 3.549 0.9742

Food Innovation Adoption
(FIA)

Self-Developed for this Study

FIA1—The way organic food is grown
and processed influence me to consume

organic food
3.721 0.908 2.843 1.132

FIA2—The advantages of GM
(genetically modified) foods outweighs

potential disadvantages
3.476 0.931 3.495 1.036

FIA3—Advances in food technologies
have produced better quality food for

the world
3.845 0.825 3.769 0.8930

FIA4—Technologically superior organic
food production improves food yields 3.815 0.860 3.939 0.9062

FIA5—Innovation in food production is
to be welcomed by all 3.922 0.796 3.877 0.9858

FIA6—I support technology and
innovation in food production 4.000 0.794 2.695 1.155

Consumer Purchase Intention
Towards Organic Food (CP)

Shaharudin et al. [52]

CP1—I purchase organic food frequently 2.966 1.12 2.587 1.143
CP2—I will continue to purchase

organic food 3.391 0.985 2.791 1.165

CP3—I am willing to pay more for
organic food than conventional food in

the store
3.351 1.03 2.887 1.186

CP4—I will recommend organic food to
family and friends 3.738 0.918 2.195 1.194

CP5—I consider myself a loyal organic
food consumer 3.023 1.24 3.34 1.011

The measurement model is assessed via construct validity, convergent validity, and dis-
criminant validity analyses. Before conducting hypotheses testing, it is essential to inves-
tigate the indicators’ factor loadings. According Hair et al. [77], indicators with loadings
below 0.50 should be removed from the path model due to the low predictability of the
relevant variable. Thus, HC5, EC4, PQ5, SL1, FIA1, FIA3, and CP5 were removed from
both the Hungarian and Malaysian path models in order to make identical comparison of
path modelling for both countries (refer to Table 3).

For factor loadings that were above 0.50 but below 0.70, their variable’s composite relia-
bility (CR) and AVE are confirmed to exceed thresholds of 0.70 and 0.50 (Hair et al. [77] and
Bagozzi and Yi [78]), assuring the path models’ Reliability and Convergent Validity. As for
the Cronbach Alphas, all values are above 0.70, fulfilling the satisfactory values, except for
SL 0.673 (Malaysia) and 0.671 (Hungary), which were slightly below the 0.7 threshold;
however, their CR and AVE are above threshold levels, hence fit for path modelling [79].
The statistics of all constructs and indicators are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Internal consistency, composite reliability and convergent validity.

Variable Indicator
Factor Loadings Cronbach’s Alpha Composite Reliability AVE

MD HD MD HD MD HD MD HD

Health
Consciousness

(HC)

HC1 0.754 0.627

0.786 0.725 0.860 0.821 0.607 0.537
HC2 0.768 0.655
HC3 0.650 0.809
HC4 0.801 0.820
HC5 0.720 -

Environmental
Concern (EC)

EC1 0.707 0.684

0.749 0.729 0.841 0.825 0.570 0.546
EC2 0.720 0.815
EC3 0.766 0.607
EC4 0.635 -
EC5 0.767 0.826

Perceived
Quality (PQ)

PQ1 0.778 0.863

0.828 0.888 0.885 0.922 0.660 0.748
PQ2 0.780 0.873
PQ3 0.817 0.890
PQ4 0.797 0.832
PQ5 0.843 -

Social Lifestyle
(SL)

SL1 - 0.673

0.673 0.671 0.787 0.752 0.515 0.513
SL2 0.799 0.652
SL3 0.712 0.773
SL4 0.553 0.665

Food Innovation
Adoption (FIA)

FIA1 0.696 -

0.813 0.724 0.876 0.753 0.640 0.524

FIA2 0.725 0.554
FIA3 0.739 -
FIA4 0.817 0.600
FIA5 0.798 0.603
FIA6 0.750 0.845

Consumer
Purchase
Intention

Towards Organic
Food (CP)

CP1 0.847 0.919

0.896 0.914 0.923 0.919 0.706 0.796
CP2 0.841 0.883
CP3 0.830 0.904
CP4 0.805 0.861
CP5 0.878 -

Note: MD stands for ‘Malaysian Data’ (n = 300); HD stands for ‘Hungarian Data’ (n = 372).

A high inter-relationship and multi-collinearity between variables can lead to mis-
leading findings, magnified standard errors, or weaker power of regression coefficients.
According to Henseler et al. [80], when all the values of the Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio of
Correlations (HTMT) are lower than 0.85, this implies that the variables are conceptually
distinct from each other. HTMT 0.85 is used in this study as the conservative criterion to
assess discriminant validity [80]. From Table 4, it is observed that all HTMT values among
the variables in this study are lower than the thresholds of 0.85, indicating the models are
free from multi-collinearity.

Table 4. The Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT).

Malaysian Data Hungarian Data

HC EC PQ SL FIA HC EC PQ SL FIA

HC HC
EC 0.7260 EC 0.6272
PQ 0.7212 0.7012 PQ 0.5968 0.8143
SL 0.5757 0.3903 0.7851 SL 0.5162 0.7971 0.7720

FIA 0.6335 0.6632 0.6631 0.6067 FIA 0.4229 0.5024 0.5512 0.5965
CP 0.5099 0.3945 0.6405 0.6544 0.5104 CP 0.6738 0.7666 0.6357 0.8427 0.5773
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Additionally, to assess the goodness of fit of the research model, the Standardized
Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) was calculated. The results show SRMR values
of 0.0670 for Malaysia and 0.0541 for Hungary. The SRMR values for the Malaysian
and the Hungarian models are within the threshold level of 0.08 (Hu and Bentler [81]),
assuring the goodness of fit of the research models for both countries. The R square
values for Malaysia are CP = 0.408 and FIA = 0.458; while R square values for Hungary
are CP = 0.725 and FIA = 0.493. The research variables show a high variance explained in
both models; especially with the Hungarian consumer purchase intention of organic foods,
the model shows that the research variables account for approximately 73% of the variance.

Hypotheses Testing

For testing the hypotheses, bootstrapping with 5000 iterations was applied. The signif-
icance of the path coefficient is assessed to validate each hypothesis. The structural model
for Hungary and Malaysia with the R square values, path coefficients, and factor loadings
are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Results of hypotheses testing for Malaysia and Hungary.

Hypothesis Relationship
Malaysian Data Hungarian Data

Path Coef. p-Value Path Coef. p-Value

H1 HC → CP 0.600 0.107 0.185 <0.001 ***
H2 EC → CP −0.011 0.860 0.117 0.014 **
H3 PQ → CP 0.271 <0.001 *** 0.187 0.002 ***
H4 SL → CP 0.306 <0.001 *** 0.113 <0.013 **
H5 FIA → CP 0.109 0.035 ** 0.414 <0.001 ***

H6 HC → FIA 0.110 0.0402 ** 0.188 <0.001 ***
H7 EC → FIA 0.341 <0.001 *** 0.014 0.852
H8 PQ → FIA 0.134 0.036 ** 0.313 0.031 **
H9 SL → FIA 0.187 <0.001 *** 0.329 <0.001 ***

*** Significant at 1%; ** Significant at 5%

Based on the results of the Malaysian and Hungarian path analysis, it was found that
the relationships between Health Consciousness (HC) and Environmental Concern (EC)
regarding Consumer’s Purchase Intention Towards Organic Foods (CP) are insignificant
for Malaysia; however, these paths are significant for Hungary (Hypotheses 1 and 2 are
partially supported—true only for Hungary). Perceived Quality (PQ), Social Lifestyle (SL)
and Food Innovation Adoption (FIA) each show a significant impact on CP in both countries
(Hypotheses 3, 4 and 5 are supported).

Among these five independent variables (H1 to H5), SL has the highest impact on CP
(0.306) for Malaysia. However, for Hungary, FIA shows the highest impact on CP (0.414).
It is interesting to note that the same factor (FIA), though significant, shows the lowest
impact on CP in the Malaysian context (0.109). This indicates the difference in perception
and role that FIA plays in these two countries.

On the other hand, PQ is found to be the second most important factor leading to CP
in Malaysia and in Hungary. This finding highlights the consistent perception of users
in both countries who tend to relate the perceived quality of organic foods with their
purchasing intention.

As for the impact of the research variables on FIA as mediating variables, HC, PQ, and
SL were found to be significant predictors of FIA in Malaysia and Hungary (Hypotheses 6,
8 and 9 are supported). Testing the impact of EC on FIA shows differing results for the two
countries, where EC on FIA is significant in Malaysia but not in Hungary (H7 is partially
supported). This shows that although EC leads to CP in Hungary, it does not significantly
predict Hungarians‘ FIA behavior.
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To further investigate the mediating effect of FIA in the relationships between each of
the predictors HC, EC, PQ, and SL to CP, the significance of these indirect paths was tested.
The results of the indirect effects are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Indirect effects of factors towards CP through FIA.

Hypothesis Relationship
MD HD

Path Coef. p-Value Path Coef. p-Value

H10 HC → FIA → CP 0.012 0.253 0.078 0.003 **
H11 EC → FIA → CP 0.037 0.082 * −0.004 0.890
H12 PQ → FIA → CP 0.014 0.212 0.129 <0.001 **
H13 SL → FIA → CP 0.020 0.057 * 0.136 <0.001 **

** Significant at 1%; * Significant at 10%

The result of the indirect effects analysis reveals several significant paths. According to
Hair et al. [77], it is necessary to evaluate indirect effects in order to determine whether a
mediating effect is present. When both direct and indirect effects are significant, a partial
mediation is observed; if the indirect effect is significant but the direct effect is insignificant,
a full or indirect-only mediation is identified. However, when the indirect effect is insignifi-
cant, but the direct effect is significant, it indicates that a direct-only effect or no mediation
effect is present [77].

From the mediation results above, it is observed that FIA is a significant mediator for
EC and SL impacts on CP for Malaysia. However, it is not a significant mediator for PQ
and HC. Reading this finding together with the earlier finding of the direct effect of HC on
CP, it was also found not to be significant for Malaysia, while the direct effect of FIA on CP
was significant. From these three findings, it can be deduced that for Malaysian consumers,
health consciousness is an important reason that makes them consider accepting innovation
in food production; however, health consciousness in itself is not the reason for purchasing
organic foods.

As for the Hungarian data, the finding shows FIA as a significant mediator for HC,
PQ and SL on CP. However, FIA is found not to be a mediator for EC. Compounding this
finding with the direct impacts of EC on CP (significant) and FIA (not significant), it can be
deduced for Hungarian consumers that environmental concern is an important factor of
consideration for them when purchasing organic foods; however environmental concern
in itself is not a reason for adopting innovation in food production. Based on this finding,
Hypotheses 10, 11 and 12 are partially supported, while Hypothesis 13 is fully supported.

5. Discussion

The data obtained in both countries revealed that consumers in both countries have
some commonalities and some key differences in their adoption of food innovation, as well
as in the purchase of organic foods. This section presents a critical discussion of these
findings for Malaysia and Hungary.

When it comes to the purchase of organic foods, both countries show different crucial
determining factors that affect their decision making. To assist with visualizing the findings,
Table 7 is based on the statistical results of path modelling coefficients in Table 5.

Table 7. Visual representation of Path Modelling Results showing the relative importance of the constructs.

Constructs

Malaysian Consumers Hungarian Consumers

Food Innovation
Adoption

Organic Food
Purchase

Food Innovation
Adoption

Organic Food
Purchase

Health Consciousness Important (4) Important (3) Important (3)
Environmental Concern Important (1) Important (4)

Perceived Quality Important (3) Important (2) Important (2) Important (2)
Social Lifestyle Important (2) Important (1) Important (1) Important (5)

Food Innovation Adoption Important (3) Important (1)

Note: Numbers in bracket show the ranking and relative importance of factors within the column.224
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For Malaysian consumers, SL is the most crucial factor, followed by PQ and FIA,
in determining their organic foods purchase intention. Comparing this with Hungarian
consumers, the result shows that FIA is the most crucial determinant for Hungarians,
followed by PQ, HC, EC, and finally SL.

The social lifestyle factor is found to be the most important factor that contributes to
the intention to purchase organic foods in Malaysia. The social lifestyle variable measures
buyers’ concerns regarding status and peer influences. Malaysian consumers demon-
strate a greater tendency that social lifestyle will be a reason to purchase organic foods,
which are more expensive than conventional foods. Social influence was also found in
previous studies to impact on consumers’ intention to purchase organic foods in Malaysia
by Ayub [77,82] and in Pakistan [83]. In particular, peer pressure was found to be a signifi-
cant determinant in persuading young Malaysian consumers to purchase green products
in a previous study [84]. Malaysian consumers appeared to purchase organic products
with the intention of fulfilling and expressing their social identity [85] which is found to be
consistent with the findings of this study.

Other findings from the region, such as Nguyen et al. [86], reveal that organic foods
label significantly contributed to buyers’ favorable attitude to buying organic foods among
urban Vietnamese consumers, while Fogarassy et al. [71] found that highly educated young
people who are very conscious and live on good incomes may be the target group for
circular innovation in Hungary. The study found that young consumers, the internet savvy,
and software users living in cities buy organic foods and follow healthy lifestyle trends.
Hence, having access to a more expensive food selection may be seen as a social symbol
and a differentiator from the masses, as well as a sustainable lifestyle trend.

The perceived quality of organic foods is found to be the second most important factor
that drives the intention to purchase organic foods in Malaysia. Malaysian consumers seem
to compare conventional foods with organic foods based on this perceived main difference—
its quality. In previous studies by Lee and Yun [87] and Lockie et al. [88], consumers were
found to be committed to foods they perceived to be natural, nutritional and free of
unnecessary processing as well as artificial additives. Organic plants contain lower levels
of pesticide residues and minimum concentrations of nitrate and cadmium. Besides,
organic animal products were also found to contain higher levels of omega-3 fatty acids.
Overall, organic foods were associated less with allergies, eczema, and obesity. Although
there was insufficient evidence to draw conclusions on the positive health outcomes of
consuming organic foods in the study by Meemken and Qaim [2], the study found that
consumers from Malaysia and Hungary do associate organic foods with higher quality.

Although health consciousness was expected to be an important reason for purchasing
organic foods, this finding is contrary to the conventional wisdom. According to [84,89],
health concerns were found to be more important than environmental issues for Indian
consumers while they make purchasing decisions for organic foods. However, this study
finds Malaysian consumers do not significantly associate health consciousness with their
intention to purchase organic foods, but they do associate health consciousness with food
innovation adoption, which is an important finding. FIA seems to fit the missing piece of
the puzzle, in that it explains the inter-relationship between the health consciousness of
consumers and their intention to purchase organic foods, as a mediator.

Food innovation adoption is the most crucial reason for the intention to purchase
organic foods in Hungary. Hungarian consumers seem to show greater awareness of food
innovations compared to Malaysian consumers. This is perhaps due to the greater usage
of technology in the agricultural sector in Hungary and Europe in general, as compared
to Asia where most countries still rely on human labor for agricultural output [90–92].
The labor intensity in Asian agricultural production could also be related to the type of
crops they harvest. Rice cultivation is purportedly more labor-intense as compared to
wheat production, contributing to the greater demand for human labor in Asian agriculture
(Vollrath [93]).
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A lesser emphasis on human labor in agriculture possibly allows European countries
such as Hungary to focus more on food innovation technology. As a result, both capacity
and performance in ecological innovations are found to be better in European countries,
as compared to Asian countries [94]. The Hungarian data analysis shows the distinctly
high impact of FIA (Beta Coefficient = 0.414) on consumers’ intention to purchase organic
foods. While FIA is a third important factor for Malaysian consumers, this finding shows a
significant difference between European (Hungarian) and Asian (Malaysian) consumers.
Food innovation adoption is an important determinant of intention to purchase organic
foods among buyers in Europe, but not a strong determinant in Asia.

Although environmental concern was significant in determining Romanian consumers’
eating habits (Oroian et al. [95]), this study finds environmental concerns do not have a
substantial effect on Malaysian consumers’ intention to purchase organic foods, and it
is also the second least important factor that predicts the intention to purchase organic
foods in Hungary. This inferior result of EC could be due to current consumers’ motives
in consuming organic foods, which is not primarily driven by their intention to protect
the ecological environment. Rather, their motives are based on social lifestyle factors
and perceived quality (for Malaysia) and food innovation, perceived quality, and health
concerns (for Hungary). This finding is consistent with recent research that found health
factor and maintaining social status in society take priority in consumers’ minds over
environmental safety [96].

The results for FIA reveal peculiar findings. EC is the most crucial determinant of
FIA in Malaysia, while it is not significant in Hungary (but significant on CP in Hungary).
Environmental concerns or ecological consciousness are seen as important determinants
for FIA among Malaysians. There is a strong association between environmental protection
and food innovation technology in Malaysian consumers’ minds. These two dimensions are
seen as highly connected. Conversely, for Hungarians, EC is seen as a ‘distant factor’ that
has no direct impact on their food innovation adoption behavior. EC, although significant
for Hungarians in their organic food purchases, is not something they associate with
FIA. Perhaps Hungarian food consumers do not look at innovation in food technology
as something that is truly protective and conserving the environment. This suggests
a possible skepticism towards food innovation technology and production, which are
perhaps not viewed as environmentally friendly albeit perceived to be producing good
quality foods [97,98]. It is worth noting this major difference between Asia (Malaysian) and
Europe (Hungarian) where Asian food consumers in this context associate environmental
concerns with FIA, while European consumers seem not to associate the two.

Although Hungarian consumers do not associate EC with FIA, they strongly associate
SL with FIA. Although social factors and status were not strong determinants of their
intention to purchase organic foods, they are significantly more important in their FIA.
This suggests Hungarian consumers consider social and lifestyle factors as trends that go
together with innovation in the food sector. This possibly indicates that in their mind,
innovation in food technology is just another social and lifestyle trend [99]. Social lifestyle
trends are also found to be equally important elements in the Malaysian context which
drive their adoption of food innovation. This could indicate a global trend of innovation in
food technology being perceived by consumers as a social and lifestyle trend.

Hungarian consumers also show the high impact of PQ on CP, which indicates their
high trust in food innovation technologies which are perceived to produce high quality
foods, although they were skeptical about the environmental impact of FIA.

It was considered meaningful to include food innovation adoption as an important
construct in the modelling of this study and to provide an understanding of the wider
ecosystem of organic food consumerism. The indirect effect results show that food innova-
tion adoption seems to significantly mediate the relationships between the independent
and dependent variables for both countries in most relationship paths. For Malaysian
consumers FIA effectively mediates the impact of EC and SL on CP, while for Hungarian
consumers FIA effectively mediates the impact of HC, PQ and SL on CP. For an elusive
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construct such as the FIA which had previously been less understood, the findings of this
research show its pivotal role in understanding the ecosystem of organic food consumerism.

6. Conclusions

Consumer consciousness towards a more natural lifestyle and consumption behavior
has led to various attempts to incorporate technology and trends in food production
innovations. Various studies have discovered that buyers were increasingly troubled
about the kind of foods they consume daily [100,101]. The rising interest in nutritious
foods is reflected in consumers’ demand for organic food alternatives that promise better
quality foods through the innovative use of technology and innovation in production.
Food innovation serves the twin-role of providing high quality foods, as well as increasing
the production of foods to meet rising global food demand.

Cross-national studies are gaining popularity as they are meaningful ways to pro-
vide new insights into consumer behavior by comparing consumer choices and actions in
different cultures [87]. To add to this body of literature, this study measured important
factors that influence the intention to purchase organic foods in Hungary and Malaysia,
both countries that are strong in agricultural output in their regions. Additionally, this study
identified food innovation adoption as an important variable to be included in the model
as evidenced in recent food technology literatures, to better understand the organic food
consumerism ecosystem impacted by food innovation technologies. We found food inno-
vation adoption plays a critical role in explaining consumers’ organic foods purchasing
behavior in Hungary and Malaysia.

The marketing of organic foods could emphasize the quality of organic foods as this
is found to be the biggest driver of the intention to purchase organic foods in both coun-
tries. Social and lifestyle factors are highly significant in driving purchasing intentions.
Consumers associate organic foods with trends in society and see it as a lifestyle choice.
This could be a persuasive narrative for governments, policy makers, organic food pro-
ducers, and retailers in improving engagement with consumers to promote sustainable
consumption behavior. This could also lead to greater involvement of organic food buyers
in the organic foods value chain, which is desirable for consumers [102]. Organic food
growers and retailers may provide more information and transparency regarding their
cultivation process, which is often invisible to final consumers. This lack of transparency
may be leading to skepticism towards food innovations that are utilized in the production
of organic foods.

7. Limitations of the Study and Future Directions

Although the sample size obtained in this study was statistically significant, the demo-
graphics of the respondents from both countries were not similar. A more proportionate
sampling of respondents based on national population statistics may provide more com-
parable data. Future studies could investigate demographic control variables as well as
assess their moderating effects on food innovation adoption and the intention to purchase
organic foods.

The purposive sampling methodology was used to select respondents in this study,
due to the absence of a sampling frame. Future studies could collaborate with retailers
to create a list of organic foods purchasers through customers’ purchase records to target
actual customers who have purchased organic foods to be included for data collection.

This study is also limited in measuring the consumer purchase behavior related to
organic foods. We used purchase intention as a measure to estimate actual behavior. Fu-
ture studies can address this limitation by measuring the actual purchase of organic foods.

There seems to be a higher level of skepticism, especially in Europe, regarding the
relationship between environmental conservation and food innovation. More work is
needed in this area to discover the reasons behind the skepticism and to further assess the
impact of food technology and innovation on environmental protection and preservation
in the context of organic foods.
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Abstract: The consumer environment determines consumers’ buying behavior and product prefer-
ences, and understanding these factors allows businesses in the industry to identify market demands.
In view of the different contexts, Spain and Brazil, there are differences in the consumption of beef,
in the production and the regulatory process concerning beef, and in particular the traceability system.
The traceability system is mandatory in Spain and voluntary in Brazil. From these prerogatives,
this cross-cultural study carried out through a self-administered questionnaire with 2132 Spanish and
Brazilian beef buyers/consumers, aimed at comparing and understanding the familiarity with the
bovine traceability system and traceability information of the label as a food security indicator. It is
concluded that traceability information is well received by consumers as an attribute of credibility,
and consumers are interested in ensuring that the item they buy is of known and reliable origin.
But more incentives may help clarify the advantages of purchasing food with certified traceability,
making it more effective for consumers to use this knowledge.

Keywords: beef; traceability system; marketing; consumer; safety food; cross cultural study;
questionnaire

1. Introduction

Consumer purchasing behavior with regard to food products has been extensively
studied. The context in which food products are purchased, the use of the product and
the level of knowledge handled, i.e., the environment of consumption (socio-cultural,
economic, technological, and political), define consumer behavior and preferences for
products and processes influencing their choice at the time of purchase. It is a challenge
for companies in the sector to consider all these factors, as consumer demand ultimately
drives the continued investment of companies in research and innovation [1–5].

In view of the different contexts which, as already described, define the preference
of the consumer for a particular product, the present work has been carried out in two
countries, Spain and Brazil, in which there are differences in the consumption of beef,
and in the production and in the regulatory framework which involves it, particularly
with regard to food safety issues and with reference to traceability. The key focus of this
analysis is on the fact that traceability is mandatory in Spain following European Union
(EU) regulations and voluntary in Brazil [6–10].

The implementation of product traceability is mainly due to the food crises of the
1990s, particularly those caused by the appearance of bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE). Consumer trust was affected at that time, during which traceability systems proved
to be inefficient, and a series of regulatory reforms were implemented, first in European
countries, and later spread to other continents [11–14].
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There is a great economic loss in any crisis facing the production system due to the
massive loss of the product, in addition to the bad reputation suffered by the companies
involved, which also creates an additional cost to regain consumer confidence in the
product again [15]. Because of this set of guiding factors, traceability in this situation
helps to improve the efficiency of internal management in terms of knowledge available on
products and processes, which provides effective control of the food supply chain [14,16].

Traceability can be used as a method to comply with regulations and comply with food
safety and quality standards, providing information on the origin, processing, and final
destination of food to be related between producers and consumers [12,13]. It is also
expected that if farmers and agro-food companies comply with legal traceability criteria,
the role of health control would be facilitated. The more accurate the monitoring system,
the faster it is possible to identify a producer and solve food safety or quality issues [17,18].

Product traceability is also important in a wider range of ideas because of the global-
ization of food marketing, as a result of the long distances that food travels from its origin
to the consumer. Food monitoring is extremely important at this stage to discover the
origin and authenticity of the food [19].

According to the activity or direction in which information is passed through the food
chain, traceability can be classified into three types [20–23]:

• Internal traceability or process traceability: It is the ability to internally track the
origin of products coming into the supply chain or leaving the company to control
it. When using this traceability system, the main objective of industries is to enhance
institutional management.

• Return traceability or supplier traceability: It is the ability of this system to find the
origin and characteristics of a product based on one or more criteria at each point in
the supply chain, allowing for effective product identification and management of
quality and safety standards.

• Direct traceability or consumer traceability: It helps the consumer to establish trust,
that is, to increase the credibility of purchased products. Foods must have a transpar-
ent tracking accompanied by information about their origin on product labels. The key
theme discussed in this paper was this last example of traceability listed, which refers
to traceability for consumers.

Traceability is necessary for verification of credence attributes such as origin. In gen-
eral, it is considered that color, price and freshness of meat are search attributes, due to
the fact that they are known before purchase, whilst taste and tenderness are experience
attributes because they are only known after consumption. However, the greatest problem
arises in the case of credence attributes, that is, those attributes that cannot be known even
after having consumed the product or, on occasions, those with a high cost due to the
adverse effects that may cause on the consumer [24]. Amongst these, animal welfare and
environmentally friendly production methods, food safety, or origin can be found [25].
Grunert et al. [26] indicated the growing interest in the role of credence attributes play in
consumer choice. In a recent study [27], traceability is considered a sustainability attribute
like animal welfare and effect of greenhouse gas emissions.

From the literature reviewed, it is clear that traceability is highly valued by consumers
for various reasons, since it is essential to know the origin of the animal and the places
where the transformation processes have taken place [28]. The region of production or
origin are some of the aspects most valued by consumers [29–31]. Many consumers show
more confidence in meat produced in certain places precisely because they consider it safer.
In the study of Loureiro and Umberger [28], indication of origin may only become a signal
of enhanced quality if the source of origin is associated with higher food safety or quality.
In this sense consumers value of country of origin depending on the number of other
credence attributes included in product descriptions and the location of the consumer [32].

Therefore, traceability or certification of origin can only be used as an indication of
consumer quality if it is associated to greater security. Security differs from many other
attributes of quality, since it is a hard attribute to observe. A product may appear to be
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of high quality (i.e., color, texture, and flavor) but may not be healthy because it may be
contaminated with undetected pathogens, toxic chemicals, or other health risks [13,28].
It performs in such a way that a tracked product can be considered of superior quality to a
non-tracked product as a factor of competition in the industry [33].

Two lines of thinking are observed in investigations carried out on consumer con-
fidence in traceability information: One in which it is argued that one of the ways to
guarantee food safety comes from traceability, and the other in which the presence of
traceability information on the labels does not translate into stronger consumer confidence.

Traceability, on the one hand, is used as a food safety method that provides product
recall to identify the source of a problem [34,35]. It also acts as proof of the authenticity
of the food and that the labels present in the packaging of meat products are capable
of enhancing the consumer’s well-being by improving the understanding of the origin
of the product, indicating that the food has been checked during the manufacturing
process [28,36,37]. The certification of the product makes the consumer sure that the
product is from where it actually mentions on the label [13].

On the other hand, despite the recognized need for clear information on the quality of
the entire food chain, supported by modern methods of monitoring and tracking, other
quality attributes may compete with the label’s traceability information. Such information,
that may have little or no priority at the time of purchase, must be taken into account in
any assessment of consumer preferences with regard to the certification of origin [38].

Furthermore, food quality is related to a proactive policy of creating requirements for
the maintenance of a healthy food supply. However, the traceability information available
on the labels does not always contribute to greater confidence, as the safety of a product is
the responsibility shared by all actors in the food chain, including governments, industry
and consumers, and is susceptible to failure [39].

Traceability system proponents believe that labels serve the right of the consumer to
know about the origins of food products. Opponents are of the opinion that the labeling law
is a protectionist measure, supported by distorted expectations of the quality of products
imported. They find the labeling process expensive and complicated [40].

Amidst so many reflections on the advantages or disadvantages of traceability, do con-
sumers know what the system of traceability is? Is this information, as it is currently
shown, useful and relevant when deciding to buy beef? Do consumers trust the traceability
information on the labels? Whenever necessary, do consumers know how to use this
information (in a time of crisis, for example)? When a system is obligatory or voluntary,
are there differences?

Communication is the crucial point of understanding between consumers and compa-
nies [38]. Once we know the types of information that different types of consumers require,
we can begin to investigate whether the provision of specific information that is available
through traceability will ultimately influence consumer confidence or not in making the
final purchase decision [34].

Appropriate measurement methods are required to answer these questions in order to
assess the value that consumers attach to information on traceability, but also to inform
industry about market demand [18]. This would have significant consequences for public
policy formulation [40]

The fact that the traceability system is mandatory in one country (Spain) and not in
another (Brazil) could be the source of some differences in consumer perception. The pur-
pose of this study was to understand the familiarity of Spanish and Brazilian consumers
with the bovine traceability system and the label traceability information as an indicator
of product safety in countries with different beef consumption, production and mainly
different scale of the traceability system’s implementation.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Overview

In general, meat consumption differs between regions due to different dietary patterns,
income levels, and product availability [41]. This statement can be extended to places like
Spain and Brazil, the focus countries of this study, which show differences in terms of
consumption, production, and the traceability system of beef.

With regard to beef cattle production, Spain, considered one of the largest exporters
both within and outside the EU, is of great importance at the European level [6]. In Brazil,
on the other hand, beef production is of global importance, with the nation ranked among
the world’s largest producers and exporters of beef [8]. As far as consumption is concerned,
three times more beef is consumed in Brazil than in Spain. The apparent consumption
in Spain is 12.7 kg/inhabitant/year [7], while in Brazil the consumption of beef is ba-
sic and high (35.8 kg/inhabitant/year) and is the fifth largest user of this commodity
worldwide [42].

The traceability of beef is another very important differential point between the
two countries and the main theme of this study. In Spain, the mandatory traceability
legally obligated is protected by the European framework [9]. On the opposite, in Brazil,
where there is a voluntary traceability of beef [10], with the exception of the production of
animals and products exported to countries requiring traceability. There is also a difference
in the traceability information on the beef label that reaches the consumer in Spain and
Brazil, in Spain this information is mandatory and required by law [43], while in Brazil this
information is optional [10].

2.2. Consumers

The study was performed in 2016, with Spanish and Brazilian consumers reaching
a total of 2132 regular beef purchasers. In Spain, 436 questionnaires were applied in the
province of Zaragoza, and in Brazil, the questionnaires were administered in four different
States—Minas Gerais (n = 424), Sao Paulo (n = 456), Parana (n = 406) and Santa Catarina
(n = 410). Zaragoza was chosen because it is considered a model region in market studies
in Spain due to its size and consumer behavior. In Brazil, the four regions were chosen
because differ in consumption and beef production, complementing themselves to become
representative of the country. The consumption of beef in the State of Minas Gerais is
one of the lowest in the country, consumption in São Paulo is below the national average,
in the State of Paraná is within the average and in Santa Catarina is above the average
consumption. In relation to beef production, the State of Minas Gerais is the second largest
producer of beef in the country, São Paulo is in ninth place, Paraná in tenth and Santa
Catarina in thirteenth. The States of São Paulo and Minas Gerais are two of the main States
where the largest meat processing plants in the country are gathered.

2.3. Online Questionnaire

The data of this study were collected through a self-administered questionnaire
for dissemination in network designed with the support of the Google.forms software
(Supplementary Materials, Web Application—Google Platform). Questionnaires were sent
in each country’s native language (Spanish or Portuguese).

Two types of non-probabilistic sampling were used for data collection: Chain sampling,
used to classify subjects with specific characteristics, beef consumers in our case; and con-
ventional sampling, in which subjects are selected for their accessibility [44]. The analysis
has been planned to achieve descriptive and empirical goals. Closed questions with two or
more alternatives and/or scales of responses were used for this [45].

The questionnaire initially presented questions about the knowledge and correct
definition of the traceability concept, the variables that make up the current traceability
system, and the level of credibility and importance of the traceability system for beef.

Four additional questions/topics were then dealt with, two of which were addressed
to the Spanish consumer and two to the Brazilian consumer relating to purchasing beef
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with traceability information or Certificate of Origin (CoO). Spanish consumers were
questioned if they had taken the traceability information on meat labels into account at
the time of purchase. Brazilian consumers were asked if they had already purchased beef
with traceability information on the label, since traceability information is not present in all
products. As the response, positive or negative, was asked to justify the answer.

The other two questions were related to the importance of traceability or CoO infor-
mation on labels. Six label models (Appendix A) with a different layout and traceability
information set have been suggested for Spanish consumers. Participants were asked to
order the labels from the most preferred to the least preferred from the layout and set of
traceability information on each of the labels.

Each label contained the same “basic” product information such as the name of the
product, the category, the recommendations for cooking, the expiration date, the price, etc.
But with regards to the traceability information itself, three types of data were combined
between the tags:

• “Traceability” includes the mandatory information provided by law: Traceability
number of the animal, animal birthplace, animal fattening location, slaughterhouse,
and cutting and boning room.

• Extra information, also referred to as “plus” in this study, was added to the label with
mandatory traceability information. The breed and sex of the animal and the date of
birth were included

• A “QR Code” (Quick Response Code) used on the labels, in this case, for the electronic
reading of the traceability information of the product for sale.

Two types of labels (Appendix B) were sent to Brazilian consumers, one of which pro-
vided traceability information commonly found on beef labels sold in Brazil, i.e., an animal
traceability number and a QR code for online access to animal origin information—CoO.
And another label included traceability information on the label, just like the one supplied
on the labels of beef sold in Spain, i.e., animal traceability number, animal birthplace,
animal fattening location, slaughterhouse, and cutting and boning room. Brazilian con-
sumers were asked which of the two labels provided the necessary information to satisfy
their requirements.

Finally, participants from both countries were asked if, in case of suspicion that the
meat they purchased has a problem of food safety quality or other aspects related to health,
what action would they take with respect to the use of that food.

2.4. Data Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM® SPSS statistics version 22. Univariate
and bivariate analyses were used to evaluate characteristics related to consumer behav-
ior. Descriptive and chi-square analyses were used to evaluate characteristics related to
consumer behavior: Knowledge, credibility, and importance of traceability and utility of
information traceability on the beef label.

A maximum significance level of 5% or less was tested for acceptance or rejection of
the null hypothesis. The conjoint analysis, using the dependency method, was used to
determine the preference of different levels of Spanish beef label traceability information.
As variables, the presence of mandatory traceability data, the presence of additional infor-
mation and the presence of a QR code were analyzed, with two levels, omission/presence,
in each variable.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Knowledge of the Traceability System for Beef

The use of traceability information at the time of purchase results depending on
knowledge of the concept [35]. This investigation, in line with these findings, starts with an
interest in understanding if Spanish and Brazilian consumers are familiar with traceability.

According to the results of this study, just over half of the Spanish consumer sample
(52.8%) and 58.4% of Brazilian consumers say to be perfectly familiar with the concept of
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traceability. While about a third of consumers in both countries indicate they do not know
traceability, the majority of respondents chose the correct definition of “monitoring of beef
origin and products” representing 81.2% of Spanish consumers and 77.5% of Brazilians
(Table 1).

Table 1. Knowledge and definition of the traceability concept for Spanish and Brazilians consumers.

Traceability Concept *
Country 1

p
Spain Brazil

Knowledge of the concept

Yes, perfectly 52.8 58.4
0.045No, totally unaware 36.0 33.3

Unclear 11.2 8.3

Definition of the concept

Monitoring of beef origin and products 81.2 77.5

≤0.001

Beef inspected by the health service 3.4 11.4
Nutritional information by labels 2.3 1.3

No chemical residues contaminants in beef 0.7 0.4
Branded beef 0.5 0.8
Don’t know 11.9 8.6

1 Total n = 2132, Spain n = 436, Brazil n = 1696. * Only one answer per question. (%).

Consumers with no traceability information end up not being interested in this sub-
ject [46]. In two studies evaluating knowledge of the concept of traceability, one in 2006 [47]
and another ten years later, in 2016 [33], it was shown that considerable difficulty in hearing
about traced meat was and continues to be associated with the lack of product availability
and accessibility of product information.

It is worth noting that 11.4% of Brazilian consumers chose the traceability concept in
this study: “Beef inspected by the health service” (Table 1). This choice is likely to refer
to the quality inspection service for the production of food products of Brazilian animal
origin (MAPA—Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, and Supply) whose certificate seal is
present in all packages of products of animal origin, with three levels of inspection: Federal
Inspection Service (S.I.F), State Inspection Service (S.I.E) and Municipal Inspection Service
(S.I.M) [48]. Our findings were confirmed by other studies carried out in Brazil that indicate
that more consumers are aware of certificates of inspection for animal products than of
traceability information or CoO [12,33].

For many consumers, the term that indicates information such as “monitoring” and
“inspection” offers an additional impression of product protection, as is the case with
traceability [33,46]. The results of this study suggest that consumers hesitated about the
definition of traceability at first but once introduced to the definition, most will know how
to identify it (Table 1).

3.2. Aspects That Make up the Current Traceability System for Beef

The ability to organize the chain efficiently is the basic requirement of the traceability
system [47]. The introduction of traceability systems for the beef supply chain in some
countries is based on mandatory legislation (such as Spain), while in others, regulations
have been adopted on a voluntary basis, where market-dependent incentives for their
implementation (such as Brazil) [33,47].

The first step towards the efficient use of traceability by consumers seems to be
primarily related to informing consumers about the origin of the product, i.e., the various
steps in which they show that the quality and safety of the product has been regulated [49].
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Despite the different covering, one mandatory and the other voluntary, the regulations
governing the traceability system in Spain and Brazil are the same. Consumers in both
countries were therefore asked which aspects are incorporated into the existing traceability
system. Table 2 shows a total of nine aspects, all of which are present in Spain and Brazil as
part of the traceability system.

Table 2. Aspects assumed by Spanish and Brazilian consumers are part of the current traceability
system for beef.

Aspects of Traceability System *
Country 1

p
Spain Brazil

Animal feed 49.5 75.9 ≤0.001
Animal breed 61.5 76.2 ≤0.001
Date of birth 64.9 78.9 ≤0.001

Animal birthplace 48.4 72.4 ≤0.001
Animal fattening location 49.3 75.5 ≤0.001

Transport 44.7 73.1 ≤0.001
Slaughter date 71.3 86.9 ≤0.001
Slaughterhouse 65.4 87.7 ≤0.001

Cutting and boning room 37.6 45.5 0.003
Don’t know 17.2 4.6 ≤0.001

1 Total n = 2132, Spain, n = 436, Brazil, n = 1696. * Multiple answers possible. (%).

The findings indicate that more than half of the Spanish consumers surveyed identified
only four aspects: The breed of the animal (61.5%), the date of birth (64.9%), the date of
slaughter (71.3%), and the slaughterhouse (65.4%) (Table 2). From these results it can be
concluded that the information that tends to be more common to Spanish consumers that
is part of the traceability system is precisely the mandatory reference information found
on the beef labels in this region, which are: Slaughter place and animal category of sales
denomination provided for in Royal Decree 75/2009 [43].

A study has shown that specific aspects linked to the traceability system are less
relevant for the general public/consumers and much more of interest to other market
segments, such as producers, processors and the retail chain [47]. The stages of the process,
which is quality related to safety which is a potential attribute of credibility to be valued
at the time of purchase, are not evaluated out of their own, but what results from all
of this [17,18].

In Brazil, more than half of consumers (45.5%) did not select just one attribute, “cutting
room” (Table 2) The results found that the majority of Brazilian consumers are informed of
the aspects that are part of the traceability system, according to researchers [50], because
the information is known. This can be an indication that investments in the meat chain may
bring benefits to retailers who need protection against the loss of consumer confidence.

3.3. Credibility and Importance of Traceability of Beef

The level of credibility and importance of beef traceability was evaluated in this
study and the results (Table 3) showed that the credibility of traceability information
is partial for 47.7% of Spanish consumers and 62.0% of Brazilians, whereas a greater
proportion of Spanish consumers believe traceability information totally (28.0%) than
Brazilians (14.6%). Spanish consumers also rely more than Brazilians on information
such as: Origin and production of animals, marketing information, information on the
slaughterhouse, and information on the animal itself.

Our study suggests that the fact that traceability information is provided more con-
fidence by Spanish consumers than by Brazilians come from the fact that the traceability
and labeling system in Spain is mandatory, and mainly because it is already consolidated,
unlike in Brazil, where both traceability and labeling systems are voluntary, often only for
marketing purposes, as some researchers suggest [37].
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Table 3. Credibility and importance in the traceability information that Spanish and Brazilian
consumers believe is appropriate to their way of thinking.

Credibility and Importance of Traceability *
Country 1

p
Spain Brazil

Total credibility 28.0 14.6 ≤0.001
Partial credibility 47.7 62.0 ≤0.001

No credibility 7.3 2.9 ≤0.001
Credibility in the origin and production of animal 33.7 16.6 ≤0.001

Credibility in marketing information 24.8 7.3 ≤0.001
Credibility in slaughterhouse information 19.0 8.8 ≤0.001

Credibility in the information of the animal itself 13.5 6.3 ≤0.001
Traceability is important for consumers 59.6 50.9 0.001
Traceability is important for companies 33.7 31.1 0.301

1 Total n = 2132, Spain n = 436, Brazil n = 1696. * Multiple answers possible. (%).

According to previous research [18,49], the credibility of traceability information is
determined by its accessibility and the consumers’ own reasoning. In order to become
an attribute of confidence for the user, traceability information needs to be driven by the
advantages that this information brings [27].

As far as the importance of the traceability system is concerned, more Spanish con-
sumers (59.6%) and to a minor extent, Brazilians (50.9%) agree that traceability is important
to consumers, that is to say, to themselves. To a minor extent, about a third of Spanish
consumers (33.7%) and Brazilians (31.1%) agree that traceability is important for companies
(Table 3). According to some researchers [13,18], although consumers partially believe in
traceability information, they still believe that traceability remains important for them,
data that corroborate our study.

A study conducted with Brazilian consumers [27] confirms the importance of attributes
such as traceability in the decision-making process for purchasing beef. Other research,
also carried out in Brazil [33,51] found that the majority of beef consumers, more than 90%
of them, agreed that meat with any kind of certification has greater benefits than meat
without any certification, and consumers believe that certificate products are better, higher
quality and more secure.

Knowing the perceptions and requirements of consumers about food traceability is
often an obstacle, because credit attributes can be interpreted with different ways, such as
marketing purposes for example. Misinterpretations can lead consumers not to know the
real reason for traceability, which is to improve food security against hazards that may
occur at different points in the food chain [37,52].

For this reason, industry and government must focus their efforts to ensure that
messages are properly transmitted and understood by consumers from credible attributes,
such as traceability information [17,37].

In general, measures to minimize consumer inaccurate vision are straightforward and
efficient communication, that is to say, in a format that is easily accessible and without
overloading consumers. This suggests more visible labeling with certification assurances
during buying, giving customers the ability to more clearly evaluate meat security [53].

3.4. Usefulness of Traceability Information on Beef Labels

Food labels aim to enable consumers to make informed decisions about experience and
credibility attributes such as product quality, technology for production, and processing [52,54].
Given that consumer perceptions of food safety risk are strongly linked to the credibility of
product attribute information, food labeling regulation needs to ensure the integrity of that
information [37].
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The information on the meat label is considered to have higher or lower levels of
importance at the time of purchase. Research performed with meat consumers indicate
that readily interpretable information, such as meat type/cut and expiration data, has a
higher rating of significance and use compared to credit information indications, such as
origin [17,46,47,55].

Our study evaluated the utility for Spanish and Brazilian consumers of traceability
and/or CoO information on beef labels. Since traceability information is obligatory on
beef labels in Spain and on a voluntary basis in Brazil, concerns about the utility of this
information have been handled in accordance with the reality of the consumers in question
(Tables 4 and 5).

Table 4. Opinion of Spanish consumers on information related to the traceability in beef labels.

Traceability of the Beef Label Spain 1

Do you take into account the data related to traceability on beef labels?

Yes 57.3
No 42.7

In case of AFFIRMATIVE answer 2,*

I don’t buy beef from unknown or suspicious countries 32.7
I want to know the origin of the product 22.9

I only buy beef originating from my country 20.7
I only buy beef originating from my region 13.0

I only buy beef from the EU 10.6

In case of NEGATIVE answer 3,*

It has never worried me 31.3
I don’t know what to do with that information 21.3

Knowing there is traceability is enough 19.6
Traceability code must be on the products, but it is not my responsibility 11.7

This information is difficult to interpret 8.7
I don’t have time to read it 4.9

I don’t see the use of it 2.4
1 Total n = 436, 2 only for people who said “yes” n = 250, 3 only for people who said “no” n = 186. * It is possible
to mark several points. (%).

Table 5. Opinion of Brazilian consumers on information related to the traceability in beef labels.

Traceability of the Beef Label Brazil

Do you buy or have you already bought beef with traceability information on the label? 1*

Yes 32.1
No 22.6

I don’t know if I bought/didn’t realize it at the time of purchase 45.3

If YES, how did you hear about this product? 2*

Knowledge of the traceability of agricultural products 46.4
Observing the identification of traceability on the label 31.7

Marketing in the establishment where I buy or in other channels of communication 17.1
In conversations with others 4.8

If NO, why never bought it? 3*

I don’t know where it sells/I think it’s not available in my city 84.6
I don’t know where it sells and I’m not interested in buying it 9.1

I don’t buy it because I don’t see a difference between meat with traceability or without it 6.3
1 Total n = 1696; Minas Gerais, n = 424; Sao Paulo; n = 456, Parana, n = 406; Santa Catarina, n = 410. 2 Total n = 545
(only for people who said “yes”): Minas Gerais, n = 125; Sao Paulo, n = 161; Parana, n = 141; Santa Catarina,
n = 118. 3 Total n = 383 (only for people who said “no”): Minas Gerais, n = 127; Sao Paulo, n = 70; Parana, n = 90;
Santa Catarina, n = 96. * Mark only one answer. (%).
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Spanish consumers were initially asked if they had taken the traceability information
on the packaging labels into account while purchasing beef (Table 4). Most respondents
said yes (57.3%) compared to 42.7% who said that they did not. The results also showed that
most Spanish consumers use beef traceability information to avoid purchasing products
from unknown or suspicious countries (32.7%) or just want to know the origin of meat
(22.9%). Beef originating in the country itself (20.7%), their region (13.0%), or the European
Union (EU) (10.6%) are preferred, respectively.

Consumers who do not take traceability into account at the time of purchase are mainly
due to never having been concerned with such information (31.3%), or because they do not
know what to do with this traceability information (21.3%), for knowing that it is tracked
is sufficient (19.6%), for thinking that this information is not their responsibility (11.7%),
for not having time to read (4.9%), or not seeing any use of the traceability information for
beef (2.4%) (Table 4).

In the EU, due to concerns on BSE, mandatory traceability information on labels for
beef was introduced in 1997 in order to be used by consumers to infer product quality [56].
It has been shown [40,49] that the mandatory CoO benefits the domestic market in general
if the preference for national products over imported products is high enough. According
to our results, this is what, is happening within the Spanish market.

Also, according to a research on red meat in Spain [57], the origin of the meat was
the most important factor in determining the consumer’s purchase decision and one of
the most important for German and Polish consumers in the decision to purchase of
pork [26]. However, as other researchers have found out [46,58], the information indicating
the product’s visual quality is often more important than the signs on the labels relating to
traceability and origin.

Other studies on the importance attributable to CoO information on the label [59]
show that consumers can be pessimistic about this information because they do not believe,
do not see advantages in the information offered, and do not want to pay for an attribute
that does not value sufficiently.

In this research we found that traceability information is useful (of usefulness) to
consumers who do not feel responsible for the label’s traceability information, or do not
know what to do about it (commitment and lack of knowledge); when purchasing beef.
Other researchers [13] also indicate that consumers are not interested in the information on
traceability itself, but in knowing that traceability has been established and that someone
is inspecting the background of the meat. According to a study by Belgian consumers [47],
about 70% of respondents prefer retailers or butchers to store all the necessary traceability
information and to make it available at the consumer’s request.

In Brazil, labeling with CoO information on beef is voluntary, and because not all
establishments supply beef with this information, Brazilian consumers were asked whether
they had ever bought beef with CoO information on the label.

We found that 45.3% of consumers say they do not know whether they have bought
beef with CoO or not. Another 32.1% said yes, having already bought beef with CoO
against 22.6% that said no (Table 5). A 46.4% of the customers who said they bought beef
with CoO had previous knowledge of traceability from other products, and 31.7% did so
by observing the CoO information provided on the label for themselves, another 17.1%
due to marketing at the establishment or other communication channels, and 4.8% due to
interaction/conversation with other individuals having been informed about beef CoO
(Table 5).

On the other hand, in the case of consumers who said they had never bought beef
with CoO on the label, the large majority (84.6%) of consumers said they did not know
where it was sold and/or believed it was not available at their place of purchase; 9.1% do
not know where to sell, nor are they interested in purchasing in the same way and 6.3% say
they do not buy because they do not see a difference between a product with or without
traceability or certification of origin (Table 5).
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In a study conducted in Brazil [12], it was found that most consumers would like to
have access to information on meat traceability and would be willing to pay more for this
product, supporting Brazil’s mandatory meat traceability. CoO beef products are gaining
place on the shelves of large beef distribution chains, but the supply of these items is still
limited, in most cases, to the packaging of vacuum-packed whole cuts [33].

In relation to the credibility and origin of beef, a vast literature on consumer pref-
erences and on willingness to pay more for labeling initiatives is available [28,33,52,59].
The question is to what degree consumers actually value this information, considering the
increasing use of CoO information on food labels [60,61].

The challenge, then, is how to communicate the use of food security technologies as
consumers are willing to pay for these technologies [62]; and the best way has been to
effectively label food [63].

The best way to provide this information on food labels is to confront costs vs. con-
sumer attitudes/perceptions through the demand for origin information of the product,
taking into account the costs of mandatory implementation of traceability or CoO, which are
high [47,52]. Currently, the findings most commonly seen in research studies [61] are that
consumer expectations for origin knowledge for meat products are clearly growing.

The usefulness of the traceability information for consumers depends on how far
the traceability situation is in the country and the contribution of consumers’ knowledge
on this matter. For example, it was found that consumer risk perceptions in the US and
Japan [52] are significantly affected more by their level of confidence in credit attribute
information such as organic, natural, traceable, and country of origin, than by credibility in
visual attributes such as color and texture.

Studies conducted in countries that do not have a mandatory traceability system until
then, as in China [64] and Poland [65], indicate that regular meat consumers would benefit
from the introduction of this system because this information could serve as a cognitive
shortcut in evaluating the quality of beef and mechanisms of food safety in the public
health perspective.

These findings are relevant to industry and policy, as they indicate that more advanced
animal information quality tips give a sense of control throughout the food chain and help
consumers infer the credibility of products [18,38].

Consumers can look for and expect more information about the CoO of a product,
but if consumers do not value it sufficiently, there is no reason to force the provision of
this information [66]. This does not mean that they are irrelevant, although not of general
relevance to consumers, but from an informative research perspective that should be used
to target specific consumer segments rather than all consumers [38].

3.5. Preference for Traceability Information on the Label for Beef

In order to satisfy consumer needs, the traceability information must be in the format
desired by the user and capable of understanding their needs [52]. Preferences for beef
products may not be similar among consumers in different countries [67]. Therefore,
the preferences for how traceability and/or CoO information is presented on the beef label
by Spanish and Brazilian consumers were also evaluated in this study (Tables 6–8).

Table 6. Opinion of Spanish consumers according to changes in the traceability information on
beef label.

Changes in Traceability Information on Beef Labels * Spain 1

No need changes 47.9
No need for codes or symbols 36.0

Better represented by barcode/QR code 13.1
Don’t know 3.0

1n = 436. * Mark only one answer. (%).
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Table 7. Spanish consumers’ preference according to the amount of information on the beef label.

Attributes
Importance

Values 1 Levels
Estimated
Preference

ERROR p

QR Code 2 24.6
Yes −0.317

0.142

≤0.001
No 0.317

Information 3 75.4
Basic 0.226

0.201Traceability 1.198
Plus −1.424

1n = 436. 2 “QR code”: Module to store information in a dot matrix or in a two-dimensional barcode.
3 Information—type of information on the label: “Basic”: Name of the product, the category, the recommendations
for cooking, the expiration date, the price, etc. “Traceability”: Traceability number of the animal, animal birthplace,
animal fattening location, slaughterhouse and cutting and boning room. “Plus”: The “Traceability” information
mentioned above, with the addition of information on: Breed, sex and date of birth of the animal.

Table 8. Brazilian consumers’ preference according to the amount of information on the beef label.

Display of Traceability Information on Beef Labels * Brazil 1

I prefer it to be a combination of the two labels, with information I can see at the
time of purchase (Spanish label) or that I can access it over the internet if

I’m interested in product origin (Brazilian Label)
56.7

I prefer the Spanish label, because it brings traceability information in the
product label at the time of purchase 31.6

I prefer the Brazilian labels, if I’m interested in knowing the information of
traceability I can access it over the internet through my cell phone or computer

at moment or after purchase
10.4

None of the labels, I don’t see the need for traceability information for beef 1.3
1 Total n = 1696; Minas Gerais, n = 424; Sao Paulo, n = 456; Parana, n = 406; Santa Catarina, n = 410. * Mark only
one answer. (%).

First, Spanish consumers were questioned about the need for changes in the current
display of traceability information on beef labels (Table 6). The results show that the
information provided on labels is sufficient for approximately 48% of Spanish consumers
interviewed and do not see the need for adjustments. Another 36% of consumers agree
that the beef label does not require codes or indications to prove that this product has been
traced. About 13% of consumers said that the traceability information on beef labels would
be better represented using a barcode/QR code.

Six labels with different levels of traceability information have been presented,
going deeper into preferences in the way in which beef traceability information is presented
on labels to Spanish consumers (see set of labels Appendix A).

Regarding the preference for labels which present “traceability” information, the pref-
erence is higher, followed by labels with only “basic” product information. For Spanish
consumers, labels with additional information on ‘plus’ traceability are not necessary.
The results (Table 7) show that information written in the label (75.4%) is more important
than that transmitted by a QR code (24.6%), in other words, the omission of the QR code
is preferred.

The results suggest that Spanish consumers already seem to be used to the amount
and way in which the traceability information is passed to them through the labels, because
a large proportion of consumers believe that there is no need to modify the label and that
the current available information is satisfactory. It is noted that Spanish consumers are
satisfied with how traceability information is made available, without needing to add
codes/symbols or even extra information. Also, the lack of information on traceability is
not well accepted (Table 7).

In a similar study [47] which confronted consumers with different levels of label
traceability information, the most preferred label was the one with traceability information
on it. Participants also largely rejected the meat label without concrete information on
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traceability. In general, the results are indicative that a direct reference to origin may be an
effective option when it comes to informing consumers about the traceability of meat.

It can be assumed at the time of purchase that consumers prefer a simpler presentation
of traceability system information, that is, easy to understand and that gives them direct
access to the information they need or prefer [68].

Studies [49] have shown a limited consumer interest in providing traceability informa-
tion by codes, such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags (which have now been
replaced by QR code), and a greater preference for simple labels or information written on
product labels. This information corroborates the findings in this study.

In Brazil, in order to determine the preference for the display of beef traceability
information on the labels, two labels were filed: One of them was a reproduction similar to
that of a beef label sold to Spanish consumers (same traceability information) and the other
was with information such as that given by most products traced in Brazil (traceability
number of animal) (see labels in Appendix B).

The findings (Table 8) show that traceability information on beef labels would be
better represented for 56.7% of the consumers questioned if it were a combination of labels
from both countries i.e., with information available at the time of purchase (Spanish label)
and also with access at any time to the origin of the product by purposes of a QR code
(Brazilian label). The second opinion with the highest number of responses was from
consumers who prefer the Spanish label (31.6%) versus 10.4% who prefer the Brazilian
label and 1.3% who do not prefer any of them, saying that the label does not require any
traceability information.

In an experiment [61], in which the willingness of the consumer to pay for CoO
information on meat and meat products was investigated, it was shown that 41, 7% of
participants preferred labels with a text and a symbol together, which was moderately
more than just indicating with a symbol (40.8 percent), and 17.5% preferred text only.

Preferences on how the label should be interpreted with traceability information are
a somewhat contentious subject. As researchers [31,35] say, consumers need simple and
concise information because of the limited time available to purchase, but at the same time
they will be interested in obtaining more elaborate and accurate information, that could be,
such as through the Internet for example.

Other studies [28] have described that the greater the quantity of label information,
the higher the purchase of a product.

Researchers [34] clarify more specifically that the preferences for any label information
depend on the type of product under consideration. For instance, when products are new
and unfamiliar, as well as fresh products, more detailed information is required, while con-
cise information would be appropriate for regular purchases or non-perishable products.

3.6. Suspected Food Security Questioned

Food safety differs from other attributes of quality because it is a hard aspect to
observe. A product may appear to be of high quality, but it may not be safe because it
may be contaminated and go unnoticed before the product is ingested and the effects are
manifested [13].

For this reason, food producers and policy makers are of particular interest in the con-
sumer response to food safety information, then we investigate the attitude of consumers
when there is a suspicion that purchased beef has a safety risk, quality, and other aspects
(Table 9).

The majority of surveyed Spanish consumers (72.5%) and 41.5% of Brazilians answered
that they do not use the product and throw it away when faced with a potential food danger.
More than half (53.2%) of Brazilians claim, that in addition to not using meat, they call
the customer information phone number available on the label. A minority of 8.9% of
Spaniards and 5.3% of Brazilians use meat because quality and safety are guaranteed due
to the fact that it is monitored/traced (Table 9).
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Table 9. Consumer behavior when beef is suspected of presenting a problem in terms of safety,
quality and other aspects.

Attitude of the Consumer Towards Suspect Beef Quality *
Country 1

p
Spain Brazil

I don’t use it and throw it in the trash 72.5 41.5
≤0.001I don’t use it, but I keep it and call customer service phone number 18.6 53.2

I use it because safety and quality are guaranteed by the producer 8.9 5.3
1 Total n = 2132, Spain n = 436, Brazil n = 1696. * Mark only one answer. (%).

The results show that more Brazilian consumers report concerns to those responsible
for the product than Spanish consumers (Table 9).

According to researchers, the most immediate reaction when there is suspicion re-
garding safety and quality is not to buy the product again. Of the product in hand, that is,
already purchased, most consumers throw away or call an information telephone, such as
government agencies and consumer organizations, as well as complain directly to the re-
tailer, which is called “complaint behavior”. A minority uses the justification that, because
it is traced, the safety and quality of the meat are guaranteed and can be eaten [34,35].

Traceability can have a tremendous value when talking about prevention in poten-
tially hazardous products, such as meat, that lead to serious health consequences when
contaminated [37].

Recalls are the main means by which consumers are warned that certain products
are contaminated with harmful substances or microorganisms. Robust evidence has been
found that a change in the way people interpret and react to beef recalls was induced by
BSE cases in 2003 [35].

When consumers begin to respond to recalls, this means that consumers reject con-
taminated meat, there is an increase in purchases from companies that do not involved
in the recall, which provides incentives for the beef industry to work with more control
guarantees for reduced recalls and companies suffer less damage [35]. When everybody,
and not just the industry, has access to information about the origin and quality of the
product, the relationship between the parties (consumers and the supply chain) works best.
This improves the brand name and increases its market credibility [37].

Currently, the attribute that people most associate with their own words to trace-
ability is recall. However, consumers will only benefit from this information when it is
reliable, otherwise consumers will likely lose confidence in the traceability system and the
information it provides [34].

4. Conclusions

This cross-cultural research study aimed to compare Spanish and Brazilian consumers
with the purpose to understand the familiarity with the bovine traceability system and the
label traceability information as an indicator of product safety in countries with different
beef consumption, production, and traceability system implementation.

Consumers do not have a clear understanding of the term “traceability systems” but
may be able to indicate the utility of such a system. In the role of guiding and to be able for
consumers understanding traceability, more effective public policy may help to explain and
clarify the general benefits associated with the purchase of food with traceability certified.

It seems that Brazilians have more technical knowledge of the traceability system and
its component aspects than Spanish consumers. It may be because of Brazilians’ familiarity
with the production of animals, since the country is an important producer/consumer of
beef. On the other hand, Spanish consumers are less acquainted with the system itself,
but far more familiar with the knowledge that reaches them via the labeling.

It is also clear that since traceability and labeling are mandatory in Spain, consumers
have more credibility and offer the traceability system more importance, this can be a factor
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that can be taken into account in the decision-making process of a company looking to
implement traceability where traceability is not established.

Consumers are interested in making sure that the item they purchase is of known and
trusted origin. Consumers who do not take traceability information into account at the time
of purchase are not feel responsible for traceability because they lack knowledge and are not
engaged in product information. The implementation of a mandatory traceability system
would only be interesting if consumers value this information. Again, public incentives
would be a way to increase consumer demand for security.

With regard to the presentation of label traceability information, Brazilian consumers
prefer to use combined information in the form of text and symbols (QR code). Traceability
information in text form is well accepted by Spanish consumers. There is no successful
acceptance of information provided with a QR code or an excess of written information.

Brazilian consumers are more concerned with reporting a potential risk in food,
this may be an indicator that Brazilians will be more involved with respect to “complaint
behavior” with compulsory traceability and this would bring benefits to public health in
the case of any food issue that might arise.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Distribution of traceability information on each of the labels presented to Spanish consumers.

Label
Traceability Label Information for Spanish Consumers

Traceability Extras (Plus) QR Code

A x
B
C x x
D x
E x x
F x x x

x—presence of information.
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(A) (B) 

  

(C) (D) 

  

(E) (F) 

  

Figure A1. (A)—Traceability information available on the label: QR Code. (B)—Label without traceability information
available. (C)—Traceability information available on the label: Written information (provided for by Royal Decree 75/2009)
and QR Code. (D)—Traceability information available on the label: Written information (mandatory provided for by
Royal Decree 75/2009). (E)—Traceability information available on the label: Written information (provided for by Royal
Decree 75/2009) with additional information added by the authors. (F)—Traceability information available on the label:
Written information (provided for by Royal Decree 75/2009) with additional information added by the authors and QR
Code. Information contained within the colored card: Trazabilidad: (traceability number); Raza: (Animal breed); Sexo:
(Gender); Fecha de nacimiento: (Date of animal birth); Nacido en: (Animal birthplace); Criado en: (Animal fattening
location); Sacrificado en: (Slaughterhouse); Despiece en: (Cutting and boning room); Código de información de trazabilidad:
(QR code).
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Appendix B

Traceability Label Information for Brazilian Consumers 
Brazilian Label Spanish Label 

  

Figure A2. Information contained within the colored card: Código de rastreabilidade: (Traceability number); QR code;
Rastreabilidade: (traceability number); Nascido em: (Animal birthplace); Criado em: (Animal fattening location); Sacrificado
em: (Slaughterhouse); Desossado em: (Cutting and boning room).
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